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Dr Joseph Douglass is a national security analyst and author with expertise in defence pol-
icy, threat assessment, deception, intelligence and political warfare, nuclear strategy, terror-
ism, advanced chemical and biological warfare agents and applications, and international
narcotics trafficking. Since the mid-1980s, his primary focus has been research into various
dimensions of cultural warfare and notably into the illegal drugs plague, with emphasis on
its origins, support structures, marketing — and the question: 'What can be done?'

Dr Douglass received his PhD in electrical engineering from Cornell University in
1962 and has taught at Cornell, the Navy Postgraduate School at Monterey, and Johns
Hopkins School of Advanced International Relations in Washington, D.C.. He has worked
in and for the national laboratories (Sandia Corporation], the US Government, where he
was Deputy and Acting Director, Tactical Technology Office, Advanced Research Projects
Agency — and with various defence contractors, such as the Institute for Defense Analyses
and System Planning Corporation. He is a former member of the Weapons Systems
Evaluation Group, US Army Science Board, and a former consultant to the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency and Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He currently directs
The Redwood Institute, which was formed to address the internal problems America
faces - such as illegal drugs, crime and impoverished education - and to identify root
causes, evaluate national policy and devise alternative policy options.

The Author has been a pioneering analyst and is perhaps best known for his ground-
breaking studies of nuclear weapons policy, the impact of precision-guided munitions, the
nature of the Soviet nuclear threat, the risks arising from chemical and biological warfare
agents, and intelligence aspects of international narcotics trafficking.

His unclassified books include The Theater Nuclear Offensive [1976, reprinted ten
times]; Soviet Strategy for War in Europe [Pergamon Press, 1980, also translated into and
published in German]; Soviet Strategy for Nuclear War [Hoover Institute Press, 1979:
numerous printings, translated into and published in Japanese]; CBVV: The Poor man's
Atomic Bomb [Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, 1984]; Why the Soviet Union Violates
Arms Control Treaties [Pergamon-Brassey's, 1988]; Conventional War and Escalation [The
National Strategy Information Center, 1981]; The Superpowers and Strategic War Termination
[co-editor, Pergamon-Brassey's, 19891; and the present work, originally entitled: Red
Cocaine: The Drugging of America [1990]. This new edition has been prepared with a view to
meeting continuing demand for the work, in both the United States and elsewhere, fol-
lowing the strategic adjustment completed in 1991 when the Communist strategists,
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
SECOND EDITION

The Communist Manual of Instructions on Psychopolitical Warfare', the text of which
survives in the public domain in part because it was used in underground schools
such as the Eugene Debs Labor School at 113 E. Wells Street, Milwaukee, Wiscon-
sin, in the 1930s and subsequently, contains explicit statements concerning the
intended use of drugs against targeted populations for revolutionary purposes.
In an address to American students attending the Lenin University prior to 1936,
Lavrentii Beria, one of the most evil men ever to have lived, urged the students of
ipsychopolitics't, which Beria called 'a division of geopolitics', to study special
revolutionary techniques designed `to produce a maximum of chaos in the cul-
ture of the enemy.... You must labour', he urged in his remarks, which have
remained in the public domain along with the Communist Manual text itself,
'until we have dominion over the minds and bodies of every important
person in your nation'.

Chapter 9 of the Communist Manual reveals that the Freudian school had
already been hijacked by the Leninist revolutionaries. 'Vienna', it states, 'has been
carefully maintained as the home of psychopolitics, since it was the home of psy-
choanalysis.... our activities have long since dispersed any of the gains made by
Freudian groups, and have taken over these groups'. Now consider the following
advice contained in Chapter 3 of the Communist Manual: 'The rich, the skilled in
finance, the well informed in government are particular and individual targets for
the psychopolitician.... Every rich man, every statesman, every person well
informed and capable in government, must have brought to his side as a trusted
confidant, a psychopolitical operator'.

The best-known recent product of the diabolical 'success' of such a psycho-
politician, posing as a 'healer' — a false 'psychiatrist' ill-received among profes-
sional psychiatrists in London — is the late Princess Diana, whose mind was
'turned', deconstructed and then filled with 'garbage values' in the final years of
her tragic life. Her case fits precisely with this instruction from the Manual:

'The families of these persons ('from the top strata of society', the Manual
explained) are often deranged from idleness... and this fact must be played upon.
The normal health and wildness of a rich man's son must be twisted and perverted
and... turned into criminality or insanity. This brings at once someone in "mental
healing" into confidential contact with the family... . [By this means] there could be

t'Psychopolitics', as explained in the Communist Manual, is the (satanic) art and science of asserting and maintaining domin-
ion over the thoughts and loyalties of individuals, officers, bureaus, and masses, and the effecting of the conquest of enemy
nations throuah subversive and instrumental 'mental healing'.
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placed at the side of every rich or influential man a psychopolitical operator'.
While Beria and his successors sought primarily to attack and derange influ-

ential people and policymakers in the West, as a short cut to destabilising policy
'to embroil or upset the economic policies of the [targeted] country', they also had
in mind the use of drugs as a means of degrading society generally. Thus 'the
masses' in whose name the Communists purported to agitate were themselves
to be the direct victims of a global narcotics offensive.

The youth of society, in particular, were to be targeted — since they would
in due course assume positions of influence, with their values and loyalties
corroded and 'changed' to the irreversible benefit of the revolution.

The self-evidently satanic nature of this programme should come as no sur-
prise: after all, Marx became a satanist in his late teens 2; Lenin is known to have
attended at least one satanic event ('Hack mass') on the island of Capri; and Stalin
(and of course the 'national' socialist, Hitler) were preoccupied almost exclusiveTY
with the agenda of the inhabitants of 'the bottomless pit' — death.

Thus the Communist Manual directed Lenin University students as follows:
'By making readily available drugs of various kinds, by giving the teenager

alcohol, by praising his wildness, by stimulating him with sex literature and ad-
vertising to him or her practices as taught at the SexpoP, the psychopolitical opera-
tor can create the necessary attitude of chaos, idleness and worthlessness.... He
can, from his position as an authority on the mind, advise all manner of destruc-
tive measures. [As an educationist] he can teach the lack of control of this child at
home. He can instruct, in an optimum situation, the entire nation in how to han-
dle children — and instruct them so that the children, given no control, given no
real home, can run wildly about with no responsibility for their nation or them-
selves. The misalignment of the loyalty of youth to a [non-Communist] nation
sets the proper stage for a realignment of their loyalties with Communism. Cre-
ating a greed for drugs, sexual misbehaviour and uncontrolled freedom and
presenting this to them as a benefit... will with ease bring about our realign-
ment [of loyalties['.

The Sunday Telegraph, of London, published a report on 5th February 1995'
entitled: 'The new Switzerland: junkies, prostitutes and street killings'. The author,
Patricia Morgan, revealed that 'since prostitution was legalised last December
[1994], brothels have thrust themselves into the limelight, advertising their wares
in graphic detail. The same may be said of the 1994 Christmas stamp, a shameless
travesty of the religious season, which displayed not the Virgin and Child but a
phallus surrounded by stars. A motto was stamped above the design: Stop AIDS'.

A 'traumatic collision' was 'under way between the old order and a new
nihilism.... After sex, drugs. It is discarded syringes, not snow, that lie on the
ground around Zurich Kornhaus Bridge. Scarcely anything like the Letten district
drugs scene exists anywhere: what looks like a high security prison, patrolled by
guards, is in fact the local junior school. The perimeter wire keeps out the addicts
and prostitutes'. Cross the bridge into Toronto from the US side of the Canadian
border, and with what is the visitor greeted? The most oppressive and disgusting
display that the 'entertainment' subculture has to offer anywhere in the world.
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In the United Kingdom each weekeNI, an estimated 1.5 million young
people spend Friday or Saturday night at 'raves', high on a. syririferic drug called
'ecstasy' imported illegally from Holland, the mecca of permissiveness these past
two decades; many deaths from this lethal concoction have been reported, and
the long-term damage being inflicted is unquantified. At gymnasiums and night-
clubs, a new 'designer-drug' known as 'liquid ecstasy' was being extensively
marketed in early 1999, after 'test-runs' in various parts of the country and
among the homosexual communities in big cities. If this substance — gammahy-
droxybutyrate, or GHB — is mixed with alcohol, lethal effects can quickly follow.
Following the death of 27-year-old Ian Hignett, who expired suddenly after
ingesting this substance at some UK nightclub without knowing what he was
taking, Detective Chief Inspector Colin Matthews, of Merseyside Police, told The
Daily Telegraph' that 'peo she takin: this lii uid are dicin with death'. They are
indeed, since it possesses the delightful characteristic of being liable to depress
the central nervous system.

Does the worthy Merseyside Detective Chief Inspector know that this evil
substance is almost certainly a byproduct of the continuing Soviet/ Russian
chemical and biological weapons programme? If not, why has MI5/MI6 not
advised him of this strong probability?

Will the intelligence contained in Red Cocaine come as 'news' to those, such
as the admirable Colin Matthews, who labour conscientiously at the 'sharp end'
of the drug scourge, and see its devastating consequences for British youth at first
hand, in the course of going about their duties?

Why has Western civilisation been degraded since the 1960s, and who is
behind this phenomenon? The answer, in brief, is that the West has been the
unknowing victim, for the past several decades, of long-term Soviet-Chinese
strategic intelligence operations using drugs as a means of procuring the progres-
sive demoralisation of Western society and a concomitant degradation of the gene
pool — with youth the prime target of this satanic offensive.

Communism a form of devilish collectivist mania which, consistently with
all forms of mental aberration, knows no rest —  oing 'round and round in circles'
(hence 'revolution') — cannot succeed on its own terms. From the outset of Lenin's
World Revolution, ther„&re, the Comintern sought:special' (secret) wa s of_
undgmining-scaciely — using a methodology taught by Lenin an e a orated later
by the founder of the Italian Communist Party, Antonio 	

Gramsci argued that 'power is_best attained in developed countries through a
gradual process of radicalisation of the cultural institutions — a process that would
in turn transform the values and morals of the society Gramsci believed that as
society's morals were softened, so its political and economic foundation would be
more easily smashed and reconstructed. [Hence it was necessary] to infiltrate
autanamous_institutions — schools, media churches, public interestgroups — so as 
to transform the culture, which determines the environment for political and econ-
omic policies".

Red Cocaine, which definitively eliminates all doubt that the global drugs
scourge has been hijacked, developed and co-opted by foreign intelligence opera-
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tives and has become a primary dimension of the continuing Leninist World Rev-
olution, is a classic work which the Establishment in the United States preferred
to ignore. Self-evidently, its message is applicable not just in the United States, but
also throughout the West, where governments are grappling, largely blindly, with
a phenomenon whose origins they do not understand.

Red Cocaine confirms that Lavrentii Beria's determination that narcotics
should be de loR_Liiiiii;elilteii2_sts_ofleRevAi.ton, has been consummated
since his liquidation at the hands of his satanic masters. It further confirms that
the use of drugs to degrade targeted Western societies is an integral component
of what can be called 'the Gramsci dimension' of the continuing World Revolu-
tion which has engulfed the West. Interestingly, contemporary revolutionaries
carefully omit this fact from their open discussions of 'the Gramsci dimension' -
suggesting that they may fear exposure of this diabolical element of their
demented activities. For instance, in a 1996 summary of the progress made in
winning 'the Gramscian war  of position', which he fervently supported, Michael
Walzer7 listed as 'positive  gains' of the contemporary revolution virtually every-
thing except the debilitatugs epidemic: the legalisation of abortion; the
eNtension of environmental, safe aii-E.Tiblic he ••	 • e • the destruction
('transformation') of family life; t e acceptance of cultural pluralism  gay nal2ts
politics; a irma ive ac ion; eminism; w o esa e secu ansation and infiltration of
the churc es; an.	 ssa was e	 en o au	 .
foin nee. es to address, in part, the consequences of the narcotics offen-
sive waged covertly by the revolutionaries against society). How curious that the
global drugs plague released in order to poison our children was omitted from that
perverse list of the continuing World Revolution's hidden 'achievements'.

The appearance of this revised and updated edition of Dr Douglass's classic
work happened to coincide with that of a learned book on the same subject, in
which it is stated th corrup ion as seen rampant in Russia and Eastern Euro-
pean countries since the collapse of the Soviet Union, making them easy marks
or the marketingaal money-laundering activities of the drugsyndicates'8.

This statement alone confairicf /h-W-diversionaffffe-mes. First, it implies that
the 'drug syndicates' are 'stand-alone' phenomena, from which it would easily
follow (as is intended) that their primary motivation is the familiar one of greed.
Dr Douglass shows conclusively in Red Cocaine that this is the very opposite of the
truth - the primary motivation being strategic (demoralisation). Secondly, it is
implied that drugs are a new experience for th-e-Toliffer' USSR. But in the 'for-
mer' Soviet Bloc, as today (under 'covert Communism'), all activities were and
are 'licensed': for instance, the (fake) 'political parties' in Russia are splintered
from the Communist Party and are supervised and controlledbyit_to.this_day9.

'The-fia-rZT—tus s and operates	 b licence	 --TelTIFFICTs-ervices, servin thei
enda of 'criminalismi,(1 e exploitation of organise crime in t e interests of strat-

eTyrUnder MVD General Eduard Shevardnadze's Georgian S.S.R., drugs were
employed strategically for social and political engineering purposes

Thirdly, the statement obliterates the reality - which is that Soviet/Russian
and Chinese intelligence are the primary originators of the drugs offensive,
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since the criminalist agenclais_olthesssence of the World Revolution in its cur-
rent advanceclphase. Indeed, TUE ILL,TURE IS GLOBAITRIMINATM7as
Dr Douglass. explains in Chapter 12. Or it will be, if Western policymakers remain
asleep for a further decade, while the remaining Western institutions are irretriev-
ably corrupted — as an alarmingly sizeable proportion of the international bank-
ing community has been already Indeed, Red Cocaine reveals that, from the outset
(in the 1960s), elements of the Western banking community collaborated with the
Soviets and Czechs to perfect secret arrangements for laundering the proceeds
of the Soviet drug offensive against the West.

Studies of the drugs scourge (however learned and well-meaning) which
sidestep, obfuscate or ignore the facts revealed in Red Cocaine — the original edition
of which, after all, has been in the public domain for a decade — add to the confu-
sion surrounding this issue. They also do the work of the offensive intelligence
organisations' disinformation apparatus, which is preoccupied with ensuring that
attention remains permanently diverted away from the true 'seat of the fire'.

Unfortunately, because the West's response to this low-level warfare has
been ineffective to date, the international banking system has been severely
compromised, so that the corruption of the banks makes it difficult to find an
adequate response. Even so, the message of Red Cocaine remains as relevant today
as a decade ago — so that it has become more irresponsible and amoral than ever,
to leave one's head buried in the sand.

In his work 'VVhat is to be Done?', Lenin answered his own question by
prescribing the global revolution which has engulfed the world — and which
proceeds towards its objective of World Control while, as his lieutenant Dimitri
Manuilski predicted, 'the bourgeoisie sleeps'. Dr Douglass answers Lenin's
question with the only effective response possible: exposure. For this is the one
response the political perpetrators of the global drug offensive cannot stomach. •

CHRISTOPHER STORY, London, January 1999.
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WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT RED COCAINE
'A powerful and well-documented case of a deliberate policy decision, first by
the authorities in Beijing and then in Moscow, to contribute to the decay of
American society.... Red Cocaine puts the facts on record. We ignore the mes-
sage it reveals at our own peril '.
DR RAY S. CLINE , former Deputy Director for Intelligence, CIA.

'Red Cocaine at last blows the lid off the most explosive aspect of drug traf-
ficking, the Soviet connection. Here is the shocking story of the drugging of
America by international Communism'.
ROBIN MOORE, Author of The French Connection.

'This eye-opening book proves the insidious involvement of the Soviet intelli-
gence services in the deliberate spread of the drug menace in the United
States'. CHAPMAN PINCHER, Author of Secret Offensive etc.

6 Red Cocaine is a seminal work which is essential reading for all serious stu-
dents of the continuing Leninist World Revolution today (1999). A sine qua
non for understanding why Western civilisation is under such relentless and
ruthless attack is to be aware of the history of the long-term drug offensive
against the West by Russian and Chinese intelligence, as a key element of the
ongoing assault on the structures and institutions of society in order to
'change loyalties' irrevocably for revolutionary purposes'.
CHRISTOPHER STORY, Editor and Publisher, Soviet Analyst, 1999.

WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT COCAINE
'We will disarm the capitalists with the things they like to taste'.
CHOU EN-LAI , 195

'Deception and drugs are our first two strategic echelons in the war... 9.
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV, 1963

q-Was ordered to load up the United States with drugs'.
MARIO ESTEVEZ G N_ZALEZ, Cuban Intelligence agent, 1981.

'Drugs are used as political weapons. The target was the youth...'.
ANTONIO FARACH, high-level Nicaraguan official, 1984.

'Drugs are considered to be the best way to destroy the United States. By
undermining the will of American youth, the enemy is destroyed without fir-
ing one bullet'. MAJOR JUAN RODRIGUEZ, Cuban intelligence officer, citing
and invoking Antonio Gramsci, Lavrentii Beria and Sun-Tzu in a single sen-
tence, 1988. [Sun-Tzu: the ancient Chinese military deception strategist].

76 Opium should be regarded as a powerful weap—o- bTfmiyed by)
imperialists against us, and now we should use it against them'.
[Fact: Mao Tse-Tung deployed drugs against Chinese populations - Ed.].

--- -----
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE LATE
GENERAL JAN SEJNA
BY THE U.S. DEFENSE

INTELLIGENCE AGENCY [DIA]

. . Source has provided reliable information to the US Government for over
<0 years '. DIA [POW/MIA], 18th April 1992.

6 ... Sou rce has provided reliable information to the US intelligence community
for many years .... Source did submit to a polygraph examination during which
no deception was detected '. LT. GENERAL CLAPPER, Director, Defense
Intelligence Agency, 27th April 1992.

6 ... has made significant contribution to Defense Intelligence [DI] products
addressing various aspects of the political/military affairs of the former Soviet
Union and Warsaw Pact [and] provided substantive support to allied intelligence
services .... Proven track record as a Defense Intelligence Agency substantive
expert... record of excellence in substantive support to Defense Intelligence'.
DAVE SISSON, Senior Analyst, Defense Intelligence Agency, November 5, 1992,
Inter-office letter to Alan Young.

ABOUT THE SECOND EDITION
Where the context allows, no attempt has been made to amend the dates, timeframe and thus, the
tenses, used in the text. However wherever the Editor felt that the interests of clarity would be served,
tenses have been amended. Red Cocaine first appeared in 1990, and the text reflects this context. The sit-
uation is now far worse than described in the book, and nothing in Red Cocaine has become irrelevant
in the intervening years. The reader will find it helpful to bear in mind, though, that there has been no
discontinuity since the events of 1989-91, when the world imagined that the 'Cold War' had ended.
Rather, the Leninist revolutionaries have been working, to cite Lenin, 'by other means'. •

NOTE ON THE USE OF BRITISH ENGLISH
In conformity with the publisher's usual practice, spelling and the structure of sentences has been
converted to British English, except of course where the context dictates otherwise. The first edition of
Red Cocaine was written, naturally, in American English. It is the policy of Edward Harle Limited to
use British English, as a general rule. In 'translation', the Author's meaning and intentions have been
followed throughout. Exceptions to the use of British English forms here include the retention of the
American format for dates (e.g., January 1, 2000), and of course the use of American spelling in quota-
tions or wherever else the context so demands. There are also certain difficulties with words like 'pro-
gram', for which the American usage has been retained in most contexts. •
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WARNING

This book has been known to :enerate stron emotional res onses. Red Cocaine is a case
o t e governments npeople responsible for floodin the United States

with dru s; of Amen . n sublic officials who have suppressed intelligence an oo ed the
ot	 ••• • 1er wa to favo

The information presented in Red Cocaine exp ams why the so-cairea war on drugs in
the United States has been so ineffective. It challenges the erroneous belief that the drug
problem is 'home-grown', the result of America's otherwise unexplained 'thirst' for drugs.
This erroneous belief, carefully nurtured by politicians and drug traffickers, stands
between America and the waging of an effective war on drugs for a very simple reason: a
nation simply cannot wage war on its own people. This  belief that Americans themselves are
the cause is used b ublic officials to justify their oor results—and doing nothing about
the nefarious activities o governmen s, po 1 Gans, intelligence services and the banks.

Red Cocaine was written to explode this belief, to expose the real forces behind the ille-
gal drug trade, and to reveal the political protection that enables drug trafficking to
survive and grow. Nottiiig_i has. 'Is'	 1	 I ••• ' • ••	 d nearly a decade
ago to contradkt any of t 11 8 111.8118 s ntained s	 s. On the contrary the evidence is
even more overwhelming that the analysis cannot be refuted. Indeed, it is highly signifi-
cant that no refutation has been attempted — for the obvious reason that none is possible.

Although Red Cocaine primarily addresses the drugs offensive directed by Soviet and
Chinese intelligence against the United States, all Western countries are targeted, as part of
the World Revolution's relentless, manic struggle to remodel the world according to what is
clearly a diabolical model. In order for the drug scourge to be addressed constructively in
any country, the information contained in Red Cocaine should be absorbed first.

One purpose of republishing and updating Red Cocaine, therefore, is to make the
work readily available to the concerned general reader, and to professionals and policy-
makers not only in the United States — where demand for the book has remained intact
over the years — but also in key targeted countries around the world. Furthermore, the
publisher pledges that this classic book will remain in print — since the central mission of
Edward Harle Limited is to ensure the continuing availability of works which will assist
all those who have to struggle against the Leninist World Revolution being waged against
us in its new, more insidious and 'invisible' manifestations. •

a so to advance
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PREFACE

At dawn on July 14, 1989,  Cuba's General Arnaldo Ochoa Sandtez was executes1 by firing
squacUaIong with three other CuWE&-'s. Ochoa was one of Cuba's most popular
Army officers. A recipient of the Hero of the Republic medal, his career dated back 31
years to the revolution, when he was a member of the famed Camilo Cienfuegos brigade.
More recently, he had commanded the Cuban forces in Ethiopia, the Cuban advisory
group in Nicaragua, and the 50,000 Cuban troops in Angola.

General Ochoa was found guilty of helping Colombia's Medellin drug cartel smug-
gle cocaine into the United States. Hig17—Fia wffic-h was conducted in secret, began on Sun-
day, June 26, 1989. The star witness was General  Raul Castro, the Minister of Defence and
Fidel Castro's brother, deputy, and expected successor. Raul Castro denounced Ochoa and
called for exemplary punishment. All members of tJ ii1i1y tribunal alsostenounced
General Ochoa. The military prosecutor, General Juan Escalona, said in his conclusion
tlfiFGrieral Ochoa 'betrayed his people, his fatherland and Fidel... and cast a slur on the
prestige and credibility of the revolution'.

The trial and sentencing were conducted with despatch. Along with Ochoa, thirteen
other officers were charged. Four, includin Ochoa, were sentenced to death, the rest
recelyzglong pnson terms. No one offered any defence. 11 of the accused pleaded
gait. At one point, as reported by the Cuban News Ministry, Ochoa answered 'No' when
asked if Rani Castro had known of his activity. But, no less than a dozen defectors from
Cuban intelligence and its Ministry of Interior, which is responsible for internal security,
as well as from Nicaraguan intelligence and its Ministry of Interior, diplomats from
Nicaragua, and assorted drug traffickers, have stated unequivocally that both Fidel and
Raul Castro knew about Cuba's involvement in drug trafficking, approved it, and profited
from it. Which is the true story? Was Fidel involved or not?

Luis Carlos Galan was a Colombian Presidential candidate. He was a prominent sen-
ator who had campaigned against the drug lords. It bought him a casket.

On August 18, 1989, he was shot down by assassins believed to be working for the
drug cartels. His murder followed similar slayings of four other officials who were acting
against the interests of the drug lords — one, two days earlier, and three only a few hours
before Galan's murder. In response, President Virgilio Barco ordered the arrest of all sus-
pects. Overnight, 11,000 people believed to have been connected to the drug cartels were
arrested. None of the top drug dealers were among those apprehended, and most of those
arrested were released within a day or two.
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Immediately following the mass arrests announced in Bogota, President Bush
announced a $65 million military equipment-assistance program for Colombia. More was
to be included in the forthcoming drug strategy program, not only for Colombia, but for
other beleaguered nations such as Peru, Bolivia and Mexico. However, a former Bogota
City Council member, Clara Lopez Obregon, raised a serious issue concerning the utility
of such assistance: 'You can't enforce the law if within the law enforcement agencies you
have people from the other side'.

As an indication of the scale of the problem here, when Cuba and Czechoslovakia
first established drug operations in Colombia in the early 1960s, all recruited personnel
were first subjected to intense background security investigations. One was performed by
the Communist Party of Colombia and the other by a Communist agent who was a high
official in Colombia's Ministry of Interior.

Are those in the United States who are responsible for planning military assistance
for Colombia aware of such complications? How do they assess the threat in Colombia?

Following the mass arrests in Colombia, there were a series of bombings, as the gov-
ernment and the cartels declared war on each other. The very next week, more than 500
people were arrested for violating a curfew that had been imposed in Medellin, home of
the infamous Medellin drug cartel. Among those arrested were 27 Cubans carrying
forged Costa Rican passports. What were they doing there? Clearly, they could not, by
any stretch of the imagination, have been tourists or businessmen.

Several defectors had previously reported strongties_betba and,the
The principal go-between was said to be Cuban Ambassador Fernando Ravelo Renedo,
who works for Manuel Pineiro Losada, head of the Cuban Communists' 'Americas
Department', which has special responsibility for sabotage and subversion throughout
the Western hemisphere. Pineiro was previously the head of Cuban intelligence. Cuba is
also the main sponsor of Colombia's M-19 guerrilla revolutionaries and the military/ter-
rorist arm of Colombia's Communist Party, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC), both of which are also heavily involved in narcotics production and trafficking.

In late 1985, an_almost unknown form of cocaine, 'crack', was introduced to the US
market — just in time for the Christmas holidays. By mid-January, it was reported in eight
States; by June 1986, it had spread across the nation and had become recognised as a
severe challenge.

By 1989,  the use of crack had become epidemic. It is now believed to be the main
cause o •	 s, the main cause of escalating crime and violence
in American cities, and the main cause of escalatin child abuse, hospital eme en room
over oa an. ea •ies orn wit as • iction and learning sa 	 es.

The US Drug Enforcement Administration published a study on crack entitled Crack
Cocaine Overview 1989. A similar report had been published in 1988. Both reports con-
cluded: 'Large-scale, interstate trafficking networks controlled by Jamaicans, Haitians and
Black street gangs dominate the manufacture and distribution of crack'. Their primary
targets are also identified: the inner-city minorities, mainly Black people and Hispanics,
although crack is also making its way into rural and suburban areas. The  principal suppli-
ers mentioned in the study are two: Cubans and Colombians. A US Justice Department
study revealed, also in 1989, that women are now as likely to be hard-core drug users as
men. Another study showed that AIDS cases among drug addicts were expected to sur-
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pass those among homosexuals within one or two years. The focus of the AIDS epidemic
is  shifting to the poor, drug-ridden urban neighbourhoods. More than 40 percent of
reported AIDS cases have occurred among Black people and Hispanics, although these
two groups only constitute about 20 percent of the US population. Again, the resp_ou“ble
drug is crack. 

The speed with which crack has spread, its focused distribution, and its sales price
and marketing, which is designed to_911.Hr_e_trit youn_g_and  ignorantwith only a few dol-
larstojpead, all suggest a trained professional organisation. William Bennett, the director
of the Office of National Drug Control Policy, referred to this phenomenon as 'an innova-
tion in cocaine retailing'. Where did the crack come from? Is what we are seeing the result
of a planned operation? If so, who is responsible?

In 1988, ABC-TV presented a moving account of the drug scourge entitled 'Drugs: A
Plague Upon the Land', narrated by Peter Jennings. Jennings concluded the news special
with a thought-provoking observation:

'If this is a war on drugs - and everyone from the President on down calls it that -
shouldn't it be fought like a war?'

'If we could prove that the drug problem in the United States was directed by
Communist power, what do you think would happen then? Wouldn't the government be
mobilised? Wouldn't the best minds in the country be enlisted to plan strategy? There'd
certainly be no limit to the amount of money available to fight the war. Every institution
in the country would be involved. No one would say, "It doesn't affect me"".

Clearly,Jennings_Eestgn  that there was a Communist power behind the
drug trade. He was only using the example to raise an important question: namely, why
was the United States not fighting a serious war on drugs? Nevertheless, in using this
example, Jennings had indirectly raised what might be an even more serious question:
namely, that if there were a Communistpower behind the drug tradeatt_ je3QyidlInion,
for example - who would believe it?

My anxieties concerning the origins of drug trafficking date back to 1984, when I
read an article that described the linkages between the trafficking and revolutionary
terrorists in Latin America. The author described the manner in which Cuba assisted the
smugglers to move drugs into the United States and, as part of the same operation, pro-
vided arms to terrorists and revolutionaries. Evidence on this activity had been collected
by the US Attorney's office in Miami and had resulted in the indictment of four high-level
Cuban officials by a Federal grand jury in November 1982.

But the story seemed incomplete to me. Court testimony linked the trafficking oper-
ation to Cuba's intelligence service, the Direccion General de Inteligencia, or DGI, ancotl_ei
to_p_fag2ffi leadership, Fictel_anclgai_i .1 Castro.

But, I wondered, how could Cuba, and especially the DGI, be involved,  if the Soviet
Union were not behind the operation? The DGI had been under the direct control of
Soviet intelligence since the late 1960s. Thus, it seemed extremely unlikely for a DGI oper-
ation of this significance to have been conducted without Soviet approval and direction.

As I delved more deeply into the subject, it became apparent that Cuba was not an
isolated example. There was also extensive data linking the People's Republic of China to
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international drug trafficking. Additionally, there was evidence that Nicaraa_m, Bulgaria,
Hung,a. [the former] East Germany and North ic,orea were also involved in trafficking as
a matter of official state policy. But, while it seemed inconceivable that these countries
could be involved without the Soviet Union also being involved, I still had no direct data
on Soviet involvement.

All this was to change radically one day in 1985 when I was having lunch with Jan
Sejna, a former high-level Czechoslovak military-political official who had defected to the
United States in 1968. General Sejna remains, to my knowledge, the highest positioned
Soviet Bloc official ever to seek political asylum in the West, and the only such official who
was actually a member of the decision-making hierarchy. It was during the luncheon
conversation that I first asked General Sejna if he had any direct knowledge of Soviet
involvement in international narcotics trafficking. For the next hour or two, he provided
extensive details on Soviet narcotics trafficking operations, including their use of satellite
countries, the dates of the key decisions, and most importantly, the basic Soviet strategy.

The information was alarming. Clearly, Sejna's knowledge was of extreme impor-
tance, or so I thought. I also suspected that none of the US agencies involved in fighting the
drug trade was aware of this information, which turned out to be correct. It was clear to me
that Sejna's knowledge was so extensive that a thorough debriefing would require a sub-
stantial effort and considerable time. I went to work soliciting support for the task. In the
process, my excitement turned to dismay as I began to recognise that none of the US agen-
cigswith sponbthtiesin tjtg war were interested in obtaining Sejna's knowledge.

In retrospect, this should have come as no surprise. I havaad the unique opportu-
nity to work with General Sejna over the past ten years. This was not the first time that I
had encountered a disinterest within the US Government on subjects of strategic impor-
tance where Sejna had extensive expertise. Strategic deception; the Soviet long-range plan;
Soviet political and military strategy; coordinated Soviet Bloc intelligence operations;
Soviet decision making; Soviet Bloc training of international terrorists; and, Soviet Bloc
intelligence penetration of organised crime, are just a few examples.

It is quite clear that the national security and policy communities do not like what
Sejna has to say, and hence do not pursue his knowledge. Why is more difficult to explain.
The problem is not credibility. Sejna's testimony has been confirmed over and over again.
It is consistent with his background and with other sensitive information. Sejna is
acknowledged to be an excellent source at the highest levels in the intelligence commu-
nity. No, the problem is not one of evaluating and then rejecting data; it is one of not want-
ing to know in the first place.

In a very real sense, the problem is similar to the challenge faced by government
officials when informed that an entire region in the Soviet Union was being systematically
starved to death; or, that a regime with which government and business leaders were con-
sorting had just killed 60 million of its own citizens; or, that our partner in détente was sys-
tematically violating each of the new arms control treaties while destabilising numerous
independent governments around the globe, also in direct violation of numerous treaties,
international agreements, and personal assurances. no-one wants to hear the news.

But the news is important and needs to be broadcast, because the possible conse-
quences are so serious. How is it possible to fight an effective war on drugs if the accepted
image of that war is deficient, or if the primary forces and players are not recognised? The
logical answer is that it is not possible.

How then is it possible to bring about a change? This is a question which everyone
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who is concerned about the drug crisis is bound to consider and take seriously
In examining the problems associated with drug trafficking, my personal concern is

that the situation is far more serious than any of us realise precisely because of the political
warfare that is being waged; the extensive Communist involvement; the deliberately
planned undermining of the health of our youth and our system of values; the corruption
prevalent within circles of power and influence; the breakdown in law and order (at home
as well as abroad) and associated deliberate political destabilisation; the power of experi-
mental drugs that have not yet been introduced to the marketplace; and the misguided,
self-imposed policies and private interests that prevent us from understanding the true
nature of what is happening. These 'missing factors' are the focus of this book. The situa-
tion is especially serious because of these factors, and because they are not part of the
'accepted image'. Nor is this likely to change unless and until people demand a change.

While there has been a great temptation for me to expand this study and to delve
into many related and parallel dimensions of Soviet intelligence strategy directed against
the United States, our friends and allies, I decided to focus strictly on the drug-trafficking
dimension in order to keep the message as simple as possible. Only material believed suf-
ficient to present a credible case focused on the Latin American-United States drug-traf-
ficking situation is included. No attempt has been made to include complementary details
on Chinese or Soviet Bloc drug-related intelligence and political influence operations in
Africa, Europe, the Middle East, South Asia, Australia, the Far East, or Southeast Asia,
except for operations during the Vietnam War, which is discussed in Chapter 6. However
Chapter 12 is entirely new, having been completed in December 1998.

It is hoped that the material presented here, which raises serious cause for concern
that the drug challenge is not as simple as many authorities would have us believe, may
stimulate interest in directing the appropriate agencies to collect and assemble all perti-
nent data. From my perspective, this is the first step to waging an effective war_on.thitgs:
develop a thorough understanding of what is happening and who is involved.

Without such understanding, how can an effectiveWunteir:§liategy ever be devel-
oped and implemented? And without it, how can Western civilisation be preserved? •

JOSEPH D. DOUGLASS, JR
Falls Church, Virginia

1. ABC News Special, Drugs: A Plague on the Land, 10th April 1988, New York: Transcript
produced by Journal Graphics, Inc., 1988, page 13.
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growth of the vast narcotics empire. In that sense alone, what Jan Sejna has to tell us in the
pages of this book turns out to be of vital concern to all of us.

The drug problem has become a national disgrace and a significant threat to our
national security, as well as to the well-being of our free society. It is also a threat to the
security of our friends and allies, to the health and welfare of the nations struggling to
become free and self-reliant in the family of modern nations. It is time to open our eyes to
all facets of the drug-trafficking problem.

Red Cocaine puts the facts on the record.
We ignore the message it reveals at our own peril. •

Dr RAY S. CLINE
Chairman, United States Global
Strategy Council, and former
Deputy Director for Intelligence,
Central Intelligence Agency.
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THE CHINESE
DRUG OFFENSIVE

Inq928 Mao Tse-tun the Chinese Communist leader, instructed one of his trusted sub-
ordinates, Tan Chen-lin, to begin cultivating opium on a grand scale'. Mao had two
objectives: obtaining exchange for needed supplies and 'drugging the white region"
where 'white' was an ideological, not racist, term that Mao used to refer to his non-
Communist opposition. Mao's strategy was simple; use drugs to soften a targeta_rea.
Then, after a captured region had been secured, outlaw the use of all narcotics and
impose strict controls to ensure that the poppies remained exclusively an instrument
of the state for use against its enemies.

Later, Mao would speak of using opium against the imperialists as only a modern
phase in the opium wars that began in the 19th century. Op.i.up was a powerful weapon
that had been used by the imperialists against the Chinese and should be used against
them in a second Opium War'. It was, Mao explained to Wang Chen in a lecture on his
plan for planting opium, 'chemical warfare by indigenous methods". However, the fact
that opium had previously been used against the Chinese was only a convenient excuse,
not the real reason. Mao first began using opium as a political weapon against his own
people, the Chinese, during his drive to establish Communism throughout China. His
use of opium expanded simply because it proved to be a very effective weapon.

As soon as Mao had totally secured mainland China in 1949, opium production was
nationalised and trafficking of narcotics, targeted against non-Communist states, became
a formal activity of the new Communist state, the People's Republic of China.

The Chinese trafficking operation expanded rapidly. Official targets were Japan, the
United States military forces in the Far East, 	 	 ncuntries throughout the Far
Vast, and the United States mainland. The primary organisations involved in the early
1950s were the Chinese Foreign Ministry, the Trade Ministry, and the Intelligence Service.
North Korea was also trafficking_narcotics 4 in cooperation with China at this time, and
was directly connected with the flow of drugs into Japan and into the US militarylases
in the Far East'.

The domestic narcotics problem in Japan had become serious by 19496 . The Crimi-
nal Investigation Division of the American Armed Forces in Japan, together with the
Japanese authorities, began constructing a net across the whole of Japan to determine
how the drugs were coming into the country'. By 1951, the Japanese had officially identi-
fied narcotics illegally entering their country and the sources of the trafficking — which
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were the Chinese and North Korean Communists. This trafficking was not limited to
opium and her.uin, but included hashish, marijuana, cocaine and dangerous synthetic
stimulants such as hiropon and aminobutene group drugs'. These particular synthetics
were especially dangerous and assessed to have been responsible for serious health
problems which first appeared in Japan in the early 1950s.

The United States' experience was similar to that of Japan. New trafficking was first
identified in the late 1940s. US narcotics and customs agents set up nets to identify the
new sources and in 1951 began seizing largespiantities_of heroin at such major US ports
as New York, San_amcisco_and Seattle'. The heroin was determined to have -be-en manu-
factured in China and the trafficking managed by the Chinese.

In concert with the emergence of Chinese international narcotics trafficking in 1949-
52, China's opium production increased steadily and reached a plateau of 2,000 to 3,000
tons per year. This production held steady until 1958-64, when production increased to
roughly 8,000 tons as part of the 'great leap forward"°. The dates of these increases are
important. As will be discussed in Chapter 11, in examining narcotics usage in the
United States, there are two abrupt changes in the growth pattern that stand out. The use
of narcotics in the United States declined during the 1930s and 1940s. Then beginning in
1949-52, an abrupt upswing took place simultaneously with the launching of China's
narcotics trafficking operation. After 1952, narcotics consumption levelled off. Then, in
the late 1950s to early 1960s, a second major upswing began. This second abrupt change
in the growth pattern coincides almost precisely with a second expansion in the Chinese
narcotics operation and with the entry of the Soviet Union into narcotics trafficking, as
will be described later. This correlation is one of the indications that the growth in drug-
trafficking and drug use within the United States and elsewhere is not a simple natural
evolutionary process, or a phenomenon dominated by 'user demand'. Rather, there are
strong sub-rosa forces at work stimulating and extending the consumption.

In the case of Chinese trafficking, there is no question that it was an official state
aaiy4 Data on the Chinese and North Korean trafficIiiire -nterprises were obtained by
the Japanese internal security, US Army Intelligence, the US Narcotics Bureau operating
with the assistance of undercover Treasury agents, and by CIA covert assets in China".
The data clearly identified production sources, manufacturing and packaging facilities,
trafficking networks, and even management organisations'''. As will be discussed later,
the Chinese narcotics operation was also penetrated and watched by both Soviet intelli-
gence and Czechoslovak intelligence, as were certain Chinese narcotics operations
conducted jointly with the Communists in Korea, Vietnam and Japan.

China's narcotics operations also have been described by several Chinese officials
who later left China and were granted political asylum in other countries. One such offi-
cial who left in the late 1950s described a secret meeting of state officials in 1952, when
the Chinese operation was reorganised, and a 20-year plan adoptee. At this meeting,
decisions were made to standardise grades of narcotics, establish promotion regulations,
set pricing schedules designed to encourage aggressive marketing, despatch sales repre-
sentatives, expand research and production, and reorganise management responsibil-
ities'. This information is also confirmed by data collected by Soviet and Czechoslovak
intelligence agents, as will be discussed in greater detail in Chapters 4 and 6.

The organisation behind the Chinese narcotics operations was extensive and
involved many ministries and agencies from the national down to the local levels. These
organisations oversaw the reclamation of lands for production (Ministry of Forestry and
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Reclamation); cultivation and research to produce better varieties of poppies (Ministry of
Agriculture); development of opiates (Committee for the Review of Austerity); manage-
ment of storage and preparation for export (Ministry of Commerce); management of
external trade organisations (Ministry of Foreign Trade); statistical control and program-
ming (Central Government Production Board); finance (Ministry of Finance); marketing
through special representatives and political intrigue (Ministry of Foreign Affairs); and
security and covert operations (Ministry of Public Security)15.

The trafficking tradecraft included classical smuggling; transportation by shipping
companies (both knowingly and unknowingly); use of Communists and ethnic Chinese
abroad; collaboration with international organised crime syndicates; use of foreign posts
of mainland parent entities; abuse of diplomatic privilege; use of normal branded mer-
chandise as a cover; transport by mail; and forgery or packaging with misleading trade-
marks'. As will be seen later, Soviet drugs strategy and tactics employ quite similar
techniques, organisation and management, targets, and motivations – albeit in the Soviet
Leninist style, and on a greatly magnified scale.

Throughoutke 1950s and 1960s, robably the most important official exercising
day-to-day control over China s narcotics operations was Mu En-lai. As the chief
Soviet ideologist, MikhalFAT-Sris ov, el-----7fr'—/amed during a major speech on China at a
meeting of the Soviet Central Committee in February 1964, Chou En-lai's strategy was
'to disarm the capitalists with the things they like to taste [meaning drugs'''.

Professor J. H. Turnbull was head of the Department of Applied Chemistry at the
Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham, United Kingdom, and an expert on nar-
cotics trafficking and its strategic implications. In 1972, following the publicity focused
on the massive use of narcotics against US soldiers in Southeast Asia (see Chapter 6),
Turnbull prepared a succinct summary of Chinese narcotics trafficking strategy. Chinese
trafficking, he wrote, was 'directed broadly at the major industrial sectors of the Free
World. In purely commercial terms these offer obvious targets, since they provide both
large [and] affluent markets.. .'°. These leading industrial sectors were particularly vul-
nerable due to the open nature of the underlying society.

The production and distribution of drugs, Turnbull emphasised, was 'a valuable
source of national income, and a powerful weapon of subversion'''. He then identified
three basic objectives of Chinese subversive activities employing drugs: `To finance sub-
versive activities abroad; to corrupt and weaken the people of the Free World; and to
destroy the morale of US servicemen fighting in Southeast Asia'".

Turnbull's conclusion was almost identical to that reached twenty years earlier by
the US Commissioner of Narcotics, Harry Anslinger. It is equally relevant today. 'The
covert dissemination of opium narcotics, in particular the addictive drug heroin, for
commercial and subversive purposes, represents one of the gravest threats to the armed
services and societies of the Free World. The subversive operation must be recognised as
a peculiar form of clandestine chemical warfare, in which the victim voluntarily exposes
himself to chemical attack'''. •
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THE SOVIETS
DECIDE TO 'COMPETE'
When China began waging war with narcotics and drugs in the late 1940s, its drugs strat-
egy was quickly identified. Shipments of drugs were seized and intelligence was col-
lected which identified the source as the People's Republic of China, together with its
trafficking routes, techniques, and eventually even the principal organisations behind
production and distribution. In the case of the Soviet Union, intelligence on the operation
was not immediately available, perhaps attesting to the care exercised by the Soviets in
developing secure, covert marketing techniques before Moscow's own offensive was
launched. As will be seen, the Soviet offensive was designed to be far more extensive
than the Chinese operation, and once in place, was intensified on almost a yearly basis.

While the dubious distinction of initiating large-scale political war with drugs goes
to the Chinese, it is the Soviets who have made trafficking the effective political warfare
and intelligence weapon it has become — accomplishing this almost without any recogni-
tion in the West of Soviet involvement. Not until 1968 did a source surface in the West
who possessed detailed knowledge about the Soviet drug offensive. Not until 1986 was
any attention directed to his knowledge. The story that follows is the first comprehensive
unveiling of that source's detailed knowledge of Soviet narcotics warfare.

The source in question is Jan Sejna, who defected from Czechoslovakia to the I Jnited
States in February 1968 1 . General Major Sejna was a member of the Central Committee, the
National Assembly, and the Presidium and its Party group. He was also a member of the
Main Political Administration, its political bureau, and a member of the Administrative
Organs Department'. He was First Secretary of the Party at the Ministry of Defence, where
he was also Chief of Staff and a member of the Minister's Kolegium. His most important
position was Secretary of the powerful Defence Council, which was the top decision-mak-
ing body in matters of defence, intelligence, foreign policy and the economy Sejna was a
top-level, decision-making Party official. He regularly met the highest officials in the
Soviet Union and other Communist countries. He was present during the inception, plan-
ning and implementation of Soviet narcotics trafficking operations.

The Soviet concept of using drugs and narcotics trafficking as a strategic operation,
Sejna explains, emerged during the Korean War. During that conflict, the Chinese and
North Koreans used drugs against US military forces to undermine the effectiveness of
both officers and enlisted men and to raise revenues in the process'. The Soviets were also
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assisting North Korea in the war, albeit not in so obvious a manner as the Chinese.
The war provided the Soviets with an opportunity to study the effectiveness of US

forces and equipment. Czechoslovak intelligence assisted the Soviets. As part of this
intelligence mission, Czechoslovakia constructed a hospital in North Korea. Ostensibly
built to treat casualties, the realuss_d_theiactspitaLwasaskrosarch facility in which
Czechoslovak, Soviet and North Korean_doctors at the hospital e_a perimented on US and
South Korean prisoners of war. The Czechoslovak official in charge of the Czechoslovak
operations in North Korea was Colonel Rudolf Bobka, of Zpravdajska sprava (Zs), the Mil-
itary Intelligence Administration of the Czechoslovak General Staff. Colonel Professor
Dr Dufek, a heart specialist, was in charge of the hospital. Sejna learned about the hospi-
tal and related activities directly from Colonel Bobka, from various reports, and from
subsequent briefings that summarised the results of the experiments and used the results
in studies of the strategic military potential of drug-trafficking'.

The experiments were justified as preparations for the next war. American and
South Korean POWs were used&giatea,.pig,sin.  chemical and biological warfare exp_eri-
ments in h 'olo ical and ps cholo ical endurance tests, and in testing the effective-
ness of various mind-contro • rugs, which were used to make US servicemen renounce
America and speak of the benefits of the Communist system'.

To learn more about the biological and chemical make-up of American and South
Korean soldiers, alopjjes were performed on captured bodies and POWs who did not
survive the various experiments. During this activity, the Soviet doctors determined that
an unusually high percentage of young US soldiers had suffered cardiovascular damage,
which they referred to as Imir__L_.-teart_diacks'.

At the same time, Soviet intelligence, which was studying Chinese drug-trafficking',
determined that the young US servicemen were also the most prominent users of the
harder drugs'. The Soviet doctors noticed the correlation and hypothesised that one of the
factors that probably contributed to the heart damage was drug abuse'.

News of the physically debilitating effect of the drugs captured the imagination of
the Soviet leader, Nikita Khrushchev. Drug and narcotics trafficking, he reasoned, should
be viewed as a strategic operation that would directly weaken the enemy, rather than
merely as a financial or intelligence tool. Accordingly, he ordered a joint military-civilian,
Soviet-Czechoslovak study to examine the total effects of drug and narcotics trafficking
on Western society; this included its effects on labour productivity, e tcITE—bon, tl--7e7--nili-
tary (the ultimate target at that time), and its use in support of Soviet Bloc intelligence
operations. Nor was this study approached as a question of tactics or as simply an
opportunity for exploitation. The narcotics potential was examined in the context of
long-range strategy. Costs and risks, benefits and payoffs, integration and coordination
with other operations, were all examined. Even the effects of drugs over several
generations', were analysed by scientists from the Soviet Academy of Sciences.

The conclusions of the study were that trafficking would be extremely effective, that
the most vulnerable targets were the United_States, Canada, France and West Germany,
and that the Soviets should capitalise on the opportunity. The study was approved by the
Soviet Defence Council in late 1955 or early 1956. The principal guidance from the
Defence Council in approving the action was to direct the planners to speed up the
timetable of events, which was possible because of certain operational experience with
narcotics that already existed within the Soviet Bloc intelligence services but about which
the people who had prepared the basic plan were unaware'. This plan was formally
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approved when the Soviets decided to begin narcotics trafficking against the so-called
bourgeoisie, especially against the 'American capitalists' — the 'Main Enemy'.

Moreover the study materialised at a most propitious time for the Communists
because, simultaneously, the Soviets under Khrushchev's direction were working hard to
modernise the world revolutionary movement. Khrushchev believed the movement had
grown stagnant under Stalin, and he wanted it rejuvenated, to take advantage of new
world conditions.

Soviet strategy for revolutionary war is a global  strategy. Soviet narcotics strategy is
a sub-component of this global strategy and is -best understood in this context. While the
primary target of this activity is often thought to be the undeveloped world, this is not the
case. Soviet strategy and tactics were developed for the whole world, within which the
most important sectors were the industrialised nations and the most important target, the
United States.

The basic updated revolutionary strategyt took shape in the years 1954 to 1956. As
detailed by Sejna, there were five principal thrusts in the modernised strategy. First was
enhanced training of leaders for the revolutionary movements — the civilian, military and
intelligence cadres. The founding of Patrice Lumumba University in Moscow is an example
of one of the early measures taken to modernise Soviet revolutionary leadership training.

The second step was the actual training of terrorists. Training for international terror-
ism actually began under cover offEe 7fighTfo-r liberation', within the context of the Com-
intern's decolonisation policy*. The term 'national liberation' was coined to replace
revolutionary war movement as a two-way deception: to provide a nationalistic cover for
what was basically an intelligence operation and to provide a label that was semantically
separated from the Communist revolutionary war movement.

The third step was internationalskug and narcotics trafficking. Drugs were incorp-
orated into the strategy for waging revolutionary warfare as a political and intelligence
weapon for deployment against 'bourgeois societies' and as a mechanism for recruiting
agents of influence around the world.

t Editor's Note: General Sejna's summary of the basic global revolutionary strategy developed following
the death of Stalin is not inconsistent with the account of the long-range revolutionary deception strategy
explained in the two books by the Soviet defector, Anatoliy Golitsyn [New Lies for Old and The Perestroika
Deception, op. cit.], which concentrated primarily upon deception theory and its application in the context
of preparations for the dismantling of the Stalinist model, realised under Gorbachev, ahead of the orches-
trated proliferation of the Leninist World Revolution on a truly global scale, the critical stage currently
being experienced. Recall Gorbachev's consistent adherence and invocation of Lenin at every opportunity,
epitomised by the following statement [Current Digest of the Soviet Press, 40, Number 7, 1988, pages 3-4]:
'No, we are not retreating a single step from socialism, from Marxism-Leninism'. Moreover Soviet drug-
trafficking operations began in earnest in 1960, preciselywhen the finishing touches were being put to the
long-range deception strategy, ratified at the 81-Party Congress held in Moscow in December 1961 [see
both Golitsyn works, op. cit.1
"Editor's Note:The Comintern laid down that the colonial empires must be destroyed as a prerequisite
for the destruction of capitalism, and immediately set about subverting the colonial powers' foreign pol-
icy structures with this objective in mind. This policy was promulgated in the Comintern's Theses on the
National and Colonial Questions contained in The Theses and Statutes of the Communist International,
as adopted by the Second World Congress, held between July 17th and August 7th, 1920, in Moscow. It
was updated in The Programme of the Communist International adopted at the Sixth World Congress on
September 1st, 1928, which sought 'to overthrow the rule of foreign imperialism' and stated that 'colonial
revolutions and movements for national liberation play an extremely important part in the struggle
against imperialism'. In 1986, Eduard Shevardnadze, the former police and Party chief in Soviet Georgia
whom President Gorbachev had elevated to the post of Soviet Foreign Minister, congratulated the world
Communist movement upon its success in having almost completed this historic task.
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Thefourth step was to infiltrate organised crime and, further, to establish Soviet Bloc
sponsored and controlled organised crime syndicates throughout the world.

The fifth step was to plan and prepare for sabsItage throughout the whole world. The__—
network for this activity was to be in place by 1972.

Because of the close association between organised crime and narcotics, the Soviet
entry into organised crime deserves closer scrutiny. Moscow's decision on organised
crime was made in 1955. It, too, was to be a global operation targeted against all countries,
not just the United States, although organised crime in the United States, along with
France, Great Britain, Germany and Italy, were primary targets.

The main reason for infiltrating organised crime was the Soviet belief that high-qual-
ity information - information on political corruption, money and business, international
relations, drug-trafficking, and counter-intelligence - was to be found in organised crime.
The Soviets reasoned that if they could successfully infiltrate organised crime, they would
acquire unusually promising scope for controlling many politicians and would have access
to the best information on drugs, money, weapons and corruption of many kinds. A sec-
ondary motive was to use organised crime as a covert mechanism for distributing drugs.

As in the case of drug-trafficking, the Soviets put together study groups to analyse
organised crime, to identify the main criminal groups, to develop a strategy and tactics for
infiltrating the groups, to identify what people could be used to promote infiltration, and
to examine the possibility for organising or helping to organise new criminal franchises.
In Czechoslovakia, the studies went on for six months. These studies were not taken
lightly; on the contrary, they were high-level operations involving top officials from mili-
tary intelligence, counter-intelligence, civilian intelligence and the Administrative Organs
Department of the Central Committee.

The first plan was put into action in 1956. Czechoslovakia was given directions on
which operations to undertake as part of the intelligence plan, which was reviewed and
approved in the fall of that year. The_plz ii2.2tructed Czechos1 al_oycstrategic intelli4ence to
infiltrate seventeen different organised crime groups, as well as the mafia in France Tialy,
Austria, Latin America and Germany. The Italian Communist Party was used heavily in
the infiltration operation. Twenty percent of the Italian police were members of the Com-
munist Party at that time. These members helped Soviet Bloc intelligence agents to infil-
trate the mafia . War criminals, e.g. Germans, were also coerced into assisting the Soviet
Bloc agents in this endeavour, especially throughout Latin America.

The Czechoslovak operation was very successful and did not cost much money.
Organised criminal activity was developed around information collection and blackmail; it
was a two-sided operation. Once inside, the agents remained largely passive; they just col-
lected information. Then, at the right opportunity, information would be released for politi-
cal reasons - for example, to trigger revolutionary changes, or to create a situation that
could be exploited by the Social Democrats. This is why the operation was organised
within the unit responsible for strategic intelligence: it was used for strategic advantage.

Narcotics, terrorism and organised crime were coordinated and used together in a
complementary fashion. Dns-is were used to destroy society. Terrorism was used to desta-
bilise the targeted country and to ai___p_...y..,11_,,-evolutionaryironment. Organised crimg
was used to control the elite. All three strands were long-range strategic operations and
all three had been incorporated into Soviet Bloc planning by 1956.

Before actual narcotics trafficking could begin, several preparatory measures were
required, the two most important of which were the development of a strategy for the
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covert marketing of drugs and narcotics, and the training of intelligence cadres. The Sovi-
ets wanted to hide their operation from the Chinese and especially from the West, to avoid
upsetting acceptance by the West of the Soviet strategy peaceful coexistence". Because the
narcotics strategy was new in most of its particulars, the necessary intelligence skills had
to be developed and passed to agents. This training activity involved not only Soviets, but
East European intelligence agents as well.

Additionally, during the late 1950s, a research program was undertaken to obtain
quantitative data on the actual effects of different drugs on soldiers, which involved the
use of Soviet soldiers as guinea pigs. As part of this research, an espionage program was
initiated to penetrate Western medical and science centres, especially those of a military
nature, to determine how much the West knew about the effects of drugs on people —
particularly their effects on military combat-effectiveness and decision-making.

In parallel, Soviet Bloc intelligence services were directed to learn how much Western
intelligence services knew about the drug business and which drug groups they had infil-
trated. One of the important questions addressed in this study was the nature and effec-
tiveness of Western intelligence services' ability to monitor the production and distribution
of drugs'. Several years later, Sejna was to learn the results of this study directly from the
Chief of the Soviet General Staff, Marshal of the Soviet Union Matvey V. Zakharov.

Zakharov said that Soviet intelligence had concluded that US intelligence and
counter-intelligence were blind, and that this made the Soviet drug operation much easier.
The United States' intelligence operations were concentrated, along with those of the
British, on narcotics trafficking through Thailand and Hong Kong, where there was so
much drug activity and associated corruption that no useful information on Soviet drug
trafficking could be collected. The 'background noise' was simply too great.

During the studies, the use of narcotics and drugs became recognised as a special
dimension of chemical warfare. In Czechoslovakia, drugs and narcotics research were
formally added to military planning, as a dimension of chemical warfare research. This
research included tests on the effects of drugs on military performance — for example, on
pilot performance, which was studied at the Health Administration of the Rear Services
and at the Health Institutes of the Air Force.

Finally, the basic study on the impact of drugs on the West was expanded to improve
identification of groups and regions to be targeted. This further study was the responsibil-
ity of the International (Foreign) Department of the Central Committee of the CPSU
(Communist Party of the Soviet Union). It was, in effect, a political market analysis and
marketing techniques study.

One of the last measures to be initiated before the actual mass trafficking operation
began was the establishment of training centres for drug-traffickers. In the case of Czecho-
slovakia, the training centres were joint Soviet-Czechoslovak operations. There were both
civilian intelligence-managed training centres, which were jointly planned by KGB
(Soviet) officials and Czechoslovak officials from the Second Administration of the Min-
istry of Interior (the Second Administration was the Czechoslovak KGB intelligence coun-
terpart) 13; and military intelligence-managed training centres, which were jointly planned
by the GRU (Soviet Military Intelligence) and its Czechoslovak counterpart, Zs.

These plans were developed in 1959, as General Sejna recalls, and the Defence Coun-
cil's review of the plans and decision to fund them, following instructions from the Soviet
Defence Council, took place in 1959 or 1960.

The Zs (military intelligence) training centre was located in a Czechoslovak Zs base
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at Petrzalka, a suburb of Bratislava, situated on the Austrian border. The Second Adminis-
tration training centre was located next to Liberec, on the West German border.

Each course consisted of three months of intensive training. While indoctrination in
Marxism-Leninism was present, the emphasis was strictly on the drug business. The Sovi-
ets provided the Czechoslovaks with a copy of the Soviet schedule and lesson plans,
which the Czechoslovaks copied. The course included instruction in:

1 • The nature of the drug business, types and quality;
• Means of production;
• Organisation of distribution;
• Drug markets and buyers;
• Security;
• Infiltration of existing production networks;
• How to use the experience of intelligence networks;
• Communications within drug organisations;
• How to pass intelligence information; and,
• How to recruit intelligence sources.
At the Zs centres, two different groups were processed for training, and these alter-

nated. The first group was recruited by the military and civilian intelligence services. This
group was strictly for drug 'criminals' — the attendees were neither Communists nor ideo-
logically motivated. The word 'criminals' is shown here in quotation marks, because that
is what the training was to produce. However, all recruits were carefully screened by mili-
tary or civilian counter-intelligence to make certain that the recruits were clean; that is,
that they did not have criminal records or a background in corruption that rendered them
susceptible to blackmail by another party Often, the recruits were sons or daughters of
people in positions of power. These people, and the potential risks that would be associ-
ated with their recruitment, were often the subject of specific discussions within the
Czechoslovak Defence Council.

The second group were people recommended by the First Secretaries of the various
foreign Communist Parties. These were Communists who were considered loyal to the
cause. They, too, were carefully screened by military or civilian counter-intelligence before
being admitted to the course. Their training was slightly different, because their traffick-
ing was also intended to serve a local political purpose and because they operated and
communicated through different special (Party or intelligence) channels. Their drug-traf-
ficking (and training) was heavily oriented to support the First Secretary of the local Com-
munist parties; for example, to compromise opposition leaders.

In addition to Czechoslovak instructors, the Soviets often provided two instructors
for each course who had practical experience. Most often these were Latin Americans or
others who looked the part and spoke fluent Spanish. These instructors would present
seminars dealing with practical problems and real life experiences.

As indicated above, the courses ran for three months. Thus, a total of four groups
trained each year. The first group to take the Zs course in Czechoslovakia was small —
seven future drug criminals consisting of four Latin Americans, two West Germans, and
one Italian or French national, as Sejna recalls. By 1964, the group size had expanded to
fourteen, and by the end of the 1960s, full capacity, twenty, was reached. Thus a total of
approximately thirty students were trained the first year in the Czechoslovakia Zs centre,
and by 1968 the annual output of graduates had reached eighty.
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The Second Administration centre was of similar size. Additionally, similar drug-
trafficker training centres that Sejna was aware of were established in Bulgaria, East Ger-
many and the Soviet Union. And in 1962-63, Czechoslovakia was directed by the Soviets
to assist North Korea, North Vietnam and Cuba to establish training centres. On the unre-
liable assumption that each training centre was the minimum size, each operated at or
near its capacity and no other centres existed or were added after Sejna left, the number of
graduates today would exceed 25,000.

('The students who attended the course in the Czechoslovak centres were mainly
from Latin America, Western Europe, parts of the Middle East, Canada and the United
States. Bulgaria's focus was on the Middle East and Southwest Asia — Turkey,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Lebanon and Syria. East Germany handled West Europeans a

andinavians, and all countries assisted with nationals from the Far East.
The course was free, all expenses paid. Graduates returned to their respective coun-

tries and applied their skills. Some built independent operations, others cooperated with
ongoing operations. Those who deviated and attempted to 'change sides' were killed'. All
returned a percentage of their earnings to the Soviet Union directly, which would then
reimburse the intelligence services of the satellites that had performed the training. In the
case of Czechoslovakia, their cut was 30% of the fees the Soviets received back 15•

The establishment of these training centres completed the preparations for the drug
strategy These activities — strategy development, training, research, espionage, and mar-
ket analysis — were the principal activities of the early Soviet drugs offensive in the late
1950s. Where there were intelligence operations involving actual trafficking, these were
more in the nature of limited probes, tests and continuations of prior intelligence prac-
tices. The real trafficking, from Sejna's perspective, did not begin until 12.6212y_which
time the marketing strategy had been worked out, strategic intelligence agents had been
trame	 schoog—w—ei'e t'urning out indigenousgaduate drug-traffickers.

References to Chapter 2:
1.Jan Seine, We Will Bury You (London: Sidgwick &Jackson, 1982).
2.The Administrative Organs Department is one of the two or three most important departments

of the Central Committee. This department has responsibility for the Ministry of Defence, Ministry of
Interior (KGB), and the Ministry of Justice. It is the most important department insofar as defence,
intelligence, and deception are concerned.

3.In Congressional testimony and in official reports of the Narcotics Division of the US Treasury
Department, the Korean War is described as having 'been financed solel fi-mIlle4e of illicit narcotics'.
Lasky, Red China's Secret Weapo7T5F.6a., page A2176.

4.The most significant briefing, which took place in 1956, included Dr Dufek, Colonel-General
Miroslav Hemalla of the Military Health Administration, who later became a general and head of the Mili-
tary Health Administration, Colonel Dr Plzak, whose specialty was the central nervous system and who
practiced at the experimental hospital in North Korea, and several other medical specialists.

There was scattered intelligence on certain of the experiments which had given rise to serious
concern within US intelligence and within the US Army. See, for example, John Ranelagh, The Agency:
The Rise and Decline of the CIA (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1986), page 215, and US Senate, Select
Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, Foreign and Military
Intelligence: Book 1 (Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office, April 26, 1976), pages 392-393.

5.CIA concern about Soviet, Chinese, and North Korean use of LSD and other drugs in mind-bend-
ing experiments became real during the Korean War. The concern was apparently valid and justified but
there was a lack of understanding of the dimensions and objectives of the Communist programs. Unfor-
tunately, this concern led to the tragically aberrant experimentation by US intelligence which surfaced
during the Congressional hearings of 1975-76. See, for example, US Senate, Final Report of the Select
Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, Foreign Intelli-
gence, Book 1 (Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office, 19761, pages 392-420.

6.Soviet interest in the use of drugs goes back to the mid-1930s, when the Soviets were experi-
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menting with drugs as a revolutionary tool. One particularly interesting example of the use of drugs in
this respect is reported by A. H. Stanton Candlin. He states that in 1934, the Comintern experimented with
the use of marijuana in New York City to stimulate student radicals against the New York police. The
behaviour of both drugged and undrugged youths were compared.

'During the mêlée that resulted it was obvious to the observers that the drugged group were far
more effective than the undrugged one.The former were insensible to pain and also continued to struggle
and resist vigorously after they had been arrested. As soon as they were in the police station, the ACLU
[American Civil Liberties Union] appeared on the scene and bailed them out. All rioters were then taken to
the Rand School of Social Science (listed as a Communist-run organisation by the Federal Government)
where they underwent medical and psychiatric examination .... Two days later a conference was held
having as its subject the use of marijuana as a conditioning medium for riots and revolutionary violence. It
met at the headquarters of the League for Industrial Democracy.... Leading personalities of the Commu-
nist Party... participated'.

The principal speaker, Rosito Carrillo (an alias), explained that Mexico had been the proving ground
for a new mental-conditioning technique, using marijuana, which heightened revolutionary spirit. The
emotions and states of fear, apprehension, and indecision could be inhibited and the senses partially
anaesthetised against pain and even the irritation caused by teargas.

Marijuana, or hashish, could be made concentrated enough, Carrillo said, to bring about uncon-
sciousness and even permanent brain damage. He explained that it was a valued weapon in the Com-
munist arsenal to help undermine and topple the capitalist system. Speakers arose and propounded a
long-range campaign to win legal acceptance of marijuana and other similar drugs, using as an argu-
ment the right to freedom of individual choice. A. H. Stanton Candlin, Psycho-Chemical Warfare: The
Chinese Communist Drug Offensive Against the West (New Rochelle, New York: Arlington House, 1973),
pages 45-47.

Additionally, the use of drugs to subdue societies in the same sense that the drugs were used by
Mao Tse-tung is reported to have been first examined by the Comintern in the mid-1930s. Furthermore,
the use of drugs as intelligence weapons by Soviet intelligence services to corrupt and extort foreign offi-
cials predates the Korean War.

It seems reasonable to hypothesise that this history of Soviet interest in the use of drugs as
weapons and revolutionary tools stimulated the Soviets to watch with considerable care and study the
impact of Chinese trafficking on the fighting efficiency of the US and South Korean forces, which then led
to the decision that drugs were indeed a valuable weapon the use of which should be exploited.

[The use of drugs by the North Vietnamese and Chinese Communists to intensify the attacking
spirit has also been reported in recent years. In an article recapturing personal experiences in Vietnam,
two examples are presented: 'The way the teargas didn't affect the NVA at all leads me to believe they
were hopped up on drugs'. And: 'Quite a few of the NVA we killed inside our wire were bandaged - that
night. It was obvious that they had sent their wounded back up to fight the battle. That scared me -to the
point that) could not believe that people who had already been wounded and messed up still wanted to
fight. I figured they had a lot more drive than I had. Those people were scary, like they were almost super-
human. We found drugs - syringes and chemicals'. Eric Hammel, 'Khe Sanh: Attack on Hill 861A', Marine
Corps Gazette, February 1989, pages 48, 49.

Furthermore, on June 4, 1989, a Cable News Network broadcast on the fighting in Beijing in which
the Chinese soldiers were especially brutal in their attack on students who were revolting against the
Communist regime, reported that the presence of drugs was identified in the blood and urine of soldiers
who were hospitalised. The soldiers said they had been given injections or 'vaccinations' prior to engag-
ing the students because Tienanmen Square was dirty. Subsequent reports out of Europe stated, in
addition, that the soldiers had been given psychological hate conditioning in conjunction with the
administration of drugs prior to their assault on the students.

The first use of synthetic drugs to stimulate attacking soldiers may have been undertaken by the
Germans in the Second World War. Consider: 'When the German armies waged the 'blitzkrieg'or 'Light-
ning war' through France and the Lowlands in 1940, the Allied forces were no match for their stamina
and ferocity. The Germans fought like men possessed, and they were. Their pharmacists had synthesised
methedrine, a cheap but powerful energising drug that allowed their soldiers to fight vigorously for
weeks at a time with no sleep and little food'. William Glasser, M.D., Take Effective Control of Your Life
(New York: Harper &: Row, 1984, page 138).

Another related finding is reported by Michael Isikoff in 'Users of Crack Cocaine Link Violence to
Drug's Influence', Washington Post, March 24, 1989, page A10. lsikoff reports on studies that have clearly
linked violent behaviour with crack cocaine. Nearly half of the callers to a cocaine hotline reported that
they had perpetrated violent crimes, most while under the influence of the drug. There was no percepti-
ble difference between female and male users].

7. The use of drugs during the Korean War, while serious, was not as widespread as it was during
the Vietnam War. Indeed, many people who served in the war were not aware of the problem, which
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tended to be more marked in specific locations than in others. For example, one area identified by a
former counter-intelligence specialist where the use of hard drugs was especially noticeable was among
the stevedore battalions in Pusan.

8.US medical personnel also identified cardiovascular damage among young US servicemen.
They attributed the cause to diet. The Soviet doctors, too, recognised the possible contribution of diet,
but additionally noted the equally possible contribution of drug usage among the US servicemen. It was
this latter possibility that captured Khrushchev's imagination. While reports on the adverse medical
effects of drugs appeared in the 1970s in Western medical literature, these effects did not really receive
medical attention until the 1980s. Recent research has tied cocaine, heroin, marijuana, and other drugs to
both cardiovascular damage and brain damage. See, for example, Louis L. Cregler, M.D. and Herbert
Mark, M.D., 'Medical Complications of Cocaine Abuse', New England Journal of Medicine, December 4,
1986. In many respects, Soviet science, as it pertains to military and intelligence operations, is far ahead
of Western science. Take the crucial issue of the consequence of drug use over successive generations. In
1990, the Wall Street Journal reports that 'multi-generation use is one of the great unexplored areas in
the war against drugs, in part because the phenomenon is so recent'. David Shribman, 'The '60s Genera-
tion, Once High on Drugs, Warns Its Children. Wall Street Journal, January 26, 1990, page 1. Soviet scien-
tists were studying this phenomenon in the mid-1950s.

9.How much the Soviets knew about the effects of drugs in the mid-1950s is not known. It does
appear that because of their interest in, for example, mind-control and the use of drugs to stimulate rev-
olutionary activity, they might well have known much more than was known in the free world. The
Soviet identification of the harmful effects of drugs on the cardiovascular system appears to predate simi-
lar recognition in the West by many years. The question of the effects of drugs over successive genera-
tions has only recently received attention in the United States; note growing concern over the permanent
disabilities and reduced mental capacities of children born to women who are on drugs, even on mari-
juana. See, for example, Michael Abramowitz, 'Pregnant Cocaine Users Reduce Risk by Stopping', Wash-
ington Post, March 24,1989, page A10.

10.This would probably refer to Soviet experience in using drugs to stimulate and otherwise
further revolutionary activity and to the experience of their intelligence services in using drugs to extort
and bribe foreign officials. Considerable expertise had also been gained from extensive experimentation
with drugs for mind-control purposes. Additionally, the Soviets were experimenting with and promoting
the use of drugs such as LSD to create mental incapacities. This work is described in a Communist text-
book, Communist Manual of Instructions of Psychological Warfare, used in the United States to 'capture
the minds of a nation through brain-washing and fake mental health', as described by Kenneth Goff, a
former Communist turned anti-Communist crusader [see also the Introduction to this book, the Second
Edition of the present work). The textbook contains an introductory address on psychopolitics by Lavren-
tiy Beria of the Soviet Ministry of Internal Affairs in which he states that 'Psychopolitics is a solemn
charge. With it you can erase our enemies as insects. You can cripple the efficiency of leaders by striking
insanity into their families through the use of drugs'. The text itself states that 'by making readily avail-
able drugs of various kinds, by giving the teenager alcohol, by praising his wildness, by stimulating him
with sex literature and advertising to him or her practices as taught at the Sexpol, the psychopolitical
operator can create the necessary attitude of chaos, idleness and worthlessness into which can then be
cast the solution which will give the teenager complete freedom everywhere — Communism'. Brain-
Washing: A Synthesis of the Communist Textbook on Psychopolitics, published by Goff, 1956.

11.A good description of Khrushchev's peaceful coexistence strategy is contained in Sejna, We Will
Bury You, op. cit., pages 22-36. See also Raymond S. Sleeper, editor, Mesmerized by the Bear (New York:
Dodd Mead & Company, 19871, pages 216-219.

12.Since 1973, at the initiative of US Customs and the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs,
the United States has been sharing US narcotics trafficking control techniques and intelligence on traf-
ficking organisations with various Soviet Bloc customs (intelligence) agencies. In 1988, the US State
Department and the Drug Enforcement Administration reported that they were negotiating to share drug-
trafficking intelligence with the Soviet Union, including drug samples possibly keyed to different produc-
tion and distribution networks. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 9.

13.There was considerable confusion in the West (and in the East, for that matter) about the struc-
ture of Soviet Bloc intelligence services. This was only natural, because intelligence is highly classified,
and classification includes the structure and organisation of the intelligence services themselves.

In Czechoslovakia, probably the best known component of the intelligence service was the StB or
State Security (Statni Bezpecnost), which prior to 1967 was known as the StB or State Secret Security
(Statni Tajna Bezpecnost). Its name was changed in 1967 to remove the 'secret', in an attempt to improve
its image. Notwithstanding the publicity attached to the SIB, there are few people, even in Czechoslova-
kia, and even within the Czechoslovak intelligence service, who understood what the StB was, and how it
fitted into the overall Czechoslovak intelligence system. Quite often, StB was used generically to describe
any activity within the entire civilian intelligence system. But this was incorrect and was where the confu-
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sion began. [The Author further explained, in the first Edition of the present work]:
The civilian intelligence service is organised within the Ministry of Interior. The Ministry is function-

ally organised into separate administrations. The First Administration is civilian counter-intelligence. This
is the StB. This is the organisation that is responsible for keeping track of Czechoslovak civilians and for
rooting out traitors and other enemies of the state. The Second Administration is civilian intelligence (as
distinct from military intelligence, which is organised within the Military Intelligence Administration of
the General Staff). This is the organisation responsible for intelligence operations outside Czechoslova-
kia; that is, foreign intelligence operations such as espionage, political sabotage, deception and disinfor-
mation, and technology theft.

A prime example of the confusion that exists is an article on the 'dread secret police' published
during the upheavals in Eastern Europe [1989-90]. 'The StB has been regarded by Western diplomats as
the most ruthless and efficient of all the East European security services .... Internationally, the Soviet
Union's KGB has often used the StB as a surrogate for doing its dirty work. The StB's connection to inter-
national terrorist organisations-through the manufacture of the deadly plastic explosive Semtex
la plastic explosive favoured by terrorists because it emits few telltale vapours and is very hard to detect]
- is another mystery'. Dan Morgan, 'Amateurs Probe Dread Secret Police', Washington Post, December
14, 1989, page 41.

Here, the author is mixing up, or combining, the first and Second Administrations. Both are ruth-
less and efficient. Western diplomats in Czechoslovakia will have more contact with the StB or First
Administration than with the Second Administration, although without their knowledge. The First Admin-
istration will contact them to learn about spies in Czechoslovakia. The Second Administration will try to
recruit them to spy for Czechoslovakia. Outside Czechoslovakia, almost all contact will be by the Second
Administration. And while both administrations are used as surrogates by the KGB, internationally it is
the Second Administration which is the surrogate for KGB intelligence operations, and it is in the Second
Administration and military intelligence where terrorist operations and the support provided for them -
such as the production of Semtex - are organised. Also, drug-trafficking is organised within the Second
Administration and within military intelligence, not in the StB, although the StB does have a counter-
intelligence task, which is shared with the Third Administration, military counter-intelligence.

There is also often a confusion as to the importance and role of military intelligence. This is proba-
bly due to the preponderant number of sources (defectors) from civilian intelligence and the relative
scarcity of military intelligence sources. Most civilian intelligence officials do not know much about mili-
tary intelligence operations and, accordingly, tend to play down the importance of military intelligence.

Another confusion is the notion that the StB 'operates as a state within a state, uncontrolled by its
alleged superiors at the Interior Ministry of the Communist Party Central Committee'. Control is the
essence of the overt Communist system. Everything and everybody is controlled. It is the First Secretary
who wields most control. Beneath him, there are numerous committees and commissions also exerting
control, many of which are, in turn, controlled by the First Secretary. Additionally, within the satellites, the
Soviet Union has its own control mechanisms. To think that organisations, including the StB, run ram-
pant without control is to overlook one of the most important characteristics of the internal structure of
the Communist system.

In addition to civilian intelligence and counter-intelligence, there are a variety of other major
subdivisions or administrations within the Ministry of Interior that are important components of the intel-
ligence and security system. These are: military counter-intelligence, public security (police), passport
control, investigations, jails, interior troops, border troops, customs service, censorship, support for
foreign diplomats and embassies, and finance. In comparing the Czechoslovak and Soviet intelligence
services, the Czechoslovak Ministry of Interior is roughly comparable to the Soviet KGB (Komitet Gosu-
darstvennoy Bezopasnosti or Committee for State Security). The principal difference is that the public
security (police) in the Soviet Union do not come under the KGB. The Czechoslovak Second Administra-
tion is comparable to that portion of the KGB that handles intelligence, as distinct from counter-intelli-
gence, investigations, customs, and so forth.

14.When the intelligence plan was reviewed in 1965 or 1966 by the Czechoslovak Defence Council,
one of the members asked how effective the program had been. At that time, the chief of military intelli-
gence explained, only seven graduates had not been successful. Of this number, two had been killed by
Czechoslovak intelligence when they had attempted to switch sides.

15.General Sejna was present at a discussion with the First Secretary of the Communist Party of
El Salvador, who was told directly that in return for weapons and military supplies, it was his Party's
responsibility to help the Czechoslovaks pay for the weapons through drugs. The First Secretary res-
ponded that the market in El Salvador was limited, but if it was expanded to include the United States
and Canada, none of us would have a money problem. The Czechoslovak official who was in charge then
advised him that the United States and Canada were the primary targets.
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BUILDING THE
LATIN AMERICAN
DRUG NETWORK

The Czechoslovak component of the Soviet drug offensive began in 1960 on two fronts,
Asia (Indonesia, India and Burma) and Latin_America (Cuba). Because of the special rele-
vance of Cuba to the growth in illegal drugs and narcotics in the United States, the Soviet-
Czechoslovak-Cuban operation deserves close scrutiny

In the late summer of 1960, just a year and a half after Fidel Castro seized power, his
brother RaUl Castro visited Czechoslovakia in search of military aid and assistance. At
that time, Fidel and the Soviets distrusted each other, which is why the Cubans first
approached Czechoslovakia rather than the Soviet Union. Sejna was responsible for
receiving the Cuban delegation and serving as their host during their visit. One of hi,5 first
actions was to arrange for Raul to visit the Soviet Union and meet Khrushchey 1 . Follow-
ing that visit, the Soviets directed Czechoslovakia to work with the Cubans and pave the
way for an eventual Soviet takeover of Cuba. The Soviets wanted Czechoslovakia to take
the lead, hiding the role of the Soviet Union. They did not want Fidel Castro to be aware
of the Soviet operation to infiltrate and take over Cuba and they did not want the United
States to be alerted to what would be happening.

Cuba and Czechoslovakia signed an agreement whereby the Czechoslovaks would
help the Cubans obtain military equipment, train the Cubans in military planning and
operations, and help organise Cuban intelligence and counter-intelligence'. In return,
Cuba agreed to become a revolutionary centre 3 in the West and to allow Czechoslovakia
to establish an intelligence station in Cuba. Sixteen Czechoslovak advisors went to Cuba
to provide training and help establish their intelligence and counter-intelligence opera-
tions. 'Roughly fifty percent ot the Czeditislo yak a-TV-Mors and inTelliTgaeFa-gents who

7-1—ev;t to Cuba were actually Soviets/operating under Czechoslovak cover. Within three
years, all Czechoslovaks in key positions would be replaced by Soviets. Thus, from the
beginning, Cuban intelligence and military structures were heavily influenced by the
Soviets.lin le;STEfi ten years, the Soviets wei.ri complete control)

After the first co_uts had been trained as intelligence agents, they received their first
directions from Moscow via Czechoslovakia: to:  filtrate the United StakaargiaaLatin
American countries' and to produce and distribute drugs and narcotics into the United
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States. The instructions from the Soviet Defence Council went to the Czechoslovak Defence
Council and thence to Cuba. Czechoslovak advisers helped the Cubans initiate the produc-
tion of drugs and narcotics as a matter of the highest priority and also assisted them in set-
ting up transporlation_routes through Canada and Mexico, where the Czechoslovaks had
good agent networks, into the United States. Rudolph Barak, the Czechoslovak Minister of
Interior and as such the head of civilian intelligence, personally helped establish the Cuban
operation. From the beginning, Barak was constantly pushing the Soviets to go faster and
farther. He wanted to speed production and make more effective use of the Czechoslovak
agent networks in Latin America, Asia, Austria and West Germany'.

No sooner had the basic Cuban drug production and trafficking operation started up
than instructions were received from the Soviet Defence Council to expand the offensive.
In 1961, Czechoslovakia received directions from the Soviet Defence Council for Cuban
intelligence to infiltrate existing drug operations in Latin America and the United States
and to prepare the base for 'recruiting' these independent operations. The order was pre-
sented to the Czechoslovak Defence Council by the Ministers of Defence and Interior. As
Secretary of the Czechoslovak Defence Council, Sejna was responsible for coordinating
and scheduling such directions and subsequent assignments. The Czechoslovak plan to
implement the order had been coordinated and approved by the Soviet Administrative
Organs Department of the Central Committee of the CPSU.

Themaillj212:xclive of the infiltration was to obtain information on individuals who
had been corrupted by drug and narcotics trafficking. Ice tar et ou_ps that were identi-
fied were the military, police, government, politics, religions an usiness. Additional tar-
gets were scientific institutions military industa and universities. A secondaiyobjective
was to obtain intelligence on all drug and narcotics production and distribution activity,
to enable the Soviets to exert strategic control and help prevent the various independent
operations from interfering with one another. Intelligence derived from organised crime
penetrations also contributed to this objective. The first meeting to coordinate the infiltra-
tion and collection of data on drug and narcotics corruption that Sejna was aware of
occurred in 1962 during the Second Havana Conference, at a secret meeting of Soviet and
Soviet-trained strategic intelligence agents from all the Latin American organisations. The
secret meeting was managed by Cuban and Czechoslovak intelligence. Czechoslovak offi-
cials from military intelligence, Zs, organised the meeting. Other Czechoslovak officials
attending the conference were from the Ministry of Interior, Second Administration (the
KGB intelligence counterpart in Czechoslovakia) and military counter-intelligence.

In collecting data on individuals corrupted by drug-trafficking, both those using
drugs or profiting from the trafficking, the Soviets identified 	 eo le who
could be bribed, who were jsceptible to influence, and, most important, as Sejna elabor-
ated, who were 'not concensequocesof their actions'. The resulting informa-
tion in the dossiers provided an excellent base for recruitagents of influence' or spies.
This information was also used to expose and damage the reputations of individuals and
organisations considered hostile to Soviet interests._ 	 _

z------‘Themse-of corruption data for blackmail and for recruiting agents of infIrreliceis::0

Uong-standing Marxist-Leninist tactic which is used on a global scale! zeCr---CFO-s-1O-N-r;1--(intelli-
gence divided its dossiers on corruption into tw—o categories: people already in positions of
power, and people at lower levels who were likely to advance into positions of power. By
1967, Czechoslovak intelligence had about 2,500 dossiers on people in the first category.
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Their files did not duplicate the dossiers maintained by others who were active in Latin
America - the Cubans, East Germans, Hungarians, Bulgarians and Soviets - because of
cooperation among the intelligence services. Thus, by the late 1960s, the Soviets already pos-
sessed corruption data on upwards of 10,000 influential people throughout Latin America.

As an indication that these numbers are not unreasonable, in 1971 a Frenchman by
the name of Batkoun was caught bringing heroin into Canada. He was deported to France
and convicted there of exporting heroin. During the trial, Batkoun was identified as a
member of the French Communist Party and an agent of the subsection 'Groupement Cinq'
of the Soviet KGB. During his trial, Valeurs Actuelles reported that when arrested he had in
his possession a list of 2,000 heroin addicts in Canada, many of whom were prominent
civil servants, artists, radio and television entertainers, and university professors'.

Corruption, of course, is not confined to Latin America, but includes North Amer-
ica and European countries such as France, Sweden, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Great
Britain and Germany, of which the last two were identified by the head of the CPSU's
International Department, Boris Ponomarev, as the most corrupt. RecAnising_thatihe
financial institutions that help launder illicit mos - . t of this network of corrup-
tion the_potential for Soviet blackmail and influence operations becomes mm. 

Indeed, as will be discussed later, part of the Soviet strategy was to involve pe-Ofle in
drugs who were in positions of influence, especially people in banks, financial institu-
tions, politics, the military, and middle-level management in industry, precisely because
of the subsequent potential for blackmail and influence operations'.

Knowledge of how various 'independent' drug operations work, what their traffick-
ing networks are, and who their contacts are, is also used in pursuit of the second objec-
tive mentioned on page 26, to exercise strategic control over the operations. In general, the
Soviets do not want or need tactical, day-to-day control. So long as drugs and narcotics
are flowing in the right direction, into bourgeois societies, Soviet objectives are being
accomplished. What is important to the Soviets is to prevent such activities from interfer-
ing with other Soviet Bloc operations and certainly to prevent such operations from caus-
ing the spotlight of publicity to be shone in the 'wrong' direction.

The information collected via this process was impressive. In 1963, General Sejna,
the Minister of Defence, and the chief of military intelligence visited the Zs drug-traffick-
ing training centre at Bratislava. Their host and escort was Colonel Karel Borsky, the mili-
tary intelligence political officer who was in charge of the training centres. At the time,
Sejna was amazed at the scope of the detail on drug-trafficking around the world, but
especially  throughout Latin America, that had been assembled at the Bratislava training
19cation,cor exaniple-, extenSive data had been acquired on numerous companies in

(Mexico the main business of which was drug smuggling - including pictures of the trucks
( and the names of the drivers used to transport the drugs into the United Stat

Armed with knowledge of how drugoper—atiorisiv-Ork, the Soviets watch an opera-
tion and exert control only when necessary. The potential for strategic control is evident
from testimony given in 1983 by Juan Crump, a Colombian lawyer and narcotics traf-
ficker. In response to questions by Senator Dennis DeConcini (D-AZ) on the importance
of contacts with Colombian officials, Crump responded that contact (bribery) was essen-
tial in order to exist and survive'. Through Soviet knowledge of these officials, and intelli-
gence on their illegal activities, the Soviets obtain the leverage to exert control over the
'independent' drug operations when necessary.

Another mechanism employed to deal with organisations or individuals who do
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not cooperate is to set them up for arrest by drug_en.forcement_authorities. That has been
rumoured to be what enabled the US authorities to bring to trial the Colombian drug lord,
Carlos Lehder Rivas. Possible reasons for his betrayal are easy to imagine. For example,
either the Soviets or the other members of the Medellin Cartel could have concluded that
Lehder had become too vocal, too	 Lehder was giving radio interviews and call-
ing cocaine the 'Latin American atomic bomb'''. Cocaine was a revolutionary weapon to
be used against the imperialists, he explained. The problem with what he was saying was
that it focused unnecessary attention on the drug operations, specifically on the Medellin
Cartel of which he was a member, and was close enough to the truth about the Soviet
operation, that either party could have concluded that Lehder had to be silenced". The
beauty of simply turning him over to American law enforcement authorities was that it
improved the public image of these authorities, even though all they were really doing
was acting as disciplinary agents for the drug-trafficking organisation.

Another example of this practice was provided by Ramon Milian Rodriguez,
a Miami-based CPA who managed a significant proportion of the drug money earned by
Colombia's Medellin Cartel [see page 97]. While in the process of taking $5.3 million in
cash out of the United States in May 1983, he was arrested and subsequently convicted of
racketeering'. Rodriguez was employed by the cartel to set up safe houses for collecting,
counting and packaging the cash. He then arranzed shipment  of the money, a complex
laundering process, to various banks. All the banks in Panama were used by Rodriguez in
the process. Eventually, he explained, most of the money returned to him, which he then
invested in real estate, stocks, bonds and Certificates of Deposit for the cartel.

When Rodriguez first set up the operation, Manuel Antonio Noriega was an army
colonel in charge of Panama's intelligence service. Rodriguez testified before a US Senate
Subcommittee in 1988 that he believed General Noriega had 'very adroitly used the
American law enforcement agencies to surgically extract me from the operation, while
leaving the operation intact for him and his cronies to continue working'''. The tip-off for
Rodriguez's arrest was an anonymous wire, presumably sent by Noriega, from Panama
to the South Florida Task Force on drug interdiction, alerting them to Rodriguez's plans".

But there are other possibilities worth considering. Rodriguez states throughout his
testimony that he was strongly anti-Communist. In 1980 or 1981, Cuban intelligence, the
DGI, had tried to recruit him to their operation, but he had turned them down. At about
the same time, a war started between the Medellin Cartel and the Cuban-sponsored M-19
revolutionaries. Rodriguez states that he advised the Cartel on how to fight the war using
terrorist tactics, and then advised against cooperating with the M-19 after the dispute was
resolved. Rodriguez further explains how he cautioned the Cartel about the measures he
saw being taken by Cuban intelligence to penetrate and obtain control of the Cartel.
Finally, Rodriguez explained how he was especially careful in his dealings with Noriega
to ensure that 'Noriega was powerful enough to serve us but never let him get powerful
enough to control us'. While the telex to Miami that triggered Rodriguez's arrest may
have come from Noriega, under the circumstances it would also be logical to suspect that
a Cuban or Soviet intelligence agent might have been behind it.

Through the use of information gained by infiltrating the various drug organisa-
tions, the Soviets have no need for direct (tactical) control of all Latin American opera-
tions. Indeed, it is better that they maintain their distance and that even insiders should
remain unaware of the leverage (control) the Soviets can exert when necessary. This oper-
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ating principle can be seen reflected in a secret resolution adopted at the Tr-Continental
Conference held in Cuba in 1966, which stated as the sixth operating principle:

---;'—ro back up resolutely the campaign of the drug addicts, defending it in the name ----
f respect for individual rights. To maintain completely apart the cadres of the Communist Party

from the channels for narcotics and their traffic, so that this source of income could not be linked
with the revolutionary action of the Communist Party although we must combine fostering the
fear of atomic war with pacifism and with the demoralisation of youth by means of hallu-
cinating agents"' [emphasis added].

Following the decision to have Cuban intelligence agents infiltrate all Latin Ameri-
can operations, the Soviet Defence Council gave further instructions, again through the
Czechoslovak Defence Council, this time for Cuba to establish its own production and
trafficking operations in various Latin American countries. This provided a first-level
backup to the indigenous operations. Cuba now moved rapidly to establish narcotics
activities in Mexico and Colombia. The resulting Cuban drug network set up in Colombia
was manned by Colombians but directed by Cub	 eel helped
esTil----)lis-h the-Operation and the Soviets were involved  in both planning and approval. As
soon as the new arrangements were underway in Mexico and Colombia, the Cubans,
with the assistance of the Czechoslovaks, expanded into Panama and Asentinp, and,
with the assistance of East Germany, into U,ru_gua_y_and Jamaica.

Cuba and Czechoslovakia also developed joint operations in chile, Danislav Lhot-
sky, a Czechoslovak intelligence agent, was in Chile officially under an economic cover.
His instructions were to develop in concert with the Cubans production and distribution
networks in Chile first, and then to expand the network into Argentina and t3i .l. When
Lhotsky returned to Czechoslovakia in 1967, he was awarded the Order of Red Star for his
successful work in building the drug network in Chile.

—One of Cuba's early contributions to the drug operation in Chile — identified in a US-

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) intelligence report — was the recruitmen
Marxist Senator Salvador Allende, who would later become President. Allende was also
i-
present at the Tr-Continental Conference. He proposed creation of OLAS — the Latin
American Solidarity Organisation — as a 'united front advocating armed revolution' and
was elected its first leader. During Allende s presidency  drug-trafficking flourished. In 1973,
US authorities seized $309 million worth of cocaine produced in Chilean laboratories'.

In Argentina, the Czechoslovak drug operation was established by one of Czecho-
slovakia's most successful agents, Oldrick Limbursky, who was functioning in Argentina
as a representative of a Czechoslovak export company. He built the drug network in
Argentina and then expanded it into Brazil.

In short, the Cubans were highly effective in establishing operations throughout
Latin America. Both Fidel and Ra61 Castro were enthusiastic and pushed hard to have
drug activities expanded faster than the Soviets deemed prudent. Fidel Castro's first visit
to Czechoslovakia was particularly noteworthy in this respect. His visit coincided with an
extended visit to Moscow following the Cuban Missile Crisis. He was annoyed, to say the
least, and spent roughly ten days complaining to top Soviet leaders about their general
lack of consultation with him. Then he went on to Czechoslovakia.

The conversations with Fidel were most difficult, Sejna explains. Fidel thought he
could destroy capitalism overnight. He wanted to exploit crime for revolution and use the
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knowledge of people already corrupted by drugs, which was flowing in from the Cuban
infiltration operation, to help speed the sale of drugs. The drugs will help us, Sejna recalls
Castro emphasising, in our defence, in obtaining money, and in liquidating capitalism.

Fidel was absolutely adamant. This episode, in fact, was one reason why the Soviets
regarded him as an anarchist more than as a Communist. The Czechoslovak officials
argued long and hard to convince Fidel that they needed to prepare for the next twenty
years, not just for tomorrow. It was not possible, they stressed, to change the old genera-
tion. We can corrupt them and exploit them through crime to obtain information and to
influence decisions. But the focus for significant chant e had to be the younger generation.
These were the people that we needed to work on to chan  e thetag, or • •	 n-
tific development, and to influence government leadership. This is why American youth
had  been selected as the primary target  for the	 offel_istye.

To communicate Soviet drugs strategy more decisively and clearly to Fidel, Czech-
oslovak officials organised a detailed briefing on Khrushchev's strategy of 'peaceful coex-
istence', which was designed, as Ithrushche y had explained to high-level Czechoslovak
officials in 1954, not to befriend the Americans, but to lead them to the grave more
quickly. The whole operation was laid out so that Fidel would understand how the use of
drugs was integrated into the overall strategy and, therefore, why it was not possible sim-
ply to isolate drugs and treat drug-trafficking as an independent operation. drug-traffick-
ing had been designed as an integral part of a coordinated strategy and it was essential
that Fidel understood the importance of this strategy for the long-range, systematic
destruction of capitalism.

In addition to production and trafficking, Cuba was also involved in research and
development of new drugs. In the fall of 1963, Raul Castro's deputy went to Czechoslo-
vakia for assistance in obtaining special equipment for producing drugs in Colombia and
for manufacturing synthetic drugs as part of an experimental program in Cuba. The
actual equipment was picked up by Raul Castro in April 1964, when he stopped over in
Prague after a visit to Moscow. Subsequently, the Czechoslovak chief of the Health
Administration of the Rear Services, Colonel-General Miroslav Hemalla, accompanied
by two subordinates and two technicians, flew to Cuba to sign an agreement on medical
cooperation (a cover for drug research), to teach the Cubans how to operate the equip-
ment, and to instruct Castro to begin local production of drugs in the Dominican Repub-
lic. This was part of the Soviet decision to produce drugs locally whenever possible,
rather than ship them in from the Soviet Union or Eastern Europe. Cubans were to be
used as the operators, so as to keep the Soviets 'clean'.

Following these various measures to penetrate existing drug organisations and then
to set up Cuban operations throughout Latin America, the Soviets ordered the formation
of still another set of backup production and distribution networks all over the region -
this one organised directly by selected East European intelligence services. Czechoslova-
kia's first target was Colombia. To kick-start the new operation, the Soviets recommended
that the Czechoslovaks should recruit one of the key individuals from Cuba's drug net-
work in Colombia, a retired Colombian military officer who went by the name of Kovaks.

(The Top Secret code name for the Czechoslovak operation in Colombia, 'Pyramid',,
eleced to mislead people into associating the new initiative with the Middle East.'The

Czechoslovak officer in charge of this operation was the first deputy at the Ministry of
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Interior. Shortly afterwards, he became the Minister of Interior. Amazing through it may
seem, some in the West do not even appreciate that in the overt Communist system, the
Minister of Interior is not the person in charge of natural resources or parks, which is what
Westerners usually associate with the title. Rather, the Minister of Interior is in charge of
'interior security'; that is, civilian intelligence and the secret police.

Kovaks travelled to Czechoslovakia in April 1964 with a plan for the new operation
to be approved by Czechoslovak intelligence. To cover his trip, he first went to Mexico,
where he was provided with a forged passport at the Czechoslovak Embassy. From Mex-
ico he flew to Vienna, where he was provided with a Czechoslovak passport to use on
the third leg of his journey

The final plan that he brought with him for the new activities in Colombia was first
taken to the Soviet Union for approval. Then the plan, modified to incorporate last-
minute Soviet suggestions, was presented to the Czechoslovak Defence Council. The plan
set forth guidelines and planning estimates, the most important of which were:

_

(
1.With help in obtaining the necessary equipment, production of cocaine would
begin within six months.
2.The distribution network would be in operation in less than six months.
3.Initial distribution would be into the United States and Canada. Later, the

\ distribution would be extended to Europe.
1 4. Distribution would be kept out of the local market.—

At the presentation of the joint Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Interior plan, the
Minister of Defence explained that twelve people had already been recruited for the oper-
ation and that eight of them had already been cleared in two ways: first, by the Commu-
nist Party of Colombia, and secondly, by a long-time Czechoslovak intelligence agent who
was then a high official within Colombia's internal security ministry. The plan was unani-
mously approved by the Czechoslovak Defence Council.

Because the most effective Cuban drug operation was developing in Mexico, the
Soviets now directed the Czechoslovaks to infiltrate and gain control of this operation.

'The Czechoslovak Top Secret code name for this operation, 'Igline.'„Ivas_selected to mis-)
lead people into associating it with Euro.,3t11-re—Ciechos1ovak agent who was resporisible
for this initiative, Major Jidrich Strnad, li -0 been operating in Mexico under cover of an
export company. His Zs control officer was Colonel Borsky.

The Cubans had been especially effective in recruiting Mexicans to establish produc-
tion and distribution networks and in using the associated corruption information for
blackmailing Mexican officials. The Soviets were especially impressed, and one of the
main reasons for directing Czechoslovak intelligence to infiltrate the Cuban operation
was to learn the secrets of their success in Mexico.

Recognising the strategic location of Mexico, the Soviets further directed the est:\
lishment of a second Czechoslovak operation in Mexico which was designed to comple-

I
N ment the 'Rhine' initiative. The code name of this second operation was 'Full Moon'

This drug campaign had two purposes. The first was to develop an extensive net-
work for smuggling drugs into the United States. The second was to train intelligence
agents who would then be inserted into the United States and Canada, with instructions
to penetrate drug distribution networks. Through their contacts into supply networks in
Mexico, they were to access the supply network and gradually take control of the drug
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businesses in the United States and Canada. This was a 'push-pull' drug operation. The
name 'Full Moon' referred to the time when Soviet Bloc agents would be in control of
most major groups in the United States and Canada. Mexico, it should be noted, has also
been an important country in the Chinese drug offensive.

— With both the Soviets (initially through the Cubans) and Chinese having targeted
Mexico, it comes as no surprise that Mexico is one of the primary drug-trafficking routes
into the United States for heroin, cocaine and marijuana. For identical reasons, Canada is
another primary drug-trafficking route into the United States.

Czechoslovak intelligence was also involved in the Cuban operation in Panama,
under the code name 'Pablo'. A Cuban operation was set up, too, in El Salvador. At a
meeting on the financing of the Communist Party of El Salvador, Sejna remembers that
the Soviets directed the Cubans to provide the financing for that Party out of their profits
from the El Salvador drug operation''.

A separate Soviet operation intended for the 'benefit' of those who regularly seek the
warm sands and seas of the Caribbean islands was directly targeted to take advantage of
the booming Caribbean tourist trade. The Second Secretary of the French Communist
Party (a long-time KGB agent), together with the First Secretary of the Communist Party
of Guadeloupe, conceived the idea of distributing drugs to Caribbean tourists. Their
objectives were to raise money out of the tourist trade and to obtain blackmail informa-
tion on vacationing Americans and other members of the bourgeoisie.

They helped establish the operation and provided recommendations on whom to
recruit to run it. The operation was then turned over to two Czechoslovak intelligence
officers, one from military intelligence and one from the Ministry of Interior. Both officials
had been born in France and spoke fluent French. Guadeloupe was the centre of the oper-
ation, which serviced Martinique and other islands. The monies earned in the late 1960s
from this initiative proved adequate to finance all Communist intelligence operations in
Guadeloupe, Martinique, Suriname, Haiti and most of France.

In the early 1960s, the Soviets were rapidly building organisations throughout
North, Central and South America and the Caribbean. Other Soviet satellites directly
involved as Soviet surrogates, in addition to Czechoslovakia and Cuba, were Hungary,
East Germany, Bulgaria and Poland. Understandably, most of Sejna's knowledge was of
the Czechoslovak dimension of the drug strategy. The other East European satellites iden-
tified above are not dealt with in detail in this analysis, but they were all deeply involved
in the Soviet drug offensive. Romania and Albania were not part of the formal Soviet-
directed offensive because the Soviets did not trust their security. Albania had asked to
participate, emphasising its strong intelligence network in the Balkans and the Middle
East. But rather than bring Albania into the operation, the Soviets decided to provide
Albania with the money to purchase the necessary equipment, so that Albania could
proceed as an 'independent' drug promoter.

Countries where Sejna had direct knowledge of organisations which had been estab-
lished by the mid-1960s included Canada, Mexico, Panama, Argentina, Chile, Brazil,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil, Peru, Guadeloupe, El Salvador, the
Dominican Republic, Jamaica and quite naturally, the United States. To this list should be
added countries where organised crime operations that were critical to the drug-traffick-
ing network, were being developed. One example of such a country is Venezuela, which
the Soviets had decided in 1960-61 to use as a centre for mafia organisation, operations
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and money-laundering in the Western hemisphere.
The drugs initially chosen for distribution were opium, heroin, morphine, marijuana

and synthetics such a—s-LSD. While cocaine was not prominent at that time, 	 __. the
Soviets, in analysing the drug scene, had concluded that cocaine was, to borrow one of
theirlavourite phrases, the 'wave of the future'. This revelation to Sejna came during a
meeting in Moscow in 1964 which had been convened to discuss and coordinate decep-
tion planning. In attendance from Czechoslovakia were the head of the Military Section of
the Administrative Organs Department, the deputy chief of the Main Political Adminis-
tration, the deputy chief of Zs (military intelligence) and head of strategic intelligence, and
Jan Sejna. The Soviets present were the deputy chief of the Main Political Administration,
the deputy chief of GRU [Soviet Military Intelligence] and head of strategic intelligence,
and General Boris Shevchenko, the head of the Department of Special Propaganda, who
ran the meeting.

It was at this meeting that Shevchenko introduced the term ' P	 pide in is ' 	 i z
cussin the future, he stressed the potential of cocaine t was hi• hl •referable to heroin
he explain . because it was so much easier to  rocE__ h__Eeand becau I . • • • II I .

many more people could be reached with cocaine than with heroin. The Soviets were so
impressed with cocaine's potential, in fact, that they spoke in terms of its becoming an epi-
demic, a 'white epidemic'. To 'serve and extend' the epidemic, Shevchenko explained that
a separate production and distribution base was to be built, commencing immediately.

This new cocaine operation was to be referred to by the aforementioned cover name,
'Pink Epidemic'. In the beginning, the lead countries in establishing the cocaine produc-
tion and distribution base were the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Cuba. Czechoslo-
vakia immediately began a special technology program to develop the necessary
production techniques. This operation was run by military intelligence and the Health
Administration, under the control of military counter-intelligence.

Necessary production experimentation was conducted at a top-secret scientific
research centre at Milovice. The operation was facilitated by the Cubans, who learned the
crude techniques that were used in South America and then passed the information to
Czechoslovak intelligence. The Czechoslovak scientists took the procedures and devel-
oped more professional mass-production techniques.

Thus, between 1960 and 1965, the Soviet Bloc intelligence services, directed from
Moscow, established drug production, distribution and money-laundering operations
throughout South, Central and North America. Only local personnel who passed strin-
gent security background investigations were used to run the operations, which were dis-
creetly managed by Soviet Bloc or Cuban intelligence agents who, as a general rule, were
specially trained in the Soviet Union. Future drug-traffickers from all over the world were
taught the narcotics trade in East European and Soviet training centres. Additional train-
ing centres were later established in North Korea, North Vietnam and in Cuba. These
graduate criminals became controlled Soviet narcotics trafficking agents. The initial traf-
ficking was in heroin, marijuana, and synthetics. However, with effect from 1964, a special

, network was constructed specifically to serve and extend the coming cocaine epidemic. •

"
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KHRUSHCHEV
INSTRUCTS

THE SATELLITES
In 1962, Khrushchev formally extended the Soviet narcotics operation to the East Euro-
pean satellites. The strategic leaders (First Secretaries, Premier Ministers, Ministers of
Defence, Chiefs of General Staff, and special assistants) of the satellites were summoned
to attend a secret meeting in Moscow to discuss negative developments in the socialist
economies. Romania, Albania and Yugoslavia were not present. Sejna was one of the
officials in attendance. High-level Soviet officials attending the meeting included Nikita
Khrushchev, Leonid Brezhnev, Mikhail Susloy and Andrei Kirilenko. It was at this meet-
ing that Khrushchev formally laid out the Soviet strategy. Mao Tse-tung and the Chinese
were smart, he began, referring to the drug business. They were also more imaginative
and operative. Why should we let the Chinese have a free hand in this world market, he
asked, and then he answered his own question. The Chinese were good, but the Soviet
Bloc intelligence services had a much superior organisation and should move as fast as
possible to use drugs and narcotics both to cripple capitalist society and to finance more
revolutionary activities.

Khrushchev then discussed the many benefits to be derived from this business. It
would provide a nice income and be a source of much-needed foreign exchange to finance
intelligence operations. It would undermine the health and morale of American service-
men. Because people on drugs would be undependable in crises or emergencies, the drug
business would 'weaken the human factor in the defence situation'.

Khrushchev dealt with the impact on education at length. American schools were
high-priority targets, because this was where the future leaders of the bourgeoisie were
to be found. Another high priority target Khrushchev identified was the American work
ethic, pride and loyalty, all of which would be undermined through drugs. Finally, drugs
and narcotics would lead to a decrease in the influence of religions and, he added, under
certain conditions, could be used to create chaos.

'When we discussed this strategy', Khrushchev concluded, 'there were some who
were concerned that this operation might be immoral. But we must state categorically', he
stressed, 'that anything that speeds the destruction of capitalism is moral' 1= Lenin — Ed.].

Only a few questions were raised by those attending the meeting. Janos Kadar, the
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First Secretary from Hungary, expressed concern that the drug operation should not inter-
fere with the progress that had been achieved under peaceful coexistence. He was refer-
ring to the economic and technical assistance that had begun flowing in from the West.
Accordingly, he suggested that Third World countries that were not regarded with suspi-
cion by the United States should be used to run the operations.

This, indeed, has been one of the techniques employed to maintain a safe distance
between the Soviet Bloc countries and the actual running of narcotics operations.
Throughout Latin America, for example, while Soviet Bloc intelligence agents exercise
overall control and direction, indigenous personnel are heavily relied upon to run the
actual operations. This technique can also be seen in respect of operations within the
Soviet Bloc that have been designed to service Western Europe. For example, the US Drug
Enforcement Agency prepared a summary report on the role of Bulgaria in international
narcotics trafficking in 1984 for Congressional hearings'. A variety of sources, all consis-
tent, were referenced in the report, which covered the 1970-84 time period.

One organisation highlighted in the DEA report was KINTEX, a Bulgarian export-
import firm established in 1968. KINTEX was managed by the Bulgarian secret police and
acted 'on secret orders from Moscow". KINTEX was established, according to DEA
sources, mainly to provide a mechanism for using foreign nationals inside Bulgaria to man-
ufacture and ship narcotics to Western Europe and munitions to the Near East. The for-
eign operatives were Turkish, Syrian and Jordanian nationals. Coordination meetings
included traffickers from Greece, Italy, Iraq and Iran. While Bulgaria was identified in the
early 1970s in a classified CIA study as being a 'new centre for directing narcotics and
arms trafficking", all the data in the DEA report on people actually handling drugs refers
to foreigners operating inside Bulgaria. The Bulgarian Government's response to US com-
plaints was to deny any involvement: the presence of foreign nationals on their soil consti-
tuted no crime and no Bulgarian nationals either inside or outside Bulgarian territory
have been implicated'.

Another leader to speak at the Moscow meeting was Walter Ulbricht, the First Secre-
tary from the German Democratic Republic. He used the occasion to press for greater Ger-
man participation. At that time, the Germans did not have a charter to conduct strategic
intelligence and therefore, Ulbricht stressed, Germany would require assistance to exploit
its resources in Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America. Strategic intelligence, which
includes sabotage, terrorism, deception and espionage, was where the narcotics offensive
originated and had its home. By 1964, East Germany had been granted permission to
begin strategic intelligence operations.

Later in the day over drinks, Khrushchev nudged Sejna playfully with his elbow
and, with a gleam in his eye, he revealed the secret name of the Soviet drug-trafficking
operation, 'Druzhba Narodov' — which, roughly translated, means 'Friendship of Nations'.
The clever cover name with its deceptive play on words was pure Khrushchev.

This meeting in Moscow was a unique event. The Soviet narcotics strategy was con-
sidered exceedingly sensitive and was assigned the highest security classification. People
without an absolute need-to-know would not be told about the operation. Following the
meeting, which was the official beginning of the operation, with very few exceptions all
coordination and cooperation were handled on a bilateral basis.

The satellite leaders returned to their respective countries and proceeded to develop
their individual plans amid the tightest secrecy. Sejna has described the manner in which
the Czechoslovak plans were developed, briefed to the Defence Council, approved, and
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then implemented. This description provides especially an interesting insight into the man-
ner in which very sensitive operational plans were developed, controlled and kept secret.

The task of developing the plan was assigned to five people, one each from the
Administrative Organs Department, civilian intelligence, military intelligence, the For-
eign Department and the Military Health Administration. Sejna was in charge as Secre-
tary of the Defence Council. The five people, plus a cook from Sejna's secretariat, were
sequestered in a villa at Rusveltova No. 1, which incidentally was where Castro stayed
when he came to visit Prague. Their work was monitored by the Soviet adviser to the
chief of Zs and by Jiri Rudolf and Vacla y Havranek, who were the Administrative Organs
Department officials in charge of military intelligence and military counter-intelligence.
Only five other Czechoslovak officials had access to the villa, the Minister of Interior, the
Minister of Defence, the Chief of the General Staff, the Chief of the Second Administration
(civilian intelligence), and Sejna. After this group had assembled the overall plan, the only
people who had access to it were the seven members of the Defence Council.

When the narcotics plan was finished, it was considered more sensitive even
than even the annual intelligence plans. Nine copies were made and placed in sealed
envelopes and taken to the Defence Council, where they were opened for the members to
examine prior to their vote to approve the plan. The Minister of Defence and Minister of
Interior jointly presented the plan to the Defence Council. The plan addressed research,
development, influence of drugs on humans, testing, production, distribution, money
handling, how the profits would be used, and the individuals who would have specific
personal responsibilities. During the presentation, the Minister of Interior, Rudolph Barak,
explained that 'Not only would this action serve to destroy Western society but in addi-
tion the West will pay high money for it'. Antonin Novotny, First Secretary and Chairman
of the Defence Council, asked how much, and Barak responded: 'Enough to finance the
entire Czechoslovak intelligence service'.

As soon as the discussion was completed, not even waiting until the end of the meet-
ing as was normally the case, Sejna collected all the copies and resealed them in their
envelopes. All but three copies were destroyed. These three copies went to military intelli-
gence (Zs), the Second Administration of the Minister of Interior, and the files of the
Defence Council, which were in Sejna's secretariat. No written instructions to implement
the plan were issued. The head of each department or agency that had a specific task came
to one of the three offices where copies of the plan were held to read that portion on a
'need-to-know' basis. For example, for scientific development and production, the chiefs
of the Rear Services and Medical Administration independently came to Sejna's office to
read the pertinent portion of the plan. Sejna's job was to make certain each official under-
stood his responsibility The official was then required to sign a statement saying that he
understood the directive, after which the official departed.

This process applied even to the Minister of Defence. All orders were verbal. Reports
on progress were due back to Sejna in six months. Sejna himself then assembled and pre-
sented these reports to the Defence Council.

A year later, in 1963, Khrushchev, displeased with the speed with which the opera-
tion was progressing, directed General Major Nikolai Savinkin, the deputy head of the
Administrative Organs Department of the Central Committee of the CPSU (he would
become head in 1964 following General Mironov's death in a plane crash), to visit each
satellite and Cuba personally and prepare a detailed plan to accelerate and coordinate the
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narcotics operation. The Administrative Organs Department is one of the two or three
most important departments of the Central Committee'. It controls the Ministry of
Defence, the Ministry of Interior (KGB), and the Ministry of Justice. This is the department
that directed operation 'Druzhba Narodov". Other organisations that participated are
described in the next chapter.

Savinkin's plan was approved by the Soviet Defence Council and directives were
sent to the various satellites. These directives, which came through Sejna as Secretary of
the Czechoslovak Defence Council and Chief of Cabinet at the Ministry of Defence, cov-
ered a wide variety of actions: research, production, organisation of transportation, organ-
isation of cooperation among satellites in different regions of the world, the need for
cooperation in assisting Cuba to infiltrate all Latin American operations and what form
that cooperation would take, names of specific people in different countries who would
assist in the distribution, and associated propaganda and disinformation. Instructions
were also received as to which specific financial institutions were to be used in laundering
and transferring money. In the case of Czechoslovakia, at least fifteen different banks in
nine countries (including Singapore, Vienna, Argentina and Holland) were identified. The
Soviet bank in London became increasingly involved in the transfer of drug profitst

The propaganda and disinformation instructions were especially interesting. Propa-
ganda, disinformation and deception are exceptionally important dimensions of all Soviet
operations. Each decision that is made is thoroughly prepared, including the monitoring
or oversight, secrecy provisions (that is, who is to be told what), and the 'political plan' to
facilitate the implementation.

The political plan is a euphemism for the deception that is to be employed. Disinfor-
mation and propaganda are developed to support the basic deception plan. In the nar-
cotics and drug operation, the basic thrust of propaganda and disinformation was to
cause the blame to be placed on 'society'. Additionally, and in support of this basic thrust,
corruption data would be released to discredit individuals and organisations considered
hostile to Soviet interests'. There were two different propaganda campaigns — one waged
against youth and one against the population at large. This involved the Department of
Special Propaganda, the Propaganda Department and the International (Foreign) Depart-
ment, with a special coordination centre set up in the Administrative Organs Department.

The basic strategy for propaganda and deception had first been set forth in 1961 or
1962 by Soviet General Kalashnik, deputy to the Chief of the Main Political Administra-
tion, the ideological watchdog of the Soviet military establishment. Kalashnik was the
chief ideologist at the Main Political Administration. Sejna recalls his simple instructions:
'Our propaganda must be directed to our enemy, not to our friends'. The word 'friends'
meant drugs and narcotics. Propaganda and deception were to be used to divert attention
away from drugs and narcotics, especially insofar as the middle and upper classes were
concerned, and to cause these same people to focus their attention on problems of nuclear
war, the Vietnam war and anti-Americanism.

t Editor's Note: In the late 1960s, UK employees of the Russian bank in London, Moscow Narodny Bank,
observed that Russian officers of the institution were conspicuously liberal with entertainment and
expense accounts, often inviting lowly members of staff to join them for extended 'liquid lunches'. For
very many years, Vilctor Geraschenko was either a senior officer or the head of the bank. Under Gorbachev,
Geraschenko was transferred to head the central banking institution and was accordingly seen at succes-
sive Annual Meetings of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank after Russia had acceded to
the Bretton Woods institutions. He was 'restored' to the position of head of the Russian Central Bank under
President Yeltsin amid the turmoil which overwhelmed the Russian financial markets in August 1998.
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These propaganda instructions were extended in 1964 in a letter signed by Leonid
Brezhnev which was discussed at a meeting of the Czechoslovak Defence Council. The
letter directed that data on the Chinese drug and narcotics trafficking operation should be
made public, to advertise China's role as the source of illicit trafficking and thus to draw
attention away from the Soviet operation. (One of the first articles written for this purpose
appeared in Pravda on September 13, 1964. It was written by V. Ovchinnikov and was enti-
tled 'The Drug Dealers': see also page 146, and Note 43, page 152).

In September 1963 the top leadership (First Secretaries, Premier Ministers, Ministers
of Defence and Interior and selected staff, a total of up to 15 from each country except for
Romania, Albania and Yugoslavia, which were not present) met in Moscow for the annual
conference on the plan and tactics to be followed in the coming year. The diplomatic, intel-
ligence and party initiatives — the integrated process — for the coming year, were reviewed
by the Soviet leadership.

The principal speaker was Mikhail Suslov, chief ideologist of the Communist Party
and one of the key officials in the development of strategic plans. In discussing drugs,
Suslov began by pointing out that the decision that had been taken earlier on drug and
narcotics trafficking was the right course of action. As the Soviets had assessed Latin
America in the 1950s, they had recognised that the Latin American countries were depen-
dent on the bourgeoisie, especially the United States. The Soviets had decided that this
had to change: the Latin American countries had to be made dependent on the Soviet
Union. The primary instruments to be used were drugs and other forms of corruption,
which the Soviets had concluded were widespread throughout the Americas.

The Soviets referred to the revolutionary movement in Latin America as the Second
Liberation. The First Liberation had been the liberation from Spain and Portugal. The Sec-
ond would be the intended liberation from the United States and the bourgeoisie'. The
Third Liberation would be the transition into Communism.

Suslov explained that it was necessary to disarm anti-Communist and US friends
before the Second Liberation could take place. The Soviets believed that the corrupted bour-
geoisie had already accepted the idea of revolution, which was in fact a deliberate Soviet-
induced deception. The approach taken to encourage acceptance of the notion of revolution
was to argue that Latin American countries were destined to proceed through revolutionary
stages, in which the changes that would be accomplished turn out to be beneficial. In these
early stages, there was, by Soviet direction, to be no mention of socialism or even use of
socialistic phrases — to avoid scaring people away from the concept of revolution.

The Soviets asserted that five factors would prove most instrumental in speeding the
revolutionary process throughout Latin America:

1.The US-USSR military balance. The Soviet Union needed to be strong enough to stop
the United States from interfering before the revolution could be started.

2.Bankruptcy of colonialism. Through propagandising the exploitation and impropriety
of colonial policies and, naturally, the protectionism that went along with colonialism, the
United States' ties to Latin America would be weakened and ultimately severed.

3.Organisation of ideology and material supply of the liberation forces. Better organisation
and a united ideological offensive were required among the liberation forces. The move-
ment had become disjointed under Stalin. Ideological unity was necessary and the supply
of material assistance — money, arms, training, organisation — needed to be improved
throughout Latin America.
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4.The defeat of the United States in Vietnam. This was important to split the United
States at home and to make it difficult for the United States ever to become involved in for-
eign wars again. Also, it was important for nationalistic forces to recognise that the United
States could not be counted upon to assist its allies against the revolutionary process.

5.The demoralisation of the United States and its neighbours on both sides, north and south.
Drugs were a principal instrument to be used in bringing about this demoralisation — with
demoralisation by drugs to be referred to, as noted, as the 'Pink Epidemic ' 10 [see page 33].
The Soviets believed that when the 'Pink Epidemic' covered the North and South Ameri-
can continents, the situation would be highly satisfactory for the revolution.

Suslov reviewed the situation in Latin America, using data gathered by Soviet intel-
ligence, local Communist parties, and from Cuban and Warsaw Pact intelligence agents
who had penetrated the Latin American drug operations. Making special reference to
Paraguay, Jamaica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico, Suslov asserted that
seventy percent of Latin American bureaucrats were tied into (that is corrupted by) drug
operations. In Mexico, he said, eighty percent of the bureaucrats were tied into drugs or
involved with other forms of corruption. In Latin America, sixty-five percent of Catholic
priests used drugs, he said. Catholic priests have been a primary target of Soviet strategy
in Latin America".

Four years later, at a meeting in 1967, Boris Ponomarev explained to Czechoslovak
officials that according to Soviet estimates, eighty percent of Latin American priests were
anti-American, and slightly over sixty percent were inclined to the left". This particular
statistic was heavily weighted by young priests, whom the Soviets believed would exert
important influence in Latin America over the ensuing twenty years. Boris Ponomarev
advanced three reasons for working with these younger priests: to help the revolution
move forward, to use the church to help distribute drugs, and to use priests to gain addi-
tional information on drug-trafficking networks.

But, reverting to 1963: after reviewing intelligence statistics on the drug business,
Suslov discussed two special groups against whom drugs were to be used. The first was
the bourgeois leadership. Second was a group referred to as the lumpen proletariat' — the
unemployed who often turned to crime or prostitution for survival; a somewhat equiva-
lent term to describe this group might be the 'downtrodden proletariat'". As Mikhail
Suslov explained, this group was particularly vulnerable to the lure of drugs. That was all
to the good, because it was to the advantage of the revolutionary war movement to destroy
this group, as it was useless and a burden. Its members did not want to work. They were
the main consumers of drugs and were to be destroyed. The key revolutionary tactic was to
prepare a revolutionary elite and these downtrodden proletariat were not part of that elite.

To further the drug business, Mikhail Suslov also emphasised four points:

1.Use Cuba to help establish drug operations.
2.Be certain to obtain security clearances on all personnel first, before involving

them in drug-trafficking and handling operations.
3.In the Communist Parties, brief only the First Secretaries on drug activities. The

individual Communist Parties were to be kept at arms' length from drug operations, for
two main reasons. First, the Communist Parties were believed to have been infiltrated by
foreign agents. Accordingly, knowledge of drug operations was to be kept away from the
Parties and all personnel were to be carefully cleared prior to their involvement in drug
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activities. Secondly, drug operations yielded money and this in turn meant possible fiscal
independence. Drug operations were therefore to be kept out of the hands of the Commu-
nist Parties as a means of ensuring their continuing dependence on Moscow Drug money
used to finance foreign Communist Parties would first be channelled to Moscow and then
to the various Parties according to their needs.

4. It was important to induce indigenous Latin American intelligence, counter-intel-
ligence and military forces to become more involved in drug operations. These organisa-
tions represented important sources of pro-US feelings, and drug-assisted corruption was
to be used to undermine such pro-American attitudes.

Khrushchev's style was to sit and interrupt the speaker to make additional points as
he saw fit. He first interrupted Suslov to stress the need for caution. 'Comrade Suslov', he
interjected, 'is particularly careful. I tried to force him to speed up the drug process — to
make the bourgeoisie pay for the revolution — but I agree with him. We cannot take higher
risk than we are taking now'. At another point Ithrushchev interrupted and explained:
'Some people equate drugs and alcohol, but alcohol is not like drugs. We give vodka to
Soviet soldiers and we proceed from success to success'.

Suslov also pointed out that it was necessary to begin creating reserves for the Latin
American revolutionary forces, so that their needs would be satisfied when they were
ready to step out from the underground. Accordingly, all Warsaw Pact countries were to
begin contributing to a Latin America reserves account.

Suslov's speech left nothing to the imagination. Operation 'Druzhba Narodov' was to
be global in scope. The bourgeoisie in all countries were targets. Drugs and narcotics were
to be primary weapons for use in the world revolutionary offensive.

As the Soviet 'Druzhba Narodov' strategy took shape in 1962-64, probably the best,
most succinct description of the targeting philosophy was provided to the Czechoslovak
leadership in 1964 during a visit to Bulgaria. Todor Zhivkov, First Secretary of the Com-
munist Party of Bulgaria, explained to the visiting Czechoslovak delegation that the
United States was the primary target of the Soviet Bloc's drug offensive because it was the
worst enemy ('the Main Enemy), because it was simple to move drugs into the United
States, and because there was an unlimited supply of hard money there. •

References to Chapter 4:
1.US Drug Enforcement Agency, The Involvement of the People's Republic of Bulgaria in Interna-

tional Narcotics Trafficking', in US Congress, Senate, Drugs and Terrorism, 1984, Hearing Before the Sub-
committee on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse of the Committee on Labour and Human Resources, August 2,
1984 (US Government Printing Office: Washington, D.C., 1984).

2.Ibid., page 66.
3.Ibid., page 58.
4.Ibid., page 61.
5.The importance of this department is also emphasised in John J. Dziak, Chekisty: A History of the

KGB (Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books, 1988), pages 148, 151-152.
6.The head of the Administrative Organs Department, incidentally, was also the Soviet official in

charge of the Soviet arms control operation during the 1960s.
7.Dr Zdzislaw M. Rurarz was a member of Polish military intelligence (ZII) for 25 years, economic

adviser to the Ministries of Foreign Trade and Foreign Affairs and to the First Secretary, and Ambassador
to Japan before defecting to the United States in 1981. He explained to the author that before he left, he
believed the number of Soviet banks, financial institutions, and joint ventures around the world that were
available to assist in the money handling process was about 300. Subsequently, he learned from a French
source that the number had risen to 400.

8.While there is no known connection, one example of an event which could have been triggered
by the Soviets was the drug scandal involving the old Bureau of Narcotics in which US Federal agents
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were found to be selling heroin or protecting drug dealers. This scandal was disclosed by Attorney Gen-
eral Ramsey Clark in 1968. It resulted in almost every agent in the New York bureau being fired, forced to
resign, or transferred. Edward Jay Epstein, Agency of Fear: Opiates and Political Power in America (New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1977), page 105. See also US Congress, Senate, International Traffic in Nar-
cotics, Hearing Before the Committee on Foreign Relations, July 1, 1971 (Washington, D.C.: US Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1971), page 29.

9.Sejna first heard this view on the liberation phases in about 1962 from Andrei Kirilenko,
Khrushchev's deputy, at a meeting of the Warsaw Pact leadership. Kirilenko explained that the Soviet
strategy was to keep the United States out of the world revolutionary process by building a fire under the
American window.

10. 'Pink Epidemic' was the codename for the operation to 'serve and extend' the cocaine epidemic
which the Soviets believed would be the wave of the future. See Chapter 3.

11.Miguel Bolanos Hunter was a former counter-intelligence officer in the counterespionage sec-
tion of the Nicaraguan state security apparatus. In an interview for the Oral History Project, International
Security Studies Program, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Bolanos reviewed the origins, struc-
ture, and missions of the state security apparatus. With respect to the church, he said: 'To the Sandinistas,
the [traditional Catholic] Church is Enemy Number One. There is no doubt about it'. [Testimony of Miguel
Bolanos Hunter, in Uri Ra'anan et al., Hydra of Carnage (Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books,
1986), page 3091.

As Jan Sejna explained religions are viewed as an especially dangerous force within socialist coun-
tries and in all countries being prepared for revolution, given the conflict between Marxist and religious
morality. [The attack on religion is at the core of the revolution: Gorbachev proclaimed on 15th December
1987, after all, that 'there must be no let-up in the war against religion because as long as religion exists,
Communism cannot prevail. We must intensify the obliteration of all religions wherever they are being
practiced or taught' - Ed.]. Within socialist countries, the long-term - 50-year - objective was to eliminate
the importance and influence of religions. Outside the socialist countries, propaganda, deception, diplo-
macy and intelligence services were to be used to destroy, influence or use the various religions. Within
the Third World countries, religions were viewed as 'temporary friends' because they supported the revo-
lutionary spirit.

Overall, the principal directions of Soviet activity directed against religions were as follows:
• To encourage leading religious centres to support the Soviet policy of peaceful coexistence.
• To compel leading religious groups to deny their support for capitalism and to promote the idea
that the rich countries must help the poor countries.
• To support desired political, social and economic changes which will bring the Communists to
power in the various targeted countries.
• Through propaganda and deception, to show that socialism is allied with religious groups in the
'fight' for a better life generally.
•To use religious groups to exploit and further disarmament -that is, to exploit the idea that it is
against the will of God to kill people. [For the revolutionaries are content invoke God, of course,
when it suits their purposes to do so - Ed.].
•To build a mass psychological perception of nuclear warfare as signifying the end of the world.
• To infiltrate the religious centres with the following order of priority:

(1). The Vatican;
121. Moslems;
131. Jews;
(41. Buddhists;
(51. Reactionary sects.

With reference to 'reactionary sects', Czechoslovak intelligence had three clerical agents within the
Vatican in the late 1960s. They were located, Sejna asserted, within the sections responsible for foreign
policy, finance and ideology. The Moslems were particularly important because of their rble within the
Middle East and Africa. One consequence of the Arab-Israeli War was that it enabled Soviet Bloc intelli-
gence services to infiltrate all of the leading Moslem centres.

The Jewish community was regarded as an especially important target to assist the Soviet Union
to gain economic influence over the West, and as an especially important source for intelligence informa-
tion, and as a liberal counterweight against right-wing forces. The most difficult religion for the Soviets to
manipulate was Buddhism because divergent physical characteristics made the religious order difficult to
infiltrate. Reactionary (conservative) sects, which were also anti-Communist, were regarded as having
considerable political influence. These sects also desired to achieve control and power, which the Com-
munist plan exploited. In 1967, the Communists had obtained inside information on, or influence over, by
their estimate, in excess of 40 percent of the various sects and other religions.

According to the Communist Manual of Instruction of Psychological Warfare: 'As it seems in for-
eign nations that the church is the most ennobling influence, each and every branch and activity of each
and every church must, one way or another, be discredited. Religion must become unfashionable by
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demonstrating broadly, through psychopolitical indoctrination, that the soul is nonexistent, and that Man
is an animal'. Reprinted in Brain-Washing: A Synthesis of the Communist Textbook on Psychopolitics
(Melbourne, Victoria, Australia: New Times Ltd., 1956), P age 35. [See also Introduction to the Second Edi-
tion of the present work, pages IX to XI - Ed.].

12.These figures are supported by Western surveys. For example, by the early 1970s, 78 percent of
all Catholic priests in Chile identified themselves as being on the left politically. James R. Whelan, Out of
the Ashes, op. cit., page 712.

13.Sejna had first heard the term 'Iumpen proletariat' in the early 1950s. At that time, it was the
label attached to that portion of the proletariat who were not rising up to oppose the bourgeoisie; that is
to say, those who were not easily recruited to the Communist movement.

In 1963, the term took on new meaning. It was now used to describe the unemployed and people
who did not want to work or contribute. The Soviets believed that such people often turned to crime to
support themselves and, indeed, in their view, being unemployed was almost synonymous with being a
criminal. Communist studies also concluded that this group of people, in addition to crime, often turned
to drugs - both the sale of drugs and their use. As a result of this linkage to crime, drugs, and other
immoral activities, Soviet and East European analysts concluded that the lumpen proletariat could be
profitably used to accelerate the destabilisation of the United States.

This conclusion was further strengthened because the big cities were considered to be the principal
revolutionary centres within the United States, and life in these cities was becoming more and more
dominated by the lumpen proletariat. Additionally, military service draftees were believed to be exten-
sively recruited from the so-called lumpen proletariat, which was thus a high priority target for corruption
because of their potentially adverse effect on the military. This was not a recruitment exercise. Members
of the lumpen proletariat were still not considered suitable for the revolutionary movement. But they
were a key target because of the damage they could do to capitalist society through destabilisation and
demoralisation, and therefore were an asset to be used to help in the revolutionary process - before
being destroyed following the revolution.

Within the lumpen proletariat, the minorities were identified as especially important because they
constituted over 70 percent of it, according to the relevant Soviet studies. Accordingly, race became an
integral dimension of the targeted class, with Black people and Hispanics being the two most important
minorities. The Soviets believed that there were growing divisions between the Whites and the non-
White minorities, and that the US Government could not solve the problem. As Moscow analysed the
situation, capitalism was dying, and as the economic and social situation deteriorated, more and more
members of the lumpen proletariat would be generated. The effect of this conclusion was to highlight the
importance of the lumpen proletariat even further.

By 1967, the concept of lumpen proletariat was dominated by the image of the inner-city poor,
especially the minorities. Most of the Third World was also regarded as lumpen proletariat. Even so,
whereas, in 1963, this group was viewed as the main consumer of drugs, still, the main target to whom
the drugs were to be marketed was not this group, but rather the elite. By 1967, this had also changed,
with respect to discussions of Soviet narcotics strategy directed against the United States, and the
lumpen proletariat, which by this time and in this context meant the inner-city poor and mainly Black
people and Hispanics, became a key target for drug-trafficking and the main group to be recruited to do
the marketing. Also, by 1967, Soviet strategy included the promotion of race warfare within the West, and
this strategy was reflected in Soviet propaganda, disinformation and even industrial contracting policies.
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ORGANISING FOR
TRUZHBA NARODOV*

In the West, when people speak of intelligence operations, what they normally have in
mind are covert operations run out of a nation's intelligence service, such as the CIA, KGB
or GRU. This concept does a great disservice to Communist intelligence operations, which
involve many agencies, not just the KGB or GRU, and which are generally not directed by
the intelligence services, but rather by the Defence Council, Administrative Organs
Department, or another appropriate Party organisation. That is, intelligence operations
are Communist Party operations designed to serve State interests, which only the Party
can establish'. The intelligence service is strictly an instrument of Party strategy, again in
contrast to the United States which has no counterpart strategy. The operation known as
'Druzhba Narodov' — Ithrushchey's clever 'Friendship of Nations' plan — is especially inter-
esting because of the insight it provides into the nature of Soviet intelligence operations.

Even in the beginning, in the mid-to late-1950s, the drug and narcotics operation
involved more than intelligence officers. Medical science personnel were heavily involved
in analysis, research and testing. The principal motivating force was Nikita Khrushchev,
the First (later, General) Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU).
Initial planning was conducted by the special joint civilian/military Czechoslovak/Soviet
team mentioned previously. The incorporation of drug-trafficking strategy into national
security planning was handled by a special committee under the direction of Leonid
Brezhnev. This committee, which met between the fall of 1956 and the spring of 1957, was
responsible for a comprehensive upgrading of Soviet strategy to bring it into the nuclear
age. Brezhnev's deputy was Mikhail Suslov, the head Soviet ideologist. Subcommittee
leaders were Marshal V. D. Sokolovskiy (military), Dimitry Ustinov (military industry),
Boris Ponomarev (foreign affairs) and General Nikolai Mironov (intelligence).

Two revisions of Soviet strategy with respect to drugs and narcotics emerged during
the course of this review. The first involved an official recognition that drugs could be
important weapons for use in weakening opposing military forces'. Secondly, it was
realised that drugs could be used to influence bourgeois leaderships in the Third World
and among Social Democratic parties in particular, although none were to be excluded.

Responsibility for market analysis and targeting was assigned to the International
Department of the CPSU. The International Department was also involved in the collec-
tion of corruption information on foreign leaders and its use in either blackmail, intimida-
tion or exposure operations. This department was also heavily involved in propaganda
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planning and would probably have made the critical decision to release information on
Chinese drug-trafficking to the propaganda operation.

The Main Political Administration of the Army and Navy, the department that
keeps ideological watch over the military, was also involved in the drug-trafficking oper-
ation from the beginning. As early as 1956, the Czechoslovak leadership was advised by
Soviet General Kalashnik, the ideologist at the Main Political Administration, about a
new view on drugs and other chemicals capable of affecting the mind and behaviour of
millions of people. This was one of five new weapons which could 'destroy the enemy
before he can destroy us'. The other weapons included the ideological offensive, which
meant propaganda and deception, good foreign policy designed to split the West, isola-
tion of the United States, and economic and social chaos. It was essential, General
Kalashnik explained, that the military should hasten to understand that there were
weapons of great effectiveness, other than conventional and nuclear weapons.

A similar explanation was provided by Khrushchev in the early summer of 1963 in
Moscow. During an informal discussion, Khrushchev had just criticised Marshal Rodion
Ya. Malinovsky for being in far too much of a rush to push his tanks into the West. Then
Khrushchev explained that the Soviets were operating at two strategic levels simultaneously,
to engage the West in war. The first echelon was deception, disinformation and propa-
ganda. The second echelon was the destruction of capitalism by their own money
through drugs. Once these two echelons have been successful, Khrushchev emphasised,
then you can use the third strategic echelon, Comrade Malinovsky — our tanks.

As the Soviet Bloc drug offensive grew and matured, the organisation became more
complex — but with control and secrecy remaining extremely tight. This is another char-
acteristic of Soviet operations: just because an operation expands, it does not follow that
control over information becomes loose. The Defence Council itself is a case in point. The
Defence Council remains small precisely in order to maintain tight control and good
security. In the drug business, while many people were involved, few really knew the
true purpose of the operation, or even of the massive Soviet involvement.

The principal Czechoslovak organisations that participated in the drug business are
identified in Figure 1 on page 49. The organisational structure applied in Czechoslovakia
paralleled the organisational structure in the Soviet Union. Certain organisational names
are different: for example, the Czechoslovak counterpart of the Soviet International
Department was the Foreign Department; the First Secretary was the General Secretary
in the Soviet Union; and the Czechoslovak Second Administration under the Ministry of
Interior was the counterpart to the Soviet KGB. There are different research centres in the
Soviet Union, and Soviet organisations are larger and more varied; but the essence of the
two organisational structures is the same.

The principal differences are that the Soviet organisations make strategic decisions
of global scope, and are larger, and that there are organisations in the Soviet Union which
are responsible for foreign Communist Parties and which have no counterpart in
Czechoslovakia. This particular distinction could be regarded as especially important.

For example, important inputs to the development of drug-trafficking strategy in
Latin America were provided by the local Communist Parties, which would meet each
year in Moscow and present their assessments of the progress of their drug operations,
making recommendations for new techniques, markets and tactics.

As in all important Soviet operations, the General Secretary was not only informed,
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but played the lead role. In respect of planning and direction, the real power in the Soviet
system resided in the Central Committee departments. One of the two or three most
important departments was the Administrative Organs Department, which was the cen-
tre for planning and control of drug operations in both the Soviet Union and in Czechoslo-
vakia. This was probably the case in the other satellites as well.

The Administrative Organs Department exercised control and oversight over the
intelligence services, the military and (socialist) justice. Thus, it was only natural that the
Administrative Organs Department would be the lead Central Committee department in
respect of drug operations. It was no mere coincidence that when Khrushchev wanted
the drugs offensive to be intensified in 1963, he called upon General Major Nikolai
Savinkin, the Deputy Head of the Administrative Organs Department, to visit all partici-
pating countries and issue comprehensive instructions. Western analysts might well be
advised to pay increased attention to the rOle of the Party and of the powerful Central
Committee Departments, especially the Administrative Organs Department. In this
regard, it is important to recognise that Savinkin became head of the Administrative
Organs Department in 1964, running it until his retirement in 1987, twenty-three years
later. (It was not until 1988 that the Soviet press announced that he had stepped down as
head of the department).

Within the Administrative Organs Department there were officials whose responsi-
bilities were, in effect, to watch over the military and intelligence organisations. Also,
political officers were located within the military and intelligence organisations who, in
addition, were members of the appropriate sections of the Administrative Organs
Department and who kept their respective section chiefs informed on what was happen-
ing in their areas of responsibility within the military or intelligence services. For exam-
ple, Sejna was the highest ranking political officer at the Czechoslovak Ministry of
Defence and, as such, he was also a member of the military section of the Administrative
Organs Department. Additionally, in the case of specially coordinated operations (such
as drug-trafficking), important departments often had special coordination and control
functions not only with respect to their normal responsibilities — for example, over the
military and intelligence organisations in the case of the Administrative Organs Depart-
ment — but over other participating organisations as well.

Another organisation of importance in maintaining control and internal security
was counter-intelligence. In the headquarters of (Czechoslovak) military intelligence
(Zs), there was a section of military counter-intelligence, which was really a section of the
Ministry of Interior (KGB in the Soviet Union) and which also had a responsible control-
ling official in the Administrative Organs Department.

Also, within both civilian and military counter-intelligence, there were special
departments that watched over the counter-intelligence operations and reported on
them to the head of the Administrative Organs Department. The Soviets trust nobody,
and their organisational structure has always reflected this principle. Everyone is con-
trolled three ways. This is one reason why, when several officials from Cuba, Nicaragua,
Bulgaria, or from some other Communist state, were found to be involved in drug-traf-
ficking, it was always highly unlikely that these were 'just a few corrupt officials'. The
Party was almost certainly well aware of what they were doing, and in fact not only
approved of the operation but probably directed it to be carried out.

Indicative of the Party's oversight and discipline in drug operations was the fact
that in 1959 the Chief of the Czechoslovak Zs, General Racek, was fired following an
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inspection by the Administrative Organs Department official who was in charge of Zs
and military counter-intelligence. In his report, he criticised General Racek for not putting
the best people into the drug business. Racek had failed to recognise how important the
drug business would be for intelligence operations.

Both civilian and military intelligence had narcotics responsibilities. However,
because production was controlled by and within the military and because the military
was responsible for destroying the ability of an enemy population to support a war effort,
primary responsibility for drug-trafficking resided within the military establishment.
Civilian intelligence (the Second Administration in Czechoslovakia, the intelligence com-
ponent' within the KGB in the Soviet Union) assisted whenever their resources were bet-
ter suited to the task and where military intelligence, Zs in Czechoslovakia, did not have
opportunities for trafficking in drugs.

Most of the narcotics agent operations were handled within the strategic intelligence
sections of the civilian and military intelligence organisations. Agent recruitment, train-
ing, and administration were handled by the agent networks branch, but the narcotics
operation was run by the strategic intelligence branch. This branch was responsible for
establishing production quotas in respect of drugs produced in Czechoslovakia and for
coordinating and directing overseas (local) drug production; for coordinating transporta-
tion; for managing agent operations; and for overall foreign operations planning.

Counter-intelligence and military counter-intelligence, the business of which is
security, were also involved. Their mission was particularly complicated in overseas
operations and required the assistance of foreign Communist Parties and strategic intelli-
gence agents operating within the country of interest. Financial records, budgeting, and
bookkeeping were handled by special finance sections within each intelligence service.

In the case of Cuba, both the Zs and the Second Administration (and Soviet GRU
and KGB intelligence) helped to set up the relevant drugs operation. It was a joint venture
from the outset. As explained earlier, when Rail Castro was in Czechoslovakia in the
summer of 1960, he signed assistance agreements with both the Minister of Interior and
the Minister of Defence. When plans for expanding the drug operations or reporting on
past progress were presented to the Czechoslovak Defence Council, the presentations
were made jointly by the Ministries of Defence and Interior.

Between the Ministries of Defence and Interior there was a joint committee which
coordinated intelligence operations. This committee decided who would run recruited
agents, who would run a particular operation (civilian or military), who could work best
in different regions, and so forth. In Czechoslovakia, the co-chairmen of the committee
were the First Deputy Minister of Interior and the Chief of the General Staff. Other mem-
bers were the Chief of Zs and the Chief of the Second Administration in the Ministry of
Interior (chief of intelligence in the KGB in the Soviet Union), and their deputies in charge
of strategic intelligence. In planning an operation, this committee in the Soviet Union first
decided which satellites could do the job most effectively and, within each satellite, which
intelligence service, civilian or military, had the best opportunity to do so.

In the late 1950s , a number of particularly important organisations were formed
which were given critical responsibilities: the Departments of Special Propaganda in the
Intelligence Administrations of the General Staffs. These departments reported jointly to
the Intelligence Administration and to the Main Political Administration. They played
especially important roles in collecting data on individuals in foreign countries and in
controlling such individuals in time of war. Narcotics strategy especially that element
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associated with the gathering of information on associated corruption, was closely cou-
pled with the mission of the Departments of Special Propaganda. These departments also
had important roles in deception and deception planning, and were often the principal
agencies issuing such instructions.

Propaganda was run by the Central Committee's Department for Propaganda and the
Departments of Special Propaganda. A special person (a special section in the Soviet Union)
at the Administrative Organs Department provided intelligence data derived from the intel-
ligence services and from the Department of Special Propaganda, and issued directions
(orders) for the propaganda offensive. In the case of deception operations, again many
organisations were involved — the most important of which were the Main Political Admin-
istration, the Department of Special Propaganda, the Foreign (International) Department,
the strategic intelligence sections of both military and civilian intelligence, and the Elected
Secretariat', which was responsible for the oversight of most deception operations.

Both East European and Soviet scientists participated heavily in military and intelli-
gence R&D, including the development, production, and analysis of the consequences of
drug and narcotics usage. In Czechoslovakia, the main research activities in support of
narcotics trafficking were handled by the Academy of Sciences and by the military
research centres. In the Academy, the primary activities were conducted at the Charles
Medical University and at the Medical College at Bratislava. In the military, the primary
focus or direction was provided by the Military Health Administration, with the work
performed in the Central Military Hospital — the Military Medical Education Centre
where doctors were trained — and the Air Force Medical Centre.

The Academy of Sciences' activities were governed by one-year, five-year and long-
term (fifteen years and beyond) plans consisted of two parts, a regular part and a Top
Secret element. The participants involved in putting together the Top Secret part outside
the Academy of Sciences were the Administrative Organs Department of the Central
Committee, the Health Department of the Central Committee, the Military Administra-
tion at the State Plan Commission, the Science Administration at the Ministry of Defence,
the strategic intelligence section at the Ministry of Interior, the General Staff (Zs), and the
military section of the Finance Department of the Central Committee.

Plans and objectives for research and development of improved drugs and narcotics
(that is to say, drugs which would be more rapidly addictive, easier to manufacture, and
which would offer 'improved' long-term debilitating mental effects) 5 were contained in the
top secret segment of the plans, along with development plans for biological and chemical
warfare agents, special chemicals for assassinations, and mind-control (behaviour modifica-
tion) drugs. As indicated earlier, drugs and narcotics were regarded as chemical weapons.

Analysis of the effects of drug and narcotics trafficking — that is, market analysis —
was an especially important Soviet Bloc activity The most important analysis centres were
the Military Political Academy of the Main Political Administration, the Highest Party
School and the Academy of Sciences. At the Military Political Academy, the focus was on
the military perspective, of course. The Highest Party School granted PhDs in a wide variety
of subjects, including both physical and social sciences. Normally sixty percent of the
schooling consisted of Marxism-Leninism and forty percent focused on the student's field of
specialisation; for example, biology. These institutes were convenient locations for analytical
programs because they were separately funded, had ready access to libraries and also had
access to research facilities. The principal research was conducted by the faculty.

There were also joint research teams, the members of which came from all the Soviet
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Bloc countries. These were usually directed by the Soviet participant, and in many cases
the entire team was located at one of the universities or hospitals in Moscow Over the
years, the tendency was towards integration of Soviet Bloc research with increased
emphasis on research teams housed in Moscow, probably reflecting the then-KGB chief
Yuriy Andropov's interests in maintaining tight control over special activities. As will
subsequently be described, research activity on drugs during the 1960s was effective in
producing drugs which were intended to limit intellectual development. All Warsaw Pact
countries were involved in this research. Cuba was also involved and indirectly attached
to the Warsaw Pact research through Czechoslovakia with effect from 1967 onwards.

The Soviet Bloc's intelligence services also had special agents scattered around the
world, but concentrated in Europe and the Western Hemisphere, who were not involved
in drug-trafficking per se, but who observed its effects. General Sejna recalls a special train-
ing session for such individuals which was held at the Zs drug-trafficking training centre
at Bratislava. The focus of the session's activities was to analyse market opportunities, to
recommend measures which would mislead local and national authorities about the dis-
tribution of drugs, and to identify vulnerabilities in police organisations and, in particular,
opportunities to corrupt or compromise police. Individuals who attended this special
training session worked for either military or for civilian intelligence. They were not all
Communists. But they were, as General Sejna observed, all very intelligent. One individ-
ual was a Canadian university professor.

These special studies were an especially important dimension of Soviet operations.
The study activities were not one-shot, ad hoc studies, although such activities may be con-
ducted from time to time. The main emphasis was placed on continuing activity involving
the scientists, medical doctors, propagandists and intelligence specialists of several Soviet
Bloc countries. They continuously examined developing tendencies around the world, as
they would say, and identified new marketing opportunities and techniques. As part of
Soviet directions to the satellites, specific points-of-contact were established to ensure that
satellite intelligence and propaganda operations were kept informed of the conclusions aris-
ing from market analysis. This was necessary to ensure that the best possible ideas on global
vulnerabilities and drug-trafficking techniques were being employed in 'Druzhba Narodov'

Under the Soviet Bloc's COMECON economic coordination organisation, there was
a Health Section and under that, a military health subsection. The members of that subsec-
tion were all the military chiefs of Health Administrations in the Warsaw Pact countries
and, for the Soviets, the chief of the Main Health Administration. This group helped
coordinate research and production of drugs and narcotics throughout the Warsaw
Pact. COMECON, like other Soviet organisations, was not a simple economic cooperation
organisation. It also served as a cover for a total military command structure designed to
take command of Warsaw Pact forces should the Warsaw Pact be 'dissolved'. This
arrangement was designed to enable the Soviets to recommend that both NATO and the
Warsaw Pact be dissolved in the interests of peace, without such action having an appre-
ciable impact on Soviet Bloc military capabilities.

The centre for planning production and distribution of drugs and narcotics was the
Main Health Administration of the Rear Services in the Soviet Union. In Czechoslovakia,
the centre was located within the Health Administration under the Rear Services.

Distribution and transportation were managed by the Main Technical Administration
at the Ministry of Foreign Trade. This administration was one of the most important organ-
isations in both narcotics and terrorist operations. It was responsible for transporting and
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storing weapons, explosives and narcotics. The administration was heavily staffed by Zs
officers. The organisations it controlled included trade bodies involved in transportation —
for example, COBOL, CHEMEPOL and AEROFLOT. Logically, KINTEX, or its evident
successor in Bulgaria, GLOBUS, almost certainly came under this administration.

The Main Technical Administration was given authority by the Defence Council to
contract with foreign organisations for assistance where agreements were required, such as
in the training of terrorists and others involved in sabotage and revolutionary war activities.
This administration was, in effect, a cut-out organisation for strategic intelligence opera-
tions. It made the contracts and collected the monies. The administration was staffed mainly
by Zs officers. The counterpart organisation in the General Staff was the Department of
Technical Support for Foreign Countries, which coordinated the provision of weapons,
explosives, terrorist supplies, etc. for shipment with the Main Technical Administration.

Within the satellites there were also Soviet intelligence stations, often located on the
borders: in Czechoslovakia, for example, at Karlovy Vary Liberec, Doupov, Cerchov and
Bratislava. These stations acted beyond host country control or knowledge. When called
upon to assist, the host would cooperate. The stations would engage in strategic intelli-
gence operations, such as drug trafficking, without the host country's knowledge.

Illegal movement of goods across borders was maintained in peacetime so that sabo-
tage agents could be moved in a similar manner during a crisis situation, without attract-
ing undue attention. In this connection, it is useful to recall that all these operations —
narcotics trafficking, military aid to terrorists, and sabotage — were handled by the strat-
egic intelligence organisation within both military and civilian intelligence.

The Soviet Bloc negotiated a TIR (Transports Internationals Routiers) system with the
West Europeans, to simplify customs and facilitate trade. Under this regime, in the coun-
try of departure, the customs officer seals the freight and signs the customs documents.
Then the truck can be driven across all European frontiers. Customs inspectors are not
allowed to examine the contents unless there are concrete indications that the seals or
freight documents have been tampered with. This system began functioning in the late
1940s and expanded dramatically after 1949, with the greatest increase being the Soviet
and East European share. By the 1970s, the Soviet Bloc's share of TIR transportation had
risen to thirty percent. By the mid-1980s, it had increased to over fifty percent. This system
is used to transport narcotics and terrorist supplies.

The TIR system also prevents Western officials from observing the shipments as they
are transferred to other transportation means — such as ships, the preferred alternative.
Czechoslovakia and other satellites rented part of Hamburg harbour. This segment of the
harbour was treated as though it were Czechoslovak territory (or the territories of the
other states concerned). The operations and facilities there were controlled by the Main
Technical Administration of the Ministry of Foreign Trade. The Czechoslovaks paid rent
to the Germans and the Czechoslovak ships used the docking and transportation links for
shipping, including the shipment of materials for strategic intelligence operations, such as
drugs and weapons for terrorism and sabotage, without any German interference or con-
trol, or customs. Large trucks were loaded in Czechoslovakia and sealed. They were then
driven across Germany to the harbour. In the course of their journey, the trucks dropped
off messages and packages, and passed by military installations. Despite the fact they
were usually followed by German intelligence, the German authorities could do nothing
because these arrangements were provided for in a German-Czechoslovak agreement.
The satellites made full use of the Hamburg port, rather than of other available facilities
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such as those in Poland, because the West watched Polish, not German, ports.
In 1984, evidence of this system in operation surfaced in a report by the US House

Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control, which stated: 'Methaqualone... has
mostly been smuggled from Colombia where it is formulated into tablets from
methaqualone powder originating in The People's Republic of China and Hungary and
surreptitiously shipped to Colombia from the Free Port of Hamburg' 6 (Emphasis added).

The use of the TIR system for transporting weapons and drugs was also illuminated
by the defector and former chief of Romanian intelligence, Lt. General Ion Mihai Pacepa.
He explained that most drivers of Romanian TIR trucks were agents of the Romanian
foreign intelligence service, the Departamentul de Informatii Externe, or DIE, and that their
operation was based upon the model set up by Bulgaria, which also used TIR cover for
the transportation of drugs and weapons to the West. The DIE, which was run by
Pacepa, made full use of TIR trucks:

for secretly bringing high-technology materials and military equipment into
Romania, as well as for smuggling unmarked arms and drugs to the West. Most of these
movements are carried out under the protection of international TIR agreements and for-
eign customs seals. Over the years every kind of seal and form sheet used by Western cus-
toms authorities has been duplicated by the DIE and kept on hand to use to replace any
original customs seals destroyed along the way for operational reasons ".

A description of the process was also provided by Lt. General G. C. Berkhof, of the
Royal Netherlands Army. He was Chief of Staff of NATO's Allied Forces Central Europe
(AFCENT) until October 1986. Lt. Gen. Berkhof stated that there was much evidence of
Bulgarian and East German involvement in drug-trafficking, and some evidence of
Czechoslovak involvement. He confirmed that the TIR system was heavily exploited by
the KGB and East Bloc intelligence services and that Dutch experts believed that over five
percent of the TIR traffic was related to intelligence activities. He also said that similar
findings emerged in Italy and other West European countries.

Thus, it would seem that the West European governments probably knew what was
happening and yet 'officially' sanctioned the transportation of illicit drugs, narcotics and ter-
rorist supplies across their territories. This TIR system and its use for the transportation of
illicit goods, and a general awareness of what was happening, were further explained to the
US Congress by General Lewis Walt in 1972, during hearings on global drug-trafficking". In
1984, the US Drug Enforcement Administration [DEA], acknowledged in Congressional
hearings that they had known about the use of Iranian, Turkish and Bulgarian TIR trucks for
smuggling drugs and other contraband since 1972. They pointed out that 50,000 trucks per
year transited Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, either to or from the Middle East and Europe. Of
these vehicles, the DEA added, approximately half were TIR trucks. The DEA report also
stated that Bulgarian customs officials had been implicated in assisting drug-traffickers9.

Drugs and narcotics trafficking were, as is the case with all intelligence operations,
incorporated into the entire planning process. A long-term plan established priorities and
cooperation for the development of scientific projects in parallel with the production of
narcotics and drugs. The targeted countries and their order of priority were identified.
The long-term plan described how the distribution networks in different countries would
be developed and when and how to exploit their vulnerabilities. The short-term plan was
more specific and tactical. It specified which groups to cooperate with; who the agents
were; and what the production and shipping schedules would be.
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The monies were controlled via six highly classified organisations. The Interior Min-
istry and Intelligence Administration of the General Staff had their own Finance Adminis-
trations. Additionally, there was a special Main Finance Administration at the Ministry of
Defence. Within this administration there was a special branch that handled the secret
element of the budget, which included the budgeting of narcotics and other strategic intel-
ligence operations. This part of the budget was kept secret from everyone else within the
Main Finance Administration and from even the Politburo and Central Committee.

Only the Defence Council and special military sections of the State Plan Commission
and Finance Department had access to the secret part of the budget. At the Ministry of
Finance and the State Plan Commission there were special military sections, within which
were intelligence subsections that handled the intelligence components of the budget,
which were then coordinated directly and only with the Defence Council. To complete the
circle, within the Finance Administration of military and civilian intelligence were special
sections that handled the secret part of the budget. These special organisations were the
only places where complete figures on the intelligence budget could be found.

In reviewing the way the Soviet drug operation was organised, several important
conclusions stand out. Clearly, the narcotics offensive is an intelligence operation of the
highest importance. It is evident that the operation is directed by the State, specifically by
the Administrative Organs Department, and that many agencies are involved — in the case
of Czechoslovakia, no less than twenty agencies or organisations, as shown in Figure 1 on
page 49. It is especially noteworthy that notwithstanding the distributed nature of the
operation, security was very well maintained and access to information was tightly con-
trolled. Again, in the case of Czechoslovakia, less than thirty people really understood the
full nature of the operation. To illustrate the effectiveness of Communist security meas-
ures, while the Soviet Bloc drug dimension was launched in 1955, and by 1965 at least five
satellites and numerous surrogate organisations were participating, there was apparently
was no knowledge of the operation or even a suggestion of its existence within US or
other Western intelligence services until 1986. •
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POLITICAL WARFARE
& DRUGS IN VIETNAM

China and the Soviet Union competed for the drug business of US servicemen during the
Metnam WaR The Chinese dimension of this trafficking represented an extension of
what they had learned in the early 1950s, not only in the Korean War, but in the French
Indochina War as well.

During the Indochina War, which culminated with the defeat of the French at Dien
Bien Phu, the Chinese worked with the Vietnamese Communists to promote drug use by
French troops. The tactic was even more successful in Indochina than it had been in
Korea. In January 1954, the French Lt. General Cogny explained to an American Army
operations officer, Molloy Vaughan, that drugs from China were having a serious effect
on the morale of French combat units and that the growing use of drugs among French
soldiers was also eroding support for the war back home in France. One of the chief distri-
bution centres was the Chinese gambling city of ChoIon, a suburb of Saigon, where the
troops went for rest and recreation. Prostitutes there were especially effective in pushing
drugs on the French servicemen.

This was the first time that the French had run into this use of drugs, Lt. Colonel
Cogny explained to Vaughan, and the effects of trafficking were proving to be extremely
serious. Not only had drugs upset morale and fighting efficiency, but additionally, many
soldiers were too ashamed to return to France and, instead, had elected to be discharged
in Indochina — where they remained, which had a further debilitating effect on morale'.

According to Soviet intelligence, in 1957, at the third meeting of the Central Committee
of the Chinese Communist Party, the Chinese decided to expand their narcotics offensive.
This expansion was designed as part of the 'Great Leap Forward'. The principal subject dis-
cussed at the meeting was the economy: 	 decision to expand drug production was
adopted as one solution to China's economic problems!) In the decision document, one
paragraph reviewed Chinese experience in Indochina and explained that drug-trafficking
was beneficial because it had undermined the morale of French troops, had introduced
combat weaknesses, and had provided the Chinese with a significant profit.

The decision was now made to expand opium poppy farms by 100 percent and,
similarly, to double research and production activities. To further ease economic prob-
lems, instructions were sent out to have emigrants invest in business in China and sup-
port China's policy and interests — including the marketing of drugs and narcotics.
Primary targets were to be Mexico, the United States and Canadai
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In addition to stated economic objectives, there was another motivation of particular
importance from a US perspective: preparation for the growing US military presence in
Vietnam. As Chou En-lai explained in 1958 during a pep talk he delivered at a meeting in
Wuhan to discuss increasing opium production:

'The Centre has decided to promote poppy cultivation on a large scale.... Every one
of you must awake to the fact that the war in Vietnam is likely to escalate and US imperi-
alism has determined to fight against our revolutionary camp by increasing its military
force in Vietnam... .From the revolutionary point of view, the poppy is a great force to
assist the course of our revolution and should be used; from the class point of view, the
poppy can also become a powerful weapon to win the proletarian revolution....*
exporting large quantities of morphine and heroin, we are able to weaken the US combat
force and to defeat it without even fighting at all...747A

Chou's observations on what was likely to happen in Vietnam were not without
justification. Following the Korean Armistice, US shipments of military equipment
headed to Korea were re-routed to Vietnam to support the French operation. Simultane-
ously, the US military presence in South Vietnam began to expand. By 1957, the steady
increase in US military personnel in South Vietnam was clear to the people at the head-
quarters of the US Pacific Command who were responsible for war plans. IndeedU957
was the year when the first war plans for US forces in Vietnam were developectGiven
the highly successful use of drugs against the French troops in Vietnam, and the success
of the Chinese in promoting drug usage by US forces in Korea, Chou's remarks should
come as no surprise'.

Chou's observations at the 1958 meeting were remarkably consistent with reports on
his discussions with President Gamal Abdel Nasser during a visit to Egypt seven years
later, in 1965. At a banquet given in his honour, Chou is reported to have said:

'We think that US involvement in the Vietnam War provides a good chance for us to
fight against US imperialism. Thus, the more troops it sends to Vietnam, the more satis-
fied we are.... At present US servicemen are experimenting with opium eating and we
are helping them in this respect. We have already grown the best quality opium for
them.... We will use opium to shatter the morale of the US troops in Vietnam and the
effects on the United States will indeed be beyond prediction"7

The Soviets and Czechs were rather well-informed about Chinese trafficking, both
through Soviet intelligence agents in China and North Korea, and through intelligence
collection operations in Vietnam, Laos, Burma and Afghanistan, where Czechoslovak
agents were assisted by the North Vietnamese, Laotians, Burmese, Cambodians and
Afghans. The development of Soviet intelligence capabilities in China specifically
oriented to the drug trade was the product of a long-term recruitment operation. Even
before Mao Tse-tung came to power in 1949, the Soviets had become concerned about
Mao's loyalties and had initiated measures to recruit spies among the Chinese Commu-
nists. During the Korean War, these efforts were expanded, specifically to collect data on
Chinese drug-trafficking operations.

As discussed earlier, the Soviets became extremely interested in the Chinese drug
strategy and its effectiveness during the Korean War. With effect from 1951 and continu-
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ing until 1962, a significant focus of Soviet espionage activity was to recruit spies to report
on the Chinese drug business — research, production, manufacturing techniques, distribu-
tion and finance. Sejna first learned of this Soviet espionage operation during a Defence
Council meeting, while planning for a forthcoming visit by a delegation of the Commu-
nist Party of Japan.

In preparation for discussions with the visiting delegation, a joint Ministry of
Defence and Interior report on political relations among the Communist Parties of Japan,
China and the Soviet Union was prepared for the Czechoslovak Defence Council. The
chug business was one of the items covered in this report.

The report described Soviet measures (in which Czechoslovak intelligence partici-
pated) to recruit Chinese spies. The targets of this recruitment operation were Chinese
scientists, students, engineers and technicians whom the Soviets believed might go into
some aspect of the drug business-.1Recruitment took place in China and in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe, where numerous Chinese were temporarily stationed. The
cadre of intelligence agents so recruited provided the Soviets with extensive data on
China's drug operations, notwithstanding Chinese security practices associated with the
drug business.

rWhile China tried to hide its activities from the Soviets, by the late 1950s Soviet
intelligence had identified almost 100 Chinese factories manufacturing heroin and drugs
for use against the bourgeoisie. They also knew about new laboratories in Shanghai,
Katong and Tibet where synthetic drugs were prepared and tested. The Chinese also
controlled factories in different countries which participated in the Chinese drug strat-
egy. The Soviet recruitment program had produced a particularly valuable source in one
such company located in Saigon. Through this source, information was obtained on
Chinese drug-trafficking in Vietnam. The company also provided narcotics to variou s
Middle East and African countries. This was in fact the source of much of the original
Soviet intelligence on drug-related corruption in Africa and the Middle East.

Through their agents, the Soviets were also alerted to the Chinese decision in 1957
to expand their drug offensive. By 1958, the Soviets had grown concerned about the
expansion of Chinese trafficking because of its possible adverse effects on Soviet plans.
Accordingly, in late 1958 or early 1959, the Chinese Minister of Defence, Marshal P'eng
Te-huai, who was also a member of the Politburo, was invited to tour the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe. During his visit, deficiencies in Chinese industry and collective
farms were pointed out to him to make him appreciate the potential value of Soviet assis-
tance,and, of course, of Soviet 'good faith' and interest.

ahen, midway through his visit, the subject of drugs and narcotics was raised. The
Soviets suggested that the two countries and Parties should coordinate their foreign
policies. In particular, the Soviets suggested dividing up the drug market, with the Chi-
nese getting Asia and Africa, and the Soviets taking the Americas and Europe'When the
Defence Minister returned to China, he sent a personal letter to Mao, criticising some of
Mao's policies and recommending certain improvements, based on his visit to the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe. The letter was classified Top Secret because it discussed
cooperation in foreign policy, military policy and drugs. Not only did the suggestion fall
on deaf ears, but Mao Tse-tung liquidated the Defence Minister, not for criticising him,
but rather, for even acknowledging to the Soviets that China was in the drug business'.

(While the Chinese were first to recognise the potential for the use of drugs in Viet-
nam, the Soviets were not far behind. jIn 1963, the Soviets had arranged for Czechoslovak
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intelligence to assist the North Vietnamese in setting up a training centre for drug-traf-
fickers. Then, in 1964 when the school was in operation, the Soviets prevailed upon the
the Czechoslovaks to negotiate an agreement with North Vietnam to produce narcotics
and drugs in that country and to ship the material via the Viet Cong and through Thai-
land to US forces throughout Southeast Asia, The North Vietnamese were pleased with
the arrangements finalised in 1965 because, among other considerations, Sejna recalls, it
put them in competition with the Chinese. The agreement within which the narcotics
agreement was concealed dealt with the production of natural rubber. It was signed by
Premier Pham Van Dong and Prime Minister Josef Lenart. The details were worked out
by the chiefs of North Vietnamese and Czechoslovak military intelligence.

Through its intelligence sources in China, who were reporting back through a
Czechoslovak Zs agent stationed at their embassy in Peking, the Czechoslovaks learned
that the Chinese had also expanded their narcotics trafficking operation in 1964 Specifi-
cally, an agreement had been signed between the Communist Party of Japan and China in
which the Japanese would assist China in supplying drugs to US soldiers in Japan and
Okinawa-AUnder the terms of the agreement, China's counter-intelligence would perform
background security checks on all Japanese who were scheduled to be recruited for this
operation. In return for their assistance, the Communist Party of Japan was to receive
twenty five percent of the profits.

1-1n 1965, the Soviets expanded their Vietnam narcotics trafficking operations to ensure
that drugs were available in nearby locations which US servicemen and officers would
visit during vacations to 'rest and recuperate'. One leg of this trafficking operation in which
the Czechoslovak intelligence service assisted was located in Australia.pe Czechoslovaks
were called upon to assist because they were able to operate in Australia more flexibly than
the Soviets and were not watched as closely as the Soviets.

The Czechoslovaks had also established better relations with the Australians,
particularly with the Labour Party, and had several commercial operations in Australia
which helped to provide cover. Finally, the Czechoslovaks had additional resources,
namely Australian soldiers whom the Czechoslovak intelligence services had recruited.
The supply of drugs for this operation came from North Vietnam — which was another
reason for Czechoslovak assistance, insofar as they were already involved in the North
Vietnam drug production operation.

1965 was also the year when the Czechoslovak Chief of the General Staff and Chief
of the Main Political Administration learned that the Czechoslovak operation had been
criticised in a Soviet Defence Council report. The Soviet complaint was directed against
the Czechoslovak intelligence service, and accused it of placing more attention on profits
than on the real objective of the drug business, which was the liquidation of capitalism.
The two Czechoslovak officials were in Moscow attending a meeting when they were
informed about this concern by the Soviet Defence Council and were told to change their
priorities. The first priority was to promote drug usage, not to make money. The specific
subject addressed was the use of drugs against the US military in Southeast Asia.

(The primary targets within the US military in Vietnam, the Soviet officials empha-
sised, were US military command staff officers, personnel associated with communica-
tions, personnel responsible for producing situation analyses, and intelligence officer
General Vaclay Prchlik subsequently reported to Sejna that Soviet General Yepishev, who
headed the Main Political Administration, had told him that if the US military were
inclined to take drugs, they should if necessary be given them free of charge. The money
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was far less important than influencing the military with drugs.
Western intelligence officers as well as political analysts have identified 1966 as the

year when the trafficking of narcotics into Vietnam underwent a marked increase'. This
would also be the year when the Soviet-Czechoslovak-North Vietnamese operation
became fully operatiortal.3y 1967, narcotics had become a serious problem among the US
military in Vietnam.,One Soviet KGB intelligence study reported that 90 percent of US ser-
vicemen were using some form of drug, most commonly marijuana4lowever, the US
military authorities refused to acknowledge the seriousness of the problem until it
became so open and blatant that it could no longer be denied.

The drug challenge was brought out of the closet in 1970, immediately following
the 'secret' bombing of Viet Cong sanctuaries in Cambodia in April-May that year. China
responded with a stern warning which Henry Kissinger analysed in person. He then
advised the President as follows: 'The Chinese have issued a statement, in effect saying
that they wouldn't do anything".

[But, with effect from June 1970, heroin of almost pure quality suddenly appeared
for sale at below wholesale prices outside the gates of every US installation in Southeast
Asia. As General Lewis Walt has explained:

'In June of 1970, immediately after our Cambodian incursion, South Vietnam was
flooded with heroin of remarkable purity —94 to 97 percent — which sold at the ridicu-
lously low price of first $1 and then $2 a vial. If profit-motivated criminals were in charge
of the operation, the price made no sense at all — because no GI who wanted to get high
on heroin would have batted an eyelash at paying $5, or even $10. The same amount of
heroin in New York would have cost $250'.

'The only explanation that makes sense is that the epidemic was political rather
than economic in inspiration — that whoever was behind the epidemic wanted to hook as
many GI's as possible, as fast as possible, and as hard as possible"".

General Walt also made it clear that the trafficking operation appeared to be highly
coordinated and centralised and that some group must have established virtually simul-
taneous contact with scores of ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs and other criminal elements
throughout South Vietnam. he also examined reports of interrogations of Viet Cong
defectors who claimed to have knowledge of large-scale opium production in North
Vietnamjand, in one case, of Viet Cong involvement in the heroin epidemic. Another
defector described the North Vietnamese distribution of drugs as a direct means of
undermining the morale and efficiency of US forces. The Vietnamese officers with whom
Walt discussed the problem were all convinced that the heroin epidemic was political
rathey_than criminal in origin".

The result was a mammoth rise in US military drug abusN'hile previously there
had been two deaths per month due to a drug overdose, suddenly the statistic rose to
sixty per month.)In 1970-1971, the US Air Force lost more people to drugs than to com-
bat. The impact on morale, readiness, and support for the war at home was devastating'.
During investigations of the new epidemic, Chinese trafficking, North Vietnamese pro-
duction and Viet Cong trafficking were all identified by US intelligence.

And, based on simple free market economics, one is led to two conclusions: First,
that the increase was the result of combined, albeit not necessarily coordinated, opera-
tions; secondly, that the trafficking was unquestionably a sign of political warfare and not
greed- or profit-motivated.

(The increase in US military consumption was driven by supply, not demand]
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But, notwithstanding the overwhelming evidence concerning the role of China, the
White House, as will be explained in Chapter 9, issued instructions in 1972 to US Gov-
ernment officials telling them that the rumours about Chinese drug-trafficking were
without substance and should be disregarded. •
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MOSCOW INTENSIFIES
DRUG WARFARE

IN THE LATE 1960s
The Vietnam War provided an ideal opportunity for the extension of operation 'Druzhba
Narodov' . The alienation of youth which was proliferating in the United States and the
preoccupation of the US Government and citizenry with the Vietnam War presented the
distraction and cover which enabled the Soviet offensive to expand without attracting
undue attention. The first leg of the expansion started in January 1967. This was when a
new Soviet study on the impact of the new 'technical elite' in the industrialised countries
was completed. One copy was given to the Czechoslovak Defence Council, along with
instructions to apply the findings to the drug operation. The study pointed out the
growing importance of the technical elite — the middle-level technical managers upon
whom the growth of high-tech industries so critically depended. These managers had
become one of the most important groups in 'bourgeois society'; in the Soviet view, they
were on a par with finance and big business. Accordingly, the group had become a most
important target to infiltrate and sabotage.

The Soviet study pointed out that this new elite worked under great pressure, and
that as the pressure grew, new opportunities to use drugs and narcotics would arise. Drugs
were regarded as especially important as a means of destroying or sabotaging this group,
and, at the same time, as a blackmail or bribery mechanism to use against such people in
connection with the Soviet Bloc's drive to obtain (steal) advanced technology.

The use of drugs and narcotics in connection with technology espionage and theft
had been a long-standing practice, dating back to before Sejna's appointment to high
office. The use of drugs in such operations was first significantly increased following a
meeting in Moscow convened by Khrushchev in the fall of 1959. The top leadership from
the East European satellites (with the exception of Romania) were present. The subject of
the meeting was Pact technology; the key question, was how to use the developing East-
West relationship to improve the Warsaw Pact's technology' as quickly as possible.

Sejna was present at the meeting. The first subject addressed was technology theft.
Khrushchev stated that the cheapest and fastest way to improve Warsaw Pact technology
was to take (that is, steal) as much technology from the 'imperialists' as possible. Its value
was doubled if you just take it, he said, and added: why pay the capitalist a profit if we
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can just take it and use it? As part of this discussion, the use of drugs and narcotics as a
mechanism for money and blackmail in technology theft was reviewed. This was the pri-
mary way drugs and narcotics had been used in the past. The targets were business exec-
utives, technical managers, and sales personnel.

Organised crime was also used to facilitate technology theft. In 1963 or 1964, the
Czechoslovak Ministers of Defence and Interior presented a report to the Defence Council
on the use of organised crime in technology transfer. The focus was on attempts to steal
laser and computer technology. The report was forty pages long and included charts that
listed target companies in different countries, different organised crime groups, and the
potential for action in various regions. The Defence Council's task was to decide in each
case whether civilian or military intelligence should take the lead and to identify situa-
tions where coordination with other intelligence services was appropriate.

By this time, all the Soviet Bloc intelligence services were active in organised crime in
different regions of the world. The Czechoslovaks and East Germans were particularly
effective in Switzerland, Mexico and India; the East Germans in South Africa; the
Czechoslovaks in Austria and Egypt; the Bulgarians in the Middle East, Greece, Turkey,
Italy and Cyprus; the Hungarians in Spain, Portugal, Belgium and the United States; the
Soviet Union in Great Britain and France; the Soviets, Czechoslovaks and East Germans in
West Germany. Czechoslovakia had roughly three organised crime groups in Switzer-
land, seven in Austria, two in Mexico, eleven or twelve in India, and one each in
Argentina and Sweden. In the case of Austria, the head of one of the Czechoslovak groups
was the chief of police in one of the sections of Vienna. Altogether, Czechoslovakia ran or
had infiltrated about fifty organised crime groups around the world. Sejna believed this
achievement was comparable to those of Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland, more than that
of East Germany, but was less than the achievement of the Soviet Union. The Italian mafia
had been penetrated by all the Soviet Bloc's intelligence services, although the Bulgarians
and Soviets were by far the most successful.

The existence of a Soviet strategy to infiltrate organised crime, which was launched in
1955, is especially sobering when the extent to which US Presidents, intelligence officials,
and other high-ranking political leaders are known to have requested favours from mem-
bers of organised crime, is recalled. Consider, for example, the CIA's attempts to assassinate
Fidel Castro in the early 1960s. In one exercise, individuals from no less than four organised
criminal groups, centred in Las Vegas, Chicago, Miami and Havana, were involved. One of
the principals had been freed from jail by Castro himself and then allowed to leave Cuba
and settle in Miami. A Bureau of Narcotics report described this individual as a possible
connection for Cuba's narcotics trafficking into the United States. Even if we disregard the
covert Soviet Bloc intelligence penetration of organised crime groups, it does not require
much imagination to recognise 'why', as historian Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. described the
situation, 'Castro survived so comfortably the ministrations of the CIA".

The tendency to turn to organised crime for special tasks is not an activity that is
unique to the US strategic leadership. It is a rather common activity in many countries. It
seems unlikely that any of the public officials concerned has been, or is, aware of the hid-
den risks in pursuing such activities which could arise because of the covert presence of
Soviet Bloc intelligence agents. The huge potential value of this rather simple-appearing
Soviet operation is a keen indication of Moscow's knowledge of other cultures, and of the
Soviets' genius in developing effective strategic operations.

An intelligence study reviewed by Sejna described the manner in which organised
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crime was categorised in Soviet planning. There were three principal categories, the code
names of which were blue, purple, and yellow butterfly. In the first category were rela-
tively small groups involved in local crimes — for example, small narcotics distribution,
banks and finance. In the second category were criminal groups related to drugs and to
technology transfers. The third category contained the more traditional criminal opera-
tions, such as the mafia, which were penetrated for intelligence information of a military,
political, or economic nature.

Each principal category was further broken down into three sub-groups referred to
as alpha, beta and gamma. The first group consisted of organised crime networks which
had been created and were fully controlled by Warsaw Pact intelligence services. Organi-
sations in the second group were created by someone else but had been penetrated by
Warsaw Pact intelligence agents and could be exploited. In the third group were known
organisations that the Warsaw Pact intelligence services had been unable to penetrate.

At a Czechoslovak Defence Council meeting, Khrushchev's deputy Andrei Kirilenko,
spoke to top Czechoslovak officials about Khrushchev's concern over the program. He
explained that Khrushchey had asked why the categories'we cannot control completely'
were the largest. 'Why do we not switch the statistics'? he asked. Kirilenko then inquired
whether the Warsaw Pact intelligence services were scared of professional criminals.
'When you deal with the criminals', he stated firmly, 'you must be tougher than they are'.

The measures taken in 1967 to target the newly identified technical elite for sabo-
tage, espionage and technology theft was the second important intensification of across-
the-board technology theft operations using drugs and narcotics to which Sejna was a
direct witness and participant.

Each year the Defence Council reviewed the technology stolen during the preced-
ing year. It then met and approved a plan describing what was to be stolen during the
subsequent year. In reviewing stolen technology at the end of 1967, Antonin Novotny,
First Secretary of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, remarked to the Soviet Gen-
eral Secretary Leonid Brezhnev, that drugs were of great help in stealing technology.
General Oldrich Burda, the Zs chief, added that twenty to twenty-five percent of the
technology stolen in 1967, the total value of which was estimated by the Zs at $300 mil-
lion, had been acquired through the use of drugs.

In the spring of 1967, the Czechoslovak strategic leadership received additional
guidance from the Soviet Union. In April, Sejna, Jiri Hendrich and Lt. General Vaclav
Prchlik travelled to Moscow where they met Soviet General Aleksey A. Yepishev, Chief of
the Main Political Administration, and General Shevchenko, Chief of the Department of
Special Propaganda. At this meeting, Sheychenko discussed the continued importance
of infiltrating the banks and financial institutions. Collecting data for military purposes
was one objective. He also stressed the importance of using drugs to corrupt people in
these institutions and indicated that such infiltration would also facilitate the use of the
banks as handlers of money for foreign operations, including drug-money-laundering.

The financial institutions were so important, Shevchenko emphasised, that careful
attention was to be exercised by the satellite propaganda apparatus to keep these institu-
tions out of the limelight'. Individuals in these institutions assisting the Soviet Bloc opera-
tions represented a long-term investment which would serve Soviet interests for many
years and, thus, corruption in these institutions was not to be publicised. The Soviets did
not want any light to be thrown on the banks' operations.
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Previously, in 1963, during a meeting of the Czechoslovak Defence Council when
money-laundering was being discussed, the Chief of the General Staff had stated that the
Soviets had decided that officials in the Soviet finance department should not be informed
about the precise sources of the funds they were handling because there was too great a
risk of compromise. At risk, the Soviet adviser had explained, were people in seventy-
five percent of the banks in Latin America and in forty-five percent of the banks in the
United States and Canada. When the amount of money involved was considered, around
$300 billion per year in the United States in the late 1980s, $500 billion or more per year
worldwide, these percentages certainly do not seem high.

Furthermore, in the spring of 1967, General Savinkin, head of the Soviet Administra-
tive Organs Department, convened a meeting in Moscow of the top leadership of the
Warsaw Pact drug-trafficking countries, plus Cuba. Savinkin chaired the meetings, which
continued for several days. Numerous Soviet military and intelligence generals were pre-
sent at different times. In addition to Sejna, Josef Kudrna, the Czech Minister of Interior,
and General Bohimir Lomsky, the Minister of Defence, were present. Four Cubans
attended the meeting: Raul Castro, Cuba's Minister of Interior, the deputy military intelli-
gence chief in charge of narcotics, and one other. The other countries represented were
East Germany, Hungary, Bulgaria and Poland.

One of the most important topics addressed at this particular meeting was the
importance of attacking NATO and US military forces more aggressively with drugs.
Detailed studies of all NATO forces were presented, and their vulnerabilities discussed.
In his remarks, General Savinkin identified three primary objectives: To corrupt officers,
to recruit agents and to impair the functioning of troops.

The offensive against US troops based overseas, received special emphasis. Savinkin
explained that areas where US troops were based — Germany, Turkey, Greece, Panama
and so forth — were, to use a military term, to become zones of strategic destruction. This task
was so important that Soviet Major General Vasil Fedorenko was placed in charge of coor-
dinating the attack. Each country had a similar coordinator designated, who acted as the
primary liaison with Fedorenko. And as will be described shortly, the need to corrupt US
forces in NATO received additional emphasis in the fall of 1967. (By 1970, the standard of
US command of forces in NATO had in fact already fallen to dangerously low levels and
was soon to trigger far-reaching disciplinary measures).

In this operation, Panama received special emphasis because of the Panama Canal
and because of the presence in Panama of several US military bases. Colonel Frantisek
Penc, of Czechoslovak military intelligence, was in charge of the Czechoslovak operation
in Panama. He was also the liaison to Fedorenko for drug-trafficking against US bases in
other regions of the world.

At one of the special sessions focused on Latin America, General Shevchenko, head of
the Department of Special Propaganda [see page 65], explained that the Soviets believed
that over seventy percent of the top-level Panamanian military (Lt. Colonel and above)
were anti-American. A list of these officers had been drawn up with the assistance of the
Communist Party of Panama. They had all operated with the Communist Party and some
had contributed money to the Party. The officers were not targets to be destroyed, General
Shevchenko emphasised, but to be protected because some of them were our 'Gold
Reserve'. Many, if not most, of them were involved with drugs. One of the Panamanian
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military officers on the list was Omar Torrijos Herrera, who was to seize control of Panama
in 1969. Raul Castro said that Cuba believed that anti-American sentiments were even
stronger among lower level officers, and that the Cubans would like to focus more atten-
tion on recruiting lower level officers. The Soviets concurred with this proposal.

By 1972, Panama had developed such a severe drug problem that special measures
were discussed at the US Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs [BNDD, subse-
quently absorbed into the DEA]. In an attack on Noriega in 1986, the New York Times
published a detailed account of these anxieties. John E. Ingersoll, who was then head of
the Bureau of National Dangerous Drugs, confirmed that BNDD had hard intelligence
that Noriega was trafficking in drugs — adding that the BNDD had been frustrated in its
attempts to persuade General Torrijos to take action against Noriega. According to a 1978
Senate Intelligence Committee report, five measures had been discussed to deal with the
'Guardia Nacional official', which was the Committee's description of Noriega: Link Nor-
iega to a fictitious plot against Torrijos, leak information on Noriega's drug-trafficking to
the press, link negotiations over the Panama Canal to Noriega's removal, secretly encour-
age powerful groups in Panama to raise the issue, and 'total and complete immobilisa-
tion', which was of course an euphemism for assassination'.

Colombia was another country which the Moscow meeting held in the spring of
1967 discussed in detail. With respect to Colombia, Ratil recommended that Cuba should
develop more than one group to control drug-trafficking. (At that time, there were two
Soviet-controlled operations: the Cuban operation and the Czechoslovak operation).
Savinkin pointed out that the number of groups should be kept to a minimum. The more
groups there were, the more people there would be in the know, and the greater was the
risk of exposure. He was referring to exposure of the Soviet operation+. Castro agreed, but
said the risk was also high with just one group because of the internal politics involved.
Savinkin approved Castro's recommendation and emphasised that it was the Cubans'
responsibility and he would trust their judgment in this matter — but that Havana should
be careful not to go too far.

Raul also raised the question of how much the Communist Party of Colombia
should be told and presented a long list of people corrupted by the drug trade in Colom-
bia which had been assembled by Cuban intelligence agents who had infiltrated the
indigenous Colombian drug-trafficking networks. The Soviets were concerned about
some of the names on the list whom they believed to be among various 'double agents'
whom the indigenous drug-trafficking organisations had corrupted and were using
against the Soviet-Cuban drug operation. Savinkin said that these people were all crimi-
nals. They don't trust anybody except themselves, he explained. We are in the same posi-
tion and cannot trust any of them, either.

In his review of Mexico, Savinkin said that there were no corrections to be made in
respect to the corruption of Mexican political officials. For all practical purposes, they had
all been corrupted. The next priority was to work on the Mexican business elite.

There were also discussions about the networks into Western Europe. The principal
distribution outlets into the European market were Switzerland, Austria (Vienna) and
t Editor's Note:This revealing admission of the obvious -that exposure must be avoided at all costs- points
the way for serious Western observers and for all who are determined, even at this late stage, to confront the
drug offensive against civilisation. The one hazardthat the perpetrators fear is, precisely, exposure. Hence
the present work, intended by the Author to expose this long-term act of war against humanity. Note also that
Savinkin was concerned about the Soviet drug programme being exposed, not so much the ultimately
expendable ones of the satellites, which existed in part to provide Moscow with a veneer of deniability.
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Sweden (Stockholm). All the Soviet Bloc intelligence services operated in these regions,
which served as centres for drug distribution and for the covert transfer of stolen technology
to the Soviet Bloc. (Panama was also to become a centre for these two activities). Intelligence
linkages into other countries favoured certain national intelligence services; for example, the
Germans were particularly active in marketing drugs through the Netherlands.

Another topic discussed was the increased use of drugs to corrupt the elite classes in
Third World countries. Bulgarian officials said that Turkey and Iran had posed no prob-
lem. They had destroyed themselves. Savinkin criticised this remark and told the Bulgari-
ans to listen more carefully — he was referring to the elite class. They must improve the
quality of drugs and push their use into the upper classes.

In 1967, the head of the Health Administration briefed the Czechoslovak Defence
Council on seven or eight new drugs which had been developed in the course of their
drug research and development program. The research activity had been started five
years earlier, in a facility constructed next to the Central Military Hospital in Prague
specifically for the development of chemical and biological warfare agents, mind-control
drugs, assassination weapons, and more effective narcotics.

The drugs reviewed in 1967 were a product of this program. They had been devel-
oped by scientists and medical doctors from the Central Military Hospital and the Air
Force Scientific Centre and tested on prisoners. The new drugs were considered more
effective because their immediate effects were longer lasting, and, as a bonus, they caused
long-term damage in the capacity of humans to think logically. Sejna was particularly
impressed with one of the more effective drugs that left the user optimistic and put him in
a 'no worries, don't care' frame of mind. When tested on prisoners, the prisoners became
unconcerned about penalties or having to spend their whole lives in jail. The longer-term
effects, tested after two to three years, were residual mental attitudes of passivity and res-
ignation. The test subjects did not even try to make intelligent decisions. Evidently, the
drug attacked the centre of motivation.

At the briefing, the Czechoslovak doctors recommended three drugs that they
believed would be the drugs of the future. The Soviet adviser, who also attended the
meeting, said the drugs should not be marketed then because they might cause questions
to be asked. At that time, the Soviets believed that the blame for the drug epidemic, as
desired, had been successfully placed on organised crime. If we put new drugs on the
market, the Soviets reasoned, people in the West might become suspicious. We need to be
very careful to wait until the correct time; for example, when there are other potential
co-producers who can be blamed as the source for the new drugs.

Another especially interesting new dimension arose in September 1967, in connec-
tion with a visit by Raul Castro to Czechoslovakia. This event was the annual develop-
ment and approval of the next one-year plan. Accompanying Castro were several
high-level Cuban officials: the Chief of Military Intelligence, Chief of the Military Med-
ical Administration, Deputy Head of the Administrative Organs Department, Deputy
Chief of the General Staff for Armaments and Technology, and the Deputy Chief of the
Main Political Administration. As in the past, Sejna was the Czechoslovak official who
hosted the entourage. The principal subject of the meeting was the drug and narcotics
operation. A sizeable expansion of Cuban and Soviet Bloc drug and narcotics trafficking
activity was agreed. At this meeting, too, a protocol was signed which enabled Cuban
scientists (seventeen or eighteen of them) to assist joint Soviet Bloc research teams work-
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ing on drugs and narcotics. Henceforth the Cuban scientists would be working with
Czechoslovak scientists, but not with the other Soviet Bloc teams. This was an indirect
way of bringing the Cubans into the Soviet Bloc program.

One of the principal areas in which the Cuban scientists had been conducting
research and one that they would be working on in cooperation with other Warsaw Pact
scientists was an analysis of the influence of drugs on the 'intellectual stagnation' of
society The idea was that drugs would inhibit the development of the mind (intellect) and
this would in turn help to bring about a stagnation of bourgeois society. The questions of
interest involved what drugs or combinations of drugs were most effective in crippling
the mind and how many drugs, over how many years, were required to cripple a society.
That is, what drug-trafficking was required to achieve the desired effect?

This was part of a highly important Soviet operation; and all the Soviet Bloc coun-
tries had programs underway to develop the best drugs and accompanying analyses.
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Bulgaria, Hungary and the Soviet Union itself were heav-
ily involved. The crippling of bourgeois society was the 'main order'.

The efficacy of this strategy could only be appreciated in the West after the event,
since the long-term debilitating effects of nearly all drugs on the brain, even (indeed, espe-
cially) including those of marijuana, have since become better known and gained public-
ity and recognition. One factor of special relevance that is now recognised is the
neurological effect on infants born to women on marijuana or cocaine, including long-
term behavioural impairment and learning disabilities'.

Castro was particularly forceful in presenting his position to Czechoslovak and Soviet
officials. He argued that it was important to push this aspect of drug-trafficking operations
even harder, and to advance the onset of stagnation by targeting younger students, specifi-
cally, high school students and children'. The Soviets were thinking in terms of forty to
fifty years to bring about the desired results. Castro believed they could be accomplished
in thirty-five years'. The Soviets were more conservative because of the social changes they
believed would have to be achieved in parallel, and because they had coordinated these
changes with other events in their long-range plan to destroy the West.

The Soviets were also concerned that pushing drugs on high school students and
children might be too radical and cause an undesirable counter-reaction. In their plan,
the Soviet-preferred bourgeois targets were the technical elite, intellectuals, soldiers and
college students.

Following the meeting between Cuban and Czechoslovak officials in Prague
described above, a Czechoslovak delegation went to Havana to work out details for the
participation of Cuban scientists in the joint studies, to explore the possibility of including
even more than seventeen scientists, and to determine if it would be possible through
Castro to recruit more 'progressive' scientists throughout Latin America to assist (unwit-
tingly) in analysing the impact of drugs on society. The delegation was headed by General
Old rich Burda, Chief of the Zs. Accompanying him were the deputy chief of the Health
Administration, the chief of research at the main military hospital (his speciality being
neurology), and the deputy head of the Department of Science.

Castro also believed that more emphasis in Latin America should be placed on cor-
rupting and recruiting the military. This was necessary in order to push the revolutionary
movement forward, he argued; the politicians were already thoroughly corrupted. By
1988, resources throughout Latin America were reporting the heavy involvement of mili-
tary officers and police officials in drug-trafficking. This was particularly true in Colom-
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bia, its neighbours, and in Panama, Honduras and Mexico 8.
Additionally, by 1967 the Cuban campaign to penetrate the 'independent' Latin

American drug operations was nearing completion. Cuban intelligence now estimated
that ninety percent of the targeted organisations had already been penetrated and Castro
argued that the time had come to destroy the Latin American drug groups which still
resisted penetration and were 'uncooperative'.

Sejna further reported that in the fall of 1967, the Soviets called a meeting of the War-
saw Pact intelligence chiefs in Moscow to discuss expanding the drug and narcotics offen-
sive to take advantage of the Vietnam War and disaffection of American youth. This
meeting was especially noteworthy, because it may have been the same meeting on which
a Bulgarian intelligence officer reported following his defection to the West in 1970. There
has been considerable data from Bulgaria, all of which, in essence, confirms Sejna's testi-
mony. This particular source was Stefan Sverdlev, a colonel in the Bulgarian Committee
for State Security (secret police), the Komitet Darzhazma Sigurnost (KDS). Sverdlev had been
directly involved in Bulgarian drug-trafficking. He described the role of KINTEX, a 'pri-
vate' concern formed as a covert subsidiary of Bulgarian intelligence to handle parts of the
drug operation. He stated that in 1967, the heads of the Warsaw Pact security services met
in Moscow to 'exploit and hasten the inherent 'corruption' of Western society'.

A subsequent meeting of Bulgarian State Security officers in Sofia, Bulgaria, was
held to devise a three-year plan for the implementation of the strategy. This plan led to a
State Security directive issued in July 1970, the subject of which was 'the destabilisation of
Western society through, among other tools, the narcotics trade". When he defected,
Sverdlev brought with him KDS directive M-120/00-0050, which dealt with the move-
ment of narcotics from the Middle East through Bulgaria to Western Europe and North
America''. Further, in December 1969, West Germany captured 200 kilograms of mor-
phine base in Frankfurt. Through chemical analysis, the West Germans were able to con-
clude that the base had been produced in Sofia, Bulgaria".

By the early 1970s, discipline had been eroded in the US Army in Europe to the
extent that serious questions of command had arisen. Even the mail service, which was
used to distribute drugs, was corrupted'. A major clampdown ensued. Many soldiers
were dishonourably discharged or reassigned. During the crackdown, the trafficking trail
which was uncovered led back from American servicemen to Eastern Europe, with East
Berlin, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria prominently identified".

Robin Bruce Lockhart, the son of the well-known (in intelligence circles) British
diplomatic agent, R. H. Bruce Lockhart, has also reported on the movement of drugs
across Europe to the US armed forces. 'The finest and most powerful heroin', he writes,
'comes from East Germany and is marketed in West Germany, where the West German
police estimate that the US armed forces account for no less than sixty-five percent of its
consumption and at a price one-thirtieth of that obtaining in the streets of New York'''.

What was especially noteworthy, again, was the low price. The objective is politi-
cal warfare, not the simple lure of high profits, and the targets, in this case, are members of
the US armed forces. As a further example of the tactics employed, opium was secretly
added to marijuana — which was widely touted as being non-addictive and rather harm-
less at the time — to generate addiction covertly, without the user's knowledge. Similar
tactics were also employed against US servicemen in Southeast Asia during the Vietnam
War. High quality (white) heroin was sold to US servicemen as cocaine, which, at the
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time, many people believed was a harmless, non-addictive drug.
It is particularly important that these kinds of tactics should be kept in mind when

assessing what happened during the 1980s in the United States. Trafficking is not a simple
case of demand stimulating supply. More often it is the reverse situation, with the suppli-
ers working hard to create demand. This helps to explain the failures of the interdiction
programs of the 1980s. Notwithstanding attempts to crack down on trafficking and the
seizure each year of ever higher quantities of cocaine, the purity of cocaine on the market
has steadily increased and the price has decreased — which is exactly the opposite of what US
authorities had expected.

The casual explanation is increased supply and competition. The more informed
observer might question this explanation and consider other possibilities; for example,
political warfare and measures calculated to defeat the so-called war on drugs.

The last event in 1967 of significance that General Sejna recalled was the completion
of an important study, the report on which was entitled Minorities and Immigrants in the
United States. The study was prepared for the Czechoslovak Defence Council. The study
had been triggered by a talk given by the Soviet Ambassador, Stepan Cervoneiko, to the
Czechoslovak Defence Council. His message was simple. 'The minorities will help us
change the white to the red'. 'White' referred to cocaine and 'red' referred to the Red
Revolution. The report formalised the role of drugging the minorities in the revolutionary
process. The two key minorities to be targeted were Black people and Hispanics.

The importance of minorities had long been recognised in Soviet strategy but the
previous focus had been on the East European minorities and on their use in espionage.
After Brezhnev became General Secretary policies under Khrushchev were reviewed and
new priorities were established. During this review, Khrushchev was criticised for not
placing more focus on the use of non-European minorities, particularly Black people.

The need to make greater use of Black people in drug-trafficking first surfaced as a
major topic of discussion during a visit by Ralil Castro to the Soviet Union and Czechoslo-
vakia in 1965. In preparation for that visit, the Soviets instructed Czechoslovak officials
on the need to criticise Castro for his anti-Black bias and to convince him of the impor-
tance of bringing more Black people into the drug-distribution and sales business. While
in Moscow, Castro met General Savinkin (head of the Administrative Organs Depart-
ment: see above), who took the Soviet lead in the education of Raul Castro.

Castro stopped off in Czechoslovakia after leaving Moscow, and the 'education'
continued. Raul persisted in complaining that the problem with Black people was that
they were more Black than Communist. In response, the Soviet General who advised
Czechoslovak military intelligence told Castro that business was business, and that not all
spies were Communist. Indeed, he pointed out, most spies were not Communist.

During private conversations with General Sejna, Castro criticised Savinkin and the
Soviets in general. Obviously, we cannot exist without the Soviets, Ra61 told Sejna, but
they are stupid and need to listen to us. The Soviets do not understand the psychology of
the Caribbean. Raul was referring to Savinkin's push to have Cuba use both Cuban and
Caribbean Black people in the drug distribution process. This was bad strategy, Raul
argued. Cuban Black people should not be used for several reasons.

First, he would have to infiltrate them through Mexico, and he believed this would
upset the Mexicans. Secondly, Cuban Black people would be readily identified as Cubans
because of their accent. Thirdly, it was a good idea to use just Caribbean Black people in the
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drug business, because the United States did not watch the Jamaicans, Haitians, Domini-
cans and other Caribbean nationals the way they watched the Cubans. Fourthly, many
Black people in the United States were from other parts of the Caribbean and Blacks from
those other parts of the Caribbean would have an easier job fitting in and selling drugs.

And in the fifth place, Castro was concerned about the reliability of Cuban Blacks.
Here, RaUl was implicitly recognising the anti-Black bias of many of Fidel Castro's poli-
cies, which he believed militated against their use in such a sensitive operation. Raid was
not adverse to setting up a training program, which would include the resettlement of
Cuban Black people on other Caribbean Islands for several years, until they had mastered
local dialects. But for the immediate future, he was strongly opposed to using Cuban
Black people in the drug program.

In the end, Castro agreed to use Cuban Blacks in intelligence operations that were
not as sensitive as the drug business, and to begin training and using Caribbean Black
people in the drug business. 'If you want more Black people, you will have more Blacks',
Sejna recalls Castro finally agreeing, 'there is an inexhaustible supply in the Caribbean.
But Caribbean Black people, not Cuban Blacks"5.

This strategy reached its maturity with the 1967 report on the use of minorities. The
specific objectives in targeting the minorities set forth in the report, as recalled by General
Sejna, were as follows:

• To speed up the revolutionary process,
• To create political instabilities,
• To force the United States to pay more attention to domestic issues

and less to international problems, and:
• To create eco-racism.
The concept of eco-racism was a product of several years' research and study The

Soviet idea was that in the United States, it is money that is most important. This was
especially true among the Black people whom the Soviets believed were more motivated
by material (economic) factors than by political ideals.

That is, they thought in economic terms rather than in political terms. Moreover,
their anger was directed more at economic issues than at perceived political inadequa-
cies. As a Czechoslovak delegation reported after visiting the United States in September
1967, the minorities, mostly Black people, did not understand that freedom for them
meant socialism (Communism).

When we spoke to them about Communism, we were met with hostility and anger,
the delegation explained. But, when we discussed economics, the anger of representa-
tives from the minorities immediately focused on the inequities of the capitalist system.
Accordingly, the delegates recommended that propaganda work should indeed focus
on economic inequities — rather than on Communism and its 'benefits'.

The 1967 report, which was completed in December, addressed the importance of
using minorities to 'speed the revolutionary process'. With respect to Black people,
numerous tactics were identified. Racism was to be promoted because it was a destabilis-
ing factor. Operatives were to be directed at youth, since older Black people were
believed to be too intimidated by the White establishment. Narcotics and propaganda
were to be employed to 'revolutionise' the Black people. Black unemployment was to be
promoted. Emphasis was to be placed on the concept of 'taking' or making the Whites
'give', in opposition to the concept of Black people working for a living.

This report also emphasised the need to bring Hispanic and Black minorities
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together. Hispanics were believed to be already well into drugs and by bringing them
into closer contact with the US Black people, the use of drugs in the Black communities
would be accelerated. The principal target of drugs would be the 'Iumpen proletariat' —
that is, the unemployed who were concentrated in the inner city ghettos. By pushing
drugs into this group, crime and the general erosion of Western moral values would be
stimulated because the use of drugs destroyed judgment and led people into crime,
homosexuality, and other activities conventionally considered immoral.

The drug distribution chain or sequence in the United States was analysed in the
report. The problem with the chain was that the majority of top bosses were White, while
most of those who made up the base of the sales pyramid were Black. Two changes were
therefore required. First, it was necessary to promote more Black people from street level
into the organisation and management level. Secondly, it was necessary to bring Hispanics
into the organisation. This was deemed advisable to avoid upsetting the Hispanics and
also to avoid the undesirable problem of Black people being the only minority in control.

The report recommended making these changes as operations expanded, by pro-
moting and training Black people and by bringing in Hispanics as new markets were
opened. The combination of Black people and Hispanics would then be more effective in
pushing drugs into the lumpen proletariat, which the Soviets believed was dominated
by Black people and Hispanics. Together, Black people and Hispanics would form a
'spojena obcanska ohrana fronta' or united citizen's defence front.

The thesis of the report was that drugs pushed into the minorities would create
'incurable political destruction'. The estimate presented in the report was that by the
year 2000, people with a lack of morals created mainly through drugs, people who
were willing to take whatever measures were necessary to support the revolution,
would have expanded to encompass an estimated forty-two percent of the population.

In its 1989 report on the crack epidemic, the US Drug Enforcement Agency [DEA]
concluded that: 'Large-scale, interstate trafficking networks controlled by Jamaicans,
Haitians and Black street gangs dominate the manufacture and distribution of crack"6.
The distribution of crack, which grew so rapidly in 1986, appears to be much more of an
organised operation than a simple 'natural' phenomenon'.

Crack rapidly became recognised as the most dangerous drug to hit America. As
William Bennett, director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy, explained on
CBS's 'Face the Nation' on August 13, 1989, drug crime is up, drug-trafficking is up, drug
deaths are up, drug emergencies in US hospitals are up. The reason for all this is crack.

Two appendices to the DEA report on crack' contained data provided by field
agents on individual cities. Throughout these brief city summaries, the groups dominat-
ing the manufacture and distribution were shown to be Haitians, Jamaicans, Dominicans
and US Black people. Trafficking was most prominent within the lower income inner-city
areas, particularly in Black and Hispanic neighbourhoods'. While little was said about the
wholesalers, two groups were identified: Cubans and Colombians.

The entire discussion of the nature of distribution and sales suggested a well-organ-
ised and managed operation — an operation designed to use Black people against Black
people. The reality in 1989 thus wholly matched Soviet strategy, operations, and the
underlying rationale laid down more than twenty years previously.

Could this really have been just mere coincidence? •
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X Cape Cod: In 1988, Black violators surfaced as key suppliers of cocaine to the Mid-Cape area.
X Dallas: Crack distribution is controlled by a 500-700 member Jamaican-controlled

cartel. Crack cocaine trafficking is primarily centred around the lower income, urban Black
and Hispanic population.

X Denver: Crack houses are run by Jamaicans with the assistance of locally recruited
Black females.

X Fort Myers: The cooks and distributors of the crack are mostly Black and the buyers
cross all ethnic boundaries.

X Hartford: Black and Hispanic traffickers controlled the crack distribution to the Hartford area
when it first surfaced.

X Houston: The crack problem is essentially situated in predominantly Black neighbourhoods.
X Kansas City: Reports substantial involvement of Jamaican traffickers.
X Los Angeles: Crack cocaine manufacture and distribution are primarily controlled by

Black street gangs (the Bloods or the Crips) who have distribution networks throughout the
northwestern and southwestern United States.

X Lubbock: Crack houses are typically motel rooms or empty houses run by American
Black people who are supplied by Cuban wholesalers.

X Miami: Haitian and Jamaican illegal aliens are, for the most part, responsible for this
phase [import and manufacture] of the operation. Local Black violators are responsible for
local distribution, with some White assistance.

X New Orleans: A Black street gang (Crips) from Los Angeles has emerged as the main
source of crack.

X New York: Primary crack traffickers are Dominicans and Black people. Dominicans are most
active in upper Manhattan and the Bronx. Black traffickers control large areas of crack trafficking in
middle-class and inner-city sections of Brooklyn, Queens and parts of the Bronx. Jamaicans and
Haitian crack groups are not as large as the Dominican and Black groups, but they are involved in
significant activity.

X Newark: Black and Jamaican gangs are the principal groups involved in street sales
and distribution. Caucasians and Hispanics (predominately Dominicans) are active, but to
a lesser degree.

X Orlando: The problem is located in poor Black neighbourhoods and Haitians are
directly involved in many of the areas.

X Philadelphia: Crack cocaine houses, under control of Jamaican trafficking organisation,are
beginning to surface.

X Phoenix: Crack cocaine is available in the public housing areas and is dealt entirely by
Black people. Crack is supplied by the Crips and Bloods gangs of Los Angeles.

X Providence: Dominicans and out-of-state Black people control the distribution of
crack. Most defendants are Dominican or US Black people.

X San Diego: Crack remains a serious problem in minority enclaves.
X San Francisco: Crack is an overwhelming problem in urban, lower class Black

neighbourhoods.
X Seattle: Widespread availability of crack cocaine among all ethnic groups.
X Tallahassee: The majority of the crack cocaine clientele are from the Black community.

Suppliers are primarily Black traffickers in the Miami area, many of whom are either Jamaican
or closely connected to Jamaican traffickers.

X Tulsa: Crack cocaine is readily available within the Black community.
X Tyler: Crack houses are managed by American Black people. Trafficking is primarily

concentrated in Black communities.
X Washington D.C.: Utilisation of juvenile couriers, primarily Black teenagers, is a noted

trend. A growing number of Jamaican distributors has entered the cocaine trade.
X Wilmington: Haitian crack distribution has grown from a limited market confined to

Black Americans to open street selling in at least ten small communities. Most of the distributors
are connected to the Haitian community located in the Fort Pierce, Florida, area.
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CUBA AND
THE RISE OF

NARCO-TERRORISM
On November 15, 1982, the American public was treated to a rare display of candour.
That was the date on which four important Cuban officials, including two influential
members of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba, were indicted by a
Federal grand jury in Miami on charges of conspiring to bring drugs illegally into the
United States.

The indictments of high-ranking Cubans opened the floodgates. A stream of addi-
tional indictments followed, the more important of which were those of Jorge Ochoa and
Carlos Lehder Rivas, reputed Colombian drug kingpins; Norman B. Saunders, the Chief
Minister of the Turks and Caicos Islands; Frederick Nigel Bowe, a high-ranking Bahamas
Minister; Everette Bannister, Chairman of Bahamas World Airlines and a close associate of
the Prime Minister, Lynden 0. Pindling; Colonel Jean-Claude Paul, the strongman of
Haiti; Frederico Vaughan, a high official in Nicaragua's intelligence service; Panama's mil-
itary dictator, General Manuel Antonio Noriega; Manuel lbarra Herrera, former head of
the Mexican Federal Judicial Police; and Miguel Aldana-lbarra, former head of the Mexi-
can branch of Interpol.

As a result of the evidence presented in the indictments, a picture of many intercon-
nected drug operations gradually emerged — a picture which, while admittedly incom-
plete, bears a striking resemblance to the overall description of what Soviet strategy, as
described by Sejna, was intended to produce. The picture contained four primary features.

First, there are close linkages between drug-trafficking and terrorist-revolutionary
activities; hence, the term narco-terrorism. These have led to the breakdown in law and
order that, when coupled with drug-related corruption, is bringing about the destabilisa-
tion of a growing number of important countries, most notably Colombia, Venezuela,
Peru and Mexico. In many cases the terrorists or guerrillas control or manage drug pro-
duction and distribution. This basic phenomenon is not limited to Latin America. It is also
present in varying degrees in the Middle East, Southeast Asia and Africa.

Secondly, while the vast number of people involved in drug-trafficking do not appear
to hold any particular political philosophy, there is a disproportionate involvement of
Communist party officials, government officials from Communist countries, agents from
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Communist intelligence services, and Marxist revolutionary and terrorist organisations.
Thirdly, within the Americas, Cuba stands out. Cuba is clearly involved with

numerous drug-trafficking operations and provides many functions, from recruitment to
transshipment facilities, command posts, equipment supply, production and manufac-
ture, transportation, sales and marketing, and finance'.

And finally, while money is always present as an obvious motivation, insofar as the
higher officials involved with trafficking are concerned, the political dimension, specifi-
cally political warfare against the United States, is even more important than the money.

As a Soviet revolutionary centre' in the Caribbean, Cuba is the operational centre for
drug-trafficking and for the training of revolutionary terrorists. (Nicaragua was becoming
a second revolutionary centre, and was also active in drug-trafficking and in harbouring
and training revolutionaries). Cuba provides a safe haven for Latin American drug-traf-
fickers en route to the United States. For this, the drug-traffickers pay a fee. On their return
trip to South America to pick up more drugs, they transport ammunition and supplies
from Cuba to the revolutionary terrorists; for example, to the M-19 forces in Colombia'.

The manner in which narcotics trafficking and revolutionary or terrorist organisa-
tions operate together can be seen in the reports on Colombian' and Cuban operations.
Terrorist or revolutionary groups provide protection for the drug-traffickers. The drug-
traffickers help finance the terrorists and revolutionaries and furnish them with informa-
tion (intelligence) and transportation assistance. In Colombia, the Marxist M-19
revolutionaries have close ties to Cuba and various drug-traffickers, of which the most
highly publicised over the years has been the organisation known as the Medellin Cartel.

The Cartel has close ties to Cuba, Nicaragua and other countries. The principal link-
age between the Medellin Cartel and the M-19, as explained by Jose I. Blandon Castillo,
former Consul General of Panama, is the Cuban Ambassador, Fernando Ravelo Renedo.
Ravelo works for Manuel Pineiro Losada, the head the Americas Department of the Cen-
tral Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba' and former head of the DGI. The Amer-
icas Department (Departamento de America) has special responsibility for subversion and
sabotage operations in the Western Hemisphere, including disinformation, terrorism,
and drugs'. [Editor's Note: This was the position prevailing, of course, in 19901.

In Colombia and other countries, such as Peru, terrorists provide the drug produc-
ers with protection from the local police and military forces. The drug producers are
alerted to possible raids on their facilities. They pass data to terrorists, who then ambush
and kill the forces conducting the raids. This is good for the terrorists and for the produc-
ers, who in return provide funds, territory, and the supplies the terrorists need. As
another example, when government officials decide to clamp down on drug-traffickers,
the terrorists assist the traffickers by terrorising and killing officials, as they did in the
case of the mass murder of the Colombian Ministers of Justice who were taking steps to
extradite certain Colombian drug lords'.

The terrorists provide additional muscle when bribery is inadequate. Generally,
bribery has worked quite well. Corruption through bribery is rampant in the Bahamas,
Mexico, Colombia, Bolivia, Peru, Costa Rica, Haiti, Panama, the Caymans and Brazil. By
using terrorists to perform violent acts, drug-traffickers are able to maintain their image
as businessmen — businessmen with wide-ranging influence, but still just businessmen.
The drug-traffickers are, therefore, from a government official's point of view, good people
to get along with, people who can pay for services.
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They bring money into the country and provide jobs. So what, if they also provide a
product which damages 'capitalists'? It is the terrorists who are the bad guys. While this
logic is blatantly fallacious, it is amazing how many people accept it and promote it,
including many high-ranking officials in the United States.

The precise origins of narco-terrorism are uncertain. However, there are a variety of
facts that point to its gradual emergence, perhaps more as a result of evolution and cir-
cumstance than direct planning. First, as reported by Sejna, the current Soviet strategy
involving narcotics trafficking, terrorism and organised crime had its origins in about
1955, when Khrushchev set about modernising Soviet subversion and putting the world
Communist movement back on course following Stalin's death.

The three activities — drug-trafficking, terrorism, and organised crime — provided
complementary functions; and the Soviet Bloc activities in all three areas were managed
by the strategic intelligence sections in the KGB and GRU intelligence services. These
strategic intelligence sections perform only special tasks of strategic importance, the
most important of which, as indicated earlier, are strategic espionage, drugs and nar-
cotics, terrorism, deception and sabotage.

The combination of narcotics and terrorism was also identified in the 1950s and
1960s by Dr Ray Cline, the former Deputy Director of Intelligence, Central Intelligence
Agency, who explained:

'I have observed with horror the growing links in many areas between the three
groups: the revolutionary political groups, who are, for the most part, Marxist-Leninist,
anxious to create a state subordinate to the Soviet Union or one of its surrogate states, like
Cuba; the narcotics traffickers, who need the protection that such revolutionary groups can
give them and are willing to pay for it, and, in fact, are willing to finance the political revo-
lutions with the proceeds of drug-traffic; and then the gun runners, the people involved in
the illegal passing of guns to revolutionary groups and to narcotics traffickers'.

In the case of Bulgaria, the connection between drug-trafficking and terrorism was
clearly evident in the early 1970s. Indeed, KINTEX is described by various sources as
having dual tasks, the movement of drugs into Western Europe and the movement of
guns and ammunition into the Middle East'. These are not totally independent activities,
insofar as drugs are often accepted as payment for the guns and ammunition.

This method of operation has been connected with many terrorist organisations.
For example, Jacques Kiere, Director of the Drug Enforcement Administration's national
intelligence centre at El Paso, Texas, gave unpublished testimony on November 19, 1975,
to the House Armed Services Committee on such swaps. He stated that 'five out of the
ten known Mexican Marxist groups are known to trade Mexican heroin and other drugs
for US guns'''. Similar data exists on revolutionary groups in Venezuela, the Dominican
Republic, Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Burma, Panama and Bolivia.

But notwithstanding its early origins, the United States did not begin to wake up to
what was happening concerning narco-terrorism until November 15, 1982, when four
senior Cuban officials were indicted, along with ten others, by a Federal grand jury in
Miami, Florida on charges of 'conspiracy to import marijuana and methaqualone from
Colombia to the United States by way of Cuba'. The Cubans charged were Rene
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Rodriguez-Cruz, an intelligence official and member of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of Cuba; Aldo Santamaria-Cuadrado, a Vice-Admiral in the Cuban
Navy and also a member of the Central Committee; Fernando Ravelo Renedo, the Cuban
Ambassador to Colombia, subsequently Ambassador to Nicaragua; and Gonzalo BassoIs-
Suarez, a former Minister-Counsellor of the Cuban Embassy in Bogota and member of the
Communist Party of Cuba. The ensuing publicity brought narco-terrorism out into the
open for the first time.

The witnesses who provided the principal evidence at the ensuing trial (February
1983) were Juan Crump, a Colombian lawyer and drug-trafficker who negotiated with
ranking Cuban officials for Jaime Guillot-Lara, a leading Colombian drug-trafficker;
David Perez, a Cuban-American drug-trafficker who met the boats and delivered the
goods into the United States; and Mario Estevez Gonzalez, a Cuban intelligence agent
who was infiltrated into the United States during the Mariel boat lift, who received nar-
cotics from Cuba, sold them in the United States, and then returned the proceeds to
Cuban intelligence.

Colombian Juan (Johnny) Crump was asked to use his influence to obtain Cuba's
assistance for the trafficker Jaime Guillot-Lara. During the ensuing negotiations with
Cuba's Ambassador Fernando Ravelo Renedo and his deputy Gonzalo BassoIs-Suarez,
Guillot-Lara wanted confirmation that 'if a drug shipment were lost, he would not have to
pay the fee to Cuba. Then they say, Ravelo and BassoIs, they, don't worry [sic], that they
can wait, and they don't care about the money - OK? - that - because his goal was hurt
the United States full with drugs' [sic]".

This trafficking philosophy was also reported by Mario Estevez, who said he was
ordered `to load up the United States with drugs'". The philosophy is especially interest-
ing when considered alongside the known Soviet strategy, the objective of which was to
bring about the intellectual stagnation of the United States, by means of the mechanism
of achieving a maximum flow of drugs into the country, as discussed in Chapter 7.

Estevez further testified that he was directed by his DGI superior to make contact
with drug-traffickers in Bimini and in the United States. During his drug-trafficking career,
he imported over 270 kilogrammes of cocaine from Cuba, he said. He sold this cocaine to
individuals in Miami, Chicago, Ohio, New Jersey, New York and other cities. He took the
money he was paid to Cuba, where he delivered it to the Cuban Government. It was dur-
ing one such trip that Rene Rodriguez-Cruz, a senior official of the DGI and a ranking
member of the Cuban Communist Party Central Committee, put his arm on Estevez's
shoulder and said how nice it was now that Cuba 'had a drugstore in the United States'''.
Incidentally, Rodriguez-Cruz was one of the Cuban officials who had helped organise the
Mariel boatlift used to infiltrate Cuban intelligence agents into the United States.

According to testimony provided to the US Grand Jury in Miami, it is the Govern-
ment of Cuba that is trafficking drugs and narcotics into the United States. Cuba is also
providing support to terrorist operations throughout Latin America. Both Fidel and Raul
Castro are directly involved, with Rail the more active participant. The operation is secret
and is run by Cuban intelligence, with other agencies participating on an 'as needed' basis'.

Further, as was explained in Congressional testimony on February 26, 1982, by Ger-
ardo Peraza, a former official in Cuban intelligence, throughout the 1960s there was exten-
sive cooperation between the Cuban DGI and the Soviet KGB. Subsequently, with effect
from 1970, the Cuban intelligence service was placed directly under the direction of KGB
Colonel Viktor Simenov. Mr Peraza stated that after 1970, the DGI had ceased to be a part-
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ner of the KGB; rather, it had become a subordinate entity of the Soviet KGB'. Sejna
explained that Cuban intelligence planning was integrated into overall Soviet Bloc plan-
ning in the 1968 intelligence plan which he reviewed in the fall of 1967. According to a
Defence Intelligence Agency (DIA) report on international terrorism, the DGI has been
'essentially under the control of the KGB since 1969'1°.

Major Florentino Aspillaga Lombard was a career officer in the Cuban DGI until his
defection (ultimately to the United States) via Vienna on June 6, 1987, from Czechoslova-
kia, where he had been stationed. He confirmed that a powerful drug syndicate had been
using Cuba since 1978 as a transshipment point for illegal narcotics into the United States''.
Protection was provided by Jose Abrahantes, a Castro deputy who was Minister of Interior.
None of the drug-related activities could have been carried out without the personal
approval of Fidel Castro, he explained's.

In 1988 the role of Cuba in drug-trafficking was further confirmed by Major Antonio
Rodriguez Menier, a Cuban intelligence officer and Chief of Security at the Cuban Embassy
in Budapest, who defected in January 1987 [see page 56, Note 2 to Chapter 5].

He elaborated that the Cuban Government participated both directly and indirectly
in narco-trafficking and that the Special Troops" of the Interior Ministry were used to
coordinate operations. Rodriguez quoted the Chief of the DGI, General German Barreiro,
as saying that 'drugs are the best way to destroy the United States'. Their primary target
was American youth. By undermining the will of American youth to resist, the United
States could be destroyed 'without firing one bullet. The foundation of any army is the youth
and he who is able to morally destroy the youth, destroys the army'".

In 1989, Rodriguez repeated his charges and confirmed what Aspillaga had said;
namely, that drug operations could not have been carried out without Raul and Fidel
Castro's personal approval. He added that 'Fidel is not doing that only for money. His
philosophy is to use anything to destroy the United States. For example, drugs are
regarded as the best way to destroy American society without troops or guns, because
the younger people who are the future leaders, if they are drug addicts, they are very
weak'''. What is especially noteworthy about such statements, of course, is that they
precisely reflect Soviet drugs strategy.

In March 1989, two Colombian drug dealers pleaded guilty to smuggling cocaine
into Florida through Cuba. Videotaped evidence included conversations of how the
Cuban military and civilian officials aided the traffickers. Reinaldo Ruiz and his son
Ruben are shown telling a DEA informant how Cuba guarantees the success of cocaine
loads run through the island and how the money paid for the service goes to Fidel Castro.
The US Attorney, Dexter Lehtinen, stated: 'We believe the evidence presented in court
details complicity on behalf of high-ranking Cuban officials'.

Besides Colombia, Cuba has also been closely linked with Panama and Nicaragua in
drug-trafficking and gun-running. In the case of Panama, General Noriega was indicted
on February 4, 1988. The indictment named 15 others and directly tied Noriega to Colom-
bia's Medellin Cartel. Following the indictment, the US Government tried to force
Noriega out of office. Suddenly there emerged a flood of information on Noriega's
questionable activities. Drug-trafficking was the first of these; and this had been the case
extending as far back as 1970. Gun-running was the second; and not just to non-Commu-
nist dissident forces, but to terrorists and Communist revolutionaries. This data also
extended back to the early 1970s.

But the activity of greatest concern appears to have been Noriega's growing links to
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Cuba and Cuban operations in Panama. Noriega had allowed Cuban intelligence to set up
several hundred bogus corporations in Panama to circumvent the US trade embargo
against Cuba'. Panama became a conduit for theft by the Soviet Bloc of US high technol-
ogy Even more serious was the growing Cuban military presence, which involved the
shipment of weapons by Cuba — automatic rifles, rocket-propelled grenades, hand
grenades and ammunition — into Panama, and often through Panama to revolutionary
forces in other Latin American countries; guerrilla and special forces training given to
Noriega's military (referred to as 'Dignity Battalions'); Cuban commando units which were
reported to be conducting limited attacks on US military installations in Panama (for exam-
ple, Howard Air Force Base was the target of an assault on April 12, 1988); and Cuban mili-
tary advisers and intelligence support officials, whose numbers US officials estimated to be
between thirty and fifty, although one defector put the number at 3,000 ".

When the United States finally intervened in Panama on December 20, 1989, it
would seem that far more impetus was provided by the need to bring an end to the grow-
ing military presence of Cuba (and, hence, of the Soviet Union) than to the assistance
Noriega was providing to drug-traffickers and money-launderers. The drug business
provided the rationale to remove Noriega; but the growing potential of Cuban and Soviet
control mechanisms in Panama was even more serious".

The importance of Panama is obvious. Panama occupies a geostrategic position of
exceptional importance, which may well explain why Panama was one of the first targets
for the Soviet-Czechoslovak-Cuban drug-trafficking expansion into Latin America.

Evidence also surfaced concerning drug and narcotics trafficking by the Govern-
ment of Nicaragua, and of its close relationship with Cuba. This evidence was provided,
among other sources, by Antonio Farach, Former Minister Counsellor to the Nicaraguan
Embassies in Venezuela and Honduras; by James Herring, an American who assisted the
Government of Nicaragua in establishing cocaine production and transportation; by Ubi
Dekker, a European hashish trafficker who dealt with Nicaraguan officials in establishing
trade routes for Nicaraguan drug-trafficking into Europe; and by Alvaro Jose Baldizon
Aviles, an official in the Nicaraguan intelligence service.

Antonio Farach's first knowledge of Nicaraguan drug-trafficking materialised in
1981, when he learned that Raul Castro had visited Nicaragua in September that year and
had met Humberto Ortega. The visit signalled the beginning of a 'new and special busi-
ness' relationship. Farach deduced from other information that Cuba had offered to
guarantee in a reasonable and safe manner the entry of the Nicaraguan Government into
drug-trafficking. When asked whether Castro offered or ordered the Nicaraguans' entry
into the drug business, Farach could not state which. But he did say that the relationship
between the two countries was never one of respect. 'The Cubans always spoke as if they
were the bosses. They were always very arrogant and demanding. They do not suggest in
Nicaragua. They order in Nicaragua'".

Baldizon, a former Nicaraguan counter-intelligence officer, confirmed the arrogant
rOle of Cuban advisers in the Nicaraguan intelligence and military services. The presence
of Cuban advisers and instructors was 'pervasive', he explained. Their mission was to
provide substantive advice, to implement security systems and methods employed in
Cuba, to support the Nicaraguan leadership in the planning and execution of combat oper-
ations, to oversee ideological development, to ensure close coordination between
Nicaraguan and Cuban security services, and to prepare war plans. 'The Cuban influence
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on decision-making in the Ministry is virtually complete and Cuban advice and observa-
tions are treated as though they were orders'. Cubans operating out of the Cuban mission
also performed a counter-intelligence role in Nicaragua. Other advisers and technicians
identified by Baldizon were from East Germany, North Korea, Bulgaria, and the USSR ".

Similar observations were provided in 1988 by Major Aspillaga [see page 811, who
described the Marxist Sandinistas as being under Castro's 'complete control'. In particu-
lar, he described communications intercepts from 1980 in which Castro ordered the
Nicaraguan Defence Minister, Humberto Ortega, to arrange for his brother, Daniel
Ortega, to assume the post of Nicaragua's political leader, so that Humberto could
maintain control of the armed forces. The key advisers in the Nicaraguan Government,
including the intelligence chief, were Cuban intelligence officers, Aspillaga [see page 811
explained". He also said that the Cubans were training Nicaraguan Sandinista agents
and performing counter-intelligence work. Moreover, a key intelligence official in the
Nicaraguan Interior Ministry is a Cuban who married a Nicaraguan woman, but who
still works for Cuban intelligence". Additionally, Colombian drug-traffickers met Raul
Castro regularly in Cuba, Aspillaga said. Rani is Fidel's right-hand man for all clandestine
operations and Fidel viewed drugs as 'a very important weapon against the United
States, because drugs demoralise people and undermine society"°.

The nature of Cuban advisers in Nicaragua as described by Farach, Baldizon, and
Aspillaga appeared to be remarkably similar to the nature of Czechoslovak advisers in
Cuba in the early 1960s who launched the Soviet takeover, with the Cubans in Nicaragua
performing the role that the Czechoslovaks had played in Cuba. In line with this, one
should suspect that half of the 'Cuban' advisers and instructors in Nicaragua might well
have been Soviets operating under Cuban cover and that the real Cubans present were
probably recruited and trained by the Soviets and now operated as Soviet intelligence
agents. This might help to explain the arrogance observed by Farach and Baldizon.

When Farach asked other Nicaraguan officials why their revolutionary government
should become involved in drug-trafficking, he was told: 'In the first place, drugs did not
remain in Nicaragua. The drugs were destined for the United States. Our youth would not
be harmed, but rather the youth of the United States, the youth of our enemies. There-
fore, drugs were used as a political weapon because in that way we were delivering a blow
to our principal enemy"1 . The second reason he was given was 'in addition to a political
weapon against the United States, drug-trafficking produced a very good economic benefit
which we needed for our revolution. Again, in a few words, we wanted to provide food for
our people with the suffering and death of the youth of the United States'".

Nicaragua's participation in drug and narcotics trafficking into the United States
sprang from Raul Castro's meeting with Humberto Ortega. The narcotics operation itself
was placed under the Nicaraguan intelligence service, with Tomas Borge, the Minister of
Interior and head of the intelligence service, in charge of the operation, and his deputy,
Frederico Vaughan, the chief of staff.

Frederico Vaughan was indicted in 1986 in the US District Court, Southern District of
Florida, along with Carlos Lehder, the Ochoa family, Pablo Escobar Gaviria, and others,
on twenty-four counts of producing and smuggling cocaine into the United States, con-
spiracy, obstructing justice, and related crimes. James Herring, an American who was
recruited by Robert Vesco for various nefarious tasks, has described how he was intro-
duced to Nicaraguan and Cuban Government officials, and his work in 'drugs and high-
tech smuggling'. He made a total of four trips to Cuba and four trips to Nicaragua. He
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was always 'escorted and treated very well by dignitaries from both governments'. In
Herring's opinion, the operation was government-initiated".

Ubi Dekker is a cover name for a European who was a prominent Interpol fugitive
and international narcotics trafficker; his true identity is concealed for security reasons.
When he was asked if the trafficking was not really just the work of a few corrupt officials,
Dekker responded, 'Completely doubtful. It's impossible.... It is the total [Cuban] Gov-
ernment'. The Cuban Government provided security facilities, manpower, in short,
everything; and there was a direct linkage between Cuba and Nicaragua'.

Baldizon's debriefing by US officials was particularly revealing. From 1982 until his
defection on July 1, 1985, Baldizon was the chief investigator of internal abuses within the
Nicaraguan Ministry of Interior. In 1984, Baldizon's office received reports linking Interior
Minister Tomas Borge with cocaine trafficking. Baldizon was instructed to investigate this
as a compromise of a state secret. He thought this was a mistake, because he could not
believe his government was involved in narcotics trafficking. Thus, he went to the chief of
his office, Captain Charlotte Baltodano Egner, and asked her if the matter should not be
investigated as a slander against the Minister. Baltodano was taken aback and said that
the office should not have received the report.

The fact that Borge had involved the government in narcotics trafficking was highly
classified, she explained, and known in the Ministry only to Borge, his assistant [Frederico
Vaughan], the chiefs of police and state security and to her. Outside the Ministry it was
known only to members of the FSLN's National Directorate. Baldizon also provided
additional details concerning Borge and cocaine trafficking and the use of the money 'for
mounting clandestine operations by the Intelligence and State Security Department out-
side Nicaragua'. Baldizon died in 1988, in California%.

In 1987, another high-ranking official from the Nicaraguan Government defected
to the United States: Major Roger Miranda Bengoechea. Miranda also confirmed Nicar-
agua's involvement in drug-trafficking. He reported how, one day, the Defence Minister,
Humberto Ortega, told him that trafficking was Borge's operation, and added: 'It's a way
of waging war on the United States. It also provides a profit'.

Reports on narcotics trafficking in other Latin American (and Caribbean) countries,
including Mexico, Panama, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, the Bahamas, Haiti, Jamaica, Hon-
duras, Brazil, Venezuela and Argentina are similar, differing mainly in degree and in
respect of how advanced the trafficking operation has become. The primary similarities are
drug-related corruption, participation of high government officials, the growing involve-
ment of the military or police, and linkages to Cuba or Nicaragua. Communist involvement
tends to be present, but is not as directly evident as is the case in Cuba and Nicaragua.

The principal differences between reported conditions in the non-Communist coun-
tries listed above and in Cuba and Nicaragua are that, in the case of Cuba and Nicaragua,
drug-related activities are directly performed as initiatives of the Communist Govern-
ment — so that there are no problems between the government and the drug-traffickers,
nor do serious instabilities arise because of drug-trafficking.

The destabilisation potential inherent in the corruption which accompanies drug
production, trafficking, and money-laundering may be even more dangerous and damning
than the social problems caused by drugs, because it provides the foundation for revolution
and takeover. This is where narco-terrorism has its primary impact, with the narcotics oper-
ations sabotaging law, order, economics and societal cohesion. When the situation has suffi-
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ciently deteriorated, the revolutionary terrorists can proceed to overthrow the government.
This destabilisation process was described in 1985 by Jon Thomas, Assistant Secretary

for International Narcotics Matters, US Department of State, as follows: 'The traffickers in
fact may have killed their golden goose. They have polluted their own countries with their
drugs. Now added to the incentives for controls... [are] the undermining of economies, the
erosion of public institutions, the corruption of law and order, the violence and the threats
of narco-terrorists, and insurgent groups who capitalise on the drug trade, and the desta-
bilisation of governments''. In one sense, Thomas is absolutely correct. However, there is
another dimension — namely, that these 'incentives' which contribute to destabilisation are
not unwanted results, but rather desired objectives. They are not killing the golden goose;
they are building a revolutionary base for their own golden goose.

Nor is this where the story ends, because there is an even more important dimension.
In his testimony, Thomas was addressing the situation in Latin America. But what is hap-
pening is not limited to Latin America. It is happening around the world, including the
United States. The breakdown of law and order is especially evident in those US States
most closely associated with drug-trafficking and money-laundering; for example, Florida,
Arizona, New Mexico and California. A prime example of the erosion of police capabilities,
for a time, was evident in Washington, D.C., where the police frankly admitted they were
out-gunned. On March 24, 1989, D.C. Police Chief Maurice T. Turner, Jr. said that the police
could do little about the escalating homicide rate, other than wait until local drug dealers
finished carving up the city into markets'. This echoes the sentiments of police in more
than a dozen major cities. In a special report published in 1989 on growing anarchy within
urban America, US. News & World Report concluded that 'combat like conditions' exist in
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Miami, Cleveland, New Orleans,
East St. Louis, Detroit, Chicago, Atlanta, Houston, Dallas, Oakland and Los Angeles'".

The challenges and human frailties that give rise to these problems are not limited to
Latin America. They exist everywhere, the United States being of course no exception,
which is another reason why drug-trafficking is far more serious than public and official
government perceptions of the problem allow. •
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HEAR NO EVIL
SEE NO EVIL,

SPEAK NO EVIL
Throughout the 1950s, Harry Anslinger, the US Commissioner of Narcotics, worked
hard to make people recognise that Communist China was the primary force responsible
for narcotics trafficking'. 'The mafia ', he explained in response to misleading press
reports, 'was not the biggest drug dealer. This was a false impression. By far the biggest
drug dealer was Peking'. Anslinger provided extensive data to the United Nations and
to the US Congress. He identified the Chinese government agencies that were involved,
as well as numerous trafficking routes out of China through North Korea and Southeast
Asia into Japan, the Philippines, Hawaii, Alaska, Mexico and the United States. He led
operations to attack known distribution nets. But while he was unable to stop the flow, at
least he did identify the source of the offensive: Communist China.

Then, in the early 1960s, something happened. In a study of Chinese narcotics traf-
ficking, Stefan T. Possony observed: 'Beginning in the early 1960s, the subject [Commu-
nist China's drug offensive against the United States], which originally had attracted
great attention, became an 'unsubject', to paraphrase Orwell".

In a detailed analysis of the problem, A. H. Stanton Candlin observed the same
phenomenon, which he explained in the following terms:

'The matter was handled differently until about 1962, before which year the United
States showed signs of official comprehension of the problem. Since then, the threat has
apparently been concealed from the public by persons who have evidently had the
desire to cultivate better relations with the Red Chinese. The Chinese are the principal
miscreants in this criminal conspiracy and they have been able, of late, to obtain protec-
tion and support in unexpected quarters'.

It is, perhaps, no mere coincidence that 1962 is the year in which Harry Anslinger
retired and that in 1961 the pro-China interests moved into the State Department'. This
coincidence is interesting, especially when coupled with the Soviet intelligence on the
1957 meeting of China's Central Committee, when it was decided to encourage overseas
investment in China.

In 1969, President Nixon declared war on drugs. One of the first measures taken was
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to identify the sources of the problem. In one instance, analysts at the Central Intelligence
Agency began looking at drug-trafficking emanating from Southeast Asia. Drawing on a
massive amount of detail from a wide spectrum of sources, the first map was drawn of the
'Golden Triangle' - then regarded as the main source of drugs and narcotics'.

The triangle included parts of Thailand, Burma, Laos, and, especially, Yunnan
Province, China, as shown by the solid line triangle in Figure 2 below. The northeast tip of
the triangle was located well up in Yunnan Province, near Kunming. Yunnan Province
was, indeed, the dominant source, both in its own right and through its control of and
assistance to operations in northern Burma and Thailand. As the CIA Far East specialist
who constructed the map described the position, the triangle was really a 'Golden V' the
apex of which was in the region where Thailand, Burma and Laos came together. Most of
the area, the funnel of the V, was in Yunnan Province.

This assessment was identical to the information provided by Sejna, based on
Czechoslovak and Soviet intelligence studies. He also reported that in 1960 China
signed a 'Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation' with Burma, which provided China
with the opportunity to operate openly in Burma. According to KGB estimates, fifty

Figure 2: The Golden Triangle. Bold Triangle: Original CIA Analysis. Dashed Triangle:
Modified 'politically correct' White House version, virtually bypassing Communist China.
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percent of the Chinese representatives in Burma were involved (officially) in the drug
business in the early 1960s.

In 1970, the CIA map of the Golden Triangle was passed to the Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs [BNDDI, a forerunner of the Drug Enforcement Administration
IDEA: see page 671. Months later, a new version of the map emerged from the White
House. The tip of the triangle had been moved from 25 degrees north latitude in China
down to 20 degrees north latitude, in Laos. The new designation is shown by the dashed-
line triangle in Figure 2. With a few strokes of a pen, Communist China had been effec-
tively excluded from the Golden Triangle.

At that time, the top national-level US organisation concerned with illegal narcotics
trafficking was the Ad Hoc Committee on Narcotics, chaired by Henry Kissinger. As
Edward Jay Epstein observed, Kissinger evidenced little interest in the heroin problem and
rarely attended committee meetings. General Alexander Haig usually chaired the meet-
ings in Kissinger's absence. Kissinger, [Under Secretary of State Elliot] Richardson and
Haig spent most of their energies dampening the enthusiasm of White House zealots to
launch a new heroin crusade which might again threaten diplomatic relations with impor-
tant allies'. Certainly, the initiative towards China was one of the high-priority diplomatic
initiatives at that time. Epstein also noted that after the Department of Defence began using
reconnaissance planes to help identify poppy fields in Burma and Laos, Kissinger stopped
the overflights of Burma specifically to avoid threatening détente with China'.

In September 1971, the Cabinet Committee on International Narcotics Control was
formed, headed by Secretary of State William P. Rogers. The committee seldom met and
was quietly phased out in 1972. While in existence, it was run by Nelson Gross, a Republi-
can from Saddle River, New Jersey, who had been defeated in his quest for a Senate seat in
1970 and who President Nixon had then appointed as senior adviser and coordinator for
international narcotics matters at the State Department. In August 1972, shortly before the
committee's demise, Secretary Rogers released a study which had been prepared under
its auspices, World Opium Survey —1972.

The primary producers of illicit opium identified in this report were India, Afghan-
istan, Turkey, Pakistan, Burma, Thailand, Laos, Mexico, Eastern Europe, North Africa and
Latin America. The geographies of the Southeast Asian network as presented in the study
are reproduced in Figure 3 on page 92. As can be seen, both China and North Vietnam are
effectively excluded in this representation of the opium network'.

Moreover, the text, which specifically addresses the People's Republic of China,
was quite revealing. The text explained that in February 1950, China introduced stringent
controls over the production of opium poppy and the use of opiates, that the measures
were strictly enforced, and that the problem of opium use had been effectively eliminated.
Some small-scale illicit production might remain, the text allowed, and, along with it,
'perhaps, minor amounts of cross-border trade in the commodity'.

However, 'there is no reliable evidence that China has either engaged in or sanc-
tioned the illicit export of opium and its derivatives nor are there any indications of gov-
ernment participation in the opium trade of Southeast Asia and adjacent markets'.

Similar statements were also made during the timeframe 1971-73 by the Strategic
Intelligence Office of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD); for example:
'Not one investigation into heroin traffic in the area during the past two years indicates
Chinese Communist involvement. In each case, the traffickers were people engaged in
criminal activity for the usual profit motive"1.
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While statements such as these can be explained as the results of naiveté or incom-
petence'', it seems quite clear that there was also present a continuing intent to cover up
Chinese Communist drug-trafficking. One of the favourite words used to avoid the exis-
tence of intelligence information is 'evidence'. What really constitutes 'evidence'?

Does a report in draft form constitute an 'investigation'? A former CIA analyst who
was detailed to the Strategic Intelligence Office of BNDD (which became the DEA in July
1973) was writing a report on Communist China's intelligence service, and specifically its
involvement in narcotics trafficking, at the time the above denial was written.

The report picked up the Chinese narcotics trail back in the days of Anslinger and
brought the story forward to the date of the report. It identified names, dates, places,
organisations and so forth. The extensive and deliberate involvement of Communist China
was obvious. The report was suppressed by DEA officials in 1973 while still in draft stage.
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The cover-up of Communist China's drug and narcotics trafficking appears to have
started in the early 1960s. It took on greatly increased scope during the Nixon Administra-
tion, and it appears to be continuing today.

Never in reports from the State Department, Customs, or the DEA is China included
in the Golden Triangle. About the only mention of Communist China in Congressional
hearings on drug-trafficking over the decade to 1990 occurred in the testimony of Dr Ray
Cline, the CIA's former Deputy Director for Intelligence. Discussing the combination of rev-
olutionaries (mostly Marxist-Leninists), drug-traffickers, and gun runners, Cline explained:

'I became familiar with it [the combination] in Southeast Asia because, back in the
1950s and 1960s, we observed that most drugs, most opium, was coming from that trian-
gle which is the southern part of Communist China, Burma, where the Communist Party
of Burma controls most of the drug-growing area, and some parts of Laos and Thailand'13.

Dr Cline's assertions parallel testimony in 1972 given by General Lewis Walt, who
also recognised the important rOle of China in global drug operations:

'I have used the expression the 'Golden Triangle' because it has been used for many
years, but I cannot help wondering, Mr. Chairman, whether it would not be more accurate
to speak of the 'Golden Quadrangle', in view of the fact that the contiguous province of
Yunnan in China is the site of a very substantial opium agriculture.... Yunnan might con-
ceivably be responsible for a production in excess of the combined production of Burma,
Thailand and Laos'''.

While China has been, and probably remains, the most important producer and
organiser in the Golden Triangle, China is rarely listed as a producing country in any of
the reports issued by the State Department, the Drug Enforcement Administration, or
US Customs". Moreover, China is not the only country that is generally omitted from
reports on drug- and narcotics-producing countries: most Communist countries are
conveniently excluded, as well".

Another curiosity with respect to China involves the US Presidential commission
directed to examine the trafficking into Vietnam which had emerged in the summer of
1970, and had caused narcotics addiction to grow like the plague among the US military.
As indicated earlier, the primary source identified by the commission was China. But the
commission's report was classified and suppressed'. As one member of the commission,
General Lewis Walt, later confided to a close friend, keeping silent about the role of China
was the most damnable order he had ever received.

Nor does this appear to have been the only such directive. On May 26, 1972, Jack
Anderson reported on a White House document that had been making the rounds of the
State, Defence and Treasury Departments and the US Information Agency. The confiden-
tial document referred to stories about Communist China's rOle in the world drug trade as
'arrant nonsense' and ordered US Government officials to cease making derogatory state-
ments about the People's Republic of China. There was, the document stated, no evidence
that Peking was bringing opium and heroin into Vietnam".

During the 1970s, the drug and narcotics problem continued to grow, notwithstand-
ing the priority President Nixon had placed on addressing it. In retrospect, while the Pres-
ident may have been sincere in his statements about the need to wage war on illegal drug
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and narcotics trafficking, Epstein, in his analysis of US anti-narcotics trafficking activities
during the Nixon Administration, was highly suspicious of the motivations of the bureau-
cracy and senior-level officials" Following extensive research, he concluded that the drug
issue was typically used to build empires, garner political headlines in the news media,
and provide the rationale for the development of a national, White House-directed police
force to be used for political tasks. No real interest in either understanding or combating
the drug and narcotics problem during the Nixon Administration's war on drugs was dis-
covered by Epstein. Moreover, he added, high-level officials involved with the war on
drugs had a prior history of using the drug problem for personal political gain".

Meanwhile, the difficulties that the US Government encounters dealing with coun-
tries whose governments are involved with drug-trafficking seem to be almost indepen-
dent of who is in office. Consider, for example, the strange case of Bulgaria. The Bulgarian
intelligence (KDS) defector, Colonel Stefan Sverdlev, had been directly involved in drug-
trafficking and, when he defected in 1970, brought with him official Bulgarian State Secur-
ity documentation dealing with Sofia's narcotics trafficking activities.

Other US intelligence sources also identified the role of Bulgaria in drug-trafficking
and explained how the company KINTEX was formed as a front for Bulgarian State Secur-
ity to assist in narcotics trafficking and the flow of illicit arms and ammunition throughout
Europe and the Middle East. Numerous sources also identified the Bulgarian plan to
import large amounts of opium for conversion into heroin for trafficking. There was also a
CIA study identifying Bulgaria as a new centre for directing narcotics and arms trafficking
between Europe and the Near East'. Nonetheless, in June 1971 US Customs and the
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs officials went to Sofia and proposed that the
United States should train Bulgarian customs officials (who belong to State Security) on
how to combat the drug-trafficking that was taking place across Bulgarian borders.

Even the Bulgarians must have been surprised", which may have accounted for their
hosting a conference of customs directors from the Soviet Bloc nations in October 1971. A
US-Bulgarian agreement was reached in November 1971, and in 1973 US Customs began
holding training seminars in Varna, Bulgaria. They taught the Bulgarians US customs
techniques and identified to Bulgarian officials 23 those individuals living in Bulgaria
whom US officials believed were involved in drug-trafficking.

Not until 1981 did US officials decide they were not obtaining full cooperation from
the Government of Bulgaria in combating the drug-trafficking problem, temporarily stop-
ping the training seminars and the associated one-way exchange of intelligence informa-
tion. From 1970 until 1984, the date of a DEA report to Congress on Bulgaria's lack of
cooperation, DEA identified numerous source reports on the official involvement of Bul-
garia. The reports identified KINTEX and other companies (TEXIM and CORECOM) as
State Security front operations which managed drug production and trafficking. Officials
of the Communist Party of Bulgaria were involved in organising coordination meetings in
Sofia for traffickers. Bulgarian customs ( State Security) was also involved in the operation.
Nor does this recital take account of additional CIA data on the Bulgarian drug program.

Yet, notwithstanding this continuous and consistent flow of information over four-
teen years, the best the DEA could conclude in 1984 was that the Government of Bulgaria
'appears to have established a policy of encouraging and facilitating the trafficking of narcotics
under the corporate veil of KINTEX'" [emphasis added]. Moreover, notwithstanding direct
source statements and Bulgarian State Security documentation to the effect that political
destabilisation is the objective of narcotics trafficking, all the DEA could do was to admit
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that 'the use of drugs as a political weapon may be inferred' and then to state with assur-
ance that more immediate motives were to obtain hard currency and to support dissident
groups in the Middle East'. To this day, the US Government continues to try to convince
the Bulgarians to cooperate with the United States in curtailing drug-trafficking, In 1986,
asserted that there were increasing prospects for Bulgarian cooperation".

In an apparent attempt to 'have it their way', the State Department's International
Narcotics Control Strategy Report to Congress (March 1989) denied that traffickers operated
openly any longer in Bulgaria and stated that there was 'no indication that either licit or
illicit production of opiates is occurring in Bulgaria, nor is there evidence that illicit drugs
are refined' and that money-laundering was not a factor ".

But during the final week in March 1989, the true story became evident — when DEA
agent reports, embassy wires, and DEA-CIA correspondence' s showing that the State
Department report was a combination of misrepresentations and lies, were leaked to
selected news reporters, who then wrote detailed articles for the New York Tribune, News-
day and the Washington Times". The reports provided official details on a joint DEA-Swiss
action against Turkish money-launderers operating out of Sofia, Bulgaria. They clearly
identified the continued production of opiate products in Bulgaria and that official Bul-
garian money-laundering assistance was being provided by GLOBUS, described as a suc-
cessor to KINTEX.

Four days after the reports hit the press, the State Department confirmed that officials
of a Bulgarian trading company had been linked to an international narcotics money-laun-
dering operation, but added that 'there is no evidence of complicity of high-ranking Bul-
garian Government officials' — which was another misrepresentation. Furthermore, the
State Department misrepresented the situation by stating that Bulgaria had clamped down
on KINTEX and that Bulgarian involvement in narcotics and money-laundering was a
phenomenon that had only surfaced in the 'early 1980s'. This was, of course, not true.

The Bulgarian story was also reported in Forbes, which identified the Swiss banks,
Credit Suisse and the Union Bank of Switzerland, as the primary Swiss facilitators in
this money-laundering operation. In Bulgaria, not only was GLOBUS involved, but so
were Bulgarian customs, Balkan Air — the Bulgarian national carrier — and Bulgarian
officials concerned with handling security and money exchange.

As one of the money dealers in Zurich who has been shipping gold to Sofia for over
fifteen years explains: 'Not one suitcase of gold or dollars can move through Bulgaria
without the direct involvement of the Bulgarian Government''. Like the Cubans, the Bul-
garians secure a cut of everything that moves through their country. It is curious indeed
that everyone except the US State Department seems to know about all this.

At one time, it looked as though the head of US Customs, William von Raab, might
put an end to this nonsense. In 1986, he refused to attend international narcotics-control
meetings with Bulgaria and was reportedly 'furious' when told that the State Depart-
ment had invited Bulgaria to a meeting in Madrid. 'I have heard of the bias of some in
the Department in being soft on Communists, but this is too much', he wrote to Ann
Wrobleski, then Acting Assistant Secretary of the Department's Bureau of International
Narcotics Matters.

'Has the State Department developed an institutional form of Alzheimer's disease
or just plain taken leave of its senses'? he asked". Unfortunately, von Raab appears to
have been no more successful in controlling the actions of his own department, which
helped to train the Hungarians and Chinese during his tenure.
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Nor was this by any means the end of the story In March 1988, the State Department
indicated that cooperative measures with the Soviet Union were brewing'. Two months
later, immediately prior to the May summit in Moscow, the evening news reported that
the United States was planning to share narcotics trafficking intelligence with the Soviet
Union and to arrange for US Customs to train Soviet and East European customs (intelli-
gence) agents on US techniques for stopping illegal drug and narcotics trafficking.

Then in July, the DEA Administrator, John C. Lawn, announced that the Soviet
Union had proposed to him and to the Assistant Secretary of State for International Nar-
cotics Matters, Ann B. Wrobleski [see preceding page] that the Soviets and the DEA should
swap intelligence on international narcotics smuggling and suspected drug-traffickers,
as well as exchange samples of seized narcotics, which have been used to identify
sources (or alternatively could be used to thwart such identification)".

In 1989 edition of the National Drug Control Strategy, President Bush made it official:
'We must be prepared to share our knowledge and our concern with the Soviet Union
and Eastern European nations and be willing to engage them in cooperative counter-
drug activities'". In this strategy document, there was no recognition of the role of the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe countries in drug-trafficking and in creating the
very sickness the strategy was designed to cure.

Towards the end of 1989, the DEA made a formal proposal to the Soviets for the DEA
to conduct 'advanced narcotics investigations' for about 30 anti-narcotics professionals
from Soviet customs, the Ministry of Interior and the KGB. As one DEA official, Paul Hig-
don, explained: 'We're looking at them as policemen — these guys are cops with a mission
similar to ours'. Not to be outdone, US Customs is proposing a formal information-shar-
ing agreement, similar to the ones we have with most of our Western allies'".

Another example of US official denial or collective amnesia over the drugs scourge
concerns that of Panama. When General Manuel Antonio Noriega was indicted by the US
Attorney in Miami in 1988, it rapidly became known that Panamanian officials had a rich
tradition of trafficking in drugs and providing arms to revolutionaries. The problems in
Panama surfaced in the early 1960s with riots directed against the US presence, most
notably attacks on the Canal Zone which had taken place on January 9-14, 1964. In 1968,
the Panamanian National Guard deposed the newly-elected President Arnulfo Arias
Madrid. Several months later, General Omar Torrijos Herrera took command. Torrijos was
credited with having opened Panama to foreign economic penetration by means of a new
banking law with favourable bank secrecy provisions, which were reported to have been
welcomed by American and other foreign banks", and which may have been the quid pro
quo for the Panama Canal Treaties.

At least some US officials were aware of Panamanian military involvement in drugs
and arms deals in the early 1970s. The data extends back at least to 1972 or 1970,39  or possi-
bly earlier insofar as Major Noriega had reportedly been providing the CIA with 'intelli-
gence' at least since late 1967". The arms aspect was confirmed by Jose de Jesus Martinez,
a former professor who became Torrijos's bodyguard: he reported that Torrijos decided at
least by 1975 to 'convert our country into a rear base for regional revolution'. Thus, with
effect from 1968, Panama has been an active participant in drug-trafficking, providing
arms to revolutionaries throughout Latin America, providing a safe haven for drug
money-laundering, and serving as a willing host for numerous foreign intelligence opera-
tions; for example, technology theft and espionage. It would seem to be no accident that
Torrijos was listed as one of the Soviet 'gold reserve' agents (Chapter 7).
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Nonetheless, the United States seems to have ignored what was happening, for vari-
ous 'strategic reasons', until 1988. Not only was Noriega's drug-trafficking ignored, but at
the same time the DEA administrators (Peter Bensinger, Francis M. Mullen Jr. and Jack
Lawn) and other US Government officials (for example, Attorney General William French
Smith) sent letters of commendation to Noriega — praising him for his work to curtail the
flow of drugs"! All agencies of the US Government were guilty of ignoring what was hap-
pening, although the Department of State and the White House were the most active".

An attempt to indict Omar's brother, Moises (a.k.a. Monchi) Torrijos in 1972 for
heroin trafficking was blocked and the indictment remained sealed until after the Panama
Canal Tries had been signed in 1978. State Department officials, including the US Ambas-
sador, William J. Jorden, attempted to pass off reports of the indictment as false rumours,
spread in order to dirty Torrijos' name. Torrijos' point of view was recorded by Ambas-
sador Jack Hood Vaughn: 'What bothers me the most', Torrijos told Vaughn, 'is that
Monchi is only shipping five kilos a week. Why make a big deal of that'?

One widely advertised factor behind this strange behaviour was indeed the negotia-
tions over the Panama Canal. But this does not seem to explain why complaints to Pana-
manian military leaders about drugs and arms dealing continued to be conducted only as
a charade or why an attempt to indict Noriega in 1980, three years before Noriega was to
become military commander, was again stalled by the State Department because of
'administration fears about upsetting Panama'". What really motivated the United States
finally to go after Noriega in 1989?

The behind-the-scenes role of US banks and other financial institutions, as well as
those of the United States' allies and enemies alike, is another aspect of international
narcotics trafficking that has led a sheltered life. These centres of power are believed to
be among the two primary forces behind detente, the other being Soviet strategy'.

Estimates of the money that US citizens paid for illegal drugs in the early 1980s
ranged from $80 to $110 billion per year, with another $60 billion expended on associated
health costs. Since those calculations were made, the estimates have doubled; the total
annual cost [by 19891 within the United States may have rivalled the $300 billion annual
budget of the Department of Defence. The global cost of drug-trafficking may exceed
$500 billion per year. Some estimates run as high as $1 trillion per year. [The reader is,
however, directed to Chapter 12, completed in December 1998, in which these estimates
are revised sharply upwards — Ed.].

There have been some modest attempts to track this money, most notably imposi-
tion of the requirement for US banks to report on cash withdrawals and deposits in
excess of $10,000. In the second half of the 1980s alone, numerous banks and financial
institutions in the United States were charged with illegal financial operations — for
example, drug-money-laundering — and still more remain under investigation. One bank
was charged with 17,000 violations of the federal cash transactions law'. Yet few real
indictments or serious fines have been assessed; nor has much publicity been focused on
drug-money-laundering or on investments of laundered money. Yet what is happening
has to be obvious. No $500 billion per year business can exist without the active and
knowledgeable assistance of many banks and financial institutions" [see also Chapter 121.

Ramon Milian Rodriguez [see page 28], a Certified Public Accountant [CPA] who han-
dled money-laundering and investments for the Medellin Cartel, was arrested in May 1983,
while attempting to leave the United States with $5.3 million in cash. In February 1988 he
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described his activities to Senators John Kerry (D-MA) and Alfonse D'Amato (R-NY). He
explained how, with the assistance of Panama's National Defence Forces, he routed enor-
mous amounts of cash through all the banks in Panama and how he was courted by the US
banks to handle the Cartel's investments. 'In every instance', he testified, 'the banks knew
who they were dealing with.... They were dealing with Milian Rodriguez, who repre-
sented money from South America, and their corresponding banks in Panama knew where
the money came from because we required certain things from them.... We were breaking
the laws in a very big manner and you always have to have plausible deniability'.

'And the New York banks are no fools'''. The banks implicated by Rodriguez read
like a 'who's who' in US finance: Citibank, Citicorp, Bank of America and First National
Bank of Boston'. Banks identified in 1983 in an ABC News 'Close up' on drugs and
money-laundering, included Citibank, Marine Midland, Chase Manhattan, Irving
Trust, the foreign currency exchange house of Deak-Perera [since defunct following a
drug-related murder and scandal] and 'most of the 250 banks and branches in Miami's'.

'Focusing on Florida, James Ring Adams has written that corruption in the banking
industry is now endemic. 'The narcotics traffic flourishes not only because of demand, but
because of tacit acceptance by elements of the political structure... money-laundering has
become an entrenched feature of the state's economy'". Adams describes how banks have
been organised specifically for money-laundering. Evidently the Florida banking authori-
ties could not care less.

When one illicit bank goes out of business, another immediately appears, Adams
laments: 'Drug dealers flourish and get busted, or murdered, but the morality play never
seems to extend to the financial and political infrastructure'". Adams' conclusions were
echoed by the US Attorney for South Florida, Dexter Lehtinen: 'I know names of banks
that are crooked, public officials who are corrupt, zoning regulations changed for drug
dealers, [but] we can't pursue these investigations [due to a lack of manpowerl'. Sophisti-
cated drug organisations, which thrive on corrupting officials and using tainted banks to
hide their cash, are flourishing, he addedm.

Senator D'Amato's comments on difficulties encountered in obtaining a strict
money-laundering bill during the Rodriguez hearings presented the problem from a leg-
islative perspective: 'And let me tell you that we face tremendous, tremendous opposi-
tion, and we only explored very superficially some of the violations'. His frustration is
understandable'. In 1984 and 1985, the Boston Globe published a series of studies on the
money-laundering problem, which they turned into a separate report entitled Money-
laundering.

The Boston Globe looked at the banks, money-laundering centres, several money-laun-
dering techniques, the acceptance of cash with no questions asked by car dealers, real
estate firms, lawyers, and the failure of the US Government to crack down. The newspaper
also identified some of the opposition to improved laws and their enforcement: specifically,
the bank lobby and the American Civil Liberties Union [ACLU1 56 . Brokerage firms are also
involved. Two firms, officials of which were identified in Senate hearings as having
assisted in money-laundering operations, were Merrill Lynch and E. F. Hutton".

Rodriguez's testimony also raised questions of a related but somewhat different
nature. As he explained, Rodriguez handled money-laundering and investments for the
Medellin Cartel in the United States. His financial records were maintained on his per-
sonal computer. Apparently the agents who arrested Rodriguez moved his computer as
though it were just another piece of furniture, and damaged the hard disk. The informa-
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lion was lost, even though 'they tried their darndest to put it together'". It is indeed unfor-
tunate that the arresting agents were so careless — if in fact that is what they were. The finan-
cial records would have been invaluable in showing how drug cartel money flowed and
in leading US authorities to perhaps many billions of dollars of drug-money investments
that could have been seized.

They might have provided data on institutions and individuals who were assisting
in money-laundering and drug-money investments. They might also have provided the
first detailed accounting of the monetary size of the Medellin Cartel's operation. Based on
Rodriguez's testimony, that cartel's share of the cocaine market seemed much less than
was being suggested by official US Government reports. If this is true, one possible con-
clusion is that there were several other Colombian cartels that were considerably larger
than the Medellin Cartel, and that were operating in the shadows while the Medellin Car-
tel received the publicity and the blames'.

It is hard to believe that the US arresting agents were so careless. It is even harder to
believe that the information could not have been reconstructed. According to information
routinely provided to individuals in the national security area by intelligence specialists
with agencies such as the National Security Agency, even the information on a disk that
has been erased can be reconstructed, which is why computers with hard disks that are
used to process classified information always have to be locked up when not in use.

The story on Rodriguez's computer records logically originated with US officials.
Unbelievable as it sounds, it could be true; but, is it? And, if not, what is the reason for the
cover story? The people who would seem to benefit most if the records really were
destroyed are the drug-traffickers and money-launderers, as well as the real estate and
financial companies that invest the laundered money.

There have been three highly-publicised operations against money-laundering in
recent years [to 1990]. Operation Pisces, which was directed against money-laundering in
Panama, a 1988 operation against the Luxembourg-based Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (BCCI), and operation Polar Cap. Jose Blandon [see page 34, Note 11, and page
781 testified that he did not regard the Pisces operation as a major victory because it cap-
tured a mere $18 million'0.

If there was a victory, it was in respect of penetrating secrecy legislation, not in respect
of the volume of money seized, as Blandon pointed out. Similarly, in the BCCI case, only
$14-$32 million was involved (that was the range mentioned) ". If there was any victory, it
was only that the case might have represented a start. To place these seizures in perspec-
tive, recognise that the amounts are only 'pocket change' to the drug dealers'. Recall that
the total amounts laundered each year are probably measured in hundreds of billions of
dollars. The potential cache available for attachment as drug money is probably in the tril-
lions of dollars. The Polar Cap operation resulted in the seizure of bank accounts in Atlanta,
Miami, New York and San Francisco, and a lawsuit to recover $433.5 million in drug prof-
its. While much higher than prior operations, this was still small potatoes when compared
with the total volume and monetary value of the trafficking.

One of the primary problems in combating money-laundering, as explained by
Michele Sindona [see footnote, page 100], a professional who knows the inside of the
money-laundering business, is that the authorities writing the laws simply do not under-
stand either international banking or money-laundering. Nor, one might add, based on
Rodriguez's testimony, does there appear to be any concerted effort to learn. As Senator
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D'Amato has explained, there was no attempt by US authorities to utilise Rodriguez's
knowledge. 'If it weren't so serious', he remarked, 'it would be laughable' TM . Sindonat
added an especially important perspective. Laundering money, he has explained, allows
criminals to use dirty money openly, and then the law has no way of interfering:

'The real evil of money-laundering is its power to allow dirty money - the instru-
ment of crime - to enter the mainstream of economies undisturbed, to consume impor-
tant sectors of those economies and to transform them into feudi of an international
criminal oligarchy beyond the reach of the law - an oligarchy that is to be brought
down by men who do not understand money''.

The extent to which the US Justice Department is prepared to go after the banks for
their riile in assisting drug-trafficking remains to be seen. In previous years, its efforts
appear to have been minuscule. Alternatively, it may have been thought, for a time, that
the measures launched against the Bank of Credit and Commerce International may have
represented a belated change of approach.

Court documents examined in Tampa, Florida, revealed that 41 banks had their
records subpoenaed in a widening money-laundering investigation covering Manufac-
turers Hanover Trust Company, Republic National Bank of New York, Security Pacific
Corporation, Wells Fargo & Company and Bank America Corporation, German and
Israeli banks, and obscure, closely-held banks such as the Total Bank in Miami. At least
t Editor's Note: The most revealing account of Michele Sindona's own exotic money-laundering 'adventures' is
to be found in the early pages of The Final Conclave, by Dr Malachi Martin (Stein and Day, New York, 1978).
Emerging from Sicily in 1947, with glowing recommendations from the Bishop of Messina, after having operated
a lucrative trading business from a truck serving the US forces on the island during the war, he had by 1959
somehow acquired Banca Private Finanziaria [BPF] and a steel foundry (which he sold to the American Crucible
Company); established a Liechtenstein holding company, Fasco AG, through which he had obtained a control-
ling share in Finabank Geneva; founded a foreign exchange brokerage, Moneyrex; established close relations
with the Vatican's Institute for Religious Works [IRW]; become legal adviser to SNIA-Viscoa (textiles), President of
Mediterranean Holidays and Philips Carbon Black Italiana, Managing Director of Cheesborough Ponds, and a
member of the board of Remington Rand Italiana. After Sindona had raised $2.4 million from Milanese business
circles for Archbishop Montini to finance an Old People's Home, Pope Paul VI formally authorised Sindona to
become the Vatican's chief money manager. Sindona began by selling the Vatican's controlling interest, worth
$350 million, in Societa Generale lmmobiliare, then moved $40 million to a Luxembourg bank, Paribas Transcon-
tinental, while IRW took a large block of shares in Sindona's Finabank. After divesting the Vatican of its holdings
in Italian companies like Condotte d'Acqua (1969), Pantanella (1970) and Serono, a maker of contraceptive pills
(1970), Vatican funds were dispersed all over the place and Sindona himself became President of 7 Italian compa-
nies, Vice-President of three banks and majority shareholder in the Vatican-linked Banca Union [BU]. Having
forged links with Hambros (25%) and the ill-fated Continental Bank of Illinois (15%), Sindona found himself in
close touch with the US Treasury, as that bank's Chairman, David Kennedy, became US Treasury Secretary under
President Nixon. Mr Kennedy later became a board member of Fasco AG. After transferring to the United States,
Sindona bought a controlling interest in Franklin National Bank. II crack Sindona (the Sindona catastrophe)
began to develop when the US Securities and Exchange Commission [SEC] halted all trading in Vetco Offshore
Trading Industries, after a Los Angeles investor was found to have acquired 25% of Vetco's outstanding shares in
violation of SEC regulations. It transpired that 20% of Vetco's shares and options had been acquired on behalf of
IRW through the Liechtenstein-based Fiduciary Investment Services (FIS) which had an office in Sindona's Rome
office complex. After the Vatican had been obliged to pay a fine of $320,000 by the SEC for having acquired
454,000 Vetco shares as part of 714,000 Vetco shares sold by FIS, the largest block of shares ever traded to date
on the American Stock Exchange, Sindona's BPF sustained foreign exchange losses of $48 million (1973) and of
a further $150 million in 1974. It was then discovered that Franklin National Bank had a minimum of $43 million
in losses hidden as 'phony profits' in foreign exchange deals with Sindona-controlled Swiss banks. Thereafter,
other Sindona-controlled or -linked banks started collapsing, all triggering further Vatican losses. By October
1974, the Italian authorities felt 'ready' to move against Sindona — charging him with falsification of accounts
back in 1960! On January 9, 1975, the Swiss authorities closed Sindona's Finabank, after it had sustained foreign
exchange losses of $82 million. Malachi Martin adds that 'Sindona made a last fruitless attempt to raise capital
(about $300 million) by offering for sale new capital shares in a small holding company, Finambro. But Guido
Carli, Governor of the Bank of Italy, scotched that idea.... Swiss banking sources speak of [Vatican losses] in the
region of $240 million.... Reports persist that these losses may have gone well over the billion-dollar mark'.
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half of the 41 banks were Florida banks or Florida-based branches of foreign banks.
In his talk to a drug enforcement conference on April 27, 1989, President Bush

referred to the insidious roles played by Hong Kong bankers and Middle Eastern
couriers". To appreciate the unintentional irony of this statement, consider that at least one
large US bank, Marine Midland, is now owned or controlled by a Hong Kong bank. Simi-
larly, there are US banks that are owned or controlled by Middle Easterners with close ties
to Middle East money-launderers, such as the Republic National Bank of New York".

One puzzling, perhaps damning, dimension of money-laundering was revealed
during an 'American Interests' television special, Follow the Money, aired on PBS on July 12,
1989, in Washington. The subject of the programme was Western loans to the Soviet Bloc.

One part of the programme examined how such Western loans were channelled to
support terrorist activity°. Norman Bailey, a former National Security Council [NSC] offi-
cial, reported that when he joined the NSC, he first searched the files concerned with
financial developments around the world and East-West economic activity, finding next
to nothing. There was some information coming in but it was entirely human intelligence.
'It was not based on intercepts', Bailey explained. Then he described how almost all mon-
etary transfers in the Western world of any importance go through three major clearing
houses and how it is relatively simple to track certain transfers if you have command of
powerful computing mechanisms. Accordingly, through the National Security Agency
[NSA], he began a program of following money movements around the world as a means
of identifying certain activities the NSC was trying to follow'.

The activity of interest was a $600 million loan which was lead-managed by First
National Bank of Chicago to the East German Aussenhandels Bank. Bailey explained that:

'[A] loan was cleared in London. The money went to East Berlin, to the Aussenhan-
dels Bank. It was disbursed from there to various front companies and various tax havens
around the world. It was then concentrated again in Libya and was sent from Libya to
various accounts, which were controlled by terrorist organisations, and was then used by
those terrorist organisations in their activities.... Approximately $60 million of the origi-
nal tranche that was drawn down by the Aussenhandels Bank ended up in the coffers of
various terrorist and guerrilla groups around the world'.

'Of these, approximately equal amounts were provided to the Red Brigades in Ger-
many, to the provisional IRA in Northern Ireland, and to the M-19 forces in Colombia,
about $20 million each, in other words"'.

According to other reports, the narrator added, $25 million of the loan was wired
directly to an account in Panama held by the Government of Nicaragua.

This information raises several questions. First, why was there no information avail-
able in the files when Bailey first joined the NSC? The idea of using the NSA to track the
transfer of illicit funds and the CIA to identify account ownership should be obvious, if
not automatic. Equally obvious is the need to map the flow of drug money as an integral
task in combating drug-trafficking, just as would be done with any other criminal activity

Following these money transfers would appear to be the single most important step
in any attempt to learn who is behind the drug trade, who is facilitating the drug trade,
and in attaching the illicit profits. But, evidently, this had not been done.

It is not as though the intelligence community had never been approached about the
problem. In October 1969 President Nixon declared war on drugs and formed a White
House Task Force on Heroin Suppression". The Director of Central Intelligence, Richard
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Helms, was a member of this task force, of the Ad Hoc Cabinet Committee on Narcotics
(1970) and of the Cabinet Committee on International Narcotics Control (1971). Helms
established an Office of Narcotics Coordinator within the Deputy Directorate of Plans,
which began assembling narcotics intelligence on trafficking in Southeast and Southwest
Asia, Europe and Latin America. When one of the analysts suggested that they examine
the banks and the money trail, he was given a pat on the head and told: No.

In 1970, the Head of BNDD, John E. Ingersoll [see page 67, and Note 39, page 109], sent
a request to the National Security Agency for assistance.

The BNDD's requirements were listed as follows:

1. The BNDD has a requirement for any and all COMINT [communications intelli-
gence, i.e. electronic eavesdropping] information which reflects illicit traffic in narcotics
and dangerous drugs. Our primary interest falls in the following categories:

0 Organisations engaged in such activities;
0 Individuals engaged in such activities;
0 Information on the distribution of narcotics and dangerous drugs;
0 Information on cultivation and production centres;
0 International agreements and efforts to control the traffic in narcotics
and dangerous drugs;
0 All violations of the laws of the US concerning narcotics and dangerous drugs".

Curiously, information on money-laundering was not included in this list of
requirements.

The NSA collection operation against drug-traffickers was run from April 1970 to
July 1973, when it was shut down amid concern over the risk of exposure. The CIA also
participated, but pulled out over concern that some of the data collection occurred on US
soil and was in support of law enforcement rather than of national security. This may be
why so many CIA analysts were transferred to the strategic intelligence office in BNDD -
to accord with US law". Frank Raven was in charge of the collection of intelligence data at
the National Security Agency [NSA]. His assessment of the problem is instructive:

'Before we retired, we did some very nice drug busts.... We demonstrated that we
could follow drug transactions and drug dealers. We could do it quite economically - it
wasn't even a high-budget item.... NSA could really have cleaned up the drug business,
drug-running and such.... But it got so screwed up in American law and American red
tape that it wasn't worth the effort'.

Tracking drug money is still an essential task today; is it now being done? If not, why
not? Certainly, the 'legal' problems identified above do not apply to overseas banks, or
foreign banks, or even to US banks where national security is an issue; and the President's
National Security Decision Directive [NSDD], 'Narcotics and National Security', signed in
April 1986, explicitly identified drugs as a national security issue. Moreover, in 1984 the
NSA was used to track drug shipments.

Why not drug money? Alternatively, if the NSA and CIA were collecting such infor-
mation, why are not measures in hand to seize all such assets and identify all the peo-
ple and banks involved? Why does the US Government focus so much publicity on small
multi-million dollar seizures, when the potential is present to capture trillions of dollars, as
is clearly implicit in Norman Bailey's testimony?
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There would seem to be only one possible answer — namely, that the war on drugs is
really not a serious war within the US Government at all.

The involvement of banks, financial institutions and real estate investment firms in
drug-money-laundering is nothing new. It has been going on for decades and has been
well-known for decades. Every so often there is a flurry of activity as the US Government
appears to be cracking down; but indictments are dropped or small fines assessed and the
money-laundering goes on, relatively unencumbered. The Government comes to the aid
of banks when billions of dollars of loans to Third World and Communist countries go
sour, but then seems to avoid holding the banks responsible for their major role in making
international drug-trafficking and other crimes profitable. As the outgoing US Customs
Commissioner, William von Raab, observed in his resignation letter dated July 31, 1989:
'Maybe it is time for the war on drugs to take its place as our nation's top priority — to
interfere with other interests such as banking and Third World debt'".

A statement by Clyde D. Taylor, of the Bureau of International Narcotics Matters, US
Department of State, before joint Senate hearings in 1985, revealed the official US analysis
of the illicit drug and narcotics challenge and, by implication, US policy designed to com-
bat trafficking. With regard to state-sponsored narcotics trafficking, Taylor recognised that
the authorities had seen 'some indications' and that: 'In the few instances, the further indi-
cation is that certain of the Communist countries have engaged, to some degree, in facili-
tating narcotics trafficking'. However, he he went out of his way to stress that 'another fact
which we would like to establish before your committees is that narcotics trafficking in Latin Amer-
ica, in Asia, in the Middle East and in Europe, is dominated by narcotics traffickers who are gov-
erned only by their greed and whose only ideology — if you can call it one — is the pursuit of profit'
[emphasis added]. That is, according to Taylor, politics are not involved. Moreover, Taylor
continued, 'Most of these groups cannot be called terrorists, or even political insurgents,
nor do we have evidence of a Communist conspiracy to use drugs to undermine Western democra-
cies or our own society in particular' [emphasis added].

The dictionary defines conspiracy as the act of planning together to commit a
crime or wrongful act. If what has been taking place is not a conspiracy, under this
definition, what is it?

In the same Senate hearings, the DEA, while appearing equally oblivious to the his-
tory of Communist drug-trafficking, at least recognised its political dimension. As the
Drug Enforcement Administration official, David L. Westrate, explained:

'The emerging trend of using drug-traffickers to support political aims represents a
major change in the historical pattern of drug-trafficking, in which drug-traffickers were
only interested in profits. The expanded use of drug-trafficking for political purpgses has
already had an effect on and could have far-reaching implications for drug enforcement
worldwide and US foreign policy' w. Quite true. If the US Government were to recognise
the existence of the Soviet drug strategy, not only would US drug policy, but the entire
image of Soviet foreign policy which underlies contemporary US policy, would be
liable to come tumbling down like a house of cards.

Over the years, the participation of various Soviet satellite states in drug-trafficking
operations has gained a certain measure of public attention. The most notable examples are
Bulgaria, Cuba, and most recently, Nicaragua. But the US Government leans over back-
ward to avoid any direct statement that these countries — or Czechoslovakia, Hungary, East
Germany, Vietnam, North Korea and China — are officially involved. Indeed, most official
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energies are devoted to suggesting that such activities are the consequence of the activities
of a few corrupt officials. If anyone does acknowledge that there have been reports of
official government involvement, this is quickly followed by the assertion that there is no
confirmation of such reports. The most the US State Department will acknowledge is that
certain countries — Bulgaria, Cuba and Nicaragua — facilitate the drug-trafficking of others
or, as was indeed confirmed by David L. Westrate, who was then Deputy Assistant
Administrator at the Drug Enforcement Administration:

'I would say in relation to Bulgaria, Cuba and Nicaragua we have substantial infor-
mation that would indicate that the governments, at a minimum, condone this activity in
our belief. As I say, we do not have a tape recording or a videotape of a meeting by gov-
ernment officials deciding to and agreeing to'".

A notable example of the State Department's approach was its response to the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act of 1986. The penalty applicable to any country which encourages the pro-
duction or distribution of illegal drugs, or whose officials do likewise, or which threatens
US drug enforcement officials, or fails to cooperate, is clearly stated in legislation:

'The law requires the President to suspend all United States assistance, and to
oppose any loans or other use of multilateral development bank funds for the benefit
of any such country'.

If a country, especially a Communist country, or its officials, were found to be involved
in drug-trafficking, that could have a serious impact on US financial and business transac-
tions with the country concerned. Encouraging exactly such transactions has been a sig-
nificant Soviet policy objective under Lenin, Stalin, Khrushchev, Brezhnev, and, of course,
Gorbachev. Encouraging such activity has also been a primary objective of US foreign pol-
icy since 1969. This is still a high priority thrust of US State and Commerce Department
activities'. Nor is any change in this policy foreseeable.

Nearly all the industrialised countries are similarly involved, most notably Japan,
Great Britain, West Germany, Italy, France and Switzerland, in addition to the United
States. This background is important in analysing the State Department's approach to
complying with the Anti-Drug Abuse Act. It is also important to recognise that in addi-
tion to penalties, there are provisions whereby those penalties can be set aside if the Presi-
dent certifies that the identified countries show signs of cooperating. Unfortunately, the
President delegated this certification authority to the Secretary of State.

The State Department's list of countries that produce illicit drugs or facilitating their
distribution, published in May 1998, consisted of the following:

Afghanistan, The Bahamas, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Colombia, Ecuadoic.
Hong Kong, India, Iran, Jamaica, Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Syria and Thailand.

The only overtly Communist country included on the State Department's 1998 list
was Laos. Notable by their absence were Cuba, Nicaragua, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Poland, Bulgaria, East Germany, Romania, the Soviet Union, North Korea, the People's
Republic of China and North Vietnam. Here we had a familiar consequence of détente.

Moreover, only two countries on the State Department's list were refused certifica-
tion: Syria and Iran. All the remaining countries listed were certified by the Department
of State to be not subject to any of the restrictions identified by Congress, because that
would be contrary to 'vital national interests', or because it would not encourage coopera-
tion, or because the countries were making bona fide efforts. The 'vital national interest'
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cited by the State Department in not wanting to censure Laos was its help in the continu-
ing US search for POW/MIAs [Prisoners of War/ Missing in Action]!

While Cuba was not even mentioned in the report, the State Department's position
had been explained in its annual report published three months earlier, in March 1988:

'It is possible that at least some of them fuse of Cuban airspace and waters by nar-
cotics smugglers] occur with direct or tacit Cuban government permission''.

Attempts to decertify Mexico in 1988 were successfully thwarted by top-level offi-
cials in the State Department, Treasury and Congress. They were described in Elaine
Shannon's book, Desperados: Latin Drug Lords, US. Lawmen, And The War America Can't
Win, along with the corruption in Mexico's entire political and police structure, from top
to bottom". The book was written around the abduction and murder of a DEA agent,
Enrique 'Kiki' Camarena, the subsequent cover-up by Mexican officials, and the attempts
by US officials from the State Department, the White House, the Treasury and the Justice
Department in support of the Mexican officials concerned. The controlling interests were
US banks and the business lobby'.

Deep Cover is a detailed exposé of the Drug Enforcement Administration's incompe-
tence, written by a former DEA undercover agent and group supervisor, Michael Levine.
While focused on a particular case involving Bolivian producers and Mexican corruption
in a joint DEA-Customs sting operation, Levine also discusses the Camarena case. 'In the
aftermath of Kiki's murder, the Mexican Government had stonewalled all efforts — first in
finding Camarena's body, second in stopping his killers from escaping, and finally in
investigating the event'.

'Many of the Justice Department, DEA and State Department suits [upper manage-
ment] and politicians — with an interest in projecting an image (no matter how false) of a
progressive and honest Mexican Government that was cooperating in our antidrug efforts
— wanted to play down and put the Camarena incident out of the front pages as quickly as
possible. It had been up to Kiki's street brothers, the DEA street agents, who fought tooth
and nail to keep the investigation alive' to keep the heat on the Mexican Government ".

The story of Camarena's death and the fights DEA agents had to wage against cor-
rupt Mexican officials was dramatised in an NBC television mini-series, 'Drug Wars', on
January 7-9, 1990. Indignant Mexican Government officials complained afterwards, with
statements that sounded as though they were taken right from the script ". Two weeks
later, a Los Angeles grand jury indicted nineteen Mexicans in the torture-murder of
Camarena — including the former head of the Mexican Federal Judicial Police, Manuel
lbarra Herrera, and the former head of the Mexican branch of Interpol, Miguel Aldana-
lbarra. Without question, the behaviour of Mexican officials was deplorable.

However, from their perspective, the Mexicans may have a valid complaint. What
crimes did the Mexican officials commit that were any worse than the behaviour of their coun-
terpart US officials and business/banking interests over the years — to wit, those with respect to
Panama, Bulgaria, China and Cuba?

Why did US officials not only ignore Noriega's activities for fifteen years, but in fact
send him personal letters of commendation? Why indict Noriega, Vaughan and assorted and
sundry Colombian drug-traffickers, and not indict Rani and Fidel Castro? And why were
US business and banking interests more important to US officials than the flow of drugs
into the United States, thirty percent of which came through Mexico?

In 1989, the State Department reported on measures taken by the then newly
installed President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, to 'curb drug-trafficking'. Yet
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reports proliferated about continued Mexican corruption and narcotics trafficking. At
hearings concerning the State Department's position against decertifying Mexico, the US
Customs chief of the day, William von Raab, was prevented from testifying by senior US
Treasury officials because of von Raab's critical view of Mexico. As one of von Raab's
assistants put it, 'Mr von Raab was particularly anxious to testify' about Mexico: 'He feels
that diplomacy seems to have superseded the war on drugs.... There is no evidence of a
cooperative effort by Mexico. In many ways the country has become a safe haven for
drug dealers, and a huge storage area for drugs"°.

In 1990, another graphic illustration of the State Department's perverse behaviour
entered the public domain. Kirt Kotula was a program officer for Bolivia in the State
Department's Bureau of International Narcotics Matters. In January 1990, he prepared a
memorandum which was leaked to the Washington Post'. The memo was described as
highly critical of the then new Bolivian Government under President Jaime Paz Zamora,
noting that Bolivia's performance 'in almost every area indicates a total lack of commit-
ment to the antidrug war'. Not only did the Bolivian Government's eradication of coca
fields lag behind the established objectives, but new plantings had resulted in overall
production increasing by 9.2 percent.

The US Government uses successful extradition cases as evidence of cooperation. But
Kotula pointed out that the Minister of Interior Luiz Arce Gomez, who was subsequently
extradited to the United States on drug charges, was 'universally hated' in Bolivia. Another
activity highly publicised by Washington was a succession of joint raids on cocaine labora-
tories in the Bolivian interior. One particular raid, which cost the United States $100,000,
was mentioned in Kotula's memo. The raid 'failed to achieve even minimal success', he
wrote, probably because the traffickers were tipped off in advance by Bolivians.

But, when the State Department's Annual Report was sent to Congress on March 1,
1990, Bolivia was characterised as cooperating fully with the US anti-drug policy". About
all that Assistant Secretary Melvyn Levitsky would say when confronted with the memo
was that it was part of a 'red team' exercise to give him candid analyses, but that the
memo was 'stolen government property' and should not have been made public.

With respect to Cuba, even the CIA has been reported to side with the State Depart-
ment. As Jack Anderson reported, the CIA Deputy Director, Richard Kerr, stated at a
meeting of a Cabinet-level board in a February 1987 that it was hard to identify a direct
Cuban Government link to drug-trafficking activities'. If this is an accurate reflection of
US intelligence in action, one has to wonder what they use to reach their conclusions.
One embarrassing explanation was provided by Major Aspillaga, the Cuban intelligence
official who defected to the United States via Vienna in June 1987 [see pages 81 and 83].
He explained that Cuban Government officials once believed by the CIA to be
secretly working for them were actually feeding the CIA with misleading or useless
information prepared by the Cuban intelligence service. Several such sources had
even passed CIA polygraphs.

It was the US Attorney's office in Miami which first unleashed court-room evidence
on Cuba's involvement. That happened in November 1982. The evidence, however,
apparently never made much of an impression on US intelligence or on the State Depart-
ment. Fortunately, in a subsequent indictment, the US Attorney's office in Miami pre-
sented still more evidence — this time, videotapes showing drug smugglers explaining to
DEA undercover informants how they shipped drugs from Colombia through Cuba, with
the assistance of Cuban officials, air traffic controllers, the DGL and Cuban Air Force
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pilots". All such hard details, however, have little impact on the State Department, which
still refuses to acknowledge any significant Cuban participation in drug-trafficking'.

In 1987, as part of the US Senate's advise-and-consent procedures on the nomina-
tion of Ambassador Jack E Matlock, Jr. to be Ambassador to the Soviet Union, several
questions on the role of the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia in narcotics trafficking
were submitted to the State Department. Concerning Soviet involvement, State Depart-
ment officials replied: 'The Department of State has no information regarding official
Soviet involvement in international narcotics traffic'. With regard to Czechoslovakia,
the State Department replied: 'The Department of State has no information regarding
official Czechoslovakian complicity in the international narcotics traffic, nor of any
Soviet involvement with the Government of Czechoslovakia in narcotics traffic'. This
statement was made after two articles detailing the involvement of Czechoslovakia and
the Soviet Union had been published, and after officials in the two relevant State Depart-
ment bureaus, International Narcotics Matters and Intelligence and Research, had been
informed of Sejna's information. They expressed no interest in the data whatsoever.

A particularly interesting film clip was obtained by Jean Michel Cousteau in 1981
during an expedition by his famous father, Jacques Cousteau, to the upper reaches of the
Amazon. Deep in the jungle, the younger Cousteau came across an entire village which
had been transformed into a centre for cocaine production and research laboratories. The
local Indians were used as experimental subjects and in the process many had been
transformed into 'zombies'. A segment of the background dialogue in the resultant
Cousteau film is worth quoting in detail:

'The secret processing centre seems as well a battle outpost, with planes and a cache
of weapons believed imported from Cuba for guerrilla fighters'.

'Some believe that cocaine, once merely a source of illicit profits, now also supports
small insurgent armies and is sent northward to the United States by jungle militants as a
silent, inexorable, poisonous weapon'.

'The Cousteau team asks: 'Are you worried about the effects of cocaine on other
countries such as the United States?"

"No', the trafficker says, 'because a lot of us consider this a way of responding to
the attack of imperialism in South America. It's a cultural response. If a lot of people are
going to die here because of imperialist policies from the United States, a lot of people
there are going to die from cocaine. This is war".

The original film was reported to have included a passage in which it was mentioned
that East German and Bulgarian technicians and chemists were working in the laboratory,
together with Cuban and Colombian chemists". While there is no known evidence, it is
possible that the highly dangerous 'crack' was developed in this or a similar research facil-
ity and then test-marketed in the Caribbean before being introduced into the United States.
The US Information Agency was provided with a copy of the original film but has refused
to discuss it, even with other agencies, most notably its own Voice of America.

This cooperative assistance by Cuba, East Germany and Bulgaria is not limited to
Latin America. Reportedly, these countries have also been active in the Middle East and
have helped in the construction of heroin refineries in Syria. The Beka'a Valley in
Lebanon is under the control of Syria. The valley has long been noted for the production
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of marijuana and hashish. But, the shift into poppies and heroin, with the assistance of
Cuba, East Germany and Bulgaria, is a relatively new development.

The overall situation was summed up in 1988 by the chief assistant US Attorney in
Miami, Richard Gregorie, who brought the indictment against Noriega. Gregorie was
often critical of the role Washington has played, or failed to play, in putting a stop to
drug-trafficking. 'If we are publicly fighting a war on drugs, why isn't the State
Department involved?' he asked. 'Prosecutors I have talked with consider the State
Department to be working for foreign governments'''.

The State Department's own attitude was clearly expressed in its September 1988
International Narcotics Control Strategy Report: 'We believe that our international strat-
egy... is working'''. If it is working, one is forced to ask: For whom? III
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QUESTIONS
OF INTELLIGENCE

How could a massive global Soviet Bloc intelligence operation, such as the Soviet nar-
cotics offensive, have been underway for so long without the United States knowing
what was happening? This is a most important and potentially explosive question.
Implicit in it are a number of additional questions; for example, what else are we
unaware of and how else might we have been misled?

To a degree, the question, 'Why haven't we known'? is answered in the previous
chapter. Part of the answer involves the political and private interests that have stood in
the way of comprehension. A second element of the answer concerns the inner workings
of US intelligence. Two aspects are particularly relevant. The first involves the collection
and evaluation of intelligence; specifically, in this case, the detailed handling of General
Major Jan Sejna's debriefing. The second aspect concerns understanding how Soviet Bloc
intelligence operations work and the communication of this understanding. Let us con-
sider, first of all, the debriefing.

General Sejna defected to the United States in Trieste on February 25, 1968. The usual
procedure is that preliminary debriefings of defectors in Europe are conducted at a special
debriefing facility near Frankfurt, Germany. In Sejna's case, this was not done. Rather, he
was immediately flown to Washington. This might have been because of Sejna's rank or
unusual importance — if it were not for the fact that his subsequent debriefing and han-
dling was more a propos a low-level defector of inconsequential importance. Nevertheless,
his rapid transportation to Washington does suggest that someone somewhere may have
wanted to exercise strict and immediate control over his debriefing.

The news of Sejna's defection to the United States, along with a brief description of
the circumstances, were published in the Washington Post and the New York Times in the
week following his defection. The description of Sejna in the articles was rather vague. He
was described as the chief of the Communist Party at the Ministry of Defence, a member of
the General Staff and of the Presidium of the National Assembly. Those were the only par-
ticulars to be published. While acknowledging that Sejna was 'one of the highest-ranking
Communists ever to defect', the Washington Post instantly played down his importance by
noting that Sejna was simply of higher rank than either of the previous year's defectors,
Svetlana Stalin and Lt. Col. Renge. The only hints of his importance were statements that
he had top secret information on his country's defence and on Warsaw Pact operations.
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Aside from the foregoing, there was no information or even speculation in the Wash-
ington Post or the New York Times concerning the full spectrum of Sejna's positions, respon-
sibilities, or knowledge. Rather, both papers focused attention on material designed to
defame Sejna which had been published in the Communist press. There was no indication
of any attempt to learn more or in any respect to challenge the descriptions of Sejna that
had appeared in the Communist press specifically in order to discredit him'.

General Sejna was certainly not presented as an official of even moderate importance
— notwithstanding the fact that he was probably one of the five most knowledgeable
Czechoslovak officials as regards Soviet and Soviet Bloc political, military and intelligence
strategy and objectives'. Rather, he was described as an embezzler, a Stalinist, a public
school dropout, an individual who had been promoted through favours and against the
recommendations of his peers, one who had organised an abortive coup against the new
liberal Czechoslovak leadership, and who had defected with his son and a young woman
'who', as the Washington Post wrote, 'is being described officially here [Washington] as the
General's 22 year-old mistress'. The young woman was, in fact, his son's fiancée; they
were later married in the United States. These characterisations of Sejna are all false' and
constitute a pertinent example of a Communist character assassination and disinforma-
tion being picked up and echoed by leading US newspapers.

The importance of this type of shallow reporting, and the failure of the US Govern-
ment to correct the record, should not be underestimated. These reports, in effect, told
people that Sejna was not a credible source nor an individual of any value. The reports
materially damaged his opportunities to use his background as the basis for a new career;
for example, teaching, speaking engagements, writing and consulting. They also, in effect,
discouraged anyone in the intelligence or national security communities from seeking
him out or from listening to what he had to say. How could anyone trust an individual
with such a reputation? It should also not go unnoticed that when the charges were made,
Sejna did not speak or read English and was not aware of how his credibility, and thus his
future, were being undermined. He was unable to defend himself.

The image of Sejna portrayed in the Washington Post and the New York Times was
perhaps best summarised by the description published in Newsweek a week and a half
later. 'Up until now Americans could always fall back on one sure test: if an East Euro-
pean defected to the West, he was ipso facto a good guy. Last week, however, Washington
unveiled its latest defector — only to discover that he was the heavy [that is, villain] in the
case". To make certain the message had been adequately communicated, Newsweek
printed a picture of Sejna with the caption, 'Sejna: The heavy in the case'.

From the news reports, one can infer that US officials confirmed the Communist
reports on Sejna's defection and acknowledged that Sejna was now in the United States.
They apparently did not provide any information beyond that contained in the Commu-
nist press, or any elaboration or clarification. Moreover, according to the news reports, as
illustrated in the preceding excerpt from the Washington Post, US officials evidently
directly supported at least one of the slanderous statements printed in the Communist
press to discredit Sejna; namely, that Sejna was running away with his 22 year-old mis-
tress, which was a lie, as indicated above.

To a degree, the official US handling of Sejna was understandable. It does not seem
that even within the CIA or the US State Department, there was anyone equipped to
clarify the record who had possessed any real appreciation of how important a defector
Sejna actually was. For example, Sejna was a political officer, a commissar. Political com-
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missars are generally regarded in the United States as thugs or watchdogs who report on
their friends and acquaintances to authorities. They are not held in high regard or seri-
ously considered, in any sense of the word'. Accordingly, just this one aspect of Sejna's
background is sufficient to have caused most people to discount his value.

Additionally, there was little knowledge of (and thus, little attention focused on)
the organisations that Sejna was a member of, or of the positions he held. US officials
throughout the intelligence and diplomatic communities are not known to have appreci-
ated the role of the Kolegium, which functioned almost as a mini-Defence Council and
served, within the Ministry of Defence, to review and critique plans and issues prior to
their being sent forward to the Defence Council; or of the Party Group at the Presidium,
which exercised Party control over the National Assembly (parliament); or of the bureau
which provided direction to the Main Political Administration, which in turn was respon-
sible for maintaining ideological watch over the military; or of the powerful Administra-
tive Organs Department, which ruled over the military, civilian intelligence and justice'.
These were just some of the organisations in which Sejna had held leadership positions.

US officials evidently did not know what it meant to be the chief of the Communist
Party (that is, First Secretary) at the Ministry of Defence, in which capacity Sejna moni-
tored all top-level Czechoslovak decisions and communications to and from other coun-
tries, including the Soviet Union, and exercised nomenklatura (position appointment
power) over all mid-level military officers. Most Soviet Bloc intelligence experts did not
even know a Defence Council existed, let alone what its function' was or what it meant for
Sejna to be its secretary and in charge of the Defence Council agenda, the preparation of
decisions, and the dissemination of implementing directives.

Thus, it is entirely possible that there was no US official in a position to know and
take appropriate action, who understood how truly important a defector General Sejna
was. At the same time, there were several glaring inconsistencies and departures from
normal practice, such as: (1) The lack of an initial debriefing in Europe; (2) the manner
in which Sejna's CIA debriefing was terminated, which will be described later; (3) what
appears to have been an immediate decision to exercise strict control over his debriefings,
keeping them focused on tactical military matters and away from topics of possible strat-
egic significance; and, (4) at the same time, a decision to discredit Sejna so that no-one
would actively seek him out or listen to what he had to say.

While these decisions were made within the US Government, it seems more proba-
ble than not that the decisions were not based upon bureaucratic self-interest or policy
considerations, but were orchestrated, on the contrary, by Soviet intelligence or agents
of influence. The logic behind this hypothesis will become more evident during the fol-
lowing description of what happened, and, more particularly, what did not happen.

Sejna's debriefing began in the normal manner. First, the debriefings focused on
questions of tactical warning: the possibility of an imminent attack, security codes, alert
measures and conditions — items of immediate military significance. Following these
potentially time-sensitive questions, the debriefings shifted to questions of a personal
and professional nature. This was the establishment of the bona fides phase, which had
its problems because the people conducting the CIA debriefings did not understand the
Communist system', had many misperceptions, and hence often did not like Sejna's
responses to their questions.

After General Sejna's bona fides had been established, the debriefings finally settled
down to probe his knowledge of Czechoslovak and Warsaw Pact military organisation
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and operations. This is where serious questions about the nature of General Sejna's
debriefings arise. The debriefings, which lasted for roughly ten months, were confined to
questions relating to matters of tactical military significance. And, while Sejna's knowl-
edge in these matters was unquestionably extensive, these subjects were at the same time
the least important ones of which Sejna had detailed knowledge. Moreover, some of these
debriefings were so trivial that they properly should be regarded as strictly ways to pass
the time and maintain the image of being busy. (Sejna was asked, for example, to sketch
the different Czechoslovak military insignia, which, as he told his debriefers, were freely
available in the library across the street from the US Embassy in Prague)".

General Sejna had also turned over to the CIA secret and top secret documentation
he had brought with him, carefully selected by him for its wide-ranging importance. He
was never asked one question about these documents or the material they contained.
While the documents were translated, the translations were never made available to the
intelligence community'. It was also about this time that the decision was made to
actively discredit Sejna, cast aspersions on his character and on the reliability of his testi-
mony, and thus dampen any interest in what he had to say. As described by a former CIA
official, the word was spread throughout the middle and upper echelons that Sejna was a
'heavy'. It was important to recognise that this was inconsistent with the distribution of
the CIA intelligence reports on Sejna's debriefings, all of which identified the material as
having come from a reliable source'.

The failure to debrief Sejna cannot be excused on the ground that the CIA debriefers
did not know that Sejna possessed information of prime strategic significance. Often,
following the sessions, he would chat with his debriefers and tell them that they were not
asking the right questions. Also, one of the first things Sejna told his debriefers was that
in his opinion the most important information he brought with him was his detailed
knowledge of the Soviet 'Long-Range Plan for the Next Ten to Fifteen Years and Beyond';
but, that he would not discuss this plan, which detailed the Soviet Bloc's coordinated
strategy and tactics around the world", until the decision to grant him political asylum
had been made. But, after that decision was made, and continuing to the present, there
was no effort to debrief Sejna on the contents of the Soviet plan'" to bury us'. This was,
and continues to be, a most serious error.

In 1975 the importance of Sejna's knowledge of the Soviet long-range plan was
made public by Lord Chalfont in a series of three articles in The Times of London'. Even
so, no attempt to debrief Sejna was made, nor subsequently in 1983 after Walter Hahn, the
editor of Strategic Review, wrote about Sejna's knowledge. He has still [1990] not been
debriefed on the long-range plan; and, given the nature of Soviet intentions, goals and
strategy', which had not materially changed in over seventy years, most of the objectives,
strategies and operational concepts set forth in the long-range plan probably remain valid.

In the late spring of 1968, General Sejna was made available to a Defence Intelli-
gence Agency (DIA) debriefing team, which consisted of two warrant officers, a major
and on a few occasions, two colonels, none of whom seemed to Sejna to have any back-
ground or interest in political, military, or intelligence strategy, policy or objectives. Their
debriefings were also confined to matters of tactical military significance; for example,
Tables of Organisation and Equipment (TOE) for small units, such as companies and bat-
talions and unit locations. As a further indication of the CIA's attitude towards Sejna,
during the Defense Intelligence Agency debriefings the DIA officers always addressed
Sejna as 'General Sejna' out of military courtesy and respect. Then one day, in Sejna's
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presence, the CIA handler directed the DIA officers not to refer to Sejna as General Sejna
any longer because the Czechoslovak Politburo had 'taken away his rank'''.

During Sejna's debriefing throughout 1968, and for many years thereafter, there
was (and still is) no indication of any serious top-level US intelligence or national secu-
rity interest in what he had to say 2". He was not taken to meet any high CIA officials, such
as Richard Helms, who was then the CIA director, or his deputies, or any key officials
within the Operations Directorate, such as James Angleton, whose counter-intelligence
office exercised cognisance over General Sejna from 1970 until the office was broken up
in 1974. Nor, for that matter, was he taken to see any of Angleton's deputies, not even the
one who was directly responsible for Sejna from 1970 to 1975. And while Sejna was
scheduled to visit Congress on four or five different occasions, each time the visit was
cancelled; why and by whom has not been divulged, but these are important questions.

Perhaps the most important inconsistency during Sejna's debriefing occurred in
May 1968, when the former US Ambassador to the Soviet Union, Llewellyn Thompson,
then a senior State Department adviser on Soviet affairs, came to visit him. Why such a
high-ranking US State Department official would want to visit Sejna, given the way in
which he was described and officially debriefed, is curious, to say the least. Did he visit
Sejna on his own initiative, or in response to another person's request or suggestion?
Thompson began the conversation by asking Sejna if he thought Communism was
changing'. Sejna answered no. The strategy, the objectives remain as set forth by
Lenin. There had been no change in these objectives, and neither was any change
likely, Sejna said. Thompson responded sharply, advising Sejna that he, Sejna, was
wrong. The conversation went downhill and soon ended.

Thompson was the only high-ranking official whom Sejna recalls came to see him.
At the mid-level, things were no better. Only two individuals of moderate rank visited
Sejna, the deputy head and the Czechoslovak desk officer of the CIA's Soviet Bloc divi-
sion. Presumably, Sejna's debriefings would have been controlled by this division. But
these two people apparently did not come to question Sejna, they came only to visit infor-
mally. Both spoke Czech, one having emigrated from Czechoslovakia prior to World War
II, the other having served as a military attaché in the US Embassy in Prague. Both were
introduced to Sejna under false names, which Sejna immediately recognised because both
individuals were among those that Sejna and other Czechoslovak officials had been
warned about on numerous occasions during KGB counter-intelligence briefings that
were a regular part of Czechoslovak and Soviet internal security practices.

Sejna, who had an extremely well-disciplined memory, recalled with ease their pic-
tures, correct names and backgrounds as previously provided by the KGB. What these CIA
officials were after or why they did not show any apparent interest in what Sejna really had
to say, is not known. However, it is almost inconceivable that anyone in such a position
would fail to recognise that Sejna was no ordinary defector and that his main value lay not
in what he had to contribute to our understanding of Warsaw Pact tactical military matters
but, rather, in his first-hand knowledge of matters of strategic importance; for example,
Soviet political, military, and intelligence strategy and decision-making.

Indeed, that this was recognised by someone, would seem to explain a second visit
by Ambassador Thompson. When the Soviets invaded Czechoslovakia in late August
1968, Sejna asked that he be allowed to speak out and explain to the American public and
to statesmen around the globe what was happening in Czechoslovakia, including detailed
background information on Soviet preparations for the invasion, which Sejna had recog-
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nised well in advance would probably take place. Sejna was most insistent, which was the
reason behind Thompson's second visit. In this case, Thompson's visit was certainly not
self-initiated. Thompson was summoned to discourage Sejna from telling his story to the
public. He quickly explained to Sejna that it was not in the interests of the US Government
to publish and describe what was happening. Sejna disagreed. Then Thompson commu-
nicated a clear threat. He told Sejna that Czechoslovakia had requested Sejna's return and
that Prague's request might be honoured if Sejna were to make trouble. Sejna told Thomp-
son that this was not possible because under the United Nations charter, the United States
could not return him to Czechoslovakia or any other Soviet Bloc country. Again, the con-
versation deteriorated rapidly. When it was clear that he was not about to change Sejna's
mind, Thompson advised Sejna that he should not tell the United States what we can do
and abruptly terminated the meeting.

At this point, additional questions arise. Who called Thompson and requested his
assistance, and why? Why was it not in the US interest to have the invasion explained to
the US public and the rest of the world? Most importantly, who was pulling the strings?

In deference to Sejna's request, he was placed in contact with a reporter from the
New York Times, Richard Eder, and offered the opportunity to go up to New York, at his
(Sejna's) own expense and tell what he wanted to say. This he did, and then was shocked
at the manner in which the interview was written up". As Sejna described the articles,
Eder did not use any of the most important facts behind the invasion, for example the
seven months' advance preparation, twisted much of what Sejna had to say to compro-
mise him, and lied about the interview in a manner that made Sejna look like a 'primitive'.
He called Eder in New York and complained bitterly. Eder's reply was that it was not his
fault. His editors were responsible for the final form of the article, he told Sejna.

Notwithstanding the nature of the reporting, a moderately informed reader would
still have to wonder what else Sejna had to say about politically important events in
which the Soviets had participated. Nor were the Eder articles the sole reason that some-
one should have reached (or clearly did reach) this conclusion. Neither does it seem credi-
ble that Sejna's information on the Long-Range Plan was overlooked merely by accident.

In the summer of 1968, one of Sejna's CIA handlers advised him to write his story,
which could be published and provide him with a good income. Sejna set to work in the
evenings writing his story. His son's fiancée typed the manuscript, which the CIA had
translated into English as it was being produced. The manuscript, which ran to over 300
pages, was completed shortly before Christmas that year.

It did not deal with tactical military matters. It set forth Sejna's background, includ-
ing the various positions he held, his steady interaction with the highest level Communist
leaders from all countries, and, of special importance, the nature and dimensionality of
Soviet long-range strategy and the world revolutionary process. Again, it is inconsistent
with the nature of the intelligence process to believe that this material was not reviewed
within the CIA division responsible for Sejna". Nor does it seem likely that anyone with
responsibilities for intelligence on Soviet Bloc operations could have read the document
and not understood that here was a source of immense value (or danger, depending on
one's perspective), and a defector who was being totally mis-debriefed.

When Sejna's first draft had been completed, in mid-December 1968, he gave a copy to
the Readers Digest. Earlier, the CIA had allowed a Readers Digest editor to meet and interview
Sejna. During their conversation, Sejna mentioned the book he was writing. The editor had
asked to see a copy when it was finished's . Evidently they liked what they saw, because they
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prepared a contract to publish the book and five short articles, which Sejna signed.
What happened next is of paramount significance. As a senior member of James

Jesus Angleton's counter-intelligence staff explained, almost immediately after President
Nixon's inauguration in January 1969 a directive was sent from the White House to the
CIA, ordering them to cease debriefing Sejna immediately and, in the pmcess of getting
rid of him, not to give him a job in the US Government. Even more amazing than this
White House interest in a Czechoslovak defector who had been so unimportant that he had
only been worth debriefing about tactical military matters, were the lengths to which the CIA
went to implement the White House directive as fast as was humanly possible.

Sejna was told that the debriefings had been terminated and the next day he was
moved out of the safe house. Without arranging for a new identity for Sejna, or paying
any evident attention to Sejna's personal security, the CIA proceeded to help Sejna find a
house to rent in Maryland. On almost his first day in the new house, the US Postal Service
delivered an envelope addressed to 'General Sejna' from the real estate agent. It was his
copy of the rental agreement. The actual rent, he learned, was more than the stipend he
was receiving from the CIA. He next learned that his neighbour was a Bulgarian diplo-
mat. Finally, in the process of locating a school for his son's fiancée's brother, who had
defected in August 1968 and after several months had been reunited with his sister, he
had asked the CIA to see if a local school was safe. He was told that they had checked it
out and it was — only to learn later that the children of ten Czechoslovak diplomats were
then attending the school. Can all this be excused as oversight, or as an unfortunate string
of coincidences? Was he being taught a lesson? Or was the object to let the Soviets know
where to find Sejna? Then he was told that there was no job for him in Washington —
notwithstanding the initial agreement he had reached with the CIA which included pro-
ductive employment, schooling for his son, and the stipulation that his son should not be
drafted to serve in Vietnam (his son had a fused disc in his back), as conditions for Sejna's
cooperation. The CIA reneged on all three provisions.

The whole manner in which Sejna's debriefings were first carefully controlled and
restricted to the tactical military area, notwithstanding Sejna's suggestions of more impor-
tant areas for inquiry, and then precipitously terminated, raises serious questions. It would
seem that someone with control mechanisms deep within the CIA and with access to the
White House knew that Sejna was an explosive time bomb that needed to be defused.

Clearly, Sejna's knowledge placed in jeopardy numerous Soviet Bloc operations,
methods, agents and plans. The problem was certainly recognised by the controlling
powers the instant his defection became known. It also seems that his importance was
unlikely to have been known by CIA or White House officials because of limitations in
their own background knowledge, as previously described. The debriefing process kept
Sejna out of the way for a year; but the emergence of his manuscript could well have
underscored the need to seek a more permanent solution. Whatever the cause, the same
powers that controlled the process may have recognised that additional measures were
required. Timing is the essence of success in intelligence work. The confusion within the
(new) Nixon Administration provided an ideal cover for displacing the threat that Sejna
represented; hence, the White House directive following the inauguration.

The question is, who took that decision? It seems reasonable to conclude that more
than one person was involved, just as more than one person would have been needed to
control the debriefing process so completely and effectively for ten months. The opera-
tion appears to have enjoyed advance CIA-White House coordination. That is, the skids
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appear to have been well greased. Otherwise, implementation by the CIA would not
have proceeded so expeditiously, if at all. Might there have been a linkage between the
completion of Sejna's manuscript and its submission to the Reader's Digest, or was every-
thing planned months in advance, only waiting for the turmoil associated with the
arrival of the new administration for its implementation?

As part of his book contract with the Reader's Digest, Sejna was to work with the
Digest in writing five articles. The first was placed in motion in April 1969. It dealt with
the seizure of the US intelligence collection ship, Pueblo, by the North Koreans on January
23, 1968. In the articleSejna, set forth the time, place, and circumstances when he was
informed by Marshal Andrei Grechko, the Soviet Minister of Defence, of the Soviet strat-
egy to humble the US intelligence collection program.

Sejna described the entire Soviet strategy, including the logic underlying the use of
the North Koreans and the Soviet excitement over the volume of intelligence they
obtained when they briefed the top Czechoslovak leadership a few days before Sejna's
departure for the West.

What was particularly unfortunate about the failure of US intelligence to have
obtained the information about Soviet objectives and their use of North Korean intelli-
gence is the possibility that the information, if obtained earlier, might have been used to
avoid the shooting down of the US EC-121 reconnaissance plane which occurred over the
Sea of Japan in April 1969.

Alternatively, it is also easy to understand why the US strategic leadership might
not have liked what Sejna had to say. For example, in the article, he described the situa-
tion the day after the Pueblo was seized, when Soviet Colonel General Aleksandr
Kushchev, the principal Soviet military adviser in Prague, explained to the most senior
members of the Czechoslovak leadership what had happened:

'The entire operation went off smoothly — incredibly smoothly. The Pueblo crew, to a
man, capitulated. They did not fire a shot. Frankly, we thought it would be much more
complicated. The Americans were so bewildered that they failed to destroy thousands of
documents. It will take our experts quite a while to analyse them. We've all heard about
what a great communications and command system the Americans have, how they use
computers, how they can respond instantly to an attack'.

'Well, yesterday it took Washington literally hours to pull itself together and even
begin to react. This is a precise example of how the most advanced military technology
cannot compensate for a lack of will and leadership'".

The Preface to the article by Jan Sejna was particularly interesting. After introducing
the author, the editor acknowledged that the article had been excerpted from Sejna's
forthcoming book and then stated: 'Much of what he reports here cannot be confirmed
because of the rarefied circles in which he moved. But he has been interviewed at length
by Digest editors, and specific references that could be cross-checked have been painstak-
ingly investigated. No contradictions have been discovered'.

Similar findings were reported by Lord Chalfont in 1975, when he wrote the series of
three articles for The Times of London, previously cited, based on interviews with Sejna.
No-one, to my knowledge, including top US and British intelligence and counter-intelli-
gence specialists who worked with Sejna, has ever found any honest reason to question
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Sejna's bona fides. The Reader's Digest article also carried a concluding paragraph which the
editor (possibly a different editor) added to Sejna's article. That paragraph read as follows:

'General Sejna's assertions were made available to the Reader's Digest last April 13,
just two days before North Korean MIGs shot down a US Navy EC-121 reconnaissance
plane in the Sea of Japan. No evidence exists at this writing that the Soviet Union had a
hand in this second act of piracy perpetrated by the North Koreans within 15 months'.

Why did the Reader's Digest editor suddenly call into question Sejna's intelligence by
now referring to what Sejna had to say as 'assertions'? Why did the editor further
suggest that both acts of piracy were perpetrated by the North Koreans when Sejna had
just finished explaining that the Pueblo affair was a Soviet-conceived and directed opera-
tion? And why did the editor suddenly and gratuitously suggest that there was no evi-
dence that the Soviet Union was involved in the second act of piracy? If anything, the
presumption should have been that the second act of piracy had merely been a continua-
tion designed to capitalise on the success of the first act.

It was established as early as 1946 that Soviet intelligence set up, trained and
directed North Korean intelligence. This Soviet direction continued with little diminu-
tion of control well beyond the Pueblo and EC-121 incidents. Moreover, the CIA had
determined that the Soviets routinely passed data on the location of American ships in
North Korean waters to North Korean intelligence28.

Sejna confirms Soviet control of North Korean intelligence, and adds that North
Korea was often used as a transfer country for bringing people covertly into Soviet Bloc
countries'. Additionally, it may be relevant to recall that Soviet pilots are known to have
flown North Korean planes in combat with the United States during the Korean War,
although this fact was kept secret for many years.

One has to wonder: what was going on. Why would the Digest have wanted to
undercut its own article?

All three Washington newspapers carried stories about Sejna's article and both the
Associated Press and United Press International despatched stories on the international and
domestic wires. Interestingly, the New York Times printed nothing. As the Digest editor
who worked with Sejna in preparing the article wrote to him following publication of the
article, 'Why [the New York Times ignored the article], I cannot imagine'.

As indicated earlier, after Sejna's debriefings were abruptly terminated, he was told
that there was no job for him in the government. Soon thereafter, the CIA persuaded
Sejna to accept a small lump-sum payoff and then arranged to have him relocated to
Lake George, New York. The CIA also helped him obtain a restaurant, which he would
then manage as his 'new life'. Who made the decision to move a former high-ranking
Communist with no capitalist experience into a business in what has to be regarded as a
particularly capitalistic region of New York State is another important unanswered ques-
tion. Needless to say, Sejna's business failed, and within nine months he was destitute.

Repeated calls to the CIA for assistance went unanswered. Finally, in desperation
and with his son's help, Sejna wrote a short letter to the director of the CIA, Richard
Helms, explaining the tragic nature of his situation and offering his advice on how the
CIA could change their approach to handling defectors so that this type of situation
would be avoided in the future. The letter did generate action. The Czechoslovak-speak-
ing member of the Soviet Bloc division of the CIA went up to Lake George and brought
Sejna and his family back to Washington.
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Before examining what happened after his return, it is important to recognise one
positive accomplishment of Sejna's while he struggled to survive, capitalist style, in
upstate New York. He redid the manuscript for his book in accordance with instructions
from the Reader's Digest editor. The second draft was finished about the same time that
Sejna had reached the end of his financial rope, in November 1969.

Subsequently, after his return to Washington, while he was trying to repair his own
self-esteem, the Reader's Digest arranged to have an emigre Czech professor translate the
new manuscript and also hired a full-time editor, whom they set up in the Sheraton Hotel
in Washington for six months, at no small expense, to edit the translated manuscript.

By early summer, the manuscript had been completed and the New York Reader's
Digest editor told Sejna that the manuscript was fine and needed no further editing. They
would be back in touch with him in Washington in a few weeks. A few weeks went by
with no word received. He telephoned to learn what was happening, and was told to go
to the Washington office, where he was informed by the Washington editor that the
Readers' Digest had decided not to publish the book for economic reasons. Sejna recalls the
editor's simple explanation: 'It was not our decision'.

General Sejna's attempts to find a US publisher for the manuscript proved to be
fruitlesst. It was not until British intelligence offered to help that a publisher was found —
a British publisher. Sejna's book, We Will Bury You, was finally published in 1982 by the
London firm of Sidgwick & Jackson. Of course, by that time many people in the West
regarded what Sejna had to say as ancient history.

When General Sejna was brought back to Washington at the end of 1969, his control
was transferred to counter-intelligence under James Angleton. While there were some
indications of a broader range of interest in Sejna's knowledge on the part of his handlers
in counter-intelligence, he was, if anything, treated worse than he was in 1968— when at
least the debriefings were professional if not well-directed. At one point in time, he was
asked to write several papers, and a CIA retiree who was a Czechoslovak defector was
brought in to help translate and write down what Sejna had to say

Among the information contained in those short papers were the first revelations
on the Soviet Bloc's training of international terrorists; the penetration by Soviet Bloc
intelligence services of organised crime; the Soviet use of sports organisations in connec-
tion with military intelligence operations; the formal agreement concerning Soviet direc-
tion and control of the satellite countries' intelligence services signed at a meeting in
Moscow of the heads of the Soviet Bloc intelligence services in October 1964; deception
and maskirovka; and recommendations on the use of narcotics against the United States'
forces in Korea". The reaction of Sejna's handler to all this information was:

'You are writing too much. I do not have time to read it. Stop it".
During his 'tenure' in the counter-intelligence office, as another counter-intelligence

officer explained, General Sejna was employed almost exclusively to read through count-

t Editor's Note: The same sterile and pointless game was played with a manuscript prepared by the genuine
Soviet defector Anatoliy Golitsyn. After a fruitless search for a US publisher, a British publisher, Edward Harle
Limited, who have produced the present work, was found; and 'The Perestroika Deception' duly appeared [1995
and 1998]. Initially, this Editor also, misguidedly, sought a US publisher on behalf of Mr Golitsyn. On one occa-
sion, a US organisation known to have intelligence community connections wrote a warm letter of commenda-
tion about the new Golitsyn work to a publisher in the Washington area, based upon the provisional contents list
for the book which had been provided by the Editor. In a separate sentence, though, the writer added that 'per-
sonally I don't agree with it'. The lesson appears to be that genuine (as opposed to controlled) defectors to the
United States who are dissatisfied with their treatment at the hands of US intelligence, and seek to publish the
fruits of their labours and experience in the interests of truth and integrity, would be best advised to approach
publishers in London from the outset, without wasting time doing the rounds in Washington.
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less Soviet and East European newspapers and to write down on index cards the names of
any US citizens appearing in the articles. As a secondary activity, he was sent to numerous
foreign countries to brief their officials on Soviet strategy. On these visits General Sejna
encountered receptive and appreciative audiences.

Other than this, and the abortive attempt to draft the papers described above, the
only attempts to tap Sejna's vast knowledge were the debriefings undertaken by British
counter-intelligence, substantial elements of which were ultimately incorporated into his
manuscript. There were no detailed debriefings by the CIA counter-intelligence staff.

It is also relevant in reviewing this matter to recognise that General Sejna is not a
unique example of US failure to debrief and handle a key defector properly. The failure of
the CIA to make good use of defectors became sufficiently well-known that Congres-
sional hearings were held on the subject, and in 1985 the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board began to look into the matter.

The handling of Yuri Nosenko and of Anatoliy Golitsyn" are two of the best-known
cases, but difficult to deal with because of the serious counter-intelligence implications.
Suffice it to say that the CIA failed seriously to debrief a defector whom British intelligence
considered to be the most important defector of the time. Vladimir Sakharov', who was
one of the first defectors to 'go public' with his story of mishandling and CIA tradecraft
incompetence, played an important role in drawing attention to the mishandling issue.

Lt. General Ion Pacepa" is another interesting example which bears certain similari-
ties to Sejna's case. Pacepa was a high-ranking Romanian intelligence official. David B.
Funderburk was US Ambassador to Romania from 1981 to 1985. In his book about his
tenure as Ambassador', Funderburk described his attempts to curtail Romania's policy
of stealing technology from the West. Evidence on these transfers dated back to the mid-
1960s, consistently with Romania's increased ties with the West.

Funderburk explained: 'While I am not at liberty to present the intelligence informa-
tion which documents case after case, 1 can say that Pacepa has publicly reported on many
of them. Also, I was told at a CIA briefing during the summer of 1984 that Pacepa was
never asked questions about tech transfer by US intelligence when he came out in 1978.
This seems like a strange omission'. Strange, because technology theft was one of Pacepa's
principal responsibilities. Funderburk also indicated that when Pacepa began reporting
on Romania's technology theft operations, the State Department initiated a discrediting
operation. However, 'the State Department can continue using minute discrepancies to
discredit all of Pacepa's revelations, but it will not erase reports he has made which ditto
other evidence US intelligence already has"6.

While most of these cases can be dismissed as mishandling or examples of an anti-
defector bias, Sejna's case stands apart because of his extensive knowledge and experi-
ence at the highest levels throughout the Communist system. My conclusion is that it is
totally unreasonable to attempt to excuse what happened to Sejna (and continued hap-
pening until his death in 1997— Ed.) as simply poor tradecraft, sloppy technique, the
results of distrust of defectors within US intelligence, or mere incompetence.

On the contrary, it seems clear that Sejna was handled, at least during his formal
debriefing in 1968, in an extremely professional manner, albeit not in accordance with the
United States' interests. It seems equally clear that what Sejna had to say was contrary to
detente and could have done great damage to Soviet strategy and Soviet intelligence oper-
ations — if only someone had listened to him and acted on this vital information.

This is the critical point. Certainly in the beginning, and continuing up to the time
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that the CIA terminated their relationship with Sejna in the mid-1970s, the only people
who really knew how important Sejna's knowledge was, would seem to have been the
Czechoslovak and Soviet Defence Councils.

The detailed nature of General Sejna's knowledge can be deduced from the forego-
ing chapters. Nor does this material represent the limit of Sejna's knowledge of Soviet
Bloc drug operations. I have left out considerable material which was not essential to this
story; for example, names of specific individuals who were directing and running differ-
ent phases of the operations, details on many of the drug-related meetings and plans, and
Soviet Bloc operations in Africa, the Middle East, Europe, South Asia and the Far East.

Furthermore, the Soviet Bloc's drugs strategy was not the only area where Sejna
could offer detailed knowledge. On the contrary, as a result of his position, Sejna's overall
knowledge was known to be encyclopaedic. The narcotics data represented but a small
sampling. His knowledge covered a wide variety of Communist military intelligence,
political plans, operations, strategies and tactics'.

It is also important to recognise that what General Sejna had to say has been con-
firmed time after time — the material on Soviet training, supply and financing of interna-
tional terrorists being a typical example.

Another enlightening instance of the accuracy of Sejna's revelations in the public
domain was the Czech defector's report on the successful Soviet use of West European
news media to discredit Franz Josef Strauss. The details of that operation and the success-
ful efforts of Sir James Goldsmith to confirm Sejna's information are presented in Chap-
man Pincher's book, Secret Offensive". Moreover, in discussions with various intelligence
officials who have worked with Sejna and studied his data, I have not uncovered a shred of
evidence that any of these officials know of any data provided by Sejna that had been
shown to be suspect, deliberately misleading or false [see also page 1201.

There has been a continuing attempt by CIA professionals over the years to discredit
General Sejna. The campaign began almost as soon as his debriefings started and has
never really ceased. Among the more important instances were attempts in the early
1980s to discredit Sejna's testimony on the Soviet involvement in international terrorism.
A more typical example was the statement by a CIA mid-level official in 1986 to some
researchers at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy who were taking Sejna's testi-
mony in an oral history project. The official referred to Sejna as only a 'two-bit whore';
in effect, advising them not to pay any attention to what General Sejna had to say.

As Sejna's expertise in various areas of strategic importance has surfaced over the
years, intelligence specialists ask why he did not tell us about something before — or other-
wise discredit the information by suggesting that he became smarter with age. It was clear
that, as a general rule, neither the intelligence nor the national security policy community
liked what Sejna had to say. He was viewed, not as an expert from whom to learn, but as a
threat to entrenched policies and institutional misperceptions about how the Communist
system works. But most of all, he was a threat to Communist political subversion strategy.

Thus, the question is not, why did he not tell us these things before? The answer to
that question is that no-one asked, no-one wanted to know, and many wanted not to
know. The real questions are, why do people not want to know; why was there no
attempt to debrief him seriously or even to learn the total spectrum of his knowledge?
Why were false rumours spread in a campaign to prevent others from listening to what
he had to say? Who was behind the concerted campaign to bury Sejna's knowledge?
And, why does this process continue even today?
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I repeat: How on earth could a major global Soviet Bloc intelligence offensive,
such as the Soviet drugs operation, have been underway for so long without the
United States knowing what was happening? This crucial question has a simple
answer. No-one in the US Government with the authority or responsibility to take
action evidently wanted to know, or wants to know. Indeed, they wanted not to know.
This is still true today and knowledge of this reality provides one of my motivations
for writing this book.

Are there other important examples where Sejna's knowledge is ignored? Yes,
numerous ones: for example, Soviet decision-making; Soviet long-range strategy; Soviet
strategic deception practices; Soviet Bloc intelligence operations; Soviet revolutionary
war strategy; Soviet penetration and use of organised crime; Soviet penetration and sub-
version of political parties, especially the Social Democrats; and Soviet sponsorship of
international terrorism, to mention just a few areas of the defector's expertise. General
Sejna's knowledge about these (and other) subjects was not unprecedented in the sense
that there are other sources with considerable detailed information about them.

What was unique however, and virtually unprecedented in the case of Sejna, was
his high-level perspective. He was able to explain the overall operations and strategy
which then enables the analyst to understand how the various details from other sources
and from seemingly independent subject areas relate and fit together. That is, he pro-
vided the overall picture which gives meaning to the individual pieces of information
provided by the many lower-level sources.

While Sejna defected in 1968, his broad knowledge is especially important now in
understanding the cataclysmic changes that are taking place. His high-level under-
standing of how the Communist system handled previous changes and of how
organisations are split apart and reconstituted in different forms, specifically to
deceive the West about the nature of the changes, should be most valuable today.
One context would be in understanding the alleged 'dismantling' of the various secret
intelligence agencies and the mechanisms by which various government agencies in
satellite countries are 'controlled' by Moscow.

These disturbing errors of omission bring to mind additional insights provided
during a colloquium on intelligence in 1987 by Ken de Graffenreid. De Graffenreid was
responsible for intelligence on the National Security Council staff from 1981 to 1987. He
identified what was in his view a significant US counter-intelligence problem; namely,
that many US officials oppose activities aimed at combating Soviet intelligence oper-
ations. 'When I was at the NSC' he explained, 'one example was the insistence of many
State Department colleagues that little serious effort, diplomatic or otherwise, should
be directed at the KGB threat within the United States. They argued that doing so
would 'upset US-Soviet relations".

Still further, de Graffenreid explained that 'whatever the policy during my years
at the White House (1981-1987), the State Department, to my knowledge, opposed at
least initially every one of the hundreds of recommendations for dealing with the hos-
tile intelligence threat presented within the government''. This opposition to action
against Soviet Bloc intelligence agents, particularly the KGB and GRU, was a source of
contention long before 1981. The FBI continually encountered problems obtaining
PNG (persona non grata) action approval. The same is true in the drug business. In his
letter of resignation dated July 31, 1989, the outgoing US Customs Commissioner
William von Raab wrote: 'For the past eight years, the State Department has objected
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to every effort to control foreign drug production, thus earning the title the 'conscien-
tious objectors' in the war on drugs'.

The second characteristic of US intelligence which helps explain the evident lack of
attention directed to Soviet drug-trafficking strategy concerns the perceptions among US
decision-makers and advisers about how the Communist system operates — especially
the coordination that takes place between Soviet intelligence operations and those of its
satellites, and the mechanisms by which the satellite operations are initiated and con-
trolled. There are two important questions. The first concerns internal control. When sev-
eral officials of a Communist country are involved in drug-trafficking, is the government
of the country involved? The second concerns external control and the degree to which
the Soviet Union is responsible for the actions of its satellites.

Communist systems are noted for their effective internal control mechanisms. This
is one of the primary functions of the notorious secret police. People are required to spy
on their associates, even on their parents. Additionally there are important organisations
the function of which is the organisation of spying on the nation's own citizens. Organi-
sations that keep watch over their own citizens include the secret police or civilian
counter-intelligence and, in the case of the military, military counter-intelligence, and the
Main Political Administration. There are also a variety of lesser-known Party organs,
especially with respect to keeping watch over the watchers; that is, a counter-counter-
intelligence agency. As Sejna described the situation, every person is watched three
ways. So it is inconceivable that any individual would be engaged in significant narcotics
trafficking without the knowledge, approval, and participation of the State.

It is quite true that there are corruption and illegal operations in Communist coun-
tries. But it is not true that they are not known. Rather, they are known and are tolerated.
Indeed, toleration of certain illegal activities is the only way the Communist system is able
to survive. Additionally, corruption is, in a sense, desired because people who are cor-
rupted can usually be blackmailed or intimidated, and as such are easier to direct and
control. The question of what is tolerated revolves around the furtherance of State policy.
Many vices are accepted. The black market is generally tolerated. Indiscriminate use of
women by high-ranking officials is tolerated. But corruption that would negatively
impinge on State policy, corruption that is regarded as treasonous, is not tolerated. Cer-
tainly the large-scale trafficking in drugs and associated money-laundering would not be
tolerated because it would place State policy at risk.

To the extent that it is tolerated, it is absorbed into a parent intelligence operation
where it can be carefully monitored and controlled. The idea of Cuban officials being
involved as they are, or the Bulgarians, or Nicaraguans, or Vietnamese, or North Koreans
and so forth, without official direction and control, is simply not a reasonable proposition.
These countries do not simply 'facilitate' or 'condone' the trafficking. They authorise,
direct and control the trafficking as an official State activity.

Fixing the responsibility for satellite intelligence operations is a more difficult but an
equally important task. Indeed, it is essential, and not just because of the drug business.
The Soviets habitually use satellites and surrogates as agents in implementing Soviet
intelligence operations. This has been pointed out to US officials by numerous defectors
from Soviet and Soviet Bloc intelligence services. There are several reasons; some are obvi-
ous, some not so obvious. The obvious reason, and one most often provided by defectors
in trying to explain what is happening, is to afford the Soviet Union distance and deniability
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in potentially embarrassing operations. Certainly, drug-trafficking is an excellent example
of such a deniable operation. Assassinations with a high risk of disclosure is another good
example. Minimising the associated political risk is also a reason for using Third World
country surrogates - as was explained by Janos Kadar, First Secretary of the Hungarian
Communist Party in the proposal he made at the 1962 Moscow meeting (Chapter 4).

Less obvious factors are that in many ways the Soviet satellite services are more
imaginative and competent than the Soviet intelligence services themselves. Satellite
countries often have skills and knowledge that are lacking or scarce in the Soviet Union.
The satellite services also have better ethnic ties into many countries, for example into the
Middle East or Latin America. These ties are exploited in setting up intelligence opera-
tions. And finally, most countries are inherently suspicious of the Soviets, but not of satel-
lite citizens, who tend to be regarded as victims, not co-conspirators. All these factors led
to the development of effective and operationally utilised satellite intelligence services, of
which the Czechoslovak intelligence service was an especially good example. This under-
scores the importance of Sejna's knowledge. As secretary of the Defence Council, Sejna
participated in the annual review and approval of the one-year intelligence plans and
during the Party Congresses, in the five-year and fifteen-year intelligence plans.

The critical question, then, is, to what extent are these satellite services independent?
If the Bulgarians or Cubans are trafficking in drugs, as they are, are the Soviets tied in or
responsible? This type of question had bothered US intelligence early on. As explained by
the late James Angleton, the legendary head of US counter-intelligence until his organisa-
tion was broken up in December 1974: 'Since 1948, we [the CIA and its sister services in
Britain, France and West Germany] found sufficient evidence of coordination [among
Soviet, Bulgarian, East German, Libyan, Cuban, Hungarian, Romanian and Polish intelli-
gence] over extended periods to satisfy even the sceptics"'.

Angleton then identified the two critical aspects of the continued reluctance of US
officials to make the connection. 'It may be politically convenient to assume that Soviet bloc
intelligence services act independently of the Soviet Union, especially when it concerns
an assassination, but what we don't really know, or perhaps want to know, is what is the
nature of the relationship between the KGB and the other Communist intelligence ser-
vices?"2. 'Politically convenient' is an understatement. Many policymakers simply did not
(do not) want to know or admit the relationships between the Soviet and the satellite intel-
ligence services. Admission would restrict policy options, particularly the release of
strategically important materials and technology.

The actual nature of the relationship is another significant element of information
that has been supplied by Sejna. Soviet control over satellite intelligence organisations
was formally established, he explained to me, when the satellite intelligence service chiefs
met in secret in Moscow on October 3rd, 1964, and signed an agreement establishing a
Warsaw Pact 'integrated intelligence system'. Under the terms of the agreement, all
satellite intelligence activities would be coordinated by Moscow. All operational plans
- the long-range fifteen-year plans, the five-year plans that were coordinated with the
five-year funding budget, and the one-year plans - would be approved by the Soviets.
The Soviets would determine when satellite services would cooperate on operations and
would also coordinate all the activities of the satellite Departments of Special Propaganda.
All collected intelligence was to be passed immediately to Moscow and the Soviets would
then determine all subsequent distribution. Of special importance for drug and narcotics
trafficking, in addition to the requirement for all plans to be approved by the Soviets, was
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the stipulation that strategic intelligence agents would be trained in the USSR.
These arrangements provide an illustration of a few of the mechanisms by which the

Soviets maintain control of their satellites. Operations such as drug-trafficking, assassina-
tions, and strategic espionage are not undertaken except by Soviet direction. Formulation of
the one-, five- and 15-year plans is, overall, among the most important control mechanisms,
insofar as all activities are planned well in advance, and even new, 'emergency' actions need
to be approved in the same manner as the regular plans before they can be implemented".

Cuban intelligence, which had worked closely with Czechoslovak and other Soviet
satellite intelligence services since the early 1960s, was de facto incorporated into the
integrated intelligence system in 1967, Sejna reported. The one-year intelligence plans
were formulated and approved in the fall. It was during this review process in Novem-
ber 1967 that Sejna recognised that the Cuban intelligence plan was not independent but
had been incorporated into the Warsaw Pact integrated intelligence system.

As such, then, Cuban operations were coordinated and controlled by the Soviets.
Previously, control had been more indirect, provided by the presence of advisers and
spies. These are the informal controls that are present within all Marxist-Leninist control
structures — the combinations of Soviet advisers and both intelligence and counter-intelli-
gence agents who are covertly positioned at critical places in satellite and surrogate
organisations. These people provide both an advisory control and a covert reporting
mechanism employed to keep the Soviets informed.

The mechanisms described by Sejna can be seen in operation in the testimony of
numerous defectors and other intelligence sources. For example, former Cuban intelli-
gence agents have testified that since about 1970, the Cuban intelligence service has been
under the direct control of the Soviets. They have also testified that all plans are sent to the
Soviet Union for approval. Cubans and Nicaraguans described the controls over
Nicaraguan intelligence in similar terms. Cuban advisers hold key positions and wear
uniforms indistinguishable from the Nicaraguans.

There are also some 100 Soviet military security advisers, along with 25 Bulgarians,
40-50 East Germans, 25 PLO specialists and a few Libyans within the Nicaraguan
service". Similar controls with respect to the PLO have also been reported. According to
the Defense Intelligence Agency [DIA], the Kuwaiti News Agency published a long inter-
view with the PLO's Moscow representative, who said: 'We have a signed a treaty that
requires that before we take any kind of serious action, we sit down and discuss it with
the Russians and coordinate our activities''. Senator Alfonse D'Amato (R-NY) cites
other US intelligence studies showing that 'the KGB controls most of the operating sec-
tions of the DS, which is the Bulgarian secret police. The Soviets have used the Bulgarians
as surrogates'. He also cites DEA estimates that 25 percent of the heroin reaching the
United States comes through Bulgaria'.

These are but a few of the many relevant instances of Soviet control, especially with
respect to the East European satellites, but including quasi-satellites and surrogates as
well". In some countries where autonomy still exists, for example, Vietnam, Laos and Suri-
name, there are uncertainties. But insofar as Cuba, Nicaragua, North Korea, Bulgaria, Hun-
gary Poland, East Germany and Czechoslovakia are concerned, the presumption should
be that the Soviets are not only involved, but at least until recently were fully responsible.

The only serious question, then, is why, when the activities of these key Soviet satel-
lite intelligence services are brought out into the open, the behind-the-scenes role of the
Soviets is rarely discussed? The answer to that question is implicit in the preceding chap-
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ter and in the preceding discussion of General Sejna's debriefing process. People simply
do not want to know — as Angleton explained, for reasons of 'political convenience'. It
would perhaps be reassuring if this were the only reason. Unfortunately, that does not
appear to be the case. While 'political convenience' is certainly a factor, there also seem to
be much more sinister and deadly possibilities at work — possibilities that suggest the
need for a detailed investigation into the reasons why General Major Jan Sejna was never
debriefed. But who would conduct the investigation? •
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FIXING THE
RESPONSIBILITY

The US drug scourge has been blamed on social unrest, unemployment, capitalist deca-
dence, and the traffickers' lust for profits, which are most readily available in the United
States. The drug plague is a demand problem, officials from the producing nations claim'.
If it were not for demand, there would be no plague. But, is this correct, or is the supply
side of the equation equally, if not more, to blame? Consider a few 'coincidences'.

Two sources of data assembled during the early 1970s show the growth in narcotics-
related deaths and addiction in New York and San Francisco. Figure 4 below summarises
recorded deaths from drug abuse in New York City in successive years between 1930 and
1969. Figure 5 on page 135 gives details of addicts in the Haight-Ashbury subculture in
San Francisco covering the years 1935-68. The consequences of the controlled launch of
the narcotics war against the West are immediately apparent.

Both series show a precipitous jump in 1949-50, which is precisely when the Com-
munist Chinese international narcotics trafficking strategy was organised and launched.

YEAR Reported deaths YEAR Reported deaths

1930 23 1950 56
1931 29 1951 77
1932 22 1952 82
1933 25 1953 75
1934 23 1954 86
1935 12 1955 82
1936 13 1956 109
1937 30 1957 86
1938 17 1958 84
1939 26 1959 76
1940 27 1960 126
1941 16 1961 275
1942 24 1962 236
1943 12 1963 342
1944 17 1964 264
1945 0 1965 195
1946 11 1966 262
1947 19 1967 490
1948 18 1968 519
1949 32 1969 689
Figure 4: Historical data on drug-dependent deaths in New York City, 1930-69'.
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Which is the cause — supply or demand — and which is the effect? Both data also show a
massive exponential rise beginning in about 1960, which is when the Chinese operation
was intensified and when the Soviet narcotics trafficking operation commenced. This
massive rise is not a unique US phenomenon. In Great Britain, heroin addicts were few in
number between 1930 and 1960. Then after 1960, the situation suddenly became unman-
ageable'. Nor are these growth rates due to the alienation of youth during the Vietnam
War. They preceded the Vietnam War reaction. The surge began during the Kennedy
Administration, which, if anything, was an uplifting period in American politics. The
sharp rise cannot be explained as simply the result of increased demand. It appears to
have been more the result of increased supply, as well as of the associated Soviet and
Chinese marketing techniques that were designed to create demand.

As noted earlier, what has been happening is also remarkably evident in data from
Southeast Asia and Europe in the early 1970s. In both cases there was a surge in drug
addiction among US servicemen. The reaction of the American military was at first to deny
that there was a problem, and then to blame the drug crisis on the poor quality of recruits.
But there is little question what caused the increase. It was due to a mammoth increase in
the supply of drugs, high-pressure marketing techniques, and ultra-low prices.

The prices were artificially depressed and the availability of drugs was maximised.
Prostitutes were used to push drugs on unsuspecting servicemen. Addiction was covertly
increased by mixing opium and heroin in with drugs that were not considered addictive,
such as marijuana. Cartons of cigarettes and 'reefers' laced with narcotics were given
away free to American troops. Heroin was sold as cocaine, which at the time was not con-
sidered addictive.

This represented blatant political warfare directed against the youth of the United
States. The source of the problem was not weak-willed American youth, dissatisfaction
with society, or some other muddled explanation. There may have been some of that,
there always is. But that was not the cause. The cause was a massive supply of cheap
drugs and a system dedicated to pushing these drugs among the American military.
These Soviet and Chinese operations were immensely successful.

This historical evidence is exceedingly important. What has been happening in
America has been explained as the result of American social decay, a growing decadence.
America was to blame. This was just one dimension of an important propaganda and
disinformation campaign designed to cause Americans, and the rest of the world, to lose
faith in America and in the American way of life. These propaganda campaigns are part
of a massive influence operation on which the Soviets have been spending over $3 billion
per year since the late 1950s 4. There is no question that American society is far from per-
fect. It has many faults, but it is much better than any existing alternatives. This is why the
Soviets work so hard to tear it down. It is time for Americans and our friends and neigh-
bours to recognise what is happening. The massive growth in drug use in the various free
societies is not the result of internal decay in those societies. Nothing could be further
from the truth, and until we face the truth, an effective strategy to combat the drug offen-
sive is unlikely to be developed.

It is also possible to relate what has been taking place in the United States with the
historical data presented above. There has been a steady increase in US drug interdiction
activity and an ever-increasing quantity of drug seizures, especially of cocaine. Yet simul-
taneously, the flow of cocaine has increased, the quality has improved, and the price has
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decreased. Is this effect just the result of an oversupply and trafficking competition? Or,
might the tempo of the political war against the United States have been accelerated,
speeded up in part, perhaps, to cause the United States to believe the war on drugs is a
lost cause?

Perhaps the greatest 'coincidences' are the manner in which the trafficking has
grown almost precisely as identified in the Soviet studies, and in accordance with Soviet
strategy Are the Soviets merely tremendously prescient, or has the trafficking that the
United States and many other countries have been subjected to been heavily influenced
by Soviet Bloc intelligence operations, assisted and abetted by coordinated propaganda
and disinformation activity'?

Consider the fact that the primary countries involved in trafficking in the 1980s were
the initial Latin American and Caribbean targets in the Soviet drug strategy of the early
1960s: Cuba, Panama, Colombia, Mexico, Haiti, Jamaica, and most recently, Argentina. Or
consider the fact that the vast majority of the drug dealers operating in the United States
are minorities — Haitians, Jamaicans, Cubans, Colombians and Black people — most of
whom General Sejna identified as having been priority Soviet revolutionary war targets —

DRUG ADDICTION TREND IN SAN FRANCISCO

1930 1935	 1940	 1945 1950	 1955	 1960	 1965 1970

Figure 5: Drug addiction in a district of San Francisco: The number of addicts in the Haight-Ashbury

subculture who first used heroin, as a function of the year
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and, to a lesser extent, organised crime, also a high-priority Soviet Bloc target since 1956.
The three top Soviet political targets in South and Central America that have been

identified by defectors and are singled out in Soviet literature are Mexico, Argentina and
Brazil. Mexico is now in deep trouble, and the drug trade is a critical factor. Argentina is a
growing source of drugs and Brazil, according to Diego Cordoba, a lawyer for the Medellin
Cartel, will replace Colombia as the largest exporter of drugs within the next three years'.

Mexico has become one of the most fragile Latin American countries because of its
drug-associated destabilisation potential. Might this development reflect the Cuban-
Czechoslovak 'Rhine' and Soviet-Czechoslovak 'Full Moon' operations? And what about
the operational tactics observed with respect to the Cuban, Haitian, Colombian and
Jamaican operations in the United States, and which seem to mirror-image the push-pull
tactics of the 'Full Moon' operation. Is all this strictly coincidence?

Jamaica is an especially interesting case. When Michael Manley was Prime Minister
of Jamaica, from 1972 to 1980, Jamaica almost became a client state of Cuba. By 1973,
Manley was recruiting Jamaicans to go to Cuba for training in guerrilla warfare' and
Jamaica was being openly used for drug-trafficking into the United States. The appearance
of Jamaican gangs (known as 'posses') is thought to have evolved around 1974. The well-
organised Jamaican gangs like the Raetown Boys and the Dunkirk Boys are believed to
have arrived in New York City in 1976. Originally organised for violence and terror, the
posses switched from being 'hitmen' and extortionists to traffickers in crack cocaine in
1986'. Is it strictly coincidence that Jamaicans and Haitians are so prominent in the crack
distribution and marketing networks today? Is it just coincidence that Marxist Mexican
guerrillas are heavily involved in the guns-for-drugs trade?

As discussed in Chapter 3, Guadeloupe was the centre of a Caribbean drug operation
conceived by the Second Secretary of the French Communist Party and the First Secretary
of the Communist Party of Guadeloupe. With their assistance, it was placed in operation
in the mid-1960s — and run by two French-speaking Czechoslovak intelligence agents.

In 1987, a private US security specialist was hired by several Europeans who had sig-
nificant investments in St. Vincent, south of Guadeloupe in the Grenadines, to eliminate
problems caused by local terrorists that their staff in St. Vincent had been experiencing.
The security specialist soon learned that drugs were plentiful throughout the Grenadines.
Marijuana was a major crop on St. Vincent, and production there was controlled by the
Rastafarians, Communist guerrillas, and local businessmen. The local police were totally
corrupted. The islands' marijuana production was sold to the 'French' who dominated the
inter-island sea transportation. Also in prominent were representatives of the Grenada-
based New Jewel Movement, subsequently 'decapitated' by invading US forces.

The Communist guerrillas were the terrorists. Their objective seemed to be to drive
local businessmen off the island. They were supplied with guns and ammunition by inter-
island steamers. One night the specialist, who was operating under cover, infiltrated a
group of twenty-five 'merchantmen' from a ship who came ashore for dinner and enter-
tainment. Most of them were young Cubans; about ten percent were older Soviets.

The ship travelled from island to island supplying terrorists. Guns and ammunition
were sealed in plastic and then placed in crab traps. This was also the method used to
deliver a propaganda magazine, Oclae, which was printed in English in Cuba. The terror-
ists, masquerading as fishermen, would travel out to the various buoys and retrieve their
supplies from the crab traps. Marijuana and other drugs were used to finance their opera-
tions. As the security specialist learned shortly before his departure, 'French' control of
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distribution was not recent, but extended back into the 1960s. Another coincidence?
Is it mere coincidence that the language used by many of the drug operators from

Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Nicaragua and Panama — for example, that drugs are 'a revolu-
tionary means of struggle against imperialism"°— is impregnated with Marxist-Leninist
phrases and concepts? And who deserves the responsibility for the non-Communist
criminals who were trained at drug-trafficking 'academies' in the Soviet Union, Czecho-
slovakia, Bulgaria, East Germany and other Soviet surrogate states? The output of those
schools — trained criminals — based on the Czechoslovak model and assuming no expan-
sion or contraction, would be over 600 per year between 1970 and 1990. That adds up to
over 12,000 non-Communist 'graduates', and another 12,000 non-Soviet Bloc Communist
'graduates. Those totals do not include the Cuban and East European intelligence ser-
vices' operations throughout Latin America and the rest of the world which were not con-
nected with the drug-trafficking training centres.

Is it only paranoia that led Ramon Rodriguez to be concerned about DGI infiltration
of the Medellin Cartel and to respond 'Absolutely!' when asked if Cuba had infiltrated the
drug community'? During the campaign by Colombia to crack down on drug dealers fol-
lowing the assassination of a presidential candidate, Luis Carlos Galan, on August 19,
1989, thousands of suspected traffickers were arrested. In one sweep of Medellin, 27
Cubans were seized. They carried forged Costa Rican passports'. What were they doing
in Colombia's drug capital? Were they on vacation?

Or consider the manner in which numerous sources have reported statements made
to them by high-level Communist officials on the deliberate use of drugs against the
United States by the Communist countries. Some of the many such statements which
appear at various places in this text are assembled in Figure 6, on page 138.

The rationale and strategy associated with drug-trafficking operations are logical
and consistent with the first principles of Marxist-Leninist doctrine. The operations con-
form with informal statements made by many high-echelon officials who were involved
and who come from a wide variety of countries — Colombia, Nicaragua, Panama, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, China, Romania and Bulgaria.

It should be clear that Chinese and Soviet drug-trafficking strategies have been
primary forces behind the US (and of course the global) drug offensive. In 1967, Sejna
reported, the Soviets estimated that they (that is, they or their satellites) were in control
of 37 percent of drug output then being supplied to the United States and Canada, and
that this figure would be expanded by up to 13 percent each year. In terms of distribu-
tion and sales within the United States and Canada, the figure was lower — at 31 per-
cent. By 'control' was meant that the people they had trained had a hand in running the
operation and the Soviets were receiving a cut of the profits.

Just as the original edition of this book was going to press, fresh intelligence surfaced
that North Korean officials had directed farmers in a central province to grow marijuana
Emn the summer of 19891 n. North Korean intelligence, with its strong links to Soviet intelli-
gence as set forth in Chapter 10, is certainly involved. But even more interestingly, the
arrest of the former East German Communist leader, Erich Honecker, has led to informa-
tion concerning vast amounts of 'illegal' money earned through bribes, gun-running and
drugs. East German State Security, well known to have been directly controlled from
Moscow, was implicated. The few details that have leaked out have simply identified
cocaine transshipments from Latin America through Rostock Harbour in East Germany
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OVERT COMMUNIST WORLD REVOLUTIONARY STATEMENTS
ON THE SUBVERSIVE VALUE OF THE GLOBAL NARCOTICS OFFENSIVE

Opium should be regarded as a powerful weapon. It has been employed by
imperialists against us, and now we should use it against them. Such warfare
can be called chemical warfare by indigenous methods.
MAO TSE-TUNG, 1935.

We will disarm the capitalists with the things they like to taste.
CHOU EN-LAI , 1958.

Anything that speeds the destruction of capitalism is moral.
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV, 1962.

Deception and drugs are our first two strategic echelons in the war with capitalism.
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV, 1963.

The United States is the main target because they are our worst enemy; it is simple
to move drugs into the United States; and, there is an unlimited supply of money
there. TODOR ZHIVKOV, First Secretary, Communist Party of Bulgaria, 1964

We are growing the very best poppies for the US servicemen.
CHOU EN-LAI, 1965

Drugs will be a decisive weapon in disrupting the fabric of Western
democracies.
RAUL CASTRO, Late 1960s

The goal is to hurt the United States full with drugs.
FERNANDO RAVELO-RENEDO, Cuban Ambassador to Colombia 1978.

I was ordered to load up the United States with drugs.
MARIO ESTEVEZ GONZALEZ, Cuban intelligence agent 1981.

Drugs were used as political weapons.
The target was the youth of the United States.
ANTONIO FARACH, High-level Nicaraguan official 1984.

Drugs are the best way to destroy the United States.
GENERAL BARREIRO, Chief of Cuban Intelligence 1987.

The trafficking is a way of waging war on the United States.
It also provides a profit.
HUMBERTO ORTEGA, Nicaraguan Minister of Defence 1987.

Drugs are considered to be the best way to destroy the United States...
by undermining the will of American youth, the enemy is destroyed
without firing one bullet.
MAJOR JUAN RODRIGUEZ, Cuban intelligence officer 1988.

Figure 6: Representative statements by top overt Communists on narcotics trafficking.
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to East Berlin and thence by courier to West Germany". Earlier data had linked East Ger-
many to a heroin smuggling operation that ran through Mexico into the United States's.
How much of the East German operation will have surfaced as a result of ongoing
debriefings of former high-ranking officials believed to have been involved, remains to
be seen. But the politics of reunification took precedence over all other matters, including
exposing the details on another Moscow-directed drug-trafficking operation.

But what direct evidence is there? People continue to ask. Are the Soviets still
involved today? Perhaps the critical question is: what amount of 'evidence' is adequate?
What volume of 'evidence' would it take to change the behaviour and attitudes of US
Government officials towards the drug offensive and its sponsors?

What is happening is best described by resorting to a fictional scenario. Suppose, for
example, that tomorrow the Soviet General Secretary appeared before the Supreme Soviet
in a special open session. He states with obvious displeasure that he has just learned
about Soviet intelligence involvement in international drug-trafficking. The operation, he
explains, was a carryover from the days of Khrushchev and Brezhnev which continued
on its own momentum. Then, after severe criticism of both Khrushchev and Brezhnev, he
states that as soon as he had become aware of this operation, he had ordered the activity
to be halted and everyone responsible to be identified and disciplined.

What would be the American response? While many variants are possible, I submit
that the most likely response of the US leadership would be to breathe a sigh of relief and
praise the Soviet leadership for their courage in bringing this matter to the attention of all
the peoples of the world and for Moscow's rapid response in curtailing such activities.
The news media would probably use the announcement to further bolster the General
Secretary's image as a statesman. A new round of articles on the significant changes
taking place in the Soviet Union would follow.

Now, this is precisely what did happen in 1956 following Khrushchev's famous
February denouncement of the crimes of Stalin. That partial public confession was part of a
larger deception the purpose of which was to convince the West that the Soviets were
changing their ways. Through a controlled revelation of Stalin's crimes, the blame for the
past could be left on Stalin's shoulders. Of special relevance here was the fact that the infor-
mation on Stalin's crimes was nothing new. Indeed, a book which had presented even more
detail on Stalin's crimes than revealed by Khrushchev, who of course had participated in
them, had been published in the United States two years earlier; but no-one in the news
media or in the US Government had paid the slightest attention to this anti-Stalin slander
until Khrushchev proclaimed it from the pulpit. Then, all of a sudden, the attention of the
press was directed towards the new, reformed Soviet Union — exactly as planned.

Or, to suggest a further possibility, suppose another defector with detailed knowl-
edge of Soviet and Chinese drug-trafficking operations were to seek political asylum in
the United States. What would happen?

It is unlikely that the defector would ever be debriefed on Soviet and Chinese drug-
trafficking, at least not for several months. If and when such debriefing did take place,
what would happen to the data? More likely than not it would end up in one of the thou-
sands of classified IRs (intelligence reports) and never see the light of day. Should the
information somehow emerge, the most likely response of US officials would be to ask the
Communist leaders for an explanation. Naturally, they would be told that the information
was false — a provocation by an unreliable defector who could not be trusted — and they
would be reassured that no such activities had ever been sanctioned.
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To the extent there was any such activity, the Soviets or Chinese would probably
indicate that rogue intelligence activities were always possible, as the United States
learned during the Vietnam period (when a veiled threat had emerged concerning
reported CIA drug-trafficking activities), and that they would check to make certain that
no such independent endeavours were in place. US officials would then explain, in
response to questions raised about the defector's testimony, that they had queried the
heads of the accused countries and had been reassured that there were no such activities
as described by the defector. Again, this is not completely hypothetical. That was exactly
what took place following reports on the involvement of such countries as Cuba,
Nicaragua, China and Bulgaria".

Also relevant here is the situation prevailing 1968. A source of the highest credibility,
Jan Sejna, has described in detail the major involvement of the Soviets and Chinese in
drug-trafficking, right up until the day he left Czechoslovakia in February 1968. Yet we
had no 'evidence' of the Soviet operation at that time, or of the involvement of Moscow's
East European satellites, aside from Bulgaria. That is, the absence of information, which
is the current US Government response to questions about Soviet or Chinese involve-
ment, only indicates that Chinese or Soviet operational security is very good, or that US
intelligence is deficient, or that data are not being examined, or are being suppressed,
or some combination of the foregoing.

While Sejna is an especially unique source, it is clear that he is not the only source.
During the five years to 1990, for instance, data and other source testimony were forth-
coming linking almost every Communist country to drug-trafficking. These data gener-
ally indicate official involvement of governments, rather than the independent dealings
of a few corrupt public officials In the case of Cuba, for example, it is not just one or two
officials. Ten or more high-level officials have been identified, and there is the active
assistance of military units of all three services, the involvement of the Cuban intelli-
gence service, and the involvement of Cuban counter-intelligence. To suggest that Cuba
merely 'facilitates' the trafficking or 'condones' it, is blatantly to close one's eyes to what
is happening. To accept Cuba's arrest, trial and execution on July 14, 1989 of General
Arnaldo Ochoa Sanchez [see page 11, Colonel Antonio de la Guardia Font, Major Amado
Pardon Trujillo and Captain Jorge Martinez Valdes — and the jailing of other Cuban offi-
cials for drug-trafficking17 — as indicative of Cuba's non-involvement with drug-traffick-
ing, or interest in curtailing drug operations, is the height of gullibility

By contrast, in the case of the non-Communist countries that play host to various
drug-trafficking activities — for example, the Bahamas, Colombia, Bolivia and Peru — the
data generally indicate official corruption, but drug-trafficking organisations that are non-
governmental. The one country that seems to be 'in between' is Mexico, which is so cor-
rupt that it is difficult to imagine that the Government is not involved. Recall Senator
Alfonse D'Amato's (R-NY) observation: 'That country is seething with revolution and has
been really totally captured, whether we want to admit it or not, totally by the drug
forces'''. In the past year or two, there has been an increase in Mexican anti-drug-traffick-
ing activities. However, given the continuing lack of cooperation" and continuing produc-
tion" in, and flow of drugs through, Mexico, it would seem that certain highly publicised
activities may well be just another example of efforts undertaken and publicised mainly
for the 'benefit' of the United States: To conclude that there is any real effort by Mexican
officials to curtail the illegal drug trade is, at the time of writing, at best premature.

Soviet, Marxist and Maoist terrorist revolutionaries are involved in drug-trafficking
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in all regions of the globe. Certainly, there are numerous non-Communist drug-traffick-
ers. Even some apparently non-Marxist 'freedom-fighter' resistance movements, notably
the Contras in Nicaragua, were evidently tempted to use drugs as a weapon or source of
money, as well. There is no denying that; but this seems to be a rather minor element of
the problem and should not be allowed to detract attention from the role of China, the
Soviet Bloc countries, and the Marxist and Maoist guerrillas and terrorists. On the con-
trary, the participation of such groups serves the Communists just fine, since it confuses
the overall picture, enhances 'deniability' and helps to divert attention from their far
more intensive activities, while providing a ready source of propaganda ammunition for
disinformation purposes.

An interesting example of one Soviet recruitment technique using drugs was con-
tained in an affidavit by Nelson Mantilla-Rey, filed in support of his application for politi-
cal asylum. Mantilla is a Colombian who was awarded a scholarship to study medicine
in the Soviet Union. He described how he and a classmate, Rafay Mehdi, gradually came
under the watchful eye of a counsellor, who introduced them to black market activities to
earn extra money, and who also used them to collect information on various individuals
and situations during vacations. The counsellor further displayed considerable power
when Mantilla or Mehdi got into trouble with the police or college authorities — a revela-
tion which led Mantilla and Mehdi to give him the nickname 'Angel'. They eventually
concluded that Angel was in reality a KGB officer and that they were being recruited. One
of the paragraphs in the affidavit is significant:

'32. In the summer of 1982, Rafay came with me to Colombia. Angel suggested that
we should buy drugs in Colombia, telling us that he had contacts in the Colombian air-
port and could set something up. He suggested that we could sell the drugs to the Ameri-
can soldiers we had seen on the bases in West Germany and that we could make a lot of
money for ourselves. This was the first time we refused to do what Angel asked of us. We
said selling jeans was commerce, but selling drugs was causing harm, and that we were
doctors and could not participate in such a thing. He did not get angry and dropped the
subject. He then asked us to contact some of the former Colombian students who had
studied in the Soviet Union, to find out what they were doing and to check on their
addresses, explaining that it would be interesting to know what had happened to all these
students after they left the Soviet Union. We agreed to do that'''.

He also reported on his attempts to interest the US Embassy in the way in which
Third World students were brainwashed and recruited, and was told that US officials
were not interested in what he had to say. They were only interested in military secrets,
not in long-term indoctrination [recruitment] programs. Upon his return to Colombia
after graduation, he began receiving phone calls from other students who had studied in
the Soviet Union and who encouraged him to join their political group.

One advised him not to worry about the trouble he was having finding a job; 'former
students who were Soviet sympathisers were getting into positions of power and the net-
work was spreading', he was told.

The purpose of this book is not, of course, to go to the extreme of placing 100% of
the blame for the global drugs pandemic upon the Chinese or Soviet Bloc intelligence ser-
vices. Nor can anyone say how effective their operation has been. If those services con-
trolled 31 to 37 percent of the North American market in 1967, which was what the Soviet
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estimate of their market share was at that time, what percentage might they control today?
The problem of assigning responsibility is especially difficult in the case of 'crack'.

Crack is a highly potent form of cocaine which is smoked. It enters the blood-stream
through the lungs and proceeds immediately to the brain. It can be almost instantly
addictive, gives the user a sense of self-confidence and superiority and is closely linked
with violent behaviour. At the start of 1985, crack usage was virtually unheard of.
Exactly when crack first appeared is not precisely known; but it seems to have made its
primary de'but in late 1985, just in time for the holidays. By January 1986, crack use was
reported in California, New York, Iowa, Maryland, Michigan, Florida, Alabama and
Washington State. By June 1986, it was reported throughout the United States and by
September it had been reported in Canada, United Kingdom, Finland, Hong Kong,
Spain, South Africa, Egypt, India, Mexico, Belize and Brazil".

The spread of crack seems best explained as a consequence of coordinated mass
marketing. So, too, is its design. As analysed by M. M. Kirsch", crack was designed for the
consumer with $5 to $15 to spend. It was designed for the user who is wholly unaware of
its devastating effects: 'The market push has been directed at the young and the ignor-
ant''. As the Drug Enforcement Administration reported in 1989, almost four years after
crack began its rapid spread, the interstate networks, manufacture and distribution were
dominated by Jamaicans, Haitians and US Blacks, and the primary targets were the ethnic
minorities in the inner cities, principally the Black people and Hispanics'.

Where did crack come from? Who orchestrated its development and its marketing?
The drug was priced to match perfectly an unexploited marketing opportunity — people
who could not afford an expensive cocaine or heroin habit. It is also interesting to recog-
nise that the characteristics of crack correspond in all important respects to the objectives of
the Soviet Bloc's drug development program as it existed in the 1960s (described in Chap-
ter 7). The rapid spread of its use did not match the 'normal' pattern associated with the
introduction of a 'new' drug, such as the California designer drugs of the early 1980s.

Even more significantly, however, the marketing of the drug by Caribbean and US
Black people to the inner-city poor, particularly Black people and Hispanics, matches
identically the Soviet marketing and distribution strategy developed in the mid-1960s and
then placed in operation. Following the development of crack, which evidently took place
in the late 1970s or early 1980s, it would then have been a simple task clandestinely to
insert instructions for its manufacture into the Latin American trafficking networks over
which the Soviets exercise influence, to ensure that there would be nothing linking the
new drug with the Soviets. The operation would have been 100 percent effective but with
no apparent links (from a US perspective) to the Soviet Union or even to any of its satellite
intelligence services, most notably Cuba's intelligence services.

Or, consider the role of the majority of the Latin American and North American traf-
fickers. To suggest that they are all Communists, or obeying Communist orders, would be
silly. It is a fair assumption that most of the traffickers and their collaborators are not Com-
munists. For the most part, they are only pursuing profits without any regard for the con-
sequences of their actions. But, how many of them were trained in a drug-trafficking
camp located in the Soviet Bloc? Is there a connection between these training schools and
the drug-trafficking schools in Colombia"? And how many of the traffickers are simply
pawns in a larger game whose dimensions they do not understand? In drug-trafficking,
many people are used — and being used without asking questions is accepted as part of the
cost of doing business. Curiosity is known to be a fatal disease.
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How they are being used and by whom, most of the traffickers do not know, nor nec-
essarily care. Very few people really know, as few as possible, which is very few. This is
the whole objective of narcotics operational security as developed by the Soviets in the
late 1950s, and as described in Chapters 3 and 4 of this book. This is also why the testi-
mony of the few people who did know what was happening is so important.

The bottom line is that there is no way to measure the extent or effectiveness of the
Soviet and Chinese drug operations, nor is any method of measurement about to be con-
cocted. But, as indicated earlier, the actual extent of the Soviet or Chinese involvement in
drug-trafficking is not a primary issue.

The real issue is: Why is the US Government ignoring this dimension of the drug
problem? Why, especially when it could turn out to be the most important dimension, for
the reasons which have been described in previous chapters? Why is the US Government
unable or unwilling to recognise political warfare or the continuing duplicity of the Soviet
Union? Why is the US Government unable to face up to the role of Cuba, Nicaragua and
Bulgaria? Why have all Western governments avoided the mass of multi-source data on
the Soviet operations to train, equip and finance international terrorists — and then, to
make matters worse, have perversely adopted projects to join forces with the worst crimi-
nal regime of all, the Soviet Union, to fight terrorism and share intelligence data on terror-
ism in the process? Why join forces with a nation which organised training camps for
terrorists in half a dozen different countries? The issue goes well beyond the Soviet and
Chinese involvement in drug-trafficking chronicled in this book.

'Why'? is a hard question to answer with any degree of confidence. Part of the prob-
lem may be the manner in which US intelligence is organised, or rather divided; and part
may relate to the manner in which the Soviet Union is viewed from Washington. Overseas
intelligence generally falls within the purview of the CIA, the State Department and the
Department of Defense — and US domestic intelligence, within that of the FBI.

Most Soviet Bloc and Chinese drug operations are located overseas, while the US
drug problem is perceived as a domestic issue. Also, overseas drug production and traf-
ficking organisations are not an obvious threat against the United States, so why should the
CIA concern itself with drug operations in Haiti, Indonesia, or North Vietnam, or with the
TIR customs-facilitating operation in Europe? Drugs are the DEA's responsibility not the
CIA's. Nor could the CIA be anxious to share sensitive source information with the State
Department, the DEA, or Customs, when these agencies are negotiating arrangements for
sharing intelligence information with the Soviets.

More basic, however, is the fact that the CIA does not collect data for law enforce-
ment; that is, data that can be used as evidence in a court of law. Its role is national secur-
ity, but drug-trafficking is viewed as a law enforcement problem. Moreover, as previously
explained, Soviet drug operations are handled mainly by surrogates, which further com-
plicates the situation. Law enforcement agencies often do not understand or have access
to the data describing the relationships that exist between foreign intelligence services.
Nor has it been at all evident, until recently, what has been happening.

Yet, while these considerations are all valid, they are not satisfying because they still
do not answer why intelligence priorities and drug-trafficking data collection did not
change when data on the Soviet Bloc operations began appearing in the open literature,
beginning in December 1986 29 . None of the above factors explains the failure to debrief Jan
Sejna and the efforts, which continue today [and continued until his death in August 1997
- Ed.], to discredit him and what he had to say Why do the US authorities not want to know?
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Another part of the problem is Washington's 'detente view' of the Soviet Union and
the world Communist system as a whole. The prevailing [1989— Ed.] view of the 'threat' is
that which supports detente politics. Only minor recognition is given to the nature of Com-
munism, its goals and objectives, and especially its strategy. At times it almost seems as
though the US Government has a death wish'. There has been tremendous reluctance to
face the nature of the Soviet military threat. People who have described this threat as it is —
a war-planning, war-fighting and war-winning capability — have been subjected to
ridicule and derision. There has been and still is an official reluctance to face the threat of
international terrorism and its primary sponsor, the Soviet Union. The intelligence com-
munity has avoided the whole concept of a long-range Soviet strategic plan for world
domination, even to the extent of not collecting known data that describes the plan, its
strategy tactics and the responsibilities of the various Soviet satellite nations within it.

An especially perceptive description of the general problem Westerners have in
understanding the Soviets comes from one of the most famous US-UK spies who pro-
vided information on Soviet military activities in the early 1960s, Colonel Oleg Penkov-
skiy. As explained in The Penkovskiy Papers, a work prepared by the CIA based on his
information and debriefings:

'One thing must be clearly understood. If someone were to hand to an American
general, an English general and a Soviet general the same set of objective facts and scien-
tific data, with instructions that these facts and data must be accepted as unimpeachable,
and an analysis made and conclusions drawn on the basis of them, it is possible that the
American and the Englishman would reach similar conclusions — I don't know. But the
Soviet general would arrive at conclusions which would be radically different from the
other two. This is because, first of all, he begins from a completely different set of basic
premises and preconceived ideas, namely, the Marxian concepts of the structure of soci-
ety and the course of history. Second, the logical process in his mind is totally unlike that
of his Western counterparts, because he uses Marxist dialectics, whereas they will use
some form of deductive reasoning. Third, a different set of moral laws governs and
restricts the behaviour of the Soviets. Fourth, the Soviet general's aims will be radically
different from those of the American and the Englishman'".

Westerners have an immensely difficult time in coming to grips with Soviet logic
and morality, which, being based on the Leninist dialectic, are totally different from and
inconsistent with, counterpart pragmatic Western concepts.

A critical example of the operational problem is the field of deception, disinforma-
tion and propaganda, which is one of the primary Soviet weapons used against the West —
their first strategic echelon, as Khrushchev himself referred to it. Deception is as natural a
Russian national characteristic as is freedom in the United States". The Soviets were
spending over $3 billion each year in the late 1970s on deception, disinformation and
propaganda, according to CIA estimates'. Yet the best that a US interagency study could
conclude in 1982 was: 'The fact that the Soviet leadership continues to use active measures
[which includes disinformation and political influence operations] on a large scale and
apparently funds them generously, suggests a positive assessment of their value as a for-
eign policy instrumene.

The FBI carried this bland assessment still further: 'We do not see Soviet active
measures in the United States as having a significant impact on US decisionmakers....
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The American media is sophisticated and generally recognises Soviet influence
attempts.... The FBI has uncovered no evidence that suggests American policymakers
have been induced to adopt policies against America's interests through KGB influence
operations in the United States'". This is contrary to the view of numerous defectors with
expertise in that area'. It is also contrary to the view of many non-government expertst".

Nor does it explain the uncommonly high number of assumptions regarding the
Soviet Union that serve as the basis for US policy and that correlate well with the assump-
tions promoted by Soviet deception operations. Needless to say, the CIA and FBI posi-
tions involve a measure of self-interest: to the extent that there is a severe deception and
disinformation problem, that would reflect badly on US counter-intelligence capabilities,
which are centred in the FBI and CIA.

The FBI wrote a follow-up report on Soviet active measures which was placed in the
Congressional Record by Representative C. W. 'Bill' Young (R-FL). The report covered the
1986-87 time period and was considerably less bland. It concluded:

'Although it is often difficult to judge the effectiveness of specific active measures
operations, the Soviets believe these operations have a cumulative effect and are detri-
mental to US foreign policy and national security interests. Furthermore, the Soviets
believe that their active measures operations in the United States do contribute to their
overall strategy to advance Soviet foreign policy interests, influence US Government
policies, and in general discredit the United States'.

While the report still failed to reach any conclusion concerning the US assessment of
the effectiveness of Soviet active measures, it did represent a step in the right direction.

In 1987, the Leadership Foundation sponsored a book on Soviet deception". Inde-
pendent analyses in different functional areas by seventeen experts were commissioned.
One of the principal findings that emerged in nearly every analysis was that the United
States' views do not correspond with reality and, indeed, were to a disturbing degree
aligned with Soviet deception objectives". Mere coincidence?

To what extent might our perception of the drug-trafficking problem have been
influenced by the Soviet Bloc's deception, disinformation and propaganda apparatus? As
reported by Jan Sejna", the Soviet Bloc's disinformation and propaganda apparatus has
been working hard for over twenty-five years to mould US perceptions of the drug prob-
lem. To what extent has the possibility of finding Soviet and Chinese involvement in inter-
national drug-trafficking simply been contrary to US policy? And why?

Might the Soviets have just 'primed' their drug-trafficking operations and then let
them continue as independent, self-sustaining activities? Naturally, anything is possible.
But this course of action would seem to be an unlikely possibility. The Soviets sustain a
long-range revolutionary view. Their activities are governed, in general, by long-range
strategy and by plans that extend for decades, and beyond.

t Editor's Note: For instance, it flies in the face of the fact that for many years, a known Communist occu-
pied a senior management position on the staff of one of the leading US newspapers. It also disregards
the continuing dissemination of mis- and disinformation over the years by agents of influence in features
and reports in newspapers throughout the West, designed to pull the wool over the eyes of policymakers
and the public. A case in point at this Edition's press date was a spate of articles which appeared in the
United Kingdom and the United States that were clearly intended to sustain and reinforce the illusion,
intended by Moscow, that the explosion of global drug-related criminality is just an unfortunate circum-
stance of modern life - rather than a consequence of a long-term intelligence offensive, as explained here.
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Is what has been happening evidence of a change of tactics, or a strategic adjust-
ment? While there have been domestic 'upheavals' throughout Eastern Europe, control
mechanisms still appear to be in place, and intelligence operations are not known to have
been seriously affected, at least not as of March 1990. Why would the Soviets walk away
from such an eminently successful, long-term strategic offensive?

One reason might be to avoid getting caught. But the Soviet approach to sensitive
strategic operations is to build into the operation good secrecy, counter-intelligence con-
trols, and, from the beginning, a strategy that is ready to be implemented if there is a
breach in the secrecy, and the enemy begins to recognise what is happening. The ground-
work is laid, right from the beginning, to deny any responsibility and to place the blame
on someone else. They even have a name for this strategy. It is called 'offensive denial"2.

As their narcotics trafficking strategy developed, the Soviets were careful to watch
for any signs of Western awareness. By way of example, in 1964 British and Canadian del-
egations visited Czechoslovakia on separate occasions. Czechoslovakia was instructed to
query the delegations to learn if British or Canadian counter-intelligence had connected
drug-trafficking with the Soviet or East Bloc intelligence services. The purpose was to
ready their counterattack in case something surfaced. The Czechoslovak approach was to
indicate casually during informal one-on-one conversations that they had heard that the
opposition party in the United Kingdom (or Canada) was linking the party of the person
in the conversation to drug-trafficking and then see where the conversation went.

This Soviet strategy is also reflected in Moscow's decision, with effect from 1964, to
publicise the drug-trafficking role of Communist China. Advertising China's role would
draw attention away from the Soviet operation and provide a convenient culprit for the
West to blame for the escalating drugs scourge. The 1964 article by Ovchinnikov" (see page
41) tied the opium, morphine, and heroin problem in Japan, the United States and South-
east Asia to China. Yunnan Province was identified as the main producing area feeding
Southeast Asia. The article also discussed the coordination meeting held in Peking in 1952
and the decision to expand production which formed part of the 'Great Leap Forward'.
This theme was repeated and expanded in 1969, in Literaturnaya Gazeta. More details were
now provided with the important elaboration that the CIA was also identified as a partici-
pant in the trafficking in Southeast Asia. The article linked the CIA to the transportation of
100-kilogram bars of opium from the remote regions of Laos to bases in Thailand and to
secret factories on an island in the Mekong River, where the opium was processed. 'From
that factory, the heroin goes to the United States, Japan and Western Europe''.

Reports of foreign nationals trafficking from Bulgaria are especially curious. As indi-
cated earlier, in a 1984 report to Congress', the Drug Enforcement Administration indic-
ated that it had knowledge of numerous foreign nationals who were using Bulgaria as
their base of operations. The DEA provided Bulgaria with lists of names of such people on
at least four different occasions. Some 56 names were apparently provided to Sofia. What
is interesting is that none of the lists identified Bulgarian citizens. Why?

Did the United States have any names of Bulgarians who were involved, but which
for some reason were not disclosed, or did the United States actually only have the names
of non-Bulgarians, as was implied in the DEA report? It is distinctly possible that the latter
situation is the case, and that the process by which the United States obtained the names
was not the result of poor Bulgarian security — but that the United States was intended to
learn only the names of non-Bulgarian traffickers.

KINTEX is reported to have been set up in 1968, although there are indications that it
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was in operation several years earlier and was tied into the provision of morphine base to
Italian and French laboratories during the 'French Connection' era — the mid-1960s 47. In
1969, 200 kilograms of heroin were seized in West Germany. Through sophisticated chem-
ical analysis of the drug, the German authorities determined that the heroin had been
manufactured in Bulgaria, thus directly linking Bulgaria with the manufacture of heroin
used in illicit trafficking. It was after this determination was made that a DEA source
disclosed the Bulgarian plan for enabling foreign nationals to use Bulgaria as a base for
drug manufacturing and trafficking operations.

This disclosure materialised in June 1970. It would also appear, based on the DEA
report, that the names of the non-Bulgarian nationals conducting heroin manufacture and
trafficking first started appearing in December 1970". It does not require much imagina-
tion to hypothesise the Bulgarian use of KINTEX to manage foreign nationals as part of
an operation deliberately designed so that if information were leaked to the United States,
presumably due to lack of appropriate care by one of the foreign nationals, there would
be a non-Bulgarian explanation for the manufacture and movement of drugs to the West
from and through Bulgaria. Such an operation could also be designed as a cover for Bul-
garian operations conducted without the participation of any foreign nationals".

When Cuba's role in drug-trafficking was disclosed in the US courts in 1982, the link-
ages to the Soviet Union were implicit. It was only a matter of time before questions
would be raised about Soviet participation. This event, which was widely publicised in
the news media, must have set off discrete alarms in the Soviet offices responsible for
'Druzhba Narodov' . Some type of protective response was now urgently needed.

In thinking back over the events of the early 1980s and the Soviet need for a diver-
sion, it is interesting to recall the manner in which reports that the Soviets had a drug
problem of their own, began surfacing. For years the Soviets had claimed that they had no
drug problem because of their social conditions — full employment, no homelessness, and
ample opportunities for young people to obtain a good education or learn a trade. Then,
suddenly in 1986, a drug problem emerged in Soviet literature s'. Much of the blame was
placed upon Afghanistan 'Freedom Fighters' who were selling drugs to the Soviet sol-
diers. But another report from the Soviet Union was particularly odd. It concerned the
theft of poppy seeds, which was portrayed as another indication of the growing drug
problem. This should have raised a red flag. Throughout the Soviet Union there is wide-
spread cultivation of poppies. Poppies are grown for medicinal purposes and for the
seeds. Children often drink the nectar in the buds of the ripening flowers. Poppy-seed
cake is a national desert in the Ukraine and poppy seeds are widely available. So concern
over theft of poppy seeds is hardly worth reporting.

According to an analysis by Dr James Inciardi, Professor and Director, Department
of Criminal Justice, University of Delaware, the sudden emergence of a Soviet addiction
problem in 1986 was inconsistent with the facts, which included the easy availability of pop-
pies and hashish and a population known for its alcoholism. Moreover, as he explained,
an important Soviet research study on drug addition published in February 1987 was not
suggestive of a recent problem. Inciardi then pointed out that most of the work on this
new research article was actually done in the late 1960s, and referenced source material
dating as far back as 1955. He showed that the Soviets most probably had extensive clini-
cal exposure to drug abusers as far back as the 1950s' (which, coincidentally, is precisely
when the Soviet analyses of the use of drugs as strategic weapons were intensified). The
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obvious question, of course, was: why did the Soviets decide to start publicising their
drug problem in 1986?

Two possibilities are worth considering. First, in 1985 the Soviets were in the process
of modifying their tactics towards the West. As part of this process, they sent numerous emis-
saries to the United States to talk to prominent 'hardliners', inquiring of them what it was
that the Soviet Union had to do to show that it was changing. In the past, it had been a
common practice for the Soviets to adopt a strategy designed to portray this image of
change as part of a programme to obtain increased financial and technical assistance from
the West'. This could very well explain many of the 'changes' that were to appear in the
latter half of the 1980s. It could also help to explain, in part, the sudden publicity the
Soviets gave to their drug problems, beginning in 1986.

Additionally, it must have been evident, with effect from at least mid-1983, that
measures were needed to offset the growing focus of attention on the role of Soviet surro-
gates in drug-trafficking. In 1986-87, descriptions of Sejna's knowledge of the Soviet nar-
cotics strategy first began to emerge — initially in a private newsletter in the late summer
of 1986, and publicly in France in December 1986 54 and in America in January 1987".

The Soviets could easily have been aware, as early as 1985, that this material was
being developed. Also, in 1986 and 1987j149

, further indications of Soviet activities surfaced, with reports of seizures of narcotics
being transported on Soviet ships. In 1986, Dutch police seized 220 kilos of heroin aboard
the Soviet freighter, the Kapitan Tomson. Belgian and Canadian officials seized Soviet con-
tainers stashed with illegal drugs in 1987. Also in 1987, Italian customs police seized 880
pounds of hashish concealed in the bottom of a container'. The cat was definitely out of
the bag.

While these events were unfolding, news about internal Soviet drug problems
continued to grow. This provided an understandable basis for the new Soviet interest in
'working with the West', specifically the British and Americans, to 'stop drug-traffick-
ing't. In February 1988 the Soviets and British signed a memorandum of understanding
on cooperation over drug-trafficking. Three months later, the Soviets tipped off the British
about some drugs that were about to be smuggled into Britain. On April 29, 1988, Tass
announced that a joint operation, code named 'Diplomat', conducted by Soviet and
British customs agents, had led to the seizure of three-and-a-half tons of hashish with a
street value of £10,000,000. The drugs were in transit from Afghanistan via Leningrad to
Tilbury. The Soviets reported that the source of the hashish was Pakistan. One wonders
why the Soviets did not seize the drug shipments in Afghanistan, or the Soviet Union, as
would have been logical if the object of the exercise had really been to combat drug smug-
gling. Rather, the Tass announcement noted that Operation 'Diplomat' was another example
of broadening international cooperation. The particular broadening referred to were agree-
ments which were then being negotiated with France and the United States.

Is what the Soviets had in mind 'cooperation'? Or is this 'cooperation' in reality a
carefully orchestrated Soviet protection, deception, and penetration operation?

Incidentally, a rather simple test of the Soviets' sincerity on this score comes to mind.
Let the authorities in Moscow provide a detailed description of the drug operations that

t Editor's Note: It also provided the necessary false impression of 'equivalence' between of the drug problems in
the USSR and the West, which was a prerequisite for East-West 'cooperation' in the 'fight against drugs'. Moscow
sought such 'equivalence' in order to be able to neutralise Western anti-drug operations effectively, while obtain-
ing a constant stream of Western drug-related intelligence from inside sources. This 'Bold Bolshevik' approach is
typical of Leninist activist revolutionary methodology, to which Western Governments are tragically blind.
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they have had a 'hand' in running from 1955 to the present, complete with the names,
details and photographs of everyone they trained and everyone who has assisted them
over the years; let them provide copies of all Soviet Bloc intelligence files on non-Soviet
narcotics trafficking operations; and let them channel back to the countries of origin, all
drug-related profits realised by the Soviet Bloc's intelligence services.

Would the Soviets simply have walked away from their drug operation? Possible,
but hardly likely. 'Druzhba Narodov' was eminently successful. It was also a long-term
operation involving a substantial commitment of resources. Why would the Soviets sud-
denly trash the operation, especially considering the reluctance of the West to focus
serious attention on either the drug-trafficking problem or on the role of Soviet surro-
gates in drug-trafficking? While one cannot deny that such a response would have been
possible, it certainly would have been inconsistent with Soviet strategy and with
Moscow's operational doctrine, one of the central principles of which is control. The Sovi-
ets go to great lengths to ensure control. The last situation they want is the emergence of
economically independent and uncontrolled splinter operations'.

Notwithstanding the changes which impressed the whole world under Gorbachev
there have been few indications of any favourable changes in Soviet strategic capabilities or
intelligence operations. As William H. Webster, the CIA's Director of Central Intelligence at
the time, observed in February, 1990, the intelligence services in Eastern Europe were likely
to remain at work notwithstanding the sweeping changes taking place in those countries;
and, they would continue cooperating with the Soviets'. Additionally, Soviet military sup-
port continues to flow into various besieged countries, and the Soviet Union's propaganda
apparatus continues to spread lies about the United States around the globe'.

The offer extended by the Drug Enforcement Administration and US Customs back
in 1971 to work with the Bulgarian intelligence services to help them arrest drug-traffick-
ers provided the Soviets with an almost heaven-sent mechanism for taking the pulse of
US narcotics-trafficking intelligence. This 'cooperation' is now being expanded to include
sharing drug-trafficking intelligence directly with the Soviets. Naturally, this provides the
Soviets with what might be the ultimate feedback mechanism with which to keep track of
US data and concerns. And, in the light of such 'cooperation', how could US Government
officials, or officials from other countries similarly involved, ever suspect — let alone pub-
licly charge — the Soviets with masterminding a comprehensive Soviet Bloc intelligence
drug-trafficking operation? Even if Western suspicions were to be aroused on this score,
as they have been from time to time, any conclusion along those lines would be pigeon-
holed indefinitely on the basis that it conflicted with 'accepted' US policy.

Data provided by the former Secretary of the Czechoslovak Defence Council are
extensive and have far-reaching consequences. Drug-trafficking by the Soviet Bloc coun-
tries and China is just one of the monstrosities revealed in his disclosures. Yet notwith-
standing the apparent importance of the data, it continues to be ignored, swept aside, or
damned with faint praise. Is the problem one of confirmation? Or, do people in Washington
simply not want to know? Is the force of Soviet disinformation, deception and infiltration
too strong to combat; is current propaganda on the new and 'reformed' Soviet policy of glas-
nost so powerful that all the preceding 'glasnosts'" and failed promises of reform are now
ignored or cast aside as ancient history61 ? Are the data not given serious attention because
they are not believed, or because the instant one gives them serious attention, it becomes
clear at once that the United States has serious problems, requiring urgent attention? •
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GRIM OUTLOOK FOR
THE 21ST CENTURY

Since Red Cocaine first went to press ten years ago, the drug problem has continued to
grow. Drugs are more widely available than ever before, prices are lower, and drug
potency has increased. For example, heroin is now available that is 90 percent pure.
Following a temporary decline from 1988 until 1992, teenage usage has been proliferat-
ing'. This is especially disturbing because of the grave implications for society's future.

From a global perspective, America is no longer the sole 'primary' target of the
deliberate drugs offensive to destabilise the West and destroy Western society and
democracy. Illegal drugs are flowing into Europe at record rates and into the various
republics of the former Soviet Union. With them, crime and high-level corruption, which
typically accompany illegal drugs, are growing everywhere. The size of the global crimi-
nal gross take is now estimated to be in excess of $2 trillion per annum. Health problems,
which are also tied to illegal drug use, are proliferating.

Meanwhile the costs associated with measures to 'combat' the drugs scourge con-
tinue to escalate. The United States alone currently spends over $15 billion per annum on
anti-drug operations. Apart from the spiralling expenditures and overheads, however,
not much has changed. Responsive measures remain focused on:

0 Interdiction;
0 Attempts to gain the cooperation of drug-producing countries;
0 Law enforcement, and:
0 Education.
These measures remain as conspicuously ineffective today as they were 25 years

ago — as is only too apparent from the ready availability of drugs, their decreased street
prices, their heightened potency, and the associated increases in consumption among
adolescents. Yet notwithstanding the severity of the illegal drug scourge and its conse-
quences, there is no evident determination to address the challenge it presents in a seri-
ous manner. Moreover the official diagnosis of the crisis in the United States remains
naive and inadequate.

One reason the drugs crisis receives much less serious attention (in the United States,
as well as elsewhere) than it should be receiving, is that estimates of what illegal drugs cost
people everywhere — not just in monetary terms but also in respect of their impact on polit-
ical and social structures, and on families and individuals' lives — are woefully incomplete
and grossly understated. This appears to be because the US authorities, and some other
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Western Governments as well, do not relish having to face the severity of the offensive
against Western societies, and do not want to advertise the gravity of the crisis.

In America, drug use and cost estimates are based mainly upon so-called 'House-
hold Use' statistics. These statistics are so inadequate and misleading that they may well
be worse than none at all. There are two monumental problems with the 'Household Use'
statistics. First, they assume that people will voluntarily tell the truth about their use of
drugs. Secondly, they do not address the heaviest group of drug users — people who are
not 'found in households' but rather are homeless or in various institutions such as jails,
shelters, hospitals, and treatment facilities.

Important insights into the value of 'self-reports' were brought to light in 1991
when the Emory School of Medicine ran a covert test of drug user 'truthfulness' at a walk-
in clinic in Atlanta'. Their researchers asked patients if they had used any drugs in the pre-
ceding three days. What the researchers did not tell the patients was that they intended to
test their urine for cocaine drug residue. What they determined was that seventy-two per-
cent of the men who claimed they had used no drugs during the preceding three days
tested positive for cocaine use alone. If they had been tested for the use of other drugs as
well — for example, marijuana, heroin, PCP, LSD, ecstacy, methamphetamines and so forth
— the percentage would probably have exceeded ninety percent. Their conclusion was
clear: self-reports of drug use are unreliable. The drug-use statistics that they calculated for
the segments of the population they dealt with were three times higher than one would
estimate based on the 'Household Use' statistics.

In addition, there have been no good estimates of US hard-core users, and the costs
associated with drug usage by this group probably exceed all those of the non-hard core
users that form the backbone of the 'Household Use' statistics. For over ten years, the
number of chronic users has been assumed to be around three to five million. To its
credit, the US Office of National Drug Control Policy has initiated a study to try to estab-
lish how many hard-core addicts there are in the United States'. Their first attempt
focused on Cook County, Illinois. There, they studied the jails, homeless shelters, and
institutions and used drug-use tests — both urine and hair tests — to verify reports. While
their survey still yielded an underestimate, the results were alarming. The Office of
National Drug Control Policy estimated that there were 330,000 chronic users in Cook
County alone. Their findings were still labelled 'preliminary' and carried the warning,
'do not extrapolate'. But, if one nevertheless extrapolates these findings, the correspond-
ing national hard-core total would be in the 15 to 20 million range, which is three to five
times higher than the conventional wisdom — and, as predicted, considerably higher than
the usage rates one might be tempted to employ, based on the 'Household Use' statistics.

A realistic estimate of what the drug plague costs the United States each year, using
conservative figures and Government statistics where they exist, is also eye-opening. It is
three to five times higher than the $50 to $60 billion numbers quoted by President Clin-
ton and Vice President Gore a few years ago. To place these 'competing' estimates in
perspective, they show the drug plague each year costing the United States more than
the entire ten-year Vietnam War, with the number of illegal drug casualties each year also
exceeding the total Vietnam War data'. Moreover, annual deaths attributable to illegal
drugs are actually over four times higher than the total fatalities in the worst of the Viet-
nam War years.

These cost estimates do not and cannot put a dollar figure on the damage being
done due to the corruption of drugs and drug money on people's lives. Brains, bodies,
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spirituality, and life courses are destroyed. Families, the basic building blocks of society
are burdened to the point, sometimes, of total disruption. Almost everyone one meets in
the United States these days has direct personal experience of the damage inflicted by the
drugs offensive on a family member or a close relative.

The Drug Enforcement Administration's estimate of US domestic marijuana
production in 1992— and that department (the DEA) rarely, if ever, overestimates the size
of the supply — multiplied by the average street value of 'good' marijuana, yields an
annual cash crop value of $30 billion, twice the size of any legal farm crop. All such trans-
actions and profits are illegal and have to be laundered. How much is laundered into
stocks, bonds, and real estate? Has the endless and escalating flood of drug money sus-
tained and bolstered the stock and commodity markets, and also the strength of the US
dollar on the foreign exchange markets? How much drug money goes into political cam-
paigns, or shows up in election contributions? How much influence and corruption does
just the home-grown marijuana proportion of the drug trade in America, buy? Add
imported marijuana, heroin, cocaine, LSD and methamphetamines — and the total rises
sharply. Influence-peddling and election-financing are the natural associates of drug
funds: so democracy is being undermined directly through interference with the democra-
tic process and by ensuring that political candidates are beholden to evil money from the
outset. This makes for corrupt government, as events in 1998 confirmed.

The implications are inescapable: growing, widespread, all-encompassing drug-
money corruption, including corruption of the political, judicial, police, legal, accounting,
finance, and even the business communities throughout the United States. And of course
the same fate awaits the other leading Western countries which are prime targets for the
drug offensive. In Europe, the European Union's structures, already notorious for nomen-
klaturist corruption and inefficiency, are prime targets for the drug offensive.

Police corruption has featured on the font pages of the newspapers in most of the
leading American cities: for example, New York, Philadelphia, Miami, Los Angeles,
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, New Orleans, and in Washington, DC. Extensive corruption
in Federal agencies responsible for combating the flow of drugs has also been reported —
affecting, in particular, the Drug Enforcement Administration, the US Customs Service,
and the Immigration, Justice, and Border Patrol communities. The domestic and interna-
tional banking communities are heavily compromised, of course, by the drug scourge.

Everyone understands that it is usually the so-called 'small fry' who get caught.
These people are the most expendable and least sophisticated. Nor does it take a rocket
scientist to recognise that the same corruption that has been exposed within the law
enforcement agencies also permeates the higher levels in the judicial, financial, political
and political influence communities throughout the United States. It is also clearly pre-
sent, as noted, in the financing of elections; but neither US political party wants to discuss
this phenomenon, if it can be avoided. It must be assumed, on the basis of the evidence,
that the reputations of both the main US political parties are equally at risk.

In addition to a general lack of serious attention, assisted by an often complacent
media approach to the issue, the 'war on drugs' in America remains ineffective because
the illegal drug issue is still not understood historically, financially, politically, or strateg-
ically. Conventional beliefs and assumptions concerning the origins of the drug plague
and the reasons it has proliferated so alarmingly, contain serious gaps and mis- or disin-
formation. According to the 'conventional wisdom', it is the people themselves who are at
fault; that is, it is the people themselves who who bear primary responsibility for the drug
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plague. If the people did not use drugs, there would be no scourge. This, by the way, has
always been the standard argument used by Colombians when the issue is raised by vis-
iting Americans or Europeans: in Bogota, it is the preferred analysis — for only too obvi-
ous reasons. Moreover, US officials and the media foster the image that drug-traffickers
are little more than common criminals, people who live in fear of the law and who are, in
effect, renegades whose only ideology is the pursuit of profit. These same purveyors of
the news would also have us believe that the US Federal Government is doing its best to
curb drug production and trafficking. As is demonstrated in the preceding material,
nothing could be further from the truth. The army of apologists for the drugs crisis and
its consequences, together with the 'liberalisers', have powerful and influential organisa-
tions behind them — and, of course, unlimited financial resources.

But the drug crisis, as we have seen, is not home grown — the result of some defi-
ciency in US and other Western societies. It emerged because it was forced upon the
West as an act of long-term low-level warfare by very sophisticated intelligence opera-
tions orchestrated by the Chinese and by the Soviets and their various surrogates and
satellites. When Nikita Khrushchev was reported to have informed the West that 'we
will bury you', he was misquoted. What Khrushchev actually said was: 'we will be pre-
sent at your funeral'. And, as anyone who has lost a family member, relative or loved
one knows at first-hand, there have been many funerals since the drugs offensive began.

In this respect, note again the data in Figure 5 on page 135, which show the growth
in the first use by addicts of heroin recorded in the Haight-Ashbury section of San Fran-
cisco and the numbers of drug dependent deaths in New York City (Figure 4, page 133).
These data reveal a significant jump in drug abuse in 1949-50, precisely when the Chi-
nese narcotics trafficking operation began, and an exponential rise beginning in 1960-61
— which was when the Soviet narcotics trafficking operation was launched and the Chi-
nese Communist operation was expanded.

The message is clear to anyone interested in learning what is really happening —
which is to say, to anyone prepared to discard the rose-tinted spectacles and 'politically
correct' misapprehensions favoured in baffled US and other official circles these days.
First, the dramatic change in the usage statistics is the result of increased supply; and
secondly, the sources of the supply are foreign intelligence operations designed
specifically to attack the youth of targeted countries with illegal drugs.

In the course of 1998, yet more data emerged which, once again, showed the same
phenomenon with respect to cocaine. In 1992, during the 'Household Survey' in the United
States, people were asked when they began using cocaine for the first time. The data from
the answers received were placed on the Internet. They are plotted in Figure 7 on page 157.
What stands out clearly is a significant change in usage statistics, starting in 1967, at which
time the rate of first use of cocaine starts rising. Why? What happened in 1967?

The potential of cocaine as the most important drug of the future was first communi-
cated to the Czechs in 1962. Operations to construct cocaine networks had already begun
and were expanded with effect from that year. Between 1962 and 1965, the relevant pro-
duction techniques were modernised by the East Germans. They developed brand new
processes which turned out to be far superior to the old techniques. One plant using the
new German process could produce three times more cocaine than the entire then-
existing production of Colombia, Peru and Bolivia. These techniques were introduced,
and the production and distribution networks were put in place, during 1965-66.

As General Sejna explained the position in detail, 1967 was the year when the
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Soviets' cocaine production and distribution operations, centred indeed in Colombia,
Peru and Bolivia, came on stream — which was precisely when the first use of cocaine
data began rising steadily: see Figure 7. The increase in drug usage was the result of a
substantial increase in supply and associated marketing strategies, and the source of
those supplies and strategies was the Soviet foreign intelligence operation — the code
name of which was 'Pink Epidemic' (see page 33 et seq) alluding to the blending of the
white (cocaine) with the red (Communism).

The chart below also provides significant insights into the means which need to be
adopted in order to achieve an effective solution to the illegal drug scourge.

First, of course, there are two sides to the crisis — supply and 'demand'. Both sides
have to be attacked, particularly since, uniquely in the case of drugs, demand is created by
supply. Any proposed 'solution' which does not attack the availability of the drugs in ques-
tion is not a solution because it does not address the fundamental source of the crisis — the
supply. It is the supply (and this includes its marketing and support networks) which
creates addicts in the first place. If the supply is not attacked, there will be a constant
increase in the number of addicts as each new generation of young people for various
reasons decides to 'experiment' and gets hooked.

In all honesty, the demand side, which is dominantly the demand generated by addicts,
will ultimately solve itself as the addicts die out. Many users may languish and may
never be cured. Proposals that make it safe for users to do drugs or that provide them with
cheap drugs under the assumption that this will reduce crime are of course intended to
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Figure 7: New cocaine users in the United States [in thousands], showing conclusively the correlation
with the commencement of Soviet involvement in 1967, and thus with supply. Data source: Rouse, BA., Ed.,
1995, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Statistics Sourcebook. DHHS Publication No. ISMA) 95-3064, Government
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enable addicts to 'do their thing' until they die. These fancy and false notions will not solve
the crisis, or indeed contribute to its remediation, because they do not attack the supply;
and as the data in Figure 7 confirm, it is indeed the supply that creates the drugs crisis in
the first place. The objective of this supply is to generate addicts so that the supply can be
consumed — that is to say, to foster demand. There is no equivalence between such addic-
tion demand and normal commercial demand, as is always deceitfully implied.

Secondly, the preceding material shows that the illegal drug question is not going to
be solved by attacking it as a 'law and order' or a 'law enforcement' or even a diplomatic
challenge. The accuracy of this conclusion can be seen in the fact that the prevailing 'war
on drugs' has been shown to have been totally ineffective — precisely because it has been
approached as a law and order, law enforcement, and diplomatic challenge since it
emerged in 1950. The 'results' achieved during the Reagan Administration provide a
further demonstration of this fallacy The drugs scourge was then approached as a law
enforcement matter. As a consequence, US jails went from being three-quarters full to far
over capacity; yet during that period, drugs became more plentiful, more potent, and more
easily accessible, than ever before. The policy was a total waste of money.

Treating the drug plague as a law enforcement or a diplomatic problem will not suc-
ceed because those responsible are not common criminals and because they operate with
the protection of the local law and order communities, the domestic and international
banks, and under diplomatic immunity. The only way to approach the illegal drug
plague is to recognise it for what it is — an intentional attack on the United States and the
West generally This concerted and relentless assault amounts to an undeclared war in
which all available means are employed — overt, covert, illegal, and indigenous — in the
pursuit of the enemy which remains the West.

As for the US Government's supposed determination to decapitate the producers
and traffickers, another comparison provides the needed perspective. Since the drug
plague emerged, the United States has undertaken numerous military adventures, at
great risk, cost, and without the invitation of those who were attacked. Consider, for
example, Vietnam, Cambodia, Grenada, Panama, Iraq and Libya. We have even attacked,
unilaterally and without anyone's concurrence, pharmaceutical plants suspected of
producing nerve agents and the training and supply depots of individuals who evidently
sponsored terrorist activities. In none of these adventures was the United States under
attack, or even directly threatened. Yet, in sharp contrast, there has not been one instance
of a similar US military attack on a foreign drug producing or drug-trafficking regime,
notwithstanding the fact that it is the United States (and of course the West generally) that
is under direct attack, is directly threatened, and has suffered and continues to suffer
extensive casualties, economic and social disruption, and individual fatalities as a conse-
quence of this offensive. Indeed, since the drug offensive is an act of war, those countries
which encourage or sanction or turn a blind eye to it should be placed on notice once and
for all that if they do not cease their malevolent activities forthwith, the United States
(and, if necessary, other targeted countries) will no longer be responsible for the destruc-
tive consequences. In short, such regimes should be regarded as enemy regimes. In this
connection, it is worth recalling that the 'former' Soviet Union respected the West only
when it stood up to its Bolshevik bullying.

If, then, 'conventional wisdom' is set aside, and along with it all the various explana-
tions of the drug scourge which flow so glibly from the official and unofficial talking
heads in Western capitals, a sharply divergent image emerges. Specifically, the illegal drug
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plague will be seen to be an international criminal 'business' which, due to the corruption
it engenders, enjoys the support and protection of many countries and of many powerful
people, some of whom are well-known personalities. And the scourge can be seen to have
grown for five primary reasons.

First, the drug plague is not the brainchild of 'common or garden' crooks and
criminals. It is the result of long-term strategic intelligence operations undertaken by
countries with the largest and most capable intelligence services in the world: China
and the Soviet Union and its satellites, and their successors. This means that unlike an
independent criminal operation, the drug-traffickers who built the business have and
continue to have at their disposal the assets and resources of various states and govern-
ments, together with the benefit of open and unlimited sanctuaries in which to hide,
plan, finance, organise, recruit, and train for the next phases of their collective offensive.

Secondly, the plague has been able to flourish because it has been politically protected.
The protection that the US Government, for instance, has provided — free of charge — has
been well documented in the cases of China, Russia, Bulgaria, Cuba, Mexico, Colombia
and the former Czechoslovakia, to name a few of the countries involved. Moreover, the
corruption of drug money is so pervasive that it has truly become a serious question to ask
whom one can trust any more — and not just in foreign countries, but, for Americans, in the
Federal Departments and agencies, and in Congress as well. Why have no Government
records on the drug-trafficking and money-laundering activities run out of Mena,
Arkansas, been released or even investigated by Congress or by the Office of the so-called
'Independent Counsel', and why have US election financing links to drug money-launder-
ers, to the Palestinian Authority and to Chinese interests, not surfaced properly?

Thirdly, the drug plague has been free to develop without constraint because the
money-laundering dimension of drug-trafficking has been organised — not just tolerated
or enabled, but organised —by the international financial community, and by national (US)
banks as wellt. There is no way such a multi-trillion dollar financial stream could exist
without the active and knowing assistance of banks and financial institutions, the laun-
dering and 'investment' profits of which represent an estimated 15 to 20 percent of their
aggregate annual profits. And by 'international financial community', I do not just mean
banks and bankers. Of equal importance, and functioning as integral elements of the
international financial community are associated investment advisers and companies,
accountancy firms and specialists, and — most importantly of all — the associated lawyers
and legal firms upon whom the banks are critically dependent.
t Editor's Note: A case in point was highlighted in a report published by the US General Accounting Office
[GAO], the accounting and investigative arm of Congress, on 4th December 1998. Ina vivid example of how
banks allegedly flout the law while maintaining deniability and appearing to uphold it, Citibank was reported by
the GAO to have secretly transferred between $90 million and $100 million of alleged drugs money for a Mexi-
can client without examining the source of the funds, or the client's financial background. The GAO concluded
inter alia that Citibank, now part of Citigroup, failed to follow its own procedures against money-laundering, and
'facilitated a money managing system that disguised the origin, destination and beneficial owner of the funds'.
The GAO had responded to a request by Senator John Glenn, the astronaut, to look into reports that up to $100
million was laundered out of Mexico to Citibank accounts in London and Switzerland. A separate investigation
was being carried out by the US Justice Department. The GAO report revealed that Citibank's private banking
unit had established an offshore private company to hold its client's assets, had waived bank references, had
allowed the client to use a different name to transfer funds from Mexico, and had failed to prepare a financial
profile on the prominent client in question. The bank earned about $1.1 million in fees associated with its run-
ning of the relevant accounts. A spokesman for Citigroup, cited by The Daily Telegraph of London [5th December
19981, insisted that the report 'contained errors of fact and interpretation', adding that 'we have looked into the
matter ourselves and have found that neither the company nor any employee has violated the law. We're coop-
erating fully with law enforcement authorities'.
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Such lawyers hide behind their protection of respectability and the 'rule of law': but
they are whited sepulchres, hypocrites and active participants in this evil business. For
this reason, it was encouraging to be able to read in the British press' in late November
1998 that Detective Chief Inspector Simon Goddard, the head of the organised and econ-
omic crime unit at the National Criminal Investigation Service [NCISI in London had
revealed that lawyers from at least six large law firms were in the process of being investi-
gated for alleged money-laundering on behalf of drug-traffickers and other organised
criminals. Reporting the essence of an interview given by this top British law enforcement
officer in The Lawyer magazine, Mr Goddard explained that several law enforcement
agencies, including a number of UK police forces, were investigating the handling of prof-
its from drugs, gun-running and violent gangster-style activities. 'These firms are actively
working on behalf of organised crime. We know who they are [the lawyers concerned].
We are aware of some of their activities, and we are at varying stages of our investigations.
We certainly have lawyers who perform the role like an old consigliere in the mafia films.
They know who their clients are and they know how their clients make their money, and
they know it isn't from a legitimate activity'.

Sources at the NCIS further confirmed that the lawyers and the firms concerned
were located in the City of London, and elsewhere in the British capital. In one case, the
whole of a small firm had been identified as a front for money-laundering. In other cases,
it was suspected that lawyers in some large firms were accepting illicit funds and using
their positions in respectable concerns to hide their activities. Typically, the funds are
co-mingled with other funds in the firms' clients' accounts, and then transferred as
instructed by their drug-linked 'clients'. But of course any suspicious money transactions
must by law, in the United Kingdom, be reported to NCIS. Out of 14,500 reports filed
under the relevant UK legislation in 1997, precisely 240 were from solicitors (attorneys);
and NCIS told The Guardian newspaper that many British lawyers were 'failing in their
legal and moral obligations". The newspaper also confirmed that it had been told by a
spokesman for NCIS that 'we have intelligence on at least six law firms we believe to be
involved in money-laundering'. Police believed that 'the money is wired to solicitors, who
put it in clients' accounts in London. It is then transferred to offshore accounts or trusts'.

As General Sejna described the position while he was alive, the money-laundering
contacts in the various banks selected to provide 'banking services' were set up by the
bankers themselves. Background security checks on the individuals who were to handle
drug money transactions in the banks were run not only by Soviet counter-intelligence, but
also by one of the Israeli intelligence services, Mossad, as well. The bankers were so integ-
rated into the operations that secret meetings took place in Prague between the Soviets
and the international financiers concerned, every week. General Sejna knew this
because secret villas under his control were used as the locations for most of the Soviets'
meetings with the bankers involved. In other words, Western bankers have knowingly
participated in this destructive, Leninist revolutionary activity from the outset of the
drug offensive launched by Soviet and Chinese intelligence to destroy the West.

In the fourth place, the explosion of the drug scourge has been facilitated by the
encouragement and complicity of confused intellectuals of the Left, whose power base
also controls, or has achieved mind-hegemony within, the marketplace for ideas'. This is
no accident, of course, since it has been a consequence of the parallel revolutionary drive
to destroy values, religion and morality throughout the targeted West, to which brief ref-
erences have been made. The drug plague expanded between 1965 and 1980, when drug
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usage in the West first became rampant, to a significant degree because drug use was pop-
ularised by intellectuals in academic settings and because these people published books
promoting drug use via permissive messages and a perverse and wilful insistence that
there were no bad drugs, only ill-informed drug users — and because such permissive
works outnumbered those stressing the biological and social dangers by a ratio of 50 to 18.

In the fifth place, people have been mesmerised — brainwashed by politicians, govern-
ments, news media, and academia — into thinking, as noted earlier, that it is they themselves
who are the cause of the crisis [see page 155]; that if people did not use drugs, there would
be no drug scourge, that their governments have all along been hard at work fighting the
plague, and that the public should not become involved at all, since it is all so horribly dan-
gerous. Depend on us, we have the task covered, and all we need is more time and money,
US officials routinely tell Congress. Certainly, drug users and abusers are not without fault,
and are themselves in danger of perdition; but they would have been far less vulnerable if
they had enjoyed the benefit of principled responses and retaliation by their governments —
and had not the enemy been working overtime to destroy Western culture, beliefs and val-
ues, and to subvert education.

Today, with the further intent of continuing the charade and to avoid reality (and
responsibility), people ask: 'But are they — the Russians, Chinese, Cubans, and their
many surrogates, still involved?'

Certainly, there have been significant changes. However, there is not one identifiable
change that suggests any diminished Soviet, Chinese, or Cuban involvement. What has
happened is that production and trafficking have entered an even more aggressive phase
aimed at expanding drug usage and corruption on a world-wide scale, without restric-
tion. Drug-trafficking is more open, in a real sense parallelling the sudden `emergence' of
Russian organised crime as a 'new' phenomenon in industrialised countries 9.

Indeed, it is hard to imagine a reasonable hypothesis as to why the Russians,the
Chinese or Cubans, would not be as active today as ever — indeed more so. Consider:

First: The KGB/GRU is as alive and as `well' as ever, and enjoys greater power than
before the implementation of 'collapsible Communism'. Why on earth would they walk
away from the most profitable business and the most effective political compromise,
blackmail, and influence operation the world has ever seen? What bureaucracy ever
went out of business without being forced out of business, when the parent organisation
is alive and healthy and so powerful that it has become a 'state within the state' [see page
162] (although that in itself is nothing new at all)?

After all, the drug-trafficking operation, 'Druzhba Narodov' , produced scores of bil-
lions of dollars in secret revenues each year. These revenues were controlled by the
KGB and never went near the official government budget. This converted the
KGB/GRU into a fiscal powerhouse independent of the state. There is no way these
revenues would have been discarded, and there was no-one on the outside with the
knowledge and power who could ever question or challenge their provenance.

Secondly, the political blackmail and compromise dossiers on people holding
positions of power around the world, which became crucial components of the nar-
cotics trafficking products were — and still are — exceedingly valuable assets for
use in support of Russian foreign and financial policy. Such files and operations were
so valuable that prior to the controlled geopolitical 'changes' which the KGB/GRU itself
orchestrated, control of global drug operations was shifted to Moscow and the key files
were moved to Russia. Asset preservation was a hallmark of KGB/GRU activities on the
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eve of the controlled disintegration of the Stalinist model ('collapsible Communism').
Thirdly, nor has the manner in which secrecy has been preserved in critical areas,

been significantly changed since 1989-91. Much information has emerged, but next to
nothing has been revealed of strategic importance. Where important strategic information
has been identified, the means used to safeguard any leakage have remained as strong-
armed and as ruthless as was always the case under 'overt Communism' prior to 1989-91.

In the fourth place, there is no coherent reason for the managers of the global drugs
offensive to cease and desist — since Western Governments, having protected the drug
trade for thirty years and more, are not about to change their attitudes. It is still contrary to
the policies of most Western Governments to say anything negative about, or to embarrass,
the Soviets or the Chinese. Britain has leant over backwards to placate the Chinese, even
though it has handed them the world's primary drug entrep6t, Hong Kong, with its stu-
pendous power and infrastructure, on a plate. And, in an unbelievable repeat of misjudged
joint US-Bulgarian operations to help the Bulgarians curb drug-trafficking across their bor-
ders in the 1970s, an initiative that would have been ludicrous had it not been so tragic [see
Chapter 91, the US intelligence communities (FBI and CIA) have opened offices in Moscow
so that they can work jointly with the KGB in 'fighting organised crime, drug-trafficking,
and international terrorism' — with no apparent understanding of the extent of KGB and
GRU involvement in each of these three activities.

The net result of this folly is as follows: first, the Soviets/Russians have been well
briefed on Western crime-fighting methodology, attitudes and responses. Secondly, they
have been kept well-informed about initiatives considered and mounted by US intelli-
gence to 'combat crime', enabling the Russians to ensure that their criminalist operatives
have been able to remain several steps ahead of Western intelligence at all times. To keep
US and Western intelligence agencies 'on side' whenever doubts may appear to have
arisen in Western minds about the integrity and/or the sincerity of Russian activities and
intentions, snippets of otherwise unobtainable, but usually expendable, intelligence,
have been vouchsafed from time to time for the benefit of Western intelligence, so as to
make sure that this ill-advised 'cooperative' crime-fighting activity could continue to be
justified in Western capitals. Again, such behaviour is nothing new at all: it is standard
Leninist deception practice.

Since 1990-91, Lenin's 'criminal state' has been exported as a model for the whole
world. Drug-trafficking is more aggressive, widespread and open than at any time in
human history. Russia itself has become a hotbed of crime and corruption. Organised
crime controls over forty percent of private businesses, sixty percent of state-owned com-
panies, over half of Russia's commercial banks (a large number of which were to have
been closed down in late 1998, having outlived their 'usefulness'), and eighty percent of
the shops, hotels and service industries in Moscow. The KGB is widely credited with
being at the centre of these criminal operations, and their primary benefactor — a devel-
opment which led one Russian writer, Yevgenia Albats, to be the first to label the KGB a
'state within a state"°. Russian organised crime has also experienced phenomenal growth
in the United States and in Latin America.

The Russians also forged with the speed of light, ties and alliances with the mafia,
Japanese yukaza, Chinese triads, Jamaican 'Yardies' (some leaders of which group were
seized in a dramatic police drug-bust in central London on 30th November 1998: see also
page 164), and other drug-trafficking organisations around the world. The KGB/GRU's
political influence operations must also remain of global scope — as an inevitable and nat-
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ural consequence of the tens of thousands of dossiers they hold on people of power and
influence in the West and elsewhere, who have been corrupted by the drug trade.

In 1991, the Russian central banking system began printing roubles as fast as it
could. Naturally, the value of the rouble tumbled. Suddenly, the law was changed. Early
in 1992 it ceased to be illegal any longer to hold dollars in Russia. Overnight, US dollars
became the preferred currency throughout the 'former' Soviet Union. One newspaper
reported as early as mid-1993 that there were more paper dollars in circulation in Russia
than in the United States — up to $100 billion in dollar bills.

Where did all the dollars circulating in the 'former' Soviet Union come from? Cer-
tainly, they did not originate among tourists or businessmen. Since US dollars became
the preferred currency in Russia, between $1.0 and $3.0 billion in dollar bills have also
been leaving Russia every month (at least $50 million a day), destined for foreign banks.
Russian crooks now own Cyprus" and are moving into Malta. Their preferred money-
laundering and sequestering locations these days are indeed Cyprus, Lebanon, the Cay-
man Islands (especially via certain Canadian banks), and to a lesser extent, Switzerland
and Liechtenstein. Yet notwithstanding this immense outward flow, there are still
thought to be more paper dollars in circulation in Russia than in the United States.

While all this unconstrained criminal activity has been developing and maturing
over the past decade, the West (and East, but mainly the West — and within the West, pri-
marily Europe) has been pouring massive financial and technical assistance into Russia.
The socialist European Union has been particularly conscientious in this regard. All of
which brings to mind the manner in which the drunken sailor spends his wages. Why
would anyone, knowing the situation in Russia and the nature of the Russian leadership
and culture, provide 'economic' assistance, or even think they could do clean and prof-
itable business, in accordance with Western standards and norms, with the Russians —
especially recognising that Western businessmen and financiers are generally not naive
in pursuing their normal activities? Clearly, there must be a dimension which is not widely
understood. Perhaps the long-term background and nature of Soviet-Western financial
cooperation may have some connection with the compromise dossiers mentioned above.
We have seen that Western bankers were 'integrated' into the Soviet drug infrastructure
from the beginning. Given the predominant participation of Soviet/Russian and Chinese
intelligence in these nefarious activities, it would be incredible if the dossiers were not in
active use today, and if their use of blackmail and other methods of compromising West-
ern and European Union politicians, bankers, bureaucrats, policymakers and agents of
influence were not as commonplace and routine as in the past.

The worst is yet to come. We have observed the growth of an immense interna-
tional narcotics business since the early 1960s. This business represented an outward
manifestation of two state-run intelligence operations, those developed by the Chinese
and the Soviets, in collaboration with their East European satellite surrogate services.
The operations concerned were fully integrated from the outset, with international
finance, law and politics. In parallel, the world experienced the headlong growth of what
is now referred to as global criminal capitalism Ccriminalism72.

This embraces narcotics trafficking, organised crime, illegal arms sales, the theft
of national resources, income tax evasion, and pornography. And as explained above,
almost the instant the Soviet Union 'disintegrated', Russian banks, managed and staffed
in large measure by former KGB and GRU personnel, began proliferating, while sizeable
Russian crime syndicates surfaced all over the world — forging, as noted, almost instanta-
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neous ties with mafia networks (which the KGB/GRU knew well, of old), with drug-traf-
fickers and with other organised criminal groups everywhere. Indeed, the links between
the Soviets and Italian mafia groups had long historical roots: for instance, Soviet Georgia
had traditionally provided Moscow's mafia connections in Italy with hunting privileges —
so that when the time came for Eduard Shevardnadze to seek help from Western sources
to cement his brutal regime, it was to Italian mafia-linked allies that his government
turned for special expedited deliveries of rubber truncheons (the Italians make excellent
rubber truncheons used for 'crowd control' purposes). Is all this just mere coincidence?

In 1996, annual revenues derived from global criminalist activities were estimated
by the World Bank's experts at $1.2 trillion, of which $500 billion were thought to repre-
sent profits. These were and remain highly conservative estimates. The narcotics trade
alone is in the $500 billion or more range. A more realistic estimate today would probab-
ly be of the order $2 trillion per year, as already noted — with $1 trillion, more or less, by
way of straight profit; and some experts would raise these estimates further, towards
$3.0 trillion annually in turnover. That is to say, governments, banks and the global crimi-
nalists are arranging the transfer of at least $1.0 trillion every year of national and private
wealth into the bank accounts of the global criminal fraternity — a massive transfer of
wealth for which there has been no historical parallel. This scandalous state of affairs
has been continuing for several decades on an ever expanding scale, and the power
conferred as a consequence threatens to destroy governments, democracy and the
international banking system itself. Drug money also weakens and corrodes competi-
tion by favouring some economic agents at the expense of others.

Two trillion+ dollars a year (a conservative figure, as noted) over the past two
decades, excluding interest, would imply that more than $40 trillion will have been added
to the wealth of the global criminal classes, including the managers and representatives of
Lenin's continuing world socialist revolution. Most of this money has been invested in
property, bonds and stocks, and each year a further trillion or more dollars is added to the
pool. Given that even these data are believed by some experts to understate the position,
the probable value of accrued drug money lodged in the international financial system
worldwide probably now exceeds this $40 trillion estimate by a considerable margint.
The associated corruption among financial institutions, investment advisory services
(including stock brokerage houses and mutual funds), prestigious law firms, and among
the political classes, has by now long since reached epidemic proportions. And this trans-
formation has been accompanied by minimal publicity with the exception of extensively
publicised, but intermittent, 'drug busts', such as the sizeable operation mounted by
British law enforcement agents on 30th November 1998 against Jamaican 'Yardie' opera-
tives [see page 162], which resulted in the seizure of hard drugs and weapons

In December 1996, Business Week gave some exposure to what it termed the 'tip of
the iceberg', in a feature about drug money corruption on Wall Street, entitled 'The Mob
on the Street'. The article explained:

'In the canyons of lower Manhattan, one can find members of organised crime,
their friends and associates. How large a presence? No-one — least of all regulators and
law enforcement — seems to know. The Street's reputed ranking underworld chieftain,
Abramo, is described by sources familiar with his activities as controlling at least four

t Author's Note: One of the principal hidden motivations behind the contemporary drug legalisation drive
is to procure the instantaneous legalisation of drug profits and to eliminate the potential risks of disclosure
and exposure —that is, to legitimise accumulated illegal drug-derived fortunes.
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brokerages through front men, and exerting influence upon still more firms'''.
This glimpse of the obvious, if we stop to think what must be happening, will also

be applicable, for instance, in banking, among the leading US law firms (as in London),
and within the policymaking community, as well. Moreover few areas of US life today
can be described as dependably honest any more. The decadence is pervasive, the
money involved is colossal, those who control it are excessively corrupt and lacking in
conscience, and minimal attention is paid to the reality that the corrupting influence of
drug-related activities and money must, by now, have progressed so far that few areas of
economic activity can be assumed to be immune. In some countries — Japan, for instance
— corruption is an openly acknowledged way of life: indeed, there, the entire Establish-
ment and the corporate and financial systems appear to have been tainted almost to the
point of no return.

In Switzerland, the Federal Prosecutor, Carla del Ponte, has said that the value of
just the Russian criminal 'profit' money lodged with Swiss banks exceeds $40 billion'.
The $40 billion is of course just the proverbial tip of the iceberg. How large is the total
amount of illegal booty in Swiss banks? Probably well over ten times as much, perhaps
as high as 100 times as much. And this is just Switzerland. The same conditions, greater
by an order of magnitude, prevail in the banking systems of Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Great Britain, Germany, Spain, all manner of tax-free havens and offshore islands, and
the United States. That is, the $40 billion officially identified as being lodged in Switzer-
land is merely a small proportion of the total value of tens of trillions of dollars accumu-
lated by the global criminalists, and sequestered with commercial and private banks all
over the world.

At the end of November 1998, Sr del Ponte said that he was 'convinced that Russian
organised crime is a threat for Switzerland. It is enough just to look at at the main crimin-
al investigations being carried out by our [cantons] ... and these investigations are only
the tip of the iceberg'. He was speaking in the context of the commencement of legal
proceedings against Sergei Mikhailov in Geneva. Mikhailov was suspected of heading
Moscow's Solntsvo criminal network, linked to another network run by the Russian mob-
ster Vyacheslav Ivankov, who was sentenced to 115 months in jail in New York in mid-
1997. These facts, though, are nothing to be surprised about: for Soviet/Russian
intelligence has been integrated with the 'mafia' classes in the 'former' Soviet Union for
decades: the simplistic Western notion that the Russian 'mafia' is 'stand-alone', is disin-
formation. Russian organised crime is the KGB/GRU, and its financial assets are han-
dled and moved by the KGB (or its successors: but the KGB has been relabelled many
times since 1917 and all knowledgeable experts these days refer generically to the 'post'-
Soviet intelligence community as the KGB or KGB/GRU).

Switzerland has historically been used by the Russians primarily to corrupt Swiss
banking and to obtain information on others who use Swiss banks. The Russians (Sovi-
ets) themselves have historically preferred to use banking facilities provided in countries
which are less obvious than Switzerland — such as Sweden, where Lenin is reported to
have stopped to draw $50 million out of a Swiss bank to help finance his takeover of the
fledgling Kerensky government and to line his own pockets at the same time. Inciden-
tally, all the original Soviet revolutionaries lined their own pockets: when Stalin ordered
his police chief, Genrikh Yagoda, to provide him with a list of their secret numbered bank
accounts in Switzerland, Yagoda made the elementary mistake of assuming that he was
Stalin's only source of information, and duly excluded the details of his own secret bank
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account in Switzerland. So, after insisting that he, Yagoda, must also comply, Stalin
rewarded him also with a bullet through the head. The only senior figure he spared was
Lenin's widow, Krupskaya, who was nevertheless compelled, on pain of a similar fate, to
repatriate the 'assets of the revolution' which Lenin, its primary author, had himself
salted away 'corruptly' in Swiss bank accounts.

It was not by accident that sizeable Soviet deception activity was directed at 'keep-
ing the [spot] light of publicity away from our friends, the banks', as Jan Sejna explained
to me on several occasions. And he should have known. For not only was Sejna firmly
coupled to Soviet drug-trafficking and organised crime transactions, but he was also a
member of a special deception committee which specialised in reviewing past deception
operations and in formulating guidelines for the forthcoming five-year deception plans
which had to be prepared for each successive Party Congress, building on prevailing
State strategy and policy.

Those who have constructed this global criminalist empire with its integrated influ-
ence and corruption potential are not nice people to know. They are, self-evidently, quite
ruthless, and typically make prospective or actual collaborators a type of offer that few
can refuse: 'Which do you prefer, gold or lead?' They are extremely well informed,
thanks to a reliable and integrated global intelligence network; and those with whom
they do business — financial institutions, investment houses, accountants and lawyers —
are careful to keep them well informed. Privacy, ethics, and not passing on insider informa-
tion, are practices that do not apply to them — only to normal investors; and these people
are far from normal: they do not fancy losing, and they have no qualms about taking such
steps as they may deem necessary to ensure and guarantee their 'success'. Bank records,
secret decisions, State decisions, private legal matters, and so forth, are open book to the
international criminal elites — of which a significant fraction consists, in reality, as we
have seen, of representatives of sophisticated, cut-throat, foreign intelligence services.

It is critical for the survival of Western civilisation, and in order to slow down its
rapid descent into pervasive, corrosive globalised criminality and corruption, which is
the grim outlook for the 21st century, that Western countries begin, even at this late hour,
to understand the true nature of the illegal drug crisis — which means correctly analysing
its sources, especially its political origins, its enabling mechanisms, and its related
criminal dimensions. Unless the nature and provenance of the challenge is finally
understood, the appropriate strategy and tactics to address it will never be formulated.
The drugs scourge continues to escalate because the measures so far developed to
counter it do not take account of the geopolitical dimension — that is to say, of the malev-
olent, revolutionary intent which drives it.

As a consequence, the measures taken, in the United States, Britain and elsewhere, to
address the scourge, have remained essentially irrelevant and ineffective, although law
enforcement developments in Britain in late 1998 were decidedly encouraging. The
plague continues to spread because the West is the victim of a deliberate, sustained and
relentless offensive planned and directed by enemy intelligence which Western policy-
makers appear not to begin, or care, to understand. Some Western leaders even share
the ideological objectives of the perpetrators of the drugs offensive. To make matters
much worse, the values of many policymakers have been fatally eroded; and if one has no
real values, one is not emboldened to defend anything at all, let alone with conviction and
vigour. Policymakers too often stand for nothing and fall for everything — for every false
assessment, for every piece of fashionable disinformation and for every diversionary tac-
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tic which is intended to add to the confusion and which clouds the truth: namely, that the
West has been targeted as an act of war, and is the victim of a sustained offensive.

Obviously, the longer this perversity and blindness continue, the more powerful
and insuperable will the forces which help to perpetuate this blanket offensive, become.
Soon, they will wield almost total power in some Western countries. The European
Union's collectivist structures, with their pork-barrel traditions and inclinations, are con-
spicuously vulnerable to drug-related corruption. Politicians and policymakers will con-
tinue to be blackmailed. Bankers will continue to enjoy the proceeds of laundered money
and to turn a blind eye to what is happening. Many regulators and investigators will
persevere fruitlessly with their narrow, legalistic perspectives. Much of the media will
continue its inexcusable de facto conspiracy of silence, while some newspapers, such as
The Independent in London, will continue perversely to promote drug liberalisation. A
detailed search of the distasteful documents arising from the 'work' of the Office of the
Independent Counsel, Kenneth W. Starr, in connection with the degraded behaviour of
President Clinton and others in the White House, has revealed that two single-word
mentions of drug-taking there, to which initial reference was made in a CNN broadcast,
have been erased from it'. This suggests a perverse collusion — as though the drug
dimension, like the parallel, and glaring, security issues arising from that hideous scan-
dal, was somehow taboo.

Is this sort of official denial simply to be expected of a society which either openly
or subconsciously recognises that it has been subverted, fleeced and duped — not least by
those in whom our trust has had to be placed?

Corruption associated with drugs is so corrosive that, short of the targeted societies
acquiring and wielding powers from which democracies, however inept and degraded,
must naturally flinch, it will, sooner, rather than later, destroy democracy itself. Indeed,
the very means which may now be needed to purge the West of the accumulated conse-
quences of the drug offensive which has been waged against it for several decades, could
themselves be considered a threat to democracy and freedom. No doubt the evil archi-
tects of the drug offensive understood that potential of their strategy only too well from
the beginning. They recognised that democracies would never be able to summon the
backbone to purge themselves of this evil, let alone that it originated as an act of warfare.

The war on drugs has not failed: it has never existed. There has been no war on
drugs in the United States. And look at what has happened in countries like the Nether-
lands, where a permissive approach has proved a total, filthy and embarrassing failure —
and in Switzerland, where a sudden deterioration in social conditions occurred in
response to the introduction of more 'liberal' attitudes and provisions from late 1994
onwards. Like Cyprus, which Russian criminalists have colonised following the sudden
arrival there in the late 1980s of the son of the former Soviet Foreign Minister, Andrei
Gromyko17, Switzerland remains a prime money-laundering centre for Soviet/Russian
intelligence community-linked criminals.

Recalling what happened to Lenin's colleagues after Stalin had demanded the repat-
riation of the 'assets of the revolution' which they had salted away in Swiss bank accounts
[see pages 165-1661 a similar (perhaps, but not necessarily, less drastic?) fate may well have
awaited (in late 1998) the so-called 'oligarchs' (KGB/GRU officers and top Communist
Party officials and nomenldaturists), who had been given temporary custody of the 'assets
of the state', as part of the façade of 'post'-Communism presented to the West in 1990-91.
This represented a truly novel form of Lenin's model of 'state-controlled capitalism'; and at
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the time of going to press, that model was in the process of being rolled up or substantially
'modified', just like its predecessors — Lenin's notorious 'New Economic Policy' [NEP], or
Khrushchev's 'peaceful coexistence', or Brezhnev's detente scams.

In Switzerland, though, at least the population has had more sense than its bewil-
dered political and policymaking elites. On 29th November 1998, Swiss voters decisively
rejected a dangerous and misguided proposal for the legalisation of marijuana, heroin and
cocaine — turning aside arguments that an officially-managed narcotics network would
help to curb drug-related crime. Swiss voters saw through these false arguments, which
would promote drug use, wholesale corruption, scandal and decay — as has happened so
conspicuously in Amsterdam, once a jewel of mediaeval architecture that has descended
into an abyss of filth and decadence. Almost 74% of Swiss voters rejected the proposals in a
referendum — in the face of Federal claims that cannabis was regularly consumed by some
500,000 people in the country Provocatively, Francois Reusser, the spokesman for a com-
mittee which had sponsored the initiative 'for a sensible drug policy', argued not only that
Swiss voters had 'reacted emotionally to the heroin aspect', but also that the outcome
might have been different if marijuana smokers had gone to the polls'.

That statement showed that these drug-pushers are not merely misguided: they are
also stupid: anyone who knows anything about the effect of cannabis on the body, on the
brain and on attitudes, would be aware that smokers who are half-stoned out of their
minds, do not cooperate if they can avoid doing so. There is, however, no end to the per-
versity and folly of the drug liberalisation lobby: the committee, supported by Socialists,
permissive doctors, lawyers [see above] and drug 'experts', insisted that it would embark
forthwith upon a fresh campaign to soften-up Switzerland's voters and to collect the nec-
essary number of signatures under the Swiss referendum system to be able to force yet
another ballot on the legalisation of cannabis. For the standard modus operandi of the revo-
lution is to try, try, and try again until the referendum system delivers the 'correct' answer.

Why, one is entitled to wonder, are such people so anxious to achieve this diabolical
objective? Not, we may be sure, because they care a damn about the victims of drug
abuse, or about their physical, mental and spiritual welfare. But rather because the
revolution never, ever, surrenders its perverse agenda. And because those promoting
this scourge are themselves corrupted beyond perdition, they wish to bring the whole
world to perdition along with them. It is the solemn duty of those who know and under-
stand this, to resist their nefarious activities with all determination and might — and for
political and policymaking leaderships to cast aside all hesitation and to throw the
resources of the state into this prospectively final battle for the survival of civilisation'''. •
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FURTHER READING
SUGGESTIONS,

As the years have passed, more and more evidence has accumulated that the global drugs
scourge is a primary instrument of the continuing Leninist World Revolution. No genuine
discontinuity occurred in 1989-91 — merely a Leninist discontinuity, stage-managed by Soviet
intelligence under a strategic collective fronted by Gorbachev, whose long political pedigree
stretches back to the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union [CPSU] held
in 1956, and the 22nd Congress of October 1961 at which the revitalised long-range strategy was
approved ready for presentation to the Congress of 81 Communist Parties (6th December 1961).
Nor has Western intelligence monitored changes in the general directions to the KGB/GRU
from the continuing Communist Party of the Soviet Union [CPSU11-. Just about the only matter
of substance which remains to be resolved is whether the Cubans were correct in their assess-
ment, reported in this book, that targeted Western countries could be 'softened-up' with drugs
for takeover from within, over a period of 35 years — or whether the Soviet opinion view that 50
or 60 years (two generations) would be necessary was nearer the mark.

Red Cocaine provides the essential background information upon which the serious
student of the continuing, relentless Leninist Revolution—which seeks fulfilment of the
demented idea of World (Communist) Government, a sure recipe for global dictatorship
— can profitably build a coherent understanding of the diabolical intentions of Lenin's heirs,
whether operating overtly or, as Lenin himself advocated, 'working by other means' (i.e.,
covertly as is more extensively the case today). One means of continuing a study perhaps
begun with this book is advertised on the final page, where we provide owners of Red Cocaine
with the opportunity to subscribe, at a specially reduced rate, to Soviet Analyst — the only jour-
nal which specialises exclusively in revealing and explaining the essence of the Soviet-Chinese
strategic deception and long-term intelligence offensive against the West. In the pages of Soviet
Analyst, you will find no 'politically correct' ideas whatsoever — not least because the origins of
'political correctness' have been definitively traced — in the pages of Soviet Analyst itself — to the
bowels of the Soviet Communist Party apparatus.

For an essential perspective on the strategic deception offensive — the essence of which is
convergence of the West with the East, but on the East's terms, not ours — the reader's attention is
directed to The Perestroika Deception: The World's Slide towards the 'Second October Revolution'
Meltoktober'1, by the genuine Soviet defector, Anatoliy Golitsyn — famous author of the
prophetic work, New Lies for Old. Mr Golitsyn's second book, originally published by Edward
Harle Limited in 1995, and republished in 1998, is as prophetic as his first remarkable volume.
For details, see the reverse of the Soviet Analyst leaflet insert at the back. •
t Among the sources to which any sceptic is directed for confirmation of the continuing existence of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union long after the alleged 'collapse of Communism' and of the USSR in 1991, are the October-November
1994 and April 1995 issues of the CPUSA's theoretical journal Political Affairs, which contain explicit references to the con-
tinuing existence and central importance of the CPSU. It 'coordinates' the operations of the fake 'post-Soviet political par-
ties. Western Governments, led by the British Foreign Office and the US State Department, chose prematurely to accept
the demise of Communism and its associated pyramid of lies, including the new 'democratic' structures, at face value.



EDWARD HARLE LIMITED

STATEMENT OF
POLICY OBJECTIVES.

The well-known Irish-American author, Dr Malachi Martin, a friend of the publisher of
the present work, has described it as 'a Luciferian fog'. We were discussing the remarkable
inability of intelligent, well-informed people, especially among the policymaking and
media communities, to understand the Leninist significance of the 'changes' which over-
whelmed the world in 1989-91, and which have permeated everything that has happened
on the political, cultural, institutional and religious stages ever since. Malachi's term is
appropriate indeed. He was referring, of course, to the ever more apparently supernatural
dimension of the evils the world faces today, of which the global drug scourge and the
relentless attack on morality and society's institutions are the most pernicious symptoms.

The Luciferian fog that has enveloped the minds of many Western observers, politi-
cians, bureaucrats and pressmen has, since 1989-91, all but obliterated objective reality,
which has been replaced — by the intent of Soviet intelligence — with a structure of false
images and lies. Communism collapsed all of a sudden. Soviet military power is no threat.
(Did not the 'former' Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies sign a document on 19th
November 1990 entitled the 'Joint Declaration of Twenty-Two States' which pronounced that
the signatories — the NATO countries and those of the 'former' Soviet Bloc — were `no longer
adversaries'?). The CPSU ceased to exist. The mafia in the 'former USSR' is 'stand-alone'.
Free enterprise has 'taken root'. The 'former' Soviet Republics are truly independent. All
these assertions are either wholly false or, at best, deliberately misleading.

What in fact happened should have been as clearly evident to scholars of the Russian
language as to the few Western students of Lenin who remained appropriately sceptical
that the sudden, orchestrated 'changes' could have been anything but manifestations of
intelligence operations designed to deceive the West. For the true Leninist, dialectical
meaning of 'perestroika' is of course 'reformation', as in 'military formation'. The whole
world is now paying the price for its leaders' millennial failure to discern the deceptive
revolutionary meaning of Gorbachev's 'perestroika'; and the destabilising consequences of
this strategic failure will be a millstone round the necks of future generations.

Edward Harle Limited was established to publish books which address this failure
and its evil legacy for Western civilisation. Its remit is to disregard 'political correctness' in
all its insidious manifestations and to cut through the lies, the mis- and disinformation and
the fantasies which bedevil our understanding of what is happening to our civilisation, and
to explain why it is happening. For the only effective weapon of defence is exposure. •

CHRISTOPHER EDWARD HARLE STORY, London, January 1999.
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SOVIET
ANALYST
A REVIEW OF CONTINUINq qto g At REVOLUTIONARY STZATEgY

Soviet Analyst, a strategic intelligence newsletter, provides a necessary antidote to fashionable,
'politically correct' and therefore confused thinking about revolutionary developments in the so-
called 'former' Soviet Bloc countries, and their consequences for the whole world. Applying the
analytical methodology explained by Anatoliy Golitsyn in New Lies for Old and The Perestroika Decep-
tion, this publication, established in 1972, reviews the activities of the continuing Leninist policymak-
ers from the perspective of the implementation of their long-range strategy. It focuses on the rapid
progress they are making, in the context of the false discontinuity of 1989-91 and the lie that Commu-
nism was 'abandoned', towards the realisation by stealth of Lenin's unchanged global revolutionary
control objectives. For Lenin's heirs seek nothing less than the progressive weakening, decapitation
and integration of nation states and their piecemeal replacement by intricate 'cooperative' cross-bor-
der and regional structures which are intended as part of the framework for World Government.

This 'New World Social Order' will, by definition, be a global socialist dictatorship. Those
in the West - especially policymakers, bankers, churchmen and opinion-formers - who are collabor-
ating de facto with the continuing revolutionaries in the furtherance of their continuing strategy of
'cooperation-blackmail' - whether knowingly as agents of influence, or unwittingly as what Lenin
called 'useful idiots' - recklessly imperil the future of civilisation. They are providing a 'Red Carpet'
for the revolutionaries who masquerade as their comrades-in-arms, but who secretly seek their
downfall. Such collaborators disregard the evil reality of the contemporary 'war called peace'.

It was President George Bush who mindlessly recycled Gorbachev's Leninist phrase 'New
World Order'. Other purveyors of this revolutionary slogan include Karl Marx and Henry Kissinger,
who has remarked: NAFTA is a major stepping-stone to the New World Order'. And speaking at a
United Nations Ambassadors' Dinner on 14 September 1994, Mr David Rockefeller observed: 'This
present "window of opportunity" during which a truly peaceful and interdependent world order
might be built, will not be open for long. Already there are powerful forces at work that threaten to
destroy all our hopes and efforts to erect an enduring structure of global cooperation'. Whether Mr
Rockefeller and similar de facto collaborators understand where their 'Red Carpet' policy is leading, is
open to legitimate debate; what is clear is that 'global cooperation' in practice means, and is intended to
mean, 'global collectivisation' - the very essence of Communism.

In 1932, William Z. Foster, then leader of the Communist Party USA, wrote in his book
Toward Soviet America that the objective of Communism was the establishment of a 'New World Social
Order'. In 1985, two Soviet apparatchilcs, F. Petrenko and V. Popov, explained [in Soviet Foreign Policy,
Objectives and Principles, Progress Publishers, Moscow] that 'the transition step to the "New World
Order" involves merging the newly captive nations into regional governments'. In 1942, Stalin wrote:
'As growiiT numbers of nations fall to the revolution, it becomes possible to reunite them under
a Communist world regime' [International Publishers, New York]. Lenin wrote that the Commu-
nists' aim was 'a future union of all nations in a single world... system'. This objective remains
unchanged. 'The point is', says Yelena Bonner, the widow of Andrei Sakharov, 'that the Communist
goal is fixed and changeless - it never varies one iota from their objective of world domination,
but if we judge them only by the direction in which they seem to be going, we shall be deceived'.

Soviet Analyst, directed by Christopher Story, publisher of this book, circulates world-wide
among official agencies, embassies and, professional analysts, the diplomatic profession, intelligence
communities and informed observers. It is published on a prepaid annual subscription basis [for ten
issues per Volume/series] by World Reports Limited, London and New York. To subscribe at the
specially reduced rate for owners of Red Cocaine, complete the enclosed order form and mail it in
the reply envelope. To fax your order, dial: +44 [0120-7233 0185 [London]; 212-679 1094 [New York]. •
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RED COCAI
The drugging of America and the West

The standard, uninformed, view of the contemporary drugs
scourge, which is ravaging the minds and bodies of Western youth and
thus degrading the gene pool, is that it 'just happened'. The financial
rewards, according to that argument, are so enormous that there will
always be evil forces willing to distribute narcotics for money This com-
placent view is exploded by Red Cocaine: The Drugging of America and
the West, which shows conclusively that the continuing Russian and
Chinese Leninists have been using narcotics for several decades as a
decisive weapon in the ongoing low-level warfare they are waging
against Western civilisation. Their use of drugs as an offensive 'soften-
ing-up' instrument presupposes the lack of any discontinuity of Leninist
intent and practice since 1917, and (crucially) since the orchestrated
'changes' of 1989-91, which were devised to mesmerise and mislead the
world into believing that the World Revolution had collapsed. The narco-
war is based upon a satanic strategy envisaged by Lenin and developed
under Stalin by his odious police chief, Lavrentii Beria. After the
Communist Chinese, having deployed narcotics against their own people
prior to seizing power in 1949, had extended their drug operations inter-
nationally, the Soviets embarked in earnest, on Khrushchev's orders,
upon their own drugs offensive — reinforcing a revolutionary campaign
to demoralise the West by degrading society's morals and institutions,
a strategy elaborated by the founder of the Italian Communist Party,
Antonio Gramsci. Dr Joseph D. Douglass, the world's leading expert
on the political use of narcotics, explains how a Czech defector, the late
General Jan Sejna, alerted the West to this diabolical offensive — and how
corrupt and irresolute Western officials and banks have chosen to ignore
the ugly reality for reasons of expediency and 'political correctness'. •
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